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PREFACE

motive which produces the present volume at the present

is a feeling that in England the contemporary imperial

question often is approached from an obsolete standpoint.

In the following pages an attempt is made to present a

modern view of imperial evolution, in the light of some

-e years' (1898-1901) travel and residence in Canada,

Australasia, and other parts of the Empire, excluding South

(a. Amongst the striking events of the time were the

rush-American war, followed by the novelty of an imperial

issue in American politics ;
the Washington negotiations of

1898-1899, lapsing into the protracted affair of the Alaska

boundary ; the institution of the Australian Commonwealth ;

and the dispatch of colonial troops to take part in the South

If there is some appearance of inconsistency in the

icism of Mr. Chamberlain's imperial statesmanship, the

explanation lies in the difficulties of intermittent authorship.

the conclusions here put forward, representing a wide

departure from the writer's preconceived ideas, were finally

reached, and most of the chapters were drafted, before the

resignation of the Colonial Secretary in the spring of 1903.

:o that date he was identified with the policy hereinafter

described as "
official imperialism/' which was not the real reason

of his extraordinary popularity beyond the seas. The secret

of his success was his unprecedented energy and sympathy as

an administrator, and his enthusiasm for the general idea of

Til
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oloter union, rather than hia advocacy of particular methods.

Aa to the methods, there has been a difference of opinion

between English and colonial statesmen, arising from a cor-

responding difference in their respective conceptions of the

ultimate United Empire. But the new policy, launched by

Mr. Chamberlain, marks a fresh epoch. At length a practical

method is proposed, which is approved cordially by imperialists

beyond the seas, because it admits and promotes their own

ultimate ideal, whatever may be expected from it by im-

perialists in England. The colonial ideal is an alliance, of a

character more intimate and comprehensive, and therefore

more permanent, than is connoted by the conventional use

of the term. From the present writer's point of view, a

programme which substitutes imperial reciprocity for imperial

free trade, commercial treaties for the zollverein compact,

has a significance far wider than its trade aspect. It implies

the first substitution of alliance for federation, of the colonial

ideal for the English ideal, as the guiding principle of closer

coherence between the mother country and the self-governing

colonies. Alliance recognizes separate national aspirations:

federation aims at national unity. If diversified nationalism,

within workable limits, is valued as a progressive element in

human civilization, then the new policy is one which is

desirable as well as practicable, superseding an older policy

which was neither.

The assumption which underlies such phrases as "the

Expansion of England," or "Greater Britain," and suggests

the familiar principle of federation as the logical form of

closer union, is not justified by the tendency either of

instinctive sentiment or of actual developments in Canada

and Australia. So far as generalization is possible, it may be

said that there is not, in fact, any growing consciousness of

a common nationality, but exactly the reverse. In other

words, the basis of imperial federation, instead of expanding
and

solidifying, is melting away.
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The obvious impossibility of diseasing to vast a subject

the aid of extensive generalizations seem* to neces-

sitate a preliminary warning. Throughout the Empire the

moat frequent pitfall in :!.. path of the imperialist is the

temptation to generalise from local experience. In no two

of the four great self-governing colonies is the predominant

imperialism quite the same thing. In England the pitfall

takes the shape of a natural idea that the self-governing

colonies can be treated as a whole; and that any forward

policy is inadequate, or even pernicious, which is not equally

applicable to them all. That criterion, if accepted, would

an end to all hope of progress towards closer union.

Analysing the conditions of the problem, there are two

broad features common to Canada, Australia, New Zealand,

and South Africa. The first is that all four countries are

travelling the same road the road from the colonial to the

>nal status. But they are severally at different stages of

the journey, moving for the time being in the order named ;

and the progress of each is accelerated or retarded by varying

iinstances, ethnological, geographical, or social, which are

different for each. The other common feature is that the

development of national consciousness is a process of internal

the old order slowly and painfully yielding to the

new. It is visionary to imagine that vital common measures

can be devised until the last of the procession is further on

road to national maturity. Meanwhile it is the part of

rial statesmanship to note the unalterable direction of

the road, to remember the internal friction, and to realize

concentration is desirable, it is easier to quicken the

followers than to turn back the leaders.

The chapter describing the Alaska boundary negotiations

appeared in the* Emjrire Review (March 1903), and is

republished by permission, with the addition of a few

rations. Also use has been made of an article entitled

14

Colonial Nationalism," which appeared earlier in the same
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Review (August 1902). The appreciative reception of those

articles in Canada has encouraged the production of the

present volume.

Lastly, the writer wishes to acknowledge his personal

sense of gratitude to Mr. Chamberlain, whose public speeches

in the year of the Diamond Jubilee were the direct impulse

to the expenditure of time in a manner which few English

ever repent

M.ir.h
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STUDIES IN

COLONIAL NATIONALISM

CHAPTER I

THE CANADIAN HEGEMONY

"The British Empire . . . a galaxy of independent nations

There is not in Canada at the present moment a tingle British soldier

to maintain British supremacy moreover it is Canadian soldiers who
ar to-day garrisoning Halifax .... The whole Australian continent

has now been moulded into another nation under the flag . . . and I

tee dawning in South Africa the day when there will be another Con-

federation . . . ."Sir Wilfrid Lanrier at the Dominion Day Banquet,
ChnadisM Gas**, July S, 1902.

Tin nineteenth century witnessed the progressive

of national sentiment, or the idea of separate jjalionality,

as a force controlling the political evolution not only of

:opean countries, but also of the United States. The

dawn of the twentieth century reveals the phenomenon of a

similar instinct already beginning to dominate the political

evolution of the British Empire, in those self-governing

colonies which, either singly or in federal union, possess the

potentiality of a separate national career. In Canada,

Australia, and New Zealand, the national idea is discernible

different degrees of development, depending upon con-

>ns which vary in each case. Generally speaking, the

popular attitude towards the mother country is becoming
kind to that which prevailed a generation ago.

valty, rooted in the past, is slowly giving way
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before nationaLjjatriotism, reaching to the future. As the

evolution proceeds, the Empire is valued less for its own

sake, and more in proportion as it subserves the interests

(and ideals of separate nationalism.

The modern speeches of Sir Wilfrid Laurier, pervaded as

'
they are by the national idea, carry the same message as the

habitual language of the Canadian people. In Canada the

terms
"
colony

"
and "

colonial
"

have become so completely

eliminated, except officially, that there is now a quaint ring

of anachronism about such survivals as the "Intercolonial
"

railway, so named more than thirty years back, or the Daily

Colonist newspaper of that ancient city, Victoria, B.C. Accord-

ing to popular phraseology, Canada is not a colony, but

"the Dominion"; and her people are not colonists upon

England's estate, but the Canadian nation occupying its own

territory.

Canadians visiting Australia before the days of the

Commonwealth, must have been struck by the colonial habit

which referred to the provinces as
" the Colonies," and talked

of the
" nation

"
in the sense of the British nation, having a

subordinate branch in Australia. But with the advent of

the Commonwealth the Australian phraseology has conformed

rapidly to the new idea. The Colonies are now States, as in

America after the War of Independence, and the federal

government is the
"
national

"
government.

During the federal campaign in Australia, towards the

close of the last century, Sir Edmund Barton made a famous

hit when he pointed out that, for the first time in history,

there was "
a continent for a nation, and a nation for a

He fastened upon two circumstances which, in

conjunetion. give Australia an unique position, and make it

probable that nationalism will thrive there vigorously,

namely that the people are homogeneous, and have a whole

continent to themselves for th.-ir undisputed inheritance.

By contrast the Canadian federalists of the sixties, when

they were advocating the federal union of the provinces, had

to face the fact of two great anti-national circumstances,

which might have seemed sufficient to preclude the notion

of a separate Canadian nationality. One was that half the
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continent already was occupied bj a powerful and kindred

which aimed at extending ita political sovereignty
Gulf of Mexico to Hudson's Bay. The other waa

the French-speaking province of Quebec, containing at

nearly half the population of the Canadian colonies,

people of Quebec had come under the British flag by
i id were divided from their English-speaking

libouw, i language and religion, but also by
H of colonial separation reaching far back into the

eighteenth century. Nevertheless, within the space of a

generation out of these two anti - national circumstances

has arisen a Canadian national sentiment which affect*

a land of moral hegemony over the younger nations of the

Empire in all matters involving the imperial connection.

claim to leadership rests upon more than the mere

accident of national seniority. It is justified by the keen-

sighted and unswerving devotion to the national principle

which has distinguished the development of Canadian policy

in imperial affairs. The seniority of Canadian nationalism!!

was the result of the neighbouring republic; and for its II

rict consistency credit is due to the influence of Quebec. J \

first requirement of nationalism, as a political prin-

<, is a single sovereignty co-extensive with the geo-

liical boundaries of the people. Therefore the foundation
1 'anadian nationalism was the confederation of the pro-

os, consummated in 1867,1 and presently followed by
the construction of railways to connect the territory of the

Dominion from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The correspond-
i.'vernent of the Australians, a generation later, was

If the outcome of a national sentiment which came to

handicap of political disunion. But in

with her rival races, there was no .such common or

onal consciousness to make the idea of union

le. Confederation was mooted originally as a device

minimizing the racial between Ontario and

Quebec a system of political co-operation under which

people of the former would be able to preserve their British

he Dominion did not stretch from ocean to ocean until 1871, when
sh Columbia joined the Confederation.
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nationality, and the people of the latter their French

nationality. The fact that the idea expanded into the con-

ception of a federation embracing the whole of British North

America neems to have been due to a determination, common

to both races, to remain under the Union Jack rather th m
accept the Stan and Stripes. For at that time the risks

of American aggression appeared acute. The Civil War lnul

left the North in a hostile temper towards England, which

found expression in Fenian raids against Canada, and seemed

likely to develop further at any moment. The treaty of

reciprocity, dating from 1854, under which Canadian trade

had flourished for ten years, had been denounced, to make

way for the policy of starving Canada by high duties upon
her products. Congress passed a Bill for the admission

of the Canadian provinces as American States; and England
was recommended to hand over the country by way of com-

pensation for the
" Alabama

"
damages, and other offences

against the victorious North.
1

1 Cf. Roberts, History of Canada, pp. 348, 360.

Doubtless it was known in America that there was a considi-r.il ,]

party in England which was ready to sacrifice Canada. The following

is instructive :

u With a view probably to the satisfaction of mortified

friends of the North in England, he (Gladstone) wrote to me suggesting
that if the North thought fit to let the South go, it might in time be

indemnified by the union of Canada with the Northern States. As the

letter, on consideration, seemed unlikely to have the desired effect, ami

not unlikely to prove embarrassing to the writer, no use was made of it,

and it was destroyed." Goldwin Smith, in My Memory of Gladstone.

Cf. also the following incident in the Washington negotiations :

" Mr. Sumner in a memorandum (Jan. 17, 1871) to Mr. Fish, had sub-

mitted a singular specie* of political syllogism. He desired nothing so

much, he said, as that entire goodwill should prevail between Great
Britain and the United States, and that the settlement should be com-

plete. Now the greatest trouble and peril in the way of a complete
settlement was Fenianism

; Fenianism was excited by the proximity of

the British flag over the Canadian border
; therefore, the British flag

should be withdrawn from the whole hemisphere, including the islands,

and the American flag should fly in its stead. In conformity with tin.

tight and simple chain of reasoning, Mr. Fish threw out a hint to

Lord de Grey that the cession of Canada might end the quarrel. The

English envoy contented himself with the dry remark that lie did na
find such a suggestion in his instructions." Morley, Life of Gladstone,
ToL iL p. 401.
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1 ii Knglish-speaking Canada the main force behind con-

federation was the indomitable spirit of the United Empire
<-

.li.-tM. the deaoendants of the original exiles from revolted

America, who received that title in recognition of their self-

sacrificing devotion to the British t\w French-Canadians

supported the policy because for them the flag was the

guarantee of certain privileges granted under the Quebec
Act of 1774, which settled the status of the conquered

province, and remains the cherished charter of its people.

These privileges include the official recognition of the French

French civil law, and the established Roman
none of which would be legitimate under

the constitution of an American State.

The attitude of the United Empire Loyalists towards

Americans naturally has been one of bitter resentment,

the attitude towards England which the Americans, by
their school books and other means, continued to cultivate

at least up to the Spanish War, if not to the present day.

After confederation, the story of the Loyalists became part
1 'anadian national history, and impregnated the new
mil sentiment with an element of antagonism to the

United States which remains a pronounced characteristic of

Canadian nationalism. Indeed, it may be said that Canadian

nationalism was founded upon a repugnance to American

nationalism. For there is no ethnological or geographical
reason why the political boundary which is drawn arbitrarily

along the 49th parallel upon the map should have become

the line of a national division. The question of the Canadian

future is the question whether that repugnance will continue.

If it rests on permanent grounds, then national independence
v'

will remain the supreme object of Canadian statesmanship.
Historical tradition itself counts for much amongst a

people which for a hundred years has abjured the standing

temptation of material wealth (obtainable at any time

!;
' nnexation ") in order to preserve a pat: <>J.

The surrender of Canadian nationalism at the present, or at *-

it ure stage, would be a betrayal of the sacrifices made
in war and commerce by past generations. In the war of

1812, French and English Canadians fought side by side to
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drive back the American invaders. All through the past

century they were ready to do the same again, when from

time to time the annexationists seemed to be getting the

upper hand in the United States. As late as 1895, the

disturbance created by the dispute between England and

Venezuela, and finally settled by arbitration in favour of

England, was regarded in Canada as the preliminary to a

renewed outburst of American aggression. The gratuitous

extension of the Monroe doctrine by Mr. Olney, Secretary of

State under President Cleveland, in his memorable declara-

tion to the effect that no European power could be tolerated

any longer upon the American continent,
1 was interpreted by

many Canadians as the intentional denial of their own right

to choose their own political connections. They consider that

actual war was averted only by the timely fitting out of a

British flying squadron, and finally by the complications with

Spain, which turned the swelling tide of American jingoism
into a different channel. During the Spanish war Canadian

sympathy with the Americans was modified by the hope that

they would encounter sufficient resistance to take the edge
off their jingoism. The feeling of distrust, which President

Cleveland had revived, still remained, especially in Loyalist

circles. Old men recalled the days when a popular American

cry was " The Three C.s," California, Cuba, Canada, and

the acquisition of the second resuscitated both the old fore-

bodings and the old spirit of resolute defiance. Such appre-
hensions were not allayed after the war, when "

expansion
"

became a political issue. According to imperialist Americans,
such as Theodore Roosevelt, expansion was the " manifest

destiny
"

of the American nation, which it was unpatriotic
for anyone to resist On the other side, the anti-imperialists,

such as Mr. Carnegie, by way of offering an alternative to

1 "
Every true patriot, every man of statesmanlike habit, should look

forward to the day when not a single European power will hold a foot

of American soil. ... It is distinctly in the interest of civilization

that the present States in the two Americas should develop along their

own lines, and however desirable it is that many of them should receive

European immigration, it is highly undesirable that any of them should

be under European control." Theodore Roosevelt, on the Monroe

Doctrine, The Bachelor of Art*, March 1886.
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over -sea aggrandizement, urged that the natural line of

expansion was in the direction of "coterminous territory,"

'Wing the Russian rather than the British precedent,

and avoiding the necessity of a big navy. Thus the anti-

imperialist doctrine was almost as dangerous as that of the

avowed expansionists, from a Canadian point of view.

The conservatism of historical tradition is reinforced by
Ihfl influence of the manufacturing industries which O^n^inn

fiscal policy has succeeded in creating. I a long time

the prospect of economic independence of the United

States seemed so hopeless that there was always the nucleus

of an annexationist party in Canada, ready to abandon the

struggle by transferring the country to the Stan and Stripes.

Now, however, industrial Canada is an established success,

while agricultural Canada has learned to rely upon the

British rather than the American market Nevertheless, \

neither the historical nor the economic aspect of Canadian

separatism seems to be of an immutable nature. It is con-

ceivable that a protracted period of Anglo-American friend-

ship, genuinely reciprocal instead of entirely one-sided, as

always hitherto, might overcome the Canadian tradition of

antagonism. Likewise it seems even probable that some day
the strongest industrial centres of the American continent

1 be north of the boundary line, in proximity to the best

p supplies of minerals, coal, timber, and water-power. Then
the present Canadian demand for protection against gigantic

American organizations would be superseded by a demand for

continental free trade, reversing the parts hitherto played by
the United States and Canada respectively. As it is

Canadian advantage in raw material is making itself felt

Canadian lumber already is indispensable to American mills,

owing to the exhaustion of American forests. New England
factories are clamouring for Nova Scotian coal. Lately the

American duty on wheat has been remitted in favour of the

Canadian grain required by the milling industry. The

recognized Canadian policy, in such contingencies, is to place
an export duty upon the raw material, in order to concentrate

manufacturing industry in Canada itself. This policy,

it was successfully pursued, ultimately would make the
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American market as important to Canadian manufacturers

as it formerly was to Canadian farmers
; who, moreover, are

r

always ready to welcome its reopening. Thus the industrial^

argument for Canadian nationalism does not seem to rest on

uwcure foundations.

A more enduring basis, perhaps, lies in the deep and

widespread conviction of the Canadians that they are^

evolving a national type superior to that of their neighbours.
This is their meaning when they insist that they are

"
British."

By comparison, the American is held to be fickle, vain-

glorious, materialistic, and inhuman. The defects of his

national character are said to be exemplified by the laxity of

the divorce laws
; by the lawlessness of the West

; by Indian

risings ; by negro burnings and lynchings generally ; by the

subordination of every moral interest to the pursuit of

dollars; and by the bombastic perfidy which cynically

repudiates treaty obligations if they are an obstacle to

material aggrandizement. It is an open question how far

the seamy side of the American national character is the

result of faulty institutions, or how far the faultiness is that

of a nation which defiles its own handiwork. At any rate

the Canadians take credit for a higher civilization and more

healthy national character. 1
Thus, they point out that the

opening up of their western territories proceeds apace
without any of the reckless lawlessness which marked the

corresponding phase south of the line. In Western Canada
"
shooting irons

"
and knives are no part of the cowboy's

1 Since the above was written, an illustration of Canadian sentiment

has been furnished by Sir Wilfrid Laurier's speech upon the introduction

of the North-West Autonomy Bill, creating two new provinces out of

the territories hitherto administered under the federal authorities. Upon
the question of educational institutions,

" the Prime Minister argued that

Parliament in 1875 having deliberately introduced a system of separate
schools in the North-West, they were established for all time. . . . Par-

liament should approach it on the broad ground of Canadian duty and,
Canadian patriotism. ... He drew comparisons between the school

system of Canada and that of the United States, and between tin: public
morals of both countries, to the disadvantage of the United State?, with

its lynchings and divorces, and thanked Heaven that Canadians were

living in a country where children were taught Christian morals and

Christian dogma," The Time*, February 23, 1905.
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get-up; and if Americans come in with their accustomed

equipment they soon find thai the beat plan is to put

away. A small body of* mounted police make* life and .

property at safe throughout a wild and sparsely populated P
region the site of half Europe at it is in the heart of London. V-

-w years ago the town of Boasland, then containing a

.tug population of about 6000, upon the southern bound-

ary of British Columbia, was in charge of a single policeman.

Meanwhile over the border, in Montana, troops were firing

ball cartridge as the result of a strike amongst the miner*,

had attempted to blow up the mines. Throughout the

Dominion neither violence nor bribery avail to thwart the

course of even-handed justice.

Canadians who study political institutions attach much
value to their British federal system, as contrasted with that

<>f the United States. The Canadian constitution, embodied

in iii<> r.mish North America Act of 1867, was framed at

a time when the Civil War in the United States emphasized
the danger inherent in a weak federal authority. Accord-

v, in Canada the provinces enjoy only such powers as the

sovereign national government delegates to them; whereas

in the United States, as afterwards in the Australian

Commonwealth, the national Government enjoys only such

powers as the sovereign States have delegated to it. The

liciency, as a national instrument, of the American

federal principle is seen when such national objects as the

effective control of railways, or of commercial combinations,

are blocked by the obstruction of
"
State righto." In Canada,

on the other hand, when modern economic developments
create unforeseen contingencies, the federal government,

representing the nation as a whole, has the right of exercis-

ing any powers whatsoever which have not been expressly

transferred to the provincial authorities. This difference of

.i-iple seems to give the Canadian system a tremendous

advantage in an era which is distinguished by a tendency
to extend the functions of national government For ex-

ample, the encouragement of agriculture, by experimental
farms and similar means, is carried out in Canada by a

federal department with the utmost opportunity of economy
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and efficiency ; whereas in the United States the same policy

ia hampered by the overlapping of various State enter

prises, not being amenable to central supervision. Again,

flexible principles of British parliamentary government are

found to work more smoothly and effectively than the rigid

constitution of the United States, with its separation of

executive from legislative responsibility, and discouragement
of public debate. The independent position of the executive

in practice leads to constant friction between it and the

legislative authority, without any remedy such as is afford <!

by dissolution of Parliament. Moreover, the power of the

Senate in the department of foreign affairs makes that

arbitrary body the master of the strongest administration
;

although it is a matter of opinion whether the continuity of

foreign policy which the Senate assures, at least in a negative

sense, does not counterbalance the mischief which it some-

times inflicts. Again, in Canada there is a permanent civil

service, and judges are appointed for life by the Crown,

instead of being appointed for a term by popular election.

Thus the independence of the judiciary, conspicuously deficient

in the United States, is secured in Canada, and is fully

appreciated as a weapon against the political corruption which

is the penalty of an American neighbourhood. Finally,

Canadians do not envy the presidential system, which throws

the country into the turmoil of an election every four years,

regardless of political necessity.

The belief in superior political institutions, and a superior
national development, seems to guarantee the permanence of

^Canadian nationalism. There is no longer any considerable

section of Canadian opinion which does not shrink from the

idea of sharing national responsibility for the negro question
and the alarming industrial problems of the United States.

Canadians of both races feel that they would lose in every

respect if they allowed their voice to be lost in the throng
and din at Washington, instead of concentrating at Ottawa
to mould the development of the northern half of the

continent upon independent and more hopeful lines. There-

fore, if the proposal of political union with the United States-

is revived, as an alternative to imperial consolidation, it will
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be such as to exclude the old idea of transforming the

Canadian provinces into American States. It will assume

continued integrity and independence of the Dominion,

will suggest the feasibility of an economic, and therefore

ical, alliance, like that which is the imperial ideal

present-day Canadian statesmen.

The conception of imperial alliance has been the natural

corollary of Canadian nationalism, owing to the hostile ainl-i-

he United States. The notion of isolated independ-

ence, formerly popular in Australia, bad no chance in

Canada, considering the geographical situation. It* only

adherents have been a section of French-Canadians whose

racial exclusiveness was proof against the solvent of pan-

Canadian nationalism. They have dallied with the not

of a Quebec republic, guaranteed by the United States, and

by released from the burden of self-defence. Such a

conception repelled the courageous and imaginative genius

he great French-Canadian whose broad-minded nation-

alism has made him the undisputed representative of both

races in Canada:

"
I am of French origin, a descendant of that great nation which,

at remarked by a thinker, has provoked enthusiasm, admiration,

hatred, envy or pity, but never indifference, became it has ever

been great even in its faults. I acknowledge that I am of French

origin, but if I recognize the fact, I also recognize the position in

h my race has been placed by the battle which was fought on

the Plains of Abraham, and which is commemorated by a monu-

ment l reared by you (the people of Quebec) to the memory of the

two commanders who there lost their lives. There are some

amongst us who forget this state of things, who affect to believe

that a small French republic or monarchy I hardly know what

they wantshould be established on the banks Of the St. Lawrence.

1 The obelUk, jointly commemorating Wolfe and Montealm, bean the

following inscription, illustrating tho^pirit of pan-Canadian)

MORTEM VIRTV8 COMMVKKM

MBHTVM POCTBEITAK
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I cannot accept this idea, because those who use this language speak

like slaves who would break their bonds if they dared, but who do

not do so because they are cowards. For my part I believe myself

to be a free man, and this is why I am in favour of the actual

regime."

He went on to say that he "was happy to proclaim in

the old city of Quebec, that the basis and aim of the ideas

and hopes of Liberals was to create a Canadian nationality
Their great object was the development of the work of Con-

federation, to draw closer, to bind and cement together, the

different elements scattered over the face of British North

America, and to weld them into one nation." l

It is too late, however, for either of the political pa

in Canada to claim a speciality in the policy of national-

ization. In a subsequent chapter it will appear that historic-

ally the other party, tbe Conservatives, were the pioneers
in that direction. But to-day there are no two opinions in

Canadian politics about the desirability of developing an

independent Canadian nationality. The persistent obstacle

to its rapid realization is the indifference, not to say tin

obstructiveness, of the French-Canadian population, which

Sir Wilfrid Laurier is doing more than any other Canadian

statesman, past or present, to educate towards the national

idea. Nationalism has to contend with the instinct or the

tradition of racial particularism. In Quebec that instinct

has been protected and fostered by the privileges which

England conferred upon the conquered province. The posi-

tion may be appreciated by contrast with the United States.

There national unification, through racial amalgamation,

always has been a paramount object, tolerating no conflict-

ing sentiment and no conflicting institution. For example,
the German immigrants, who have entered the country by
the million, soon discover that they have said farewell to

the old nationality, and are compelled to accept the new,
with all its risks and responsibilities, regardless of their

racial susceptibilities. Even the French population of

Louisiana, as old as that of Quebec itself, has been rutli-

Wilfrid Laurier at Quebec, 1894. (Willison, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier and the Liberal Party, vol. ii. p. 364.)
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lemly Americanized. It live* under the normal laws and

of an American State, and no official recognition

whatever has been accorded to its distinctive origin and

tradition* But in the oaae of Quebec it may be argued
1

plausibly that ultimate national potentiality was sacrificed

odiate colonial tranquillity. In the days when the

iloges were granted for ever, there was no thought ofj

n-making but only of colonial peace.

Nevertheless, it must be remembered that those privileges

served to reconcile the conquered race to the new flag, at a

when the British foothold upon the American continent

was precarious, and to rally the French-Canadians beside

nglish-speaking fellow-subjects whenever there was

danger of foreign aggression. Considering the numerical

importance of the French section, and the fact that it was

a scattered but a compact population,
1 it seems at least

doubtful whether the American system oT uncompromising
nationalization ever could have succeeded in Canada. In

any case, optimists will make the beet of the actual situation.

r ,11 does not the contemporary experience of

ted Kingdom continue to suggest that there may be a

,

valuable force upon the side of progressive civilization in

distinctive racial traditions and racial pride of the com-

ponent populations ? Provided always there is a practical

and ungrudging recognition of British national unity as the

reme object, it may well be that within the United King-
dom the historic fact of territorial subdivisions, coinciding

h racial divisions, may be more fully recognized by polit-

ical decentralization, not only without damage to national

unity I. ut with positive advantage.
So in Canada, the racial particularism of Quebec, fully

recognized as it is by the federal constitution, may yet
become a source of strength rather than weakness to the

cause of Canadian nationalism, if only the supremacy of the

latter conies to be acknowledged in actual practice. Un-

4 u a point which teems to differentiate the racial difficulty in

h Africa from that which confederation WM designed to wire in

Canada. In South Africa amalgamation alone Mem* to offer the prospect
of national unity, aa in the Tnited
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V'

fortunately the tendency of Quebec hitherto has been to

cling to the memories of the past, resigning itself to the

unambitious and unprogressive contentment of colonialism.

instead of confidently treading the path of progress in the

footsteps of Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Indeed, until the accession

jfcjt
French Canadian to the federal premiership of all

Kida awakened the enthusiasm of an imaginative race,

the simple peasants and backwoodsmen of Quebec withheld

the title
" Canadien

"
from their Anglo-Saxon fellow-subjects,

% ^restricting it to the French connotation of the eighteenth

century.

The attitude of aloofness is strengthened by the policy of

the Roman Catholic Church, which values segregation as a

safeguard of religious conservatism. In particular, it discour-

ages the natural tendency towards racial intermarriage, which

otherwise might be steadily solving the racial difficulty by a

peaceful repetition of the Norman Conquest on Canadian soil.

It is strange that at the opening of the twentieth century

priestly domination should appear to be more firmly estab-

lished where a great artery of new-world trade meets the

ocean than almost anywhere else upon earth. However,

signs are not wanting that the Roman Catholic Church is

losing ground as a political power in Canada. The attempt to

implant its time-honoured institutions in the new territories

of the West, under the shelter of certain clauses safeguard-

ing minority rights in the British North America Act, has

been resisted strenuously by the modern spirit of national-

ization, which is wafted across the open prairie from the

American border. That spirit rebelled against the institu-

tion of Roman Catholic schools as part of the provincial >

system of Manitoba. The question became the principal

issue of the Dominion elections in 1896. The priests

throughout Quebec proclaimed from the pulpit that it was

the duty of the faithful to vote for the Conservative party,

which was expected to override the school legislation of the

Manitoban authorities. On that memorable occasion Sir

Wilfrid Laurier set political principle against clerical

dictation
;
and for the first time in Canadian history the

people of Quebec defied their Church, giving an over-
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whelming majority to the political leader of their own

The incident of the Manitoba Schools question, although
~

<licated a decline in the political power of the priesthood,

hardly signifies French-Canadian acceptance of the national

idea. In the eyes of Quebec the principle at stake was that

rovincial autonomy, which, while it may be used in the

West to promote racial amalgamation, is especially valued in

the French-Canadian province for precisely the opposite

reason. The motto of Sir Wilfrid Laurier himself is
M
Union, s

not absorption."* But in national politics the working of

principle must continue to be impeded by racial fricti

1 the French-Canadian population as a whole shares the /

nationalist enthusiasm of the present premier. As it is, the

theory of racial co-ordination seems to favour a popular habit

of mind which judges every political measure by reference to

its bearing upon an imagined balance of racial power, rather

i upon national advancement. French-Canadians, gener- /

ally speaking, readily acquiesce in the Empire which remains

the surest guarantee of their provincial or racial charter.

f their own statesmen propose to recognize the national

obligation of defence, through imperial co-operation, at once /
the vague apprehension of anglicization arises to suppress

sense of national self-respect*

he revival of the schools question in connection with the

constitutions to be conferred upon the new provinces of Alberta and

Saskatchewan, cf. note to p. 8.

Aa in the Manitoban controversy, Sir Wilfrid Laurier seems to be

subordinating the delicate and thorny question of educational or religious

:ple to that of legal right. His opponents, and some of his sup-

porters, are reported to argue that the new constitutions may lawfully
override the pre-existing Acts relating to the territories in question.
The political significance of the premier's contention is that it will obtain

the support of the priesthood, instead of alienating it as before.
' " I*i us show to the world that union does not mean absorption, and

that autonomy does not mean antagonism." Willison, vol. ii. p.
:

a characteristic exposition of the extreme French-Canadian

le, sea "The French.Canadian in the British Empire
11

(MonUdy
Jbritftr, Sept. and Oct. 1902), by Mr. Henri Bourassa, a young politician

who, since the outbreak of the South African War, has been prominent as

an iWramiysmt opponent of imperial co-operation. Posing as a
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During the South African War the prejudice against

imperialism" -meaning co-operation for defence umoi

the self-governing nations of the Empire was strong enough
in Quebec to deflect and obstruct the national policy upon
which Canadian self-respect insisted. To conciliate the ]>n

judice was a task which required all the sympathetic tact of

the only statesman who was qualified to succeed at all. It

is recognized now as a fortunate accident that Sir Wilfrid

Laurier was in office at the time. A somewhat undignified,

nationalist, he perverts every movement in the direction of recogi

the responsibilities of nationhood, with the economical advantages of

imperial alliance, as a conspiracy of his English-speaking compatriots

against the constitutional privileges of Quebec. His articles addressed to

English readers ought to be read in connection with his speeches in tin-

Dominion House of Commons. In one of the latter (March 1901

scribing "the new imperialism/' he said that "the tendency of Mr.

Chamberlain's ideals, favoured either wilfully or blindly by most colonial

public nun, is to centralize gradually the political, military, and economic

ruling of the Empire, making it as free as possible from independent local

action." The policy favoured by the majority of Canadian public men
is hardly likely to be anti-Canadian hence the negative results of the

Colonial Conference, 1902. But, unlike the opposing majority, Mr.

Bourassa does not seem conscious of any humiliation in the present posi-
tion of Canada, or of any inconsistency between the proclamation of

Canadian nationalism and acquiescence in colonial dependence. He goes
so far as to acknowledge that "towards Great Britain he has a duty of

allegiance to perform." But in the true spirit of colonialism (which is

the antithesis of nationalism) he seems to think that mere passive

allegiance give* him an unlimited claim upon the English taxpayer for

the naval and military defence of Canadian interests. The real difference

between himself and the majority seems to be that his national outlook

is limited by the horizon of Quebec, and blurred by racial particularism ;

while theirs extends to the boundaries of the Dominion, and
account of the international situation as well. It is a curious Canadian

patriotism which talks of invoking the Stars and Stripes, in the last r.

so as to score off the imperialist* ; the latter comprising, on his own
adraUsion, "most colonial public men," and including Sir Wilfrid
Laurier his own political leader and the greatest of his race. Mr.

Bouraasa claims to speak for "the higher classes among the French-
Canadian people." Why, then, has he found himself playing almost a
lone hand in Parliament, considering the numerical importance of the

French-Canadians 1 It seems more reasonable, on every ground, to

suppose that those classes prefer the pan-Canadian, self-respecting
nationalism of Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
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4ructive, commentary upon the political situation was
1 by the election campaign of November 1900. Both
il parties were seen taking pains to pose in Quebec aa

opponents of imperialism. The Liberals, as the ministerialist

explained that the Government had done no more

ban assist volunteers to reach the front The Conservatives

replied that such action was dangerous imperialism. Mean-
n the English-speaking provinces, the Liberals claimed

all < rodit for having sent official contingents; while the

other side denounced them for undue hesitation over the

tineas. The Liberals scored heavily in Quebec, and won

the day. But nevertheless the Government deemed it ex-

adient to remain inactive in the ensuing period, when
kustralasia was pouring additional contingents into South

Africa, Afterwards Canada sent a third contingent, the need

Ming irresistible, and ultimately a fourth. But the per-
tence of the difficulty was revealed once more when it was

ledared officially that only the question of commercial

relations gave promise of useful discussion by the statesmen

who were to assemble at the Coronation '

is possible to respect the prejudice against "im-

wrialism" when the anti-imperialists put forward a self-

especting national policy upon the basis of separation. But
in point of fact separation and self-support are seldom pro-
need seriously in Canada as an alternative national programme.
Nevertheless there is a special consideration which forbids

ipatience with the French-Canadian attitude. In connection

matters as national defence, English-speaking Cana-

dians sometimes advocate a progressive policy in the language
lish racialism, or of a world-wide British nationality,
thin in the language of a distinctively Canadian

nationalism, which alone can be expected to appeal to the

ritish Canadian population. But if the English-speaking

majority allows its racial sentiment even to appear to take

precedence of its Canadian nationalism, then it is impossible
to blame the French-Canadian minority for yielding to the

ne temptation. So in the war, when national pride de-

manded the dispatch of contingents, the

1 Tkt KM*, March IS, 1908.
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by an outburst of British racial sentiment, which had the

effect of blinding the French-Canadian population to the

other aspect of the matter. Accordingly it devolved u]>n

nationalist statesmanship to separate the case for participa-

tion which rested upon national duty the common ground
of both races from the case which seemed to rest upon the

racial affinities of one half the nation, regardless of the other.

To detach the policy of contingents from British racialism,,

and connect it with Canadian nationalism, was a patriotic

purpose which was hampered but not destroyed by the petty

exigencies of party strife. Speaking in Quebec after the

election, Sir Wilfrid Laurier " asked the French-Canadians to

do from a sense of duty what the English-Canadians were

doing from enthusiasm." l

That in any case nationalism ultimately would have pre-

vailed against racialism, throughout the self-governing colonies,

even if their populations everywhere had been wholly of

British descent, must be the conviction of anyone who has

experienced the actual sense of national distinctiveness which

conveyed by the mere physical and climatic differences of
i

the widely separated colonial groups. The steady progress of

national divergence continues irresistibly behind the screen of

conventional racialism, just as in the old American colonies

the language and sentiment of loyalty were never more

emphatic, or more sincere, than on the eve of separation.

the native-born, loyalty is an inherited wish that the*;

national interest may continue to be served by the imperial'

I connection
;
but it is a wish which, with successive genera-

1 tions, is ever losing weight in the scale against indigenous

patriotism,
V

e special influence of Quebec upon the course of

imperial evolution is seen in an earlier and more deliberate

recognition of the nationalist principle by the statesmen <

Canada than by those of the other self-governing colonies.

In particular, the official Canadian attitude towards the naval

problem of imperial defence reflects the difficulties of uncom-

promising nationalism. The system of cash subsidies, satisfy-

ing the instinct of racial loyalty, is rejected altogether by the

1 At Sherbrooke (The Time*, Jan. 12, 1900).

I p
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Dominion Government, which cannot afford to

ugement of nationalist principle. Undoubtedly naval

subsidies are an infringement of the principle. In Australia,

; racial jealousy is unknown, nationalists condemn the

a, on the ground that it is dangerous and humiliating for

10 depend upon hired defence. But in Quebec

the scheme seems to be regarded with peculiar apprehension

as the very embodiment of militant British racialism. The

lias been advocated urgently in England, both

;illy and unofficially, appears to have had the effect of

ng the whole question, by throwing suspicion, upon
the naval movement whatever direction it takes.^if so,

regress is impossible until the question is raised to the

national plane. For the time being the deadlock places the

Dominion in a position unworthy of her claim to hegemony.
But that claim will be amply vindicated if presently the

deadlock is solved by the invention of a progressive naval

policy, combining the principle of national independence with
1

of imperial co-operation. Such a policy may be ex-

pected to win the active support of pan-Canadian nationalism,j

ii only in respect of the defence question, important

:^h it is, that the Canadian hegemony has been temporarily

battled by the sectional immaturity of national sentiment and

the consequent difficulties of logical nationalism. In other

matters the lead has been positive enough. Cheap postage

and a state-owned cable system represent an essential part of

the machinery required for imperial co-operation. Preferential

trade furnishes the economic basis of political alliance. But

Government which was the first to put that policy into

practice has also been foremost in discountenancing (he

'vert-in proposal, because commercial union precludes

independent national control of economic development

ly, as regards the political problem of imperial partner-

Canadian hegemony has been true to the nationalist

i the Australasian governments, lees ezpc ri

ial responsibility, identified themselves with

popular agitation against allowing the Transvaal to

>rt Chinese labour, the Dominion Government stood out

iple of mutual independence in domestic aflaire,
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against the proposed precedent of mutual interference.

Similarly in the Alaskan dispute, it practically contended

that the right of guiding imperial diplomacy belongs to the

nation which has the most direct interest in the particular

controversy. Lastly, in the present fiscal controvert

refrains from attempting officially to influence the choice of

a domestic fiscal policy by the English people.

But in relation to foreign affairs the Canadian hegemony

I is seriously hampered by the fact that its nationalist policy
has not developed so rapidly in the matter of defence as in

rother departments. (/Canadians are bitterly conscious that

their national interests, territorial and other, hitherto h.ivo

been treated by England as a fund from which she can-

J make payments at her own discretion to purchase the

goodwill of the United States. 1
They are amazed at

English simplicity, which knows so little of the American

character, or of Canadian history, as to suppose that t
;

surrenders have any more valuable result in the United

i
*
E.g., the Ashburton Treaty (1842), the effect of which may be seen

|

by a glance at the map, where the State of Maine rune like a wedge into

the heart of Canadian territory. The practical and permanent incon-

venience of this outrageous concession is that Canadian railway traffic
I

cannot reach a Canadian port on the Atlantic without either making a i

long detour to the north, or else crossing foreign territory under an

expensive bonding arrangement. In 1846 the same kind of blunder was

committed on the Pacific coast, where the rightful Canadian boundary
would have followed the Columbia river to the sea. There is a popular

legend on the coast that the British Commissioner threw up the river in

disgust, because the salmon, with which it teems, will not rise to a fly !

The result of the surrender here was that the Canadian Pacific Railway,
like the Intercolonial in the East, had to make a long detour to the north

in order to reach ita ocean port. Consequently the development of BritisWl

Columbia has been retarded by high freight rates through the Rockies.

For the Canadian view of the Ashburton Treaty, see infra, p. 51
; and

for the Oregon Treaty, cf. Roberta, Hittory of Canada, pp. 331-2.

In the Washington negotiations of 1871, the abject anxiety of England
to conciliate American jingoism led to the utmost pressure being put upon
Sir John Macdonald, the Canadian representative, to surrender rights of

the first importance to Canada but of none to England. No Englishman
can now read, without a sense of shame, the too graphic narrative of

those negotiations an described by a Canadian writer (cf. Pope's Memoirs

of Sir John Macdonald, ch. .).
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Hates than to provoke contempt and induce further trouble,

tine of bluff is an Aroerioan commercial art, which baa

\ long record of suooew m diplomatic controversies with

fcgland. For a time the conduct of the Alaska Boundary
kflair was such as to encourage Canadian* in the hope that

iigtb imperial statesmanship had come to recognize their

upon the freehold of the Dominion. But the final

wait was to disclose the vitality in Downing Street of the

id colonial theory, and the old impotence to resist the

ihfHMil of artificial jingoism.
' he truth is that Canadian nationalism cannot hope to9

sert itself effectively in imperial diplomacy so long as the

brunt of a quarrel with the United States is likely to
fall,

upon the English nation. Doubtless the Canadian contention

is right, that a policy of consistent firmness would have

secured the integrity of Canadian interests, with less risk of

dangerous complications thmi haa attended the historic policy

of temporary firmness giving way to ignominious collapse.

Nevertheless it is necessary to consider contingencies, however

remote. It may be true that the Canadian militia is being

developed up to the point where it will be equal to the task

of military defence, with the prospect of imperial reinforce-

ments. 1 But a powerful American navy is being created

which, under existing conditions, would be opposed only by
the navy of the British taxpayer. If Canadian interests are

to be secured against the pusillanimity of imperial diplo-

macy, the Atlantic Fleet must become the property of the

Dominion. For the present, in colonial questions, patronizing
1

paternalism, unmitigated by the sympathy either of know-

ledge or of intuition, remains the frequent vice of British

1 Sir Frederick Borden, the Canadian Minister for Defence, describes

policy as follows :

M We should be in a position to defend ourselves against sudden attack

from any quarter, and then in case of prolonged war to rely upon aid

tram the mother country, just as we should of our own free will and
aeeord give aid to the Empire, according to the necessities of the conflict"

As to naval defence,
" whatever we do will be at our own expense and

y within ourselves. We will co-operate, if necessary, with Great

Britain, but we will control onr own expenditure.*-
October 9, 1902.
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imperialism, and not least of that which assumes the Liberal

Jabel.1

In England, the ideal of imperial union seems now to be

in competition with that of Anglo-American alliance. The

popular theory, that the two are complementary, ignores the

rivalry between the national ambitious of the Americans to

control the whole continent, and the determination of the

Canadians to acquire a co-equal national status. The main

danger of the situation arises from the importance which

Canada rapidly is assuming in the eyes of the commercial

despotism, which normally controls American policy. The I

alliance, which is suggested seriously only in England, would

have the effect of pledging the mother country not to support

Canada, in the event of a fresh conflict between American

and Canadian national ambitions.

It is generally admitted that the future position of Little

England, as a world power, is wrapped up in the question of

alliance, because a miniature country, the type of the pasfl
cannot expect to hold its own in isolation against the modern

nations which are being fashioned upon a continental scale.

Accordingly there is ground for anxiety in the popular

1
E.g. t Mr. Haldane, M.P., anticipating the advent of a Liberal

ad ministration, is reported as follows (The Time*, Feb. 5, 1905) :

44 The moat delicate situation which would have to be dealt

Colonial Office was likely to be that of Canada in those questions which

affected herself and the United States. What would be the relations

between the United States and Canada if we adopted a preferential

system t The United States would reply to our preference by offering,
Canada special terms, and Canada would be free to make a choice betwtU
(Au country and the State*. That was just the kind of situat i< >n which he i

believed would be/otaZ to the imperial bond." Canadians consider tint

they have been free to make that choice any time during the pflfl

century. "The gate is mine to open, and the gate is mine to cloeeS
Sir John Macdonald treated the election of 1891 as a referendum on the

question. His manifesto contained the famous sentence, "A BritisB

subject I was born, a British subject I will die." The "special terms"]
apprehended by Mr. Haldane already are being offered, so far as a I

market for wheat is concerned. From a Canadian point of view the

danger to the imperial bond always has been that England, so far frofl

reciprocating the Canadian choice, shows a preference for the United.

Sutes, and deals accordingly, in the Colonial Office, with Canadian

questions which are better understood at Ottawa.
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to stake the future upon the chance of a com-

informal or otherwise, with a democracy wheat

[intermittent professions of friendship never have stood the

of an emergency. The track of the past century is
1

{strewn with the wreckage of Anglo-American rapprodk*.

In the United States the friendly reception of

English overtures invariably has been followed by reaction

lie opposite direction. Lately, the more than benevolent

neutrality of England in the Spanish War was not reciprocated

tig the South African crisis, but was rewarded by a

renewed outburst of hostility over the second V<

entanglement In the light of past experience it is

to assume that the present cordiality, the special evidence for

which is only the mood of the American press, means any-

thing more permanent than the swing of the pendulum.
International co-operation, if it is to be intimate, com-

prehensive, and lasting, presupposes a considerable degree of

nal affinity between the parties. But the American

nation, regarded as a whole, seems to have lost much
its essential affinity with the British. For example, alike

upon the football field and in the international court, the

Englishman calls a "foul" where the American applauds |

"smart" play. Mutual confidence and loyal co-opera:
are prejudiced by fundamental divergencies of national]

temperament The explanation perhaps lies partly in the"*

preponderance of foreign European blood, not originally
drawn from the purest sources, which now has become

:se<l through the American democracy; partly in the ^
.innate antipathy which for so many years taught the

children of America to despise and eschew everything British.^
XJn the other hand, everywhere within the Empirel *

national character is being inbred with a deep respect and,
affection for British tradition. The same fundamental con-

ceptions, essential to effective co-operation, continue to

underlie the superficial differentiation of national tempera-
ment Thus the imperial continuity of the past has created?

the opportunity for a more intimate and permanent alliance

within the Empire than is possible elsewhere.
*^

In such an alliance it would devolve upon the Canadian |
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; hegemony to determine the relationship between the Empire
and the Republic. Questions affecting the American continent

would be settled at Ottawa instead of at London. Judging

by past experience, the hegemony would be characterized by
firmness, tempered by moderation and restraint. The appre-
hension that it would be selfish and aggressive, embroiling
the Empire for inadequate ends, is justified neither by th--

example of the Alaskan negotiations nor by the normal

relations which subsist between Canada and the United

States. Although there is political antagonism when national

interests clash, the daily intercourse of the neighbours is too

close for their rivalry to be dangerous, when once Canadian

nationalism wins recognition and acceptance south of the

line. Almost every household in Canada has its personal
connection with the States. The same periodical literature

penetrates every home in both countries. National differentia-

tion matters only in a crisis. Under the Canadian hegemony,

co-operation with the United States would be carried to tin-

limits of utility and prudence ; and an independent Canadian (

nation, the intimate ally but no longer the dependency of)

\fngland, at length might heal the breach of a hundred years. |



CHAPTER II

THE ALASKA BOUNDARY

(i.) THI NEGOTIATIONS*

"Those who study the history of the questions which have arisen

from .me since the Peace of 1813 between this country and the

<xi States, can hardly (ail to be struck by a difference in the habitual

ide of the two Power*. Great Britain has always been pliable as to

such questions ; having indeed every motive, both of sentiment and of

rst, for being and remaining on the best terms possible with the

1 States. Of that disposition on our part American statesmen have

understood how to take advantage ; not reciprocating it in their diplo-

macy, whatever may have been their private feelings ; and the gain to

QS, in the way of an improved state of political relations between the two

countries, from the concessions which we have generally made to them,
has been less substantial and less permanent than might have been

desired, and was on each occasion hoped for. We have done, to get rid

of difficulties with them, much more than they would have done for us ;

and we have endured from them things which they would never have

endured from us. It has become with us a maxim of policy, that all

controversies with the United States must be in some way amicably
settled ; with the effect, as ought perhaps to be expected, of sometimes

stimulating the growth and accentuating the sharpness of such contro-

firsies." MmtonaU ftrsmoJ and Political (1865-1890), by Roundell

Palmer, Earl of Selborne, vol. i. pp. 202-3.

:s the United States, with the help of our benevolent

neutrality, had defeated Spain in the summer of 1898, it was

supposed that British-American relations were more cordial

than had been the case for many years. Therefore it seemed

to be an opportune moment for attempting the settlement of

several outstanding disputes. Almost all the points at issue

concerned Canada more nearly than any other part of the

Empire, and most of them were purely Canadian questions.

In addition to the Alaska Boundary question, there was the

1 Written in Jan. 1903.
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"1.1 dispute about the Atlantic Fisheries, the question of the

Lumber Duties under the Dingley Tariff, the Alien Labour

laws, and other matters. Accordingly the British Govern-

ment arranged with the American Government for a joint

Commission to meet forthwith at Quebec.

In Canada the prospect was regarded with some mis

giving. The chief anxiety came from the bitter knowledge
of how England had acted on similar occasions in the past.

England almost invariably had sought to buy the goodwill of

the United States by the surrender of Canadian rights, a far

easier process for her than the sacrifice of English interests.

This naturally had strengthened the uncompromising spirit of

the Americans, who had come to think, reasonably enough,
that only sufficient bluster was necessary to wring any
concession from England, provided it was at the expense of

Canada. If this had been the case in the past, what were

the probabilities now? England in her "splendid isolation
"

was known to desire particularly the friendship of the

Americans, which she believed her attitude at Manila already
had done much to secure. The Americans, on their side,

were in their most jingoistic mood, and full of revived ideas

about "
expansion." Thus the position seemed to be one of

exceptional risk for Canada, These misgivings were deepened

by the conviction that, if they were fulfilled, the results

would be disastrous to imperial unity. Old Canadians had

watched with satisfaction the birth and development of a

youthful national pride, the first-fruit of confederation, which

they believed had now attained a self-confidence that no

longer would tolerate the overriding of Canadian rights by
the mother country or by any other Power

; especially when
all Canadians knew full well that surrender of the old kind

never had won, nor ever would win, the goodwill of the

United States for Canada or the Empire.

Accordingly it was with intense relief that Canadians/
learnt how the joint Commission was to be composed. On
the British side no less than four Commissioners out of five

were to be Canadians. Only one, the late Lord Herschell,
was to come from England. The cause of Canadian

nalism had advanced indeed since 1871, when Sir
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\ Maodonald had been overriden bj a majority tent

from Downing Street This time at any rate there would

be ao preposterous surrenders. Hence Mr. Chamberlain

was applauded throughout the length and breadth of the

Dominion

The Canadians on the Commission Sir Wilfrid Laurier

(Pn r K. Cartwright (Minister of Commerce),
< Davies (Minister of Marine and Fisheries), and Mr. D.

Mill* (Minister of Justice) were anxious to justify Mr.

Chamberlain's confidence by reaching a complete settlement

of all the points at issue. At the same time they recognised
r position as guardians of imperial interests, including

Canadian national interests, and knew their neighbours better'

than to expect any success from one-sided concessions.

Accordingly they came to Quebec determined to conduct the

negotiations on strictly business lines, asking no favours nor

offering any ; insistent on Canadian rights, but always ready
to baiter them for a fair equivalent The Americans for

their part came in the opposite frame of mind, cherishing

those extravagant expectations which had been foreseen

So the Commissioners set to work. Soon the Americans

discovered that their accustomed dictatorial attitude was

ve. On the question of Fisheries, Lumber Duties,

and the rest, the Canadians, backed by Lord Herechell, held

out for their quid pro quo. The method of the Commission

seems to have been to take each question separately, and

discuss it fully ;
but to postpone the final adjustment of each

until all the questions had been so treated, when there might
be a general balancing of gains and concessions to the satis-

ion of both parties. That process was followed success-

fully until the Alaska Boundary question came up. This

question, being in itself of great importance, and being left to

the end, became a critical factor in the final settlement of

accounts which both sides had in view. So it came about

success of all the preceding negotiations hinged on

the necessity of an agreement about the Alaska Boundary.

-fly, the dispute had arisen as follows: In 1825,

owner of Alaska, concluded a treaty with Great
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Britain as owner of the adjoining continent, defining the

boundary line between their respective territories. In those

regions the chief interests of Russia lay in the seal-catching

industry, while our chief interests were in the fur trade,

carried on by the Hudson's Bay Co. Thus Russian interests

lay on the coast, while ours were in the hinterland. Accord-

ingly we recognised Russia's claim to a long fringe of coast,

stretching southward from Alaska proper for several hun<lil

miles down the Pacific shore. In 1867 the United States,

in pursuance of their expansion policy, purchased Alaska

with the Russian treaty rights. As usual in those days, tin

British Government looked on, taking no thought for the

future of British North America, which they supposed would

soon be severed from the Empire. The industries of that

remote region continued to be confined to sealing and f in-

trading until the year 1896, when the great gold rush to tin

Canadian Klondike district began.

At length the evil of our shortsightedness began to

appear. Canadian miners and merchants found the "
gate

"

to their own Klondike guarded by American Customs officers.

The goldfields could be reached most easily by means of the

Lynn Canal, a long narrow inlet averaging about a mile in

width, and running inland for more than a hundred miles

from the fringe of coast granted by us to Russia. At its

head this inlet breaks into two arms. The westerly arm
forms Pyramid Harbour, an uninhabited spot, from which

there was a long and difficult route to the goldfields. The

easterly arm ends in two harbours, from either of which the

goldfields could be reached with comparative ease. Here,

when the rush set in, were two American settlements, Skag-

way and Dyea. The latter soon became the centres of large
American interests, with headquarters at Seattle and San

Francisco, and the American Customs officials lost no oppor-

tunity of hampering Canadian competition for the lucrative

trade of the Canadian goldfields.

The Dominion Government, when this matter was

placed before it, naturally looked up the old treaty of

1825, to see exactly what rights the Americans had

acquired through Russia on this coast. It then became
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evident was more than doubtful whether the head

water* of the Lynn Canal ever had been aaaigned to Russia

at all, in which oaae the American rlnim inherited the sane

doubt It seemed that under the treaty the boundary line

wan to be an artificial line connecting the peaks of the

coastal mountain range, at a distance from the sea not

exceeding thirty miles. Now the question arose whether the

boundary line was intended to wind round the heads of all

these long narrow inlets, or to jump across the water, at a

distance inland not exceeding thirty miles? If the line

;ed across the Lynn Canal at thirty miles inland, it

would leave Skagway, Dyoa, and Pyramid Harbour high and

dry in Canadian territory. But these places would be in

American territory if the line followed the inlet right round.

The Canadian law-officers believed that the precedents
were in favour of Canada. Accordingly, at Quebec, the claim

for a boundary line on the thirty-mile limit was put forward,

and utterly disconcerted the proceedings. The American

public at the time was fully imbued with the jingo idem

about not taking down the flag, which we ourselves have long
since grown out of, and are accustomed to laugh at in the

German Emperor's orations. But apart from this sentiment,

the American Commissioners knew that a treaty making it

possible for Skagway and Dyea to pass under the British nag
would never become law. It would be opposed by the whole

enoe of the Western States, especially at Seattle and San

Francisco ; while the conspicuous jingoism of the American

Senate alone would secure its rejection by that arbitrary body.

Sympathising with the Americans in their difficulty, the

Canadians then made a proposal to the following effect:

"Let us have what international law and equity demand,

nothing more nor less. Tour rights and ours equally depend

upon the treaty of 1825, modified only by the equities of the

ease arising from the fact of your occupation. Here then

i8t the case for an international arbitration. Let your
President appoint an American arbitrator, and our Privy
Council a British arbitrator, and let these two choose an

umpire, who shall be a foreigner. To this court let as

submit the whole guation of the Alaska boundary, trt/A<n</ any
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restriction whatever. For their guidance let them adopt the

rules of the recent Venezuelan Arbitration, which you drew

up in accordance with your own ideas." Surely this offer

was not only just but liberal At the same time it was

singularly opportune. For the Czar's Conference was sitting

at the Hague, and there the American delegates were

presenting themselves as the envoys of a people by which,

above all others, the principle of international arbitration

was accepted and cherished. Here then was a happy

opportunity for the Americans to show the sincerity of these

professions by acting up to them. Nevertheless their Com-

missioners at Quebec met the Canadian offer with the

tortuous reply :

"
Yes, let us have arbitration by all means.

But we must have two modifications of your scheme ( 1 ) Let

the court be composed of three Britishers and three Americans ;

(2) you must recognise our sovereignty over Skagway and

Dyea under any circumstances."

Obviously either of these amendments by itself was ,

enough to reduce the whole thing to a farce. The first made

possible an equal division of opinion amongst the arbitrators,

so that there was no guarantee of a final settlement. The

Americans alleged that they could not trust a Europetfl

umpire, and demanded that the umpire, if any, should be

an American or South American, i.e. selected from a State

practically protected by themselves. What would have been
the prospect then of an impartial verdict ? The seconfl

amendment was even more ridiculous, for it excluded from

arbitration the one point which was of serious importance
to either side. In fact, the Americans were so uncertain of

f
their claims that they simply would not face an international

Court Doubtless they recalled the Behring Sea and the

Venezuelan Arbitrations. In both those cases they had

begun with a blustering assertion that their position was

impregnable, and each time the verdict had gone against

them. After that arbitration might do for Peace Conferences

but not for the settlement of claims involving commercial

interests. What were the Canadians to do ? They were

confident of their position, and determined that it should be

respected. Accordingly they declined to go on with the
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negotiations until the Alaskan question was within sight of

,-ment In this attitude Lord Henchell and the Britiah

rament concurred. In vain the Americans pleaded for

the settlement of the other questions, towards which so much

progress had been made. No, if the other points were now
"d, Canada would be empty-handed for compromise in

Alaska, and compromise alone remained if the Americans

would not consent to an impartial and conclusive arbitration.

The Canadian Commissioners themselves were greatly dis-

.IU.-.1 ; i.iit in all the disputes except that of Alaska the

stain* quo was in their favour, so that they could afford to

wait. Accordingly, in February 1899, the Commission broke

up to reassemble, so it declared, in the following August
In Canada, when these facts became known, the whole

people, irrespective of race or party, united to applaud the

conduct of their Commissioners. They felt that they were

advancing in national strength and national self-respect
" A

fair treaty or none at all
"
becau watchword.

On the other side the American politicians and press were

uited by Canada's claim to be treated as a nation

and an equal, the rightful partner in the American continent,

no longer the catspaw of the United States nor the scapegoat

tigland. The annexationist newspapers tried to conceal

their annoyance under cover of stupid sneers. Here is a

il extract from the New York Sun:

\Ve are aorry for the Canadians, but they have only themselves

to blame. Of course they remain in the shadow so long as they

keep up their hopeless little political side-show. They have no

national character, and can attain to none. Their provinces can

never have any distinction except what they get by reflection from

England, whose thoughts ... are upon the politics of America

rather than on the little puddle of Canadian politics. The de-

pendency is becoming steadily of less importance in itself and to

England. It is not a State of any consequence of its own, and is

without any quality of distinction in any field. If it should dis-

appear from the map of the world, nothing would be lost to civilisa-

not an idea, nor principle, nor any feature which would be

Sneers like the above were now heaped freely on the
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country, which for a century, by declining to join the United

States, had sacrificed material wealth to the idea of a United

Empire.
It was now necessary to effect through the ordinary

diplomatic channels a compromise on the Alaska Boundary

question, in default of which it would be useless for the

Commission to meet again. Accordingly, communicati

began to pass between Ottawa and London, and bet\v< , n

London and Washington. The principle maintained on the

British side was that if Canada refrained from pressing !i< r

legal claim to the upper part of the Lynn Canal, including

Skagway and Dyea, then her right to some other outlet on

the canal should be recognised by the United States. This

might be effected by making Pyramid Harbour the Canadian

outlet, or by declaring a portion of the territory as neutral.

But the Americans were bent on ousting Canada altogether

from the coast. Having succeeded in getting the negotiations

transferred to London, they anticipated a return to the old

tradition of our Empire. By dealing direct with Downing
Street, they hoped to "sidetrack the Canadian national

statesmen, and to bluff England into surrendering the claims

of her "
colony

"
for the bribe of their goodwill. To further

this policy Washington resorted to the stratagem of an un-

scrupulous press campaign, with the object of prejudicing

English public opinion against the Canadians. The chosen

instrument was the Times correspondent, who seems to 1

been furnished with official information which ought to rank-

high as an example of the Bismarckian suppressio veri and

suggestio falsi. It must be remembered that at this time

the proceedings of the Commission and the subsequent

negotiations had not been made public, so that there was an

easy opening for the misrepresentation which now began to

characterise the Times cables from America. The main

object was to make it appear that Canada, and not the

United States, was shirking the proposal of arbitration.

Thus, referring to the work of the Commission :

"
I propose to explain . . . precisely what has happened, ;uul

precisely what views this Government takes of the situation. 1
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state the facts as of my own knowledge and on my own rnspnnsj

The Canadians steadily refused to settle anything unless

they were given a dice of what is considered bars American territory

.

Again, the correspondent claims the M
best authority

"
for

the following :

.- conferences between Lord Salisbury and Sir Julian

Pauncafortc resulted in a definite proposal for settling the boundary

quention. The main point of the proposal was a separate tribunal to

mt on the boundary. The proposal was just about to be

accepted when the officials at Washington were surprised by the

presentation of an extraordinary condition which Canada imposed

in oonnffjfrf* with the submission of the question to arbitration.

was that in any event Canada should have Pyramid Harbour

and a strip of territory along the Lynn Canal, without reference to

the general conclusion reached by the arbitration tribunal This

condition caused some indignation amongst the officials here, and

proposition was peremptorily refused. That is how the matter

stands, and there is every reason to believe that the United States

will be unyielding as regard* the condition imposed by Canada. If

I this condition is removed, arbitration may yet be arranged."
'

This attempt to prejudice English opinion against the

Canadians, by making them appear to have shrunk from sub-

ing the whole question to arbitration, was not wholly
successful. The Times (May 26) gently pooh-poohed its

own correspondent, and decided to postpone judgment pend-

ing the Ottawa version of the story. Only the extreme

organ of the Little England faction could not resist the bait,

and, under the headline,
" Canada blocking the way," lectured

the Canadians severely.

These statements, issuing from so influential a quarter,

were so grossly misleading that, on May 29, Sir Wilfrid

Laurier considered it necessary to give an official denial to

them in the Canadian House of Commons. He explained
that he had no authority at the time to disclose the records

I of the Commission, but said,
"
I have only to repeat that the

position to-day is exactly what it was when the Commission

adjourned in the month of February last There has been
1 Dated May 25, 1890. Dated May ML

3
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no change, and so far as this Government is concerned there

will be no change, . . . The only proposition we made was

that the matter should be referred to arbitration, and that

the arbitration should proceed exactly on all-fours with the

Venezuelan precedent All statements that this was coupled

with any other condition are absolutely erroneous."

This unhesitating disclaimer made it impossible for the

"beet authority" to pretend any longer that the obstruct inn

to arbitration came from Canada. On June 1, for the first !

time, the Times correspondent alludes to the fact that the

Americans had reserved Skagway and Dyea from arbitration

before ever the Canadians proposed to reserve Pyramid

Harbour for themselves.

"This Government and the British Government," he

"alike regarded Skagway and Dyea as territory of which the \'\

States had been in possession for many years, and its title was i.

questioned. But Canada insisted that, if this territory was ex-

cluded from arbitration. Pyramid Harbour should be recognized as :

Canadian.
'

In Canada the conspiracy caused much irritation, but no

surprise. Its practical effect was to create a strong demand !

for an official account of the work of the Commission, which

Sir Wilfrid Laurier gave in Parliament on June 5.

Nevertheless the American press, blind to the evolution

of certain British colonies into partner-states of the Empire,

J continued to scold England for not flouting Canadian senti-

ment. All through June, and afterwards, the Times corre-

spondent was quoting the American press to this effect.

Canada was "
blocking the way

"
; she was the evil

"
power

behind the British Government," thwarting its beneficent

intentions. She was "
the spoilt child of the Empire," being

allowed an influence denied to other colonies. Sir Wilfrid

Laurier and his colleagues were partisan politicians, preferring ;

to be champions of a popular grievance, rather than of an I

unpopular treaty. Canada was the "marplot," obstructing i

the friendship of England and America. But after all she

J was "
merely a colonial possession

"
of England, who doubtless

would put her in her proper place. Meanwhile the Canadian
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demand for unrestricted arbitration invariably waa character-

bed aa the
M surrender of American territory

"
; which prompted

Westminster Gazette to aak,
"
Is it not rather instructive

the Americana seem to regard the two proceaaea aa

exactly similar ?
"

Occasionally the old game of bluff waa

igh fictitious reports of reatleaanesa amongst the

American miners, which might lead to an armed collision.

the moat flagrant example occurred when, in June,

ui Laurier, speaking in Chicago, said that war waa out

of the question. At once the American press agenta cabled

.1 Laurier had "threatened war." Nor

waa the contemporaneous education of American opinion

neglected To virulent misrepresentation and abuse of

Canada were added fabrications about English statesmen.

Mr. Asquith was reported to have made a speech

tuning the Canadian position. Mr. Asquith replied

that he had " never said a word in public on the subject"

The attitude assumed by American officials and the y
American press waa too hypocritical to be long maintained.

Even the Times correspondent soon felt constrained to notice

the influence of objections to arbitration other than those

rto alleged. Thus he says :

What the Canadians perhaps also some Englishmen fail to

consider is the extreme difficulty of carrying any arbitration scheme

whatever through the Senate. Any scheme abandoning American ^

territory would be attacked both in the Senate and the press every-

where, as a betrayal of American interests." 1

Later on he again indicates his growing doubts aa to the

straightforwardness of the beet authority. After repeating

official tirade against Canada, he continues :

" On the other hand, singular accounts come from Washington
.is Government's attitude towards arbitration. It does not

refuse arbitration on certain terms, but, says a Tribune dispatch,

other dispatches agreeing, it holds that arbitrators are subject to a

fatal weakness for compromising. Any compromise in the present

eate would be fatal to the whole American contention. For, if once

Dated June 8.
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were admitted to the Lynn Canal, the United States would

be deprived of the only weapon for the protection of miners g<>in^

to the Klondike from extortion and perhaps expulsion."
1

This new excuse, emanating from Washington, was taken

op eagerly by the American press, and what a lurid ILdn

is thrown by it on the whole American position ! Tli<

Washington Government, according to its own apologists,

apprehended that an impartial court of arbitration would

award to Canada part of the Lynn Canal
;
in which case the

United States would lose the instrument of retaliation afforded

by the Customs, supposing Canada treated American mi

in the Klondike as Canadian miners were treated in the

Western States. Surely it would be difficult to imagine a

more ignoble repudiation of the attitude towards arbitration

affected by the American delegates at The Hague.
Of course no self-respecting nation could relinquish its

legal rights in the face of this audacious disavowal of treaty

obligations (a disavowal afterwards advocated with a yet more

unscrupulous thoroughness by certain senators in reference to

the Clayton-Buiwer Treaty). So the various suggestion

compromise came to nothing. The Canadian position was

summed up concisely by Sir Wilfrid Laurier in a press inter-

view at the end of July.

"The arbitrators," he said, "ought to decide these two

points (1) Which is the right interpretation of the Treaty of

1825 in regard to the boundary of the Lynn Canal? Is it

the American or the Canadian contention ? (2) In the event

of the arbitrators declaring the Canadian contention to be the

right one, then the subsidiary consideration would have to be

decided, as to what disposition should be made of Dyea and

Skagway, which are American settlements."

To this eminently reasonable position Canada adhered.

Needless to say, the Commission did not reassemble in August,
but later on a modus vivendi was reached to moderate tin-

friction on the spot, Canada reserving for future settlement

her claim to a boundary based on the Treaty of 1825.
" The controversy," said the Times correspondent laconically,

1
July 25.
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"
is not adjusted but adjourned" Meanwhile the other

of frution remained unsettled. Since the summer of 1899
event* have marched rapidly. The failure of the Commission

the effect of opening the eyes of the Americans, for the

first time, to the existence of a Canadian national sentiment

as keen as their own to resent interference with national

s or national ambitions. It revealed also the new

pewit i>. n in the Empire which Canada is asserting for herself,

longer a dependency but a par^ner-yUte, This nn

needed lesson finally was enforced by the appearance of

Canada an our ally on the battlefields of South Africa, a

departure from colonial tradition which was due largely to the

iisiasm aroused by our unflinching support in the Alaskan

rntr>\ ri%y.

the meantime, Canada has experienced marvellous

material prosperity, and American financiers and manufacturers

have become deeply interested in the development of the

Doin The result has been that commercial recipnx
between the two countries, so long sought for in vain

Canada, is now desired by the Americans in their own interest.

All tliis has strengthened Canada in holding out for un-

restricted arbitration on the Alaska question, refusing to

discuss other matters with the United States until this point

i is settled to her satisfaction. The news, therefore, of the new
Convention comes as a surprise. It now seems that after all

the question is to be decided by a tribunal of the indecisive

kind which Canada refused four years ago. It is reported
that there are to be three Commissioners on each side, who
are to investigate the Treaty* of 1825, and determine its

meaning as to the boundary by a majority vote, which is to

be binding.
Fullri- information will be awaited with interest In the

meantime it seems that the Western States again are up in

arms against arbitration in any shape or form. It is the old

cry of
"
dollars before honour," which lately baffled President

Roosevelt in his manful attempt to carry out the obligations

ry towards Cuba. On the Canadian side it is

noticeable that the press regards the agreement as a

and is disposed to connect it with our anxiety
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to keep on good terms with the United States through tin-

Venezuelan imbroglio.
1 It is ominous, perhaps, that the

agreement has been concluded in the absence in South Africa

of Mr. Chamberlain, the one member of the present Cabin* t

who has evinced any grasp of the imperial policy which is

necessitated by the irresistible evolution of colonial nation-

alism.

It would be instructive to learn how far Canada ro.illy

has been a consenting party to the agreement. We cm only

hope that our Government has not, in a moment of panic,

reverted to the old colonial policy, once more making Canada

pay for our blunders beyond the Atlantic. Nothing would

more effectively check the movement towards imperial co-

operation than to ignore the right of Canada to guide imperial

policy in matters primarily affecting her special interests.

That right was recognized by us once for all when four

Canadians sat with one Englishman at Quebec to conduct

imperial negotiations with the United States.

The same principle demands that in the present case all

three British Commissioners shall be Canadians. For the

American contention will prevail if a single British Com-
missioner can be won over to the American view. Therefore,

to appoint a single Englishman would be unjust to Canada

and impolitic for the Empire. For it would be intolerable to

Canada if her claim, supported perhaps by two Canadian

Commissioners, were rejected in favour of the Americans by
the third, who, being an Englishman, might be thought to

have felt more interest in forcing a verdict of some kind than

in supporting the claims of justice. The Empire must not

incur the odium of weakening the Canadian national position.

It is easy to give away the property of others, and this

country has no more right to surrender the Lynn Canal to

the United States, through the decisive vote of its Com-

missioner, than Canada would have, mutatis mutandis, to cede

1 It will be remembered that at this time England and Germany were

co-operating to bring naval pressure upon Venezuela, by way of forcing
her to recognize her financial obligations to their capitalists. The
incidents of the naval demonstration were exploited by the American

press in the interests of the Monroe doctrine.
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never ret been at the service of the Empire, In the past we

may have been able with impunity to barter the interest* of

a colony. But the colony of the past is the nation of to-day ;

and, where the future is at stake, national patriotism is leas

than o>l'Mial loyalty.



CHAPTER III

THE ALASKA BOUNDARY

(n.) THE SEQUEL

UNFORTUNATELY, the apprehensions expressed in the last

part of the foregoing chapter, written early in 1903,
1 were

completely justified by the event. The terms of the Conven-

tion provided for a tribunal consisting of
"
six impartial

jurists of repute, who shall consider judicially the questions

submitted to them," The said questions were confined to the

interpretation of three Articles of the Treaty of 1825. The

principal issues involved in the interpretation of these Art:

were (1) The intention of the Treaty of 1825 as regards i he

Lynn Canal; and (2) the location of a more southerly channel

called the Portland Channel. Each party was to appoint
three of the arbitrators.

The Americans, having thus solemnly contracted to

appoint
"
impartial jurists of repute," at once nominated three

notorious anti-Canadian partisans, namely, Senators Lodge
and Turner, and Mr. Root, the Secretary for War. In Canada

it was pointed out that Mr. Root, besides being a party to

the suit as a member of the Administration, had been the

first Minister of the United States to send troops into the

disputed territory; and that Mr. Turner, when the matter

was before the Senate, had manifested strong antipathy to

the Canadian claim. As for Senator Lodge, there never was

a more fiery exponent of the anti-Canadian jealousy which

always has characterized a section of Americans. Only a

feV months previously this
"
impartial jurist

"
had delivered

1 Cf. Empire Eeview, March 1903.

40
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otiooeering speech a lampton, Massachusetts.1

ring to the Alaskan question, he said that the Oyisviiant

unit* claims

ten the United States could not accept, and which no nation

an ounce of self-respect could have admitted. ... A more

manufactured and baseless claim was never set uj> No
American President could ever be found, in my opinion, who would

think for one moment of making such a surrender, and you may rest

absolutely assured that it will not be made by Theodore Roosevelt"

The explanation of the breach of faith by the Americans

given, candidly enough, by the Time* correspond*

is alleged that the Senate, or certain Senators, claimed a

voice in the nomination of the Commissioners, as the price of

ving the Treaty. Probably they did. ... To such demands

the President is often obliged to yield. . . . The President has

chosen three eminent men, of whom two undoubtedly are known as

holding strong opinions on the whole subject Why should they
not t They an then to took after American in/ere*/*, as the British

ok after British interests." *

Such was the typical American conception, as described

he best American journalist, of the function appertaining

impartial jurists," sitting as an "
arbitral tribunal," and

idden to determine anything except the actual intention

of an ancient treaty !

The British Government, finding itself the dupe of

American dishonesty, seems for the moment to have lost

its head. In a dispatch' to the Canadian Government it

expressed "much surprise" at the American uppointu
and "earnestly desired the concurrence" of the Canadian

Government in dealing with it. It went on to suggest that

the new situation might be met by appointing, as the

colleagues of the Americans,
"
representatives appropriate to

the altered circumstances of the case." It is to the lasting

glory of the Dominion Government that, even in the heat of

unto 0iofc, Feb. 21, 1903. Cf. TH< Tim*, Feb. 20-26,
' TV Tim*, Feb. 26, 1903. The italics are the author's throughout.

40 in the Report entitled "Correspondence respecting the

Alaska Boundary
"

; presented to Parliament in January 1904.
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its indignation, at the risk of sacrificing rightful Canadian

territory, and jeopardizing its hold upon the constituen

ieclined to play the rascal in order to get even with the

other rascal; although popular passion undoubtedly would

have applauded the retaliatory measure. The following

dispatch,
1 which seems to be mutilated, as below, in

official report, deserves wider publicity, both for the lu.-

honouring of the Dominion, and because it indicates how tin-

British Government had capitulated to American pres

without the valued " concurrence
"
of the Canadian Cabinet.

GOTKRlfOR-GlNKRAL TH1 EARL OP MlNTO TO THE EARL OP ON8LOW

(for the Secretary of State for the Colonies).

"OTTAWA, March*, 1903.

"My Ministers regard the situation with much anxiety. They
desire to emphasize the fact that their assent to a treaty which pro-

tided for the creation of a Tribunal so composed as not to insure

finality, was obtained on the stipulation in the Treaty that the member*

ofthe Court would be impartial jurists of repute. . . . Their doubts

as to the effectiveness of the contemplated arrangement as a means

of settlement were in some degree modified by the assurance that the

ibers of the Tribunal would approach the subject with unbiassed

and that a judicial interpretation of the Treaty of 1825 would

be to obtained. The appointment to the Tribunal by the Unit* d

States Government of gentlemen who are not Judges, and whose

known view* leave no room for expectation of a judicial consideration

of the question, changes the whole situation. If the whole question

were now open to be dealt with from the point of view of Canadian

interests, my Ministers would hesitate to advise any further partici-

pation in proceedings. . . .

"
My Ministers have observed from the public press, and have also

been officially informed, that, while the matter is still under f

contitleration, the Treaty has been confirmed by His Majesty's

Government, and an exchange of ratifications has already taken

pUce at Washington. It is presumed that this fact precludes
farther discussion, and my Ministers will therefore proceed to do

whatever is necessary on their part to make good the engagements
of His Majesty's Government, but they must reserve the right to

submit to the Canadian Parliament the whole correspondence, or

1 lbidn No. 44.
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of the case as will folly explain the whole nutter,

EA fNOftiw in which th* OMtnt of Canada was

"My Ministers do not ogr* vnth the twffution that th* altmd
r um*uu juttjfy a depart on th* Brituh ltd* from the di+

petition pnvioudy manjfitM rttptcting tht competition of th*

fribtmal If members of the Tribunal are to be appointed by
Hb Majesty's Government, my Ministers are of opinion that only

.1 i l#tj
< f the higher Courts, who in the best sense of the words

I be impartial jurists of repute, should be chosen.*

The action of the United States made it all the move

erirable that all the Commissioners on the British side

should be Canadians
;

in order that the mother country,

laving sacrificed her daughter nation in the negotiations,

hould not risk adding fuel to the fire by giving away the

fciiiiliim claims through the decisive vote of a non-Canadian

Dommissioner. Nevertheless, only two Canadians were

appointed, namely, Sir Louis Jcttx- and Mr. Ayleswortb, K.C.

The third British representative was the Chief Justice, Lord

Alverstone. In the event, the Americans fulfilled their bond

pith
the Senate by voting solidly for the American claims on

the important points.
1 On these points, including especially

.stion of the boundary at the Lynn Canal, Lord

rstone concurred with the Americans. At the same time

he explained that he was not

ensible to the fact that there are strong arguments which might

rged in favour of the British view. I have little doubt that,

.ortly after the making of the Treaty of 1825 Great Britain

Russia had proceeded to draw the boundary provided by the

Treaty in accordance with the terms thereof, the difficulties, and

rtain events the impossibilities, of drawing a boundary in strict

accordance with the Treaty would have been made evident If, for

instance, it had become necessary to draw a boundary in accordance

> paragraph 2 of Article 4 of the Treaty, I believe that the view

expressed by both the American and British authorities, that it is

1 The "opinion* of the American members (Report, p. 78)

reasoning which travels right through the nineteenth century, instead of

being restricted to the circumstances and words of the Treaty of 1886, like

the M
opinions* of the British
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impossible to do to, would at once have become apparent. And
'

in the wine way, if the contention of the United States be well I

founded, that no mountains exist on the coast which correspond

with the Trea her difficulty wouM have been made manifest
j

"
I can, therefore, well understand and appreciate the contention

of Great Britain. . . . But ... I think that the parties knew '

and understood what they were bargaining about, and expressed

the terms of their bargain in terms to which effect can be

pvm "

Doubtless the judgment of the Chief Justice was in

conformity with the highest judicial principles. At the same

time, the layman finds it difficult to conceive how two parties

who " knew and understood what they were bargaining about,"

could have agreed upon a boundary which it was impossible

to draw ; or how "
effect can be given

"
to those terms, with-

out infringing the treaty rights of one or other party. More-

over, the two Canadians, who also were genuine "jurists of

repute/' had no doubt that the boundary was intended to

cross the inlet, in which direction it could have been drawn

without difficulty. Accordingly, the layman feels justified

in supposing that the question was an exceptionally fine one,

and the pros and cons very nearly balanced, in the mind of

the Chief Justice.

But the
"
opinions

"
officially presented by the two

Canadian Commissioners contain more than a statement of

judicial divergencies. Criticizing the majority award as to

the islands adjacent to the Portland Channel, they insist

that the final allocation of these islands was in direct con-

tradiction of the previous and unanimous finding of the

Tribunal upon the meaning of the Treaty of 1825 respecting
the Portland Channel Thus, Mr. Aylesworth :

" The whole truth of the matter is simply this : that, as to

Portland Channel, the case of Great Britain before us has been

demonstrated to be unanswerable. By unanimous vote of this Tri

banal it has been so declared. It was therefore impossible to avoid

awarding to Great Britain the islands called Pearse and Wales. It

is equally impossible upon any intelligible principle for a Tribunal,

Report, p. 57.
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acting judicially, to hold that Portland Channel, nmHhltty after

putting Wales Inland, make- a turn at right angle* to iUelf, and

lot between the Ulanda of Walet and Sitklan. The aole que>-

luented to at for deoiaion on this branch of the cane wan whether
'

Portland Channel of the Treaty lay north of the four Ulan i

south of th- f.,iir, and until to*lay it has been uniformly *tm.

If everybody
that off /our of these islands belonged, aU together, ei

to* Britain or to the United States. Instead of ao finding, the

majority of the Tribunal have choaen to compromise with the plain
.-t.i of the oast, and while awarding Pearae and Walea Islands to

itain have determined to make thoae islands valueless to

Bs*t Britain or to Canada by giving to the United States the

klands called Sitklan and Kannaghunut. The latter island* are of

the utmost consequence, for they lie directly opposite to, and com-

mand the entrance to, the very important harbour of Port Simpson,
1

British Columbia." *

Accordingly, Mr. Aylesworth protests that the partition

of these islands was " no decision upon judicial principles ;
it

is a mere compromise dividing the field between the two

contestants . . . nothing less than a gross travesty of justice."

he "
opinion

"
of Sir Louis Jette was similar to that of Mr.

pjlesworth, and he gives similar reasons for refusing to sign

Be award:

character of the functions which had been confided to us

is clearly defined. We have not been entrusted with the power of

Baking a new Treaty, and it was not in our province to make con-

cessions for the sake of an agreement We had simply to give a

dktal interpretation of the Articles of that Treaty which were

submitted to us." *

s intelligible enough that the three American repre-

sentatives should have annexed the two islands, despite their

own judicial interpretation of the Treaty. For had not the

Senate appointed them expressly "to look after American

But, whatever other explanation the future may
forth, Englishmen cannot suppose that their Chief

ce deliberately acted aa a diplomatist rather than as an

1 The proposed terminus of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.

Report, p. 59. JfridL, p. 66.
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impartial jurist
1 It must be recogni/.t'<l, however, that the

situation was one in which complete impartiality was remlnv.l

impossible by the simple facts of human nature. No man

can wholly free his mind from national environment, v

called upon to pass judgment affecting his country's interests.

But the effect of this environment upon the mind of an

English gentleman, and not least of an English Judge, is to

make him give the benefit of a doubt to the other side, rather

than risk the possibility of being influenced unconsciously by
natural selfishness. It has been shown, as regards the Lynn
Canal, that Lord Alverstone's "opinion" seems to ind

that he did not find the question a simple one to deci-N-.

Further, the national environment of an Englishman, at thai

J time, contained the consciousness that the British Govern-

ment attached the very greatest importance to having the

Atoyfran question settled somehow, and would thankfully

sacrifice Canadian rights to placate American jingoism.

Finally, ill-informed public opinion in England, so carefully

educated beforehand by means of the press campaign directed

from Washington,* and canvassed assiduously by the social

diplomacy which placed the Tribunal in London rather than

J in Paris,* palpably intensified the anti-Canadian atmosphere
of the national environment

On the other hand, it may be objected that the tcnii

1 "
I am not here, and no man would expect me to come here, to

justify my judicial conduct by any public speech. If the Judges of

KngUnd, when they have given their reasons, and when they have given
their judgment on their own responsibility, thought it was necessary
afterwards to explain and justify their conduct by public utterances and

by public argument, a deathblow would be struck at the confidence in

judicial decisions. . . . Discussions will arise between nations as they
have arisen before. If you do not want a judicial decision, do not ask

Britiik Judge* to be member* of the Court. And if any Judge was afraid of

doing his duty because of popular outcry or possible discontent, then,

indeed, the fount of justice would be undermined, and that which the

Judges of England have so long been proud of would cease to be that on

which they might justly pride themselves." Lord Alverstone at the

Guildhall (Nov. 9, 1903).
* Cf. preceding chapter.
* The British Government suggested Paris, but the United States

asked for London (Not. 88-31 in the Report).
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moot of an |fr*glih Judge is all but superhuman.

iplHiintment was unjust to all parties, quite apart that

accident that the American "jurists" were pledged

partisans. Tho influence of national environment the un-

conscious influence had been admitted as a principle by the

mere fact of national jurists being preferred to neutrals.

Therefore common fairness demanded that the Canadian aide

Id not be handicapped by the appointment of a British

i whose national environment was non-Canadian, if not

Canadian. From this point of view, even if the Ameri-

cans had been "
impartial jurists in the best sense of the

words," the dice still would have been slightly loaded against

Canada by the appointment of an English Judge.
In -!. a sheer contradiction of ideas to couple

national jurists with international arbitration. The acuteness

of the American diplomacy, like that of American commercial

enterprise, lay in the attentive study of national and personal

characteristics, with a view to the unscrupulous manipulation

ny weaknesses therein discovered Thus the American

mats, throughout the negotiations, carefully maintained

phraseology of international arbitration,
1 in order to win

acceptance for a scheme quite opposed to the connotation of

those blessed words. Next, having secured a Tribunal which

they could trust, having half the members in their pocket,
not to surrender the American claims in any case, they
worked to assure absolute victory by pressing for such

details of arrangement as would enlist on their own behalf

the unseen and silent influences of national environment

1
Compare the language of the American dispatches in the Report with

that of the Tim* correspondent in the course of the negotiations ("pro,

13-36); and contrast with the following, in which the same corre-

spondent is defending Sir Wilfrid Laurier, after the award : "Americans
who have had the means of following his diplomatic history know that

be has striven loyally for two yean past to secure arbitration. Wkm
convinfed that arbitration tou unattainable he accepted the arrangement
under which the recent Tribunal was constituted." (7TU Timm, Oct.

*6 1903.) This seems to hare been the first admission, official or

semi-official, that the United States throughout the negotiations had

rejected, while Canada had urged, the principle of arbitration; instead of

tK twrtd, as persistently stated by the Washington
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Fortune favoured the plot, when the Venezuelan entan

roent gave American press agents an excuse to f.m tin-

Monroe doctrine into an anti-British flare
;

all for the

edification l of a Government which, through the loss of

Lord Salisbury and the absence of Mr. Chamberlain, seemed

to have become invertebrate for the time being. Thus tin;

culminating triumph of the diplomacy was the arrangement
which threw upon the English representative the onus of a

deadlock, such as would have aggravated the alleged anti-

sh jingoism.

In Canada, of course, it had been realized from the outset

that the breach of faith by the United States had made

victory impossible, and that a deadlock was the best result

that could be hoped for. When the adverse verdict \

announced, it was added to the list of instances in which the

United States had bluffed or cheated England at the

pense of Canada. Yet unquestionably the same award would

have been accepted without a murmur, if it had been obtained

in a straightforward manner, and by the verdict of a fully

authorized arbitral tribunal As it was, to quote from tin:

Canadian press:

" The award is a bitter pill to Canada, and Canadians are doing
a lot of hard thinking. . . . These easy triumphs of American

diplomacy are full of dangerous possibilities. The Americans are

likely to make our frontier bristle with boundary issues before

Canada is much older." 2

According to the Toronto Globe, the organ in closest

touch with Sir Wilfrid Laurier's Government :

"To understand the protest of Sir Louis Jettc and Mr.

Ayleeworth, it is necessary to bear in mind that the Commission was

appointed to adjudicate on the meaning of a treaty. They contend

that the finding is a compromise, and that its result is a distinct

sacrifice of the interests of Canada. In the light of this protest the

1 The dispatches published in the Report show that the United

States Government, as the Venezuelan incident developed, was pressing
the more urgently for the immediate acceptance of its own Alaskan

Tribunal
8 Toronto World.
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ig will arouse strong and lasting anUgoniam all over the

Dominion, baaed on a sense of wrong, which no oonaidaraUon of

: ial interests will deaden. There is no reaaon in tight for aoeh

concessions, and Canadians will ha practically unanimooa in the

opinion that under the circumitancea they ahould not hare been

The universal Canadian belief, in the language of the

Montreal GasetU, was that

"the deciaion of the Alaska Commission is due to the imperial

desire to enhance American goodwill, to which many Canadian

iatues have previously bean sacrificed." 1

Because the sense of national dignity forbade Canada to

>ut with the petulance of a colony, the English people,

accustomed to think only of colonies, imagined that the sense

jury was insignificant But the equanimity of official

imperialism and of the country generally, received a rude

shock when presently Sir Wilfrid Laurier explained the

lesson from the Canadian national point of view. Replying
to criticisms in the Dominion Parliament (October 23), about

ok after the decision had become known, the Prem

used the following language :

1 ufficult as I conceive the position to be, I am of opinion that

so long as Canada remains a dependency of the British Crown, the

present powers we have are not sufficient for the maintenance of our

1 1 is important that we should ask the British Parliament for

more extensive powers, so that, if ever we have to deal with nuttera

of a similar nature again we shall deal with them in our own

fashion and according to the beat light we have." 1

In the following January (1904), he alluded again to the

idea of
"
treaty powers/' which he maintained, after the

manner of the strongest colonial nationalists, was not in-

compatible with the conception of a united Empire.
4

ing into practice the lesson of the award, the Canadian

Government has been quietly strengthening its position in

TV Tim*, Oct 80-28, 1903. ' Ibid.

*
/but, Oct. 84, 1903. /WdL, Jan. 80, 1904.

4
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remote northern regions where the Americans have

bean displaying suspicious activity. This administra

policy, aa well as the constitutional suggestions advanced by

the Premier, seem to have been approved by the great

victory at the polls which the Government obtained twelve

months later (November 1904).
1

If such was the lesson for Canada, what is the lesson

for England ? What excuse can there be for the imperial

Government which, with the history of a century before it,

failed to profit by the experience of the past?

hypothesis of panic alone meets the case, because Lord

Salisbury, at any rate, seems to have appreciated the rinks

involved in acceptance of the Tribunal proposed by the

United States. As early as July 1, 1899, in a note 2 to

the American ambassador, he emphatically declared his

opinion that the proper precedent was just such a Treaty of

Arbitration as lately had been concluded between England
and Venezuela, with the assistance and approval of the

United States, to settle the British Guiana boundary question.

I am not able," wrote Lord Salisbury,
"
to find in its terras

anything which is inapplicable to, or would be inconsistent

with an equitable and conclusive settlement of, the Alaskan

controversy." Yet, after maintaining that view for three

years, the British Government ended practically by placing

itself in the hands of a Power which seldom has run straight

in any arbitration suit with England.
In order to establish the lesson for England, namely, the

impossibility of relying upon national or international honour,

as understood by Englishmen, in negotiating with the United

States, it is necessary to recall the experiences of the previous

sixty years ;
in the light of which the Alaskan affair becomes

cumulative evidence and an undeniable warning.
In 1842 there was a settlement of the Canadian

boundary. The British plenipotentiary was Mr. Baring,

afterwards Lord Ashburton, who concluded the treaty known

1 In theae election! Sir Wilfrid Lander's party, for the first time, was

returned by a majority in the English-speaking provinces, independently
of ill overwhelming majority in Quebec.

No. 1 in the Report
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a the Ashburton Treaty. The disputed territory, comprising
some 12,000 square miles, Uy between the American State

of Maine and the Canadian province of New Brunsu

By the new treaty, 5000 square miles were assigned to New
kmswick, and 7000 miles, by far the most valuable region,

Maine. The remainder of the story is in the words of a

well-known Qiiftdfop historian. 1

the United States, however, this division waa bitterly

ppoeed. The Senate wanted all It was on the point of rejecting

Treaty, when it waa suddenly brought to terms by Mr. Webster.

Behind closed doors Webster unfolded a map, which he had had all

jprough the Conference, but which he had kept carefully from the

eye* of Mr. l:.ir:n^. Tin- lu.ip |.urjM.it-l to h- a n.j.y -f >n.- iu;i-l.-

onUining the boundaries actually agreed upon by the

Treaty of 1783. The eastern boundary, marked with a red line, waa

exactly what the British claimed. With this evidence before them

to show that the British had been wonted, the Senate made haste to

accept so good a bargain, and the Aahburton Treaty was ratified." *

In 1872 occurred the episode of the Geneva Arbitration,

relating to the Alabama claims. In the preceding negotia-

is the United States had demanded that the terms of

reference should include the question of England's respon-

sibility , not merely for the direct injury inflicted by the

Alabama and kindred vessels, but also for all the indirect

damages which were said to have resulted from England's

proclamation of neutrality in the Civil War. The sum of

basis was calculated, iu England, to exceed

the amount of the national debt Of course the British

Government declined to go to arbitration upon such terms ;

1 Charles G. D. Roberts, A History of Canada (1897), p. 315.

This is the accepted version in Canada. But another prominent

Canadian, writing thirteen yean earlier, has suited a different opinion.
id occasion, some years ago, carefully to examine the whole subject,

an-i I could never discover that the blame of the discreditable settlement

of the matter at issue is in any way chargeable to the Washington
Govern ni The diplomacy of the United States was perfectly

straightforward throughout" He attributes to the incompetence and

Terence of the British representative all the economic dificalties

which remain the permanent consequence of this unfortunate

Sir Sandford Fleming, in England md Omuls (1884), p. lift.
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and the Convention was signed only on the understanding
that these indirect claims would not be submitted to tb--

Tribunal Nevertheless, when the American " Case
"
came to

be presented to the arbitrators at Geneva, it was found to

include those same indirect claims which the United States

Government had agreed to exclude. No one can attribute to

Mr. Gladstone, who was then Prime Minister, a deficiency in

the spirit and language of international courtesy. Accord-

ingly, his opinion of the conduct of the United States is

interesting :

"A storm at once arose in England, and nobody was more

incensed than the prime minister. In reporting to the Queen In

used language of extreme vehemence, and in the House of Commons

(February 9, 1872), when Mr. Disraeli spoke of the indirect claims

as preposterous and wild, as nothing less than the exacting of tribute

from a conquered people, Mr. Gladstone declared that such words

were in truth rather under the mark than an exaggeration, and unit

on to say that
' we must be insane to accede to demands which no

nation with a spark of honour or spirit left could submit to even at

the point of death.' Speaking of the construction put upon the treaty

by the government, he declared such a construction to be * the true

and unambiguous meaning of the words, and therefore the only

meaning admissible, whether tried by grammar, by reason, by

policy, or by any other standard.' Some persons argued that this

was to accuse the Americans of dishonesty.
'
I learn really for the

first time/ exclaimed Mr. Gladstone to Lord Granville (February 8),

'that a man who affirms that in his opinion a document is un-

ambiguous in his favour, thereby affirms that one who read it

otherwise is dishonest' His critics retorted that surely a con-

struction that could not stand the test of grammar, of reason, of

policy, or any other test, must be due either to insanity or to dis-

honesty ; and as we could hardly assume General Grant, Mr. Fish,

and the others to be out of their wits, there was nothing for it but

dishonesty."*

Later on, in the course of a private letter to Lord Russell,

Mr. Gladstone described the American claims as "a dis-

honoured carcass, which no amount of force, fraud, or folly

can again galvanize into life/'
*

1
Morley, Life of Gladstone, voL ii. pp. 406-7.

/6ut, p. 409.
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the face of Mr. Gladstone's opinion it is unnecessary

to recall the outspoken indignation of other great Englishmen
of that day, whose plain conception of national honour was

less affected than that of their Prime Minister by the
"
sense

of the blessing to the world of an absolute reconciliation in

good faith between the old England and the new." > Those

who desire to investigate the matter may consult the refer-

ences given by Mr. Morley.
But there is one celebrated authority* whose dispassionate

survey of that famous episode, published in the calm of after

years, has a special attraction for the student of to-day, by
reason of its prophetic tone. In the capacity of counsel on

tho British side, Kounclell Palmer was in a position to appre-
ciate the inwardness of the political methods employed by
the United States upon that occasion

;
and his pages are full

of statements and reflections, which, by merely changing a

few names, might have been made in reference to the Alaskan

Boundary affair. Describing the effect produced in England

by the publication of the American "
Case," he writes as

follows :

" This was an unexpected situation, not easy at first to realize.

When it came to be understood, everybody who had any rational

concern for the interest and honour of the country felt that this was

m arbitration into which we could ever have consented to go.

itself, forced upon us and not sought by us, would have been a

preferable alternative."

Surely his words recall the prevailing Canadian sentiment

when the names were announced of those three American

"impartial jurists of repute."

Compare, again, the despatch of the Canadian Government,

quoted above, with the letter in which Roundell Palmer

p. 400.
* MimanaU Pmonal and PoMfal, by Roundell, Earl of Selborne

(1895). All the passages quoted below will be found in chapter*
L of vol. i., which probably give the best cxUnt account of the

incident* and conduct of the Geneva Arbitration. The more general ~

lewon of these memorials seems to be that it is exceedingly difficult **

to obtain an international award bated upon purely judicial pr
unlew the Court is composed entirely of English jurists.
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expressed his opinion, at the request of the Foreign

Secretary :

44
1 doubt whether I should have acquiesced at all (in tlio pro-

posed reference) if I had not given credit to the Government of the

United States for some disposition to aim at a rational and practicable

in cordiality and good faith
;
which disposition I can no

give them credit for, after seeing their " Case
" and seeing,

further, that they have appointed Mr. Adams their arbitrator."

Aa to the last point, it had devolved upon the two

Governments each to appoint one out of the five arbitrators,

the remaining three being foreigners (Italian, Swiss, and

Brazilian). England, of course, selected her best
"
impartial

jurist of repute," namely, her Chief Justice, Sir Alexander

Cockburn, whose appointment thus corresponds to that of

Lord Alverstone in 1903. But the United States, in select-

ing Mr. Adams, acted on the same principle which led to

the appointment of Mr. Root in 1903 :

" Mr. Adams had been the representative of the United States

in this country when these claims first arose. It had been his duty
to urge them on behalf of his Government, and, whatever might be

the natural tone of his mind, the selection of a gentleman who had

been so prominently employed as an advocate in the question to act

as one of the arbitrators was undoubtedly contrary to the traditional

rales of judicial etiquette."

Had Roundell Palmer been writing in the year 190..

he would have known that a written contract has no more

weight with the United States than the "
traditional rules,"

which, after all, are only British rules. Contract or no

contract, never again can we assume that the arbitrators to

be appointed under the treaty will be such as to fulfil the

spirit of the bargain on our side.

Respecting the more general attitude of the United
States towards international questions, he has recorded some
observations of which the justice has been confirmed by
subsequent experience. Thus, referring to the demand that

the indirect claims should be recognized, he describes

bow
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"we followed the example of the United States themselves; who,

rolonged controversies with Portugal and Spain, had rejected

with unflinching resolution, and had refuted to refer to arbitration,

claims founded on exactly the aunt principle, and of a like nature,

which had arisen under drctunttanoee certainly not less favourable

to the claimant*"

Even so, in the Alaskan controversy, we insisted vainly

upon the precedent of the Venezuelan Treaty, which practic-

ally had- been arranged for us by the Americans themselves.

A similar repudiation of equality or reciprocity between

nations was the neglect of the United States to adopt the

new rules, respecting the duties of a neutral Power, which

were laid down at Geneva, and which we ourselves had

adopted beforehand as the basis of the arbitration. One of

advantages which Mr. Gladstone and others had hoped
to gain from the arbitration was that the United States would

adopt these roles. In fact, there was an express stipulation

to that effect But

" whether we shall ever gain an equivalent advantage, if

in a war in which the United States are neutral, remains to be seen.

The neutrality laws of the United States are at this moment (1895)
otter or stronger than they were in 1818, when those claims of

Portugal and Spain, which the Government of the United State

persistently rejected, arose."

On this point Lord Russell has proved the true prophet
In a letter to Roundell Palmer he writes :

" As to the Act of

Congress you suggest, I doubt if it will ever be passed For

two or three millions of indemnity we shall obtain two or

three years without a fresh quarrel"
Nor is it surprising to learn that the tone of the

American " Case
"

was "
acrimonious, totally wanting in

-national courtesy." That is the tone which, after a

century of diplomatic intercourse with this country, from the

war of 1812 to the famous message of President Cleveland

and the dispatches of Mr. Obey, has stood the test of ex-

perience, and therefore survives.

Finally, it is interesting to read the following account of

Mr. Adams, indicating characteristics of American diplomacy
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to which attention has been called already in connection with

the Aljjlrfrp Boundary negotiations :

" Mr. Adams was a shrewd, sagacious man, with perfect command

of a temper naturally warm; not loquacious; keeping his own

counsel ; too honourable to go lengths repugnant to his sense of fair

dealing, even for his country ; but too much identified, from the

first, with the diplomatic presentation and advocacy of its claims, to

make it possible that he could examine them with a dispassionate

mind. 1 The part which he took in getting rid of the indirect claims

was not less politic than honourable. I have no doubt that it gain<-<l

him influence with the three independent arbitrators, which his

address and coolness afterwards increased. He was not, like Sir

Alexander Cockburn, at home in the French language. But Lord

Granville, who supposed that this would give the Chief Justice an

advantage over him, was mistaken. While Sir Alexander was

pouring eloquent French into the ears of his colleagues, Mr. Adams
was studying the temper of their minds. The reserved and self-

controlled man, who watched and husbanded his opportunities, was

in this business more than a match for the brilliant excitable man,
conscious of intellectual superiority, and at no pains to conceal what
he felt It is probable that, from the moment when the indirect

claims were disposed of, there was a predisposition on the part of

the independent arbitrators to make compensation in some way to

the Americans for that failure; and, if that were so, Mr. Adams
understood how to take advantage of it."

The spectacle of the judicial arbitrator, searching for

weak points in the personal character of his colleagues,
instead of in the arguments subjected to his discrimination,

naturally belongs to the same diplomacy which wove the

subtle web of
"
predisposition

"
round a majority of arbitrators

in the Alaskan affair.

Another case of arbitration related to the Behring Sea

fisheries, and took place in 1893. The dispute arose out of

the characteristic pretension of the United States that their

territorial waters included the whole of the Behring Sea.

On the strength of this claim they had seized and confiscated

Canadian sealing vessels.

u Mr. Adams, as was naturally the case whenever it was not too

plainly unreasonable, went againat Great Britain. . . ."Ibid., p. 256.
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The tribunal, at Paris, consisted of aeven arbitrators,

namely, two appointed by each side and three foreigner!.

The argument* on which the Americana relied were supported

by certain Russian documents. It was discovered that the

ial translations contained interpolated forgeries. When
an inquiry was proposed, the translator, a Russian resident in

tho States, was not forthcoming, and so the matter was

hushed ui*
1

The award of the arbitrators condemned the United

States to pay 100,000 to the owners of the Canadian

vessels. But the money was withheld by that earnest

champion of arbitration until some six years later, when the

Spanish-American War broke out In the anxiety of the

crisis there arose an unfamiliar feeling that presently the

benevolence of the greatest naval Power might prove a

valuable asset Then the oversight was remembered, and

the award tardily fulfilled.1

Considered singly, any one of these incidents might be

explained away as an unfortunate accident; regarded in

aeries they become links in a chain. Numerous other

lent* might be added to illustrate the unvarying temper
of bluster and provocation which, for a century past, has been

the attitude of the United States towards England. But the

importance of the incidents described above is that they
show to what extraordinaty stratagems (from a British point
of view) the United States will resort in order to achieve

the objects of aggression.

The obvious paradox of the position is that, on many of

these occasions, the prominent actors on the stage of American

diplomacy have included individuals whom it is impossible

mentally to associate with the tricks described. To take the

1 On high private authority. Cf. Canada Lam Journal: "In this

connection (Alaska Boundary) reference might be made to a collection of

rical facts in British and American diplomacy affecting Canada,

1782-1809, by Mr. Thomas Hodgins, K.C., Toronto, 1900; and to an

unsavoury episode at the time of the Behring Sea Arbitration, when there

was produced as evidence, from the archives at Washington, a document
which turned out to contain interpolated forgeries. It was, of

subsequently withdrawn." Vol. xl p. 17
* The money was voted, and paid, in June 1896.
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most recent example, no one who has heard of Theodore

Roosevelt or John Hay, to name no others, can suppose that

r standards of honesty, private or national, differ so

widely from our own. What, then, is the answer to the

riddle? It must be that such men, even when their per-

sonality appears to be strong, after all play a secondary part

the upright aristocrats of whom the cunning company-

promoter (to use an English simile) makes a seductive

figurehead to cover the intended swindle, and a ready

sacrifice when his purpose is accomplished. The actual

directors of the United States must be sought elsewhere ;

and the plain clue to their whereabouts is given by the noted

symptom of a peculiar commercial temper, sometimes over-

wrought and diseased, which has marked American diplomacy
in the incidents described. It is the Chicago dollar-getter,

enforcing his own foreign policy, with the "smartness"

distinctive of his calling, through the medium of the Senate

chamber; flouting the feelings of the figurehead in the

White House, and backed by the morbid jingoism which

is both the cause and the result of the Yellow Press.

Likewise the decoy America, when the Sultan is for mas-

sacre, hastens to record the protest of a Christian nation.

Perhaps at that very hour, in some Southern State, a

yelling mob of white American citizens is burning a man
alive at the stake ; perpetrating under the Stars and Stripes,

and within telephone call of the White House, atrocities

unsurpassed in the record of human savagery. The railroad

swells its profits by running trains to the scene; and

the ethics of the mob and the railroad, in the sphere of

foreign policy, are an antagonist which England cannot

meet on equal terms. Meanwhile in the United States,

neither public opinion nor constituted authority can be

induced to vindicate the professions of that decoy America

which draws our admiring eyes from the monster lurking

behind.

Lately (November 1904), President Roosevelt has been

re-elected to a second term of office. His overwhelming

majority in the presidential elections is attributed to his

forceful personality. He has announced the intention of his
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party to conclude a permanent treatj of arbitration with

England. Some years ago, with the Alaskan question ii

arbitration, the Senate rejected a similar proposition from

Lord Salisbury. Presumably the President believes that the

Senate now is more amenable to the idea. So it may be,

after its notable victory in the Alaskan business. But what

are Englishmen to think of the proposal ? Is it indeed the

new era for which they have waited vainly these hundred

years ? Alas ! national instincts and habits are not made or

unmade in a day.
The President, for all his forcefulness, proved impotent

to keep his Administration straight in the matter of carrying
out its engagements mult r the Alaskan treaty of arbitral

What guarantee is there that he will be more successful

next time ? Further, if Roosevelt, the impersonation of high
standards and sincere intentions,

1 has failed lamentably to

control the American monster, what will be the prospect of

play when a less upright figurehead takes bis place?

By all means let us support the principle of arbitration ; but

not with our eyes closed to the warnings of the consistent

past In blindly accepting the proffered treaty, we may be

committing ourselves to a device for facilitating the diplo-

macy of the confidence trick. If the Empire is not a

mere verbal sham, the new treaty must be examined

closely as bearing upon Canadian interests. The matters

scheduled for arbitration must be restricted carefully;
and the individual arbitrators upon each occasion, as it

arises, must be subject to the approval of all the Govern-

ments concerned Above all, the treaty must be with-

1 "
It is not difficult to be virtuous in a cloistered and negative way.

er is it difficult to succeed, after a fashion, in active life, if one

k content to disregard the considerations which bind honorable and

upright men. But it is by no means easy to combine honesty and

efficiency ; and yet it is absolutely necessary, in order to do any work

really worth doing. It is not hard, while sitting in one's study, to

devise admirable plans for the betterment of politics and of social con-

>
; I'm in practice it too often proves very hard to make any snch

plan work at all, no matter how imperfectly. Yet the effort must con-

-> made, under penalty of constant retrogression in our political

life,* Theodore Roosevelt in America* Attafc, Preface.
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held from ratification until sanctioned by the Government

of Canada.1

Surely it is time for Englishmen, for those at least who

have learnt to trust the hidden purpose of their Empire,
to realize that they cannot always serve two masters. They
cannot, under the spell of the decoy, cringe beneath the

kicks of the insatiable monster, without betraying their trust

as guardians of the infant Canadian future that trust which

shall be repaid full measure to generations coming after, and

in some measure even to themselves, if only they are faithful

in their day.

Also it is time for the Canadians, whose clear-sighted!

patriotism is the one bright spot in the Alaskan humiliation,

to put on the full armour of national manhood in no

metaphorical sense.

1 Since the above was written, the proposal appears to have fallen

through, owing to the action of the Senate,



CHAPTER IV

FROM COLONIES TO COMMONWEALTH

Australia, aa in Canada, there has been aij_ intimate

oonneojion between the achievement-id- tedaral union and

the growth <>f national o.nsciMiisness. KurtluT. the co-

incidence that almost the first official action of the Common-
wealth Government was to direct the dispatch of military

contingents to South Africa, signifies the fact that in

Australia, as in Canada, there is not merely a compatibility"

oven a causal connection between nationalism and imv.

At first sight it seems paradoxical that the Australian

colonies, having the great advantage of a homogeneous popu-

lation, should not have evolved the outward, political form

of national unity until more than thirty years later than the

Canadian Provinces, where a common national sentiment had

to be created artificially, in defiance of the racial division

between the French and English sections. The explanation
of the paradox is a simple matter of history, not nninstructhre

to those who find an interest in tracing the influence of the

Empire upon national development There appears

ing except the sense of imperial security to account

t!i-- unnatural prolongation of the colonial system, and

colonialist attitude, upon the Australian continent In

Canada the unmistakable hostility of a powerful neighbour

gave urgency to the vital question of the national future to

be or not to be. Meanwhile the Australians, secure in their

antipodean isolation,

pressure which

the new world aa in the old.

LFl uir

to bel

nt for
f

,1 th.-.
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The earliest eflbrta in the direction of Australian unity

prompied, not by any national sentiment, but merely by

:!:,.
l..,|.,

f ;-..]!
,. -.1 fai dities for roinmeree. Originally the

Sydney, until the attendant inconveniences necessitated

separation. But when Van Piemen's Land was detached

(1825), and provided with a tariff of its own, the two

settlements maintained free trade with each other. In a

similar spirit, when New Zealand was detached, the Legis-

lative Council of New South Wales passed an Act (1842) to

admit imports from New Zealand duty-free. Here then wajg^

the germ of the Zoflverein system, which in the I'nited

States, Germany, and Canada, proved indispensable to the

: a s;n_:l' national consciousness. JJut nation-

QO| the business of a Minister of Trade and

Plantations, then Lord Stanley, who foresaw impediments to

British trade, as well as difficulties in connection with com-

mercial treaties and foreign relations. Accordingly the Act

was vetoed, and the principle of separate tariffs confirmed
;

hal t!i" Knii-ir-- beQajQfl ivsjM.n.-ible for the consequent

disunion, < mmi -rcial and political, which postponed Australian

nationhood to the end of the century.

Thus at an early date the thoughts of the Australian

colnn^N were diverted from the idea of unity, by force of ^

|

external control But from time to time an enlightened
'

lister would revive the project of a central

authority to unify Australian policy. In 1847, Earl Grey, in

setting up Victoria as a separate colony, proposed to institute

a " General Assembly of Australia," which should deal with

matters of general Australian interest, as distinguished from

imperial interests on the one hand, and from provincial affairs

on the other hand. Needless to say, the Minister of Trade

and Plantations recommended the scheme chiefly on com-

mercial grounds, which indicates that the old policy of Lord

Stanley, by obstructing the development of Australian re-

sources, after all was not felt to be advantageous to British

commerce. Amongst other arguments for the General

Assembly, Earl Grey mentioned the need of constructing

railways. Looking back, after more than half a century, it is
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v too evident what an enormous waste has taken place

:ig to the lack of a central uuthorr . .

pitiful to

the magnificent railway system of the United States
- tliat which was developed contemporaneously in

Australia, where trunk lines have been constructed on three

different gauges, and political railways still compete for an

unremunerative border traffic.
1

The case for centralization now was clearly appreciated

by British capitalists and traders, and by the Ministers

appointed to watch their interests; so that henceforth the

Home Government figures as a consistent supporter of the

federal movement But in Australia itself the individualist I

entnn.nt of the divided colonies already was so far

established that Earl Grey's proposals evoked a storm ofj

opposition. At first colonial criticism fastened on the

appearance of dictation from outside, and protested loudly

against the forcible imposition of any constitutional change.

Afterwards, when the actual proposals came to be considered

more calmly, the objections raised were in principle the same

as those which were urged at every subsequent discussion,

and for many years seemed an insuperable obstacle to unity.

16 Legislative Council of New South Wales pleaded
that the superiority of the mother colony in wealth

and population must be recognized as the only basis of

federal representation. Afterwards the Legislative Council

of South Australia voiced the apprehension, of]

in lutT .lays, th^t fqdsratum, would

colon tyrannize over the__cJhflP* Als<

attention U) the dissimilarity in the pursuits and interests

of the separate colonies, and asserted roundly that it could,

not "see any point upon which benefit would accrue
to]

any of the provinces by the establishment of a General/

Assembly."
Meanwhile in England, the proposals were submitted to

a committee of the Privy Council, which reported favourably.
It urged especially the need for a uniform Australian tariff

in the interests of trade, and drew up a list of legislative

1 On the other hand, India, with iU tingle and despotic

pretenta aa bad a caae aa Auatralia in railway policy.
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subjects which might come within the control of the General

Assembly. The list included tariff, postal service, li^lii

houses, shipping, weights and measures, and other subjects

connected with material development. It is noticeable tluit

most primary function of a real national Go\

not even mentioned throughout the report. In vi.-w

of the hostile Australian attitude, the convocation of the

General Assembly was to be optional

But even in this modified form the Bill brought in by

Earl Grey was so strongly criticized in the imperial Parlia-

ment, some deeming it republican and others uncalled for,

that it never became law. Thus the Act which created the

province of Victoria contained no provision for an inter-

colonial Legislature. Earl Grey alluded apologetically to

the deficiency, in sending out the Act, and drew attention

to the discouraging attitude of the Australians themselves,

1 1 went on to say that he was " not the less persuaded that

the want of some such central authority . . . will be felt,

and probably at a very early period; but when this want

is so felt, it will of itself suggest the means by which it may
be met" The first forecast was justified by the event, but

not so the concluding consolation, drawn from the laissez-

faire philosophy which so often has imposed a disastrous

lethargy on British statesmanship.

Earl Grey's failure marks the end of the first distinct

period in the history of the federal movement, for henceforth

imperial statesmen declined to force the pace in advance of

Australian opinion. They now took the ground that the

colonies themselves must take the initiative; and that the

Imperial Parliament, however favourably disposed to the

federal idea, should not consent to legislate in that direction

except upon a definite proposal presented by the colonial

Governments in concurrence with each other. Such an

attitude was justified, not only by Earl Grey's discouraging

experience, but by the greater independence of those colonies

whicn lately had received responsible government. But this

extension of autonomy, while in a local sense making for

the freedom which is essential to nationalism, really proved
a fresh obstacle to federal union. For, individual colonies,
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.j flush of emancipation from Downing Street, now began
to lay an absurd stress upon the importance of new

position, treating it as a thing too sacred to be sacrificed in

(he slightest degree, even for the nobler object of national

11. Meanwhile each tUflfl**^**^ yoar JUtnflflKd the

>er consolidation of separate commercial and political

the people of (he various provinces became

wlffded to the notion that provincial autonomy, for which

they had fought so long, represented the final stage in their

political evolution.

In such circumstances federation might never have been

beard of again, had there not been Australian statesmen,

from time to time, of views sufficiently broad to embrace the

wh"lr of their fellow Australians and the future of their

island continent During the next thirty years the history

of the federal movement centres round these missionaries

of a gospel which was ignored as an empty fad by the majority
heir countrymen. Now, however, when the fad has

become a fact and an inspiration, greater honour attaches

lie names of Wentworth, Deas-Thomson, Parkes, Service,

y, and other provincial statesmen who utilized their brief

day of political office to hand on the torch. From timjL_k>

intercolonial Conferences, held primarily to discuss

difficulties of administration or enmmfirce, arising

existing system, gave the federalists a chance to

it-- th.-ir more comprehensive ideal. It is during this

period that the national idea begins to emerge. Iu first

rous prophet appears to have been Dr. James Dunmore

Lang, a well-known Sydney politician in the fifties, who
worked out a complete scheme of federal union on the

rican model. But when he propounded it to the Legis-

ts Council, he was greeted with " shouts of laughter."

Naturally, at that time, he was a thorough republican ; and

is book, Freedom and Independence for the Golden Land*

of Australia, he denounced the
British

connection in

measured terms. His separatist standpoint, and the violent

language with which he defended it, seem to have deprived
him of the influence to which his far-seeing judgment
otherwise entitled him. Of better known politicians, Sir

5
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I

Henry Parkes at a later date began to develop the nationalist

poiqt of view with all the imaginative force of his untutored

eloquence.

The period of apathy was prolonged into the beginning
of the eighties, when at length the federal movement rec<

r
a much-needed external stimulus. The stimulus was applied

by the intrusion of European Powers into the secluded \v

^f the South Pacific. That those waters ought to bo an in-,

violable British preserve gradually had become an instin

article of faith amongst Australians of all classes. The idea

not only was a comfortable one in itself, bringing a sense o.

security from invasion, but derived a certain sanction fnm
the early traditions of British policy in Australasia. The

original policy had been to annex fresh territory rather than

to allow other European Powers to establish rival settlements.

. Thus, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, Tasmania

and the south island of New Zealand were annexed, in order

to forestall French designs. In a similar spirit, a vague
kind of protectorate was assumed over the South Sea Islands

generally. Admiral Philips' commission gave him authority

over "the islands adjacent to the eastern coast of Australia,"

in many of which, from early times, there were groups of

missionaries or traders nominally amenable to the Governor

at Sydney. But when the project of a Panama Canal came

to be mooted, the British protectorate was not sufficiently

definite to deter other Powers from seeking to gain a foot-

hold upon the anticipated trade route. In 1830, Louis

Philippe annexed Tahiti, whose queen previously had made

an ineffectual request for British protection. A few years

later the idea of a British dominion over Polynesia attracted

the far-seeing imagination and practical genius of Sir George

Grey, then Governor of New Zealand. Through his personal

influence he brought the sons of island chiefs to be educated

at Auckland, and originated the scheme, revived later on, of

a Polynesian Customs Union, of which New Zealand would

be the centre. But in England the pendulum had swung
to the other side, and Grey's proposals received no support.

The same spirit prevailed in 1853, when Napoleon in. took

advantage of the Crimean alliance to seize New Caledonia.
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',%!.>, the annexation of Fiji wa postponed until the

scandal* of native employment made it neoentry to assume

control

So far foreign intrusion had been flflfifiyvri to France, and

bough disagreeable, had been on too limited a scale to

dangerous to Australia. B>

^ tltt !V*flA Tliui
r*pidlv became pressing. It

me when the mania for something to oalToolonies wss

ug hold of Europe, especially France and Germany. In

1882, France annexed Raiaitea, near Tahiti, which gave
credence to the rumour that she intended to annex the

Hebrides for a convict station, such as she already
had established in New Caledonia, Nothing could have

been more distasteful to the Australians, whose recollections

the system which they had uprooted from their own land

not make them relish the idea of having foreign penal
settlements perpetuated so near their shore* It seemed

certain that time-expired and escaped criminals would con-

to settle in Australia. Presently, further alarm was
created by rumours of foreign enterprise in New Guinea,
which afforded the nearest base for a descent upon Australian

Queensland, as the colony most immediately
affected, urged the British Government to declare a pro-
tectorate over the island, and undertook to pay all expenses.

h was the tension of the moment that Sir Thomas
M II wraith, the masterful premier of Queensland, on his

own responsibility sent an officer to plant the British flag

and proclaim the protectorate. Other provinces rallied to

his support. But the temper of the Colonial Office, under

Lord Derby, was not favourable to so vigorous a policy. The
action of Queensland was disavowed, the flag withdrawn, and

colonies assured that no foreign Power had designs on

Guinea.

Nevertheless the panic resulted in a Convention, to which

only the mainland colonies but also New Zealand and
sent delegates. It was resolved that New Guinea ought

to be annexed, convict settlements in the Pacific abolished,
and no foreign Power permitted to acquire further territory
in those waters. After repeated petitions, Lord Derby at
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length agreed (1884) to establish a British protectorate over

the south coast only of New Guinea. The reason for this

limitation became clear when the news arrived that Germany
had annexed the north coast and neighbouring islands. The

fact that the annexation had been sanctioned in advance

by Lord Derby, without consulting Australia, illustrates a

reactionary conception of imperialism not yet wholly extinct.

At the time it excited a fresh outburst of indignation, formid-

able enough to induce the Colonial Secretary to agree to an

extension of the protectorate along the north coast, until a

protest from Bismarck again reversed the decision. Mean-

while in Samoa, King Malietoa was provoked by German

aggression to seek a British protectorate. In this request

he was backed by New Zealand, which offered to bear all

expenses, and began to revive Grey's scheme of a South

Pacific federation. But Lord Derby again played the

weaker part, and presently civil war was raging in Samoa.

After four years of bloodshed the Samoan Islands were

placed under a joint protectorate of England, Germany,
and the United States, which lasted until 1899; when

England retired altogether, leaving the other two Powers

in possession.

In Australia these events had an immediate influence

upon the national movement by emphasizing the weakness

arising from disunion. They destroyed the old attitude of

indifference to foreign affairs, and the old tradition which

located
"
foreign complications

"
in far-off Europe. It was

that if a federal Government had taken the action

adopted single-handed by Queensland, Downing Street would

have been less inclined to ignore Australian interests. This

| feeling found practical expression in a Conference which

I assembled in 1883, and passed a resolution favouring the

creation of a Federal Council. The character of the

subjects assigned to the Council, by co . ith the lists

drawn up at previous Conferences, indicates the national

spirit now infused into the federal movement. Foremost

fcame

the marine defences of Australia, relations with the

Pacific Islands, and the influx of criminals. An Act upon
the lines of the resolution was passed by the Imperial
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fcrliament, in hopes that it might prove * stepping-

to a more complete union. Bat the weakness of the Federal

was that its executive authority depended upon the

con." individual ('lovrnmients affected in each

nee. Accordingly, Sir 1 I'urkes persuaded New
South Wales to hold aloof from an institution which he

expected would damage the federal cause by breaking down

ny case. New Zealand likewise held aloof, and Fiji did

not trouble to send delegates after the first meeting. Finally,

lit became apparent that federation was approaching on

1
undent lines, the Council surrendered itself to voluntary

extinction.

^"TJnder the stimulus of the Pacific Islands scare, the^

in the forefmn

ral
j

: mine. Advantage was tak<

ice gathering in 1887 to negotiate an agreement with

libe imperial Government, providing for an auxiliary

squadron to protect Australasian coasts and trade routes.

The colonies agreed to pay interest, amounting to 126,000

ner annum. The squadron was to remain wholly under

im]>erial control, except that it was not to operate outside

fixed marine boundaries without the consent of the con-

tributory Governments. This bargain marked the practical

I..-; iming of Australian naval defence, which hitherto had

been confined to the maintenance of forts commanding the

chief seaports. Although the principle of hiring defence is

wholly antagonistic to the principle of nationalism, it was

at the time that the need was urgent, and it was hoped
the presence of the squadron would facilitate the training

istralian seamen. ^
Tlu proMfin of military defomv had greutrr immedu:<'

intluoiu-o upon the feder meat, being already recog-

!'! fuin-:: ii olonies themselves. Sir_

s proposed a Lion for the purpose of

;'. ion of federal control and federal organization to

the disjointed military systems of the separate provinces.
To him the paramount consideration was that the military

s should be united under Australian, and not imperial,

control ; and he did not conceal his hope that the Convention
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would draw up a complete scheme of national government.
In a letter to the premier of Victoria he suggested, as part of

the scheme, the creation of an Australian Privy Council
;

which seems to indicate that he cherished the idea, gradually

taking firm root in the Australia of the now century, of a

national Government constitutionally independent of the

:ish Parliament, and connected with the Empire through
the Crown alone.

The outcome of these negotiations was an assembly of

delegates from the several provinces, including New Zealand,

to discuss the question of holding a National Convention for

framing a Constitution. It was resolved that the Convention

should be summoned, and that the Crown colonies should be

represented, which indicates that at this time the federalists

f contemplated the inclusion of Fiji and possibly other Pacific

islands in the national union. Throughout the debates, botli

at the Conference of delegates and afterwards in the Parlia-

ment of New South Wales, Sir Henry Parkes stands con-

spicuous as a statesman who looked at federation from the

national standpoint, treating it as an issue of paramount

importance, to which provincial prejudice, and even

provincial interests, should be subordinated unreservedly. His

attitude is enhanced by contrast with that of the politicians

who ranked next to him. Mr. G. H. Keid absolutely declined

to entertain any proposal of federation which did not guarantee
to the mother colony her accustomed fiscal policy of half-

hearted free trade; while Mr. J. H. Want was content to

disparage the whole scheme as a "
fashionable fad." Indeed,

the majority of local politicians still seemed unable to extric-

ate their minds from the ancient meshes of local prejudices
and parochial interests.

Nevertheless, the Convention was sanctioned by the

colonial Parliaments, and was composed of the foremost

IK>liticians from each province. New Zealand, though far

from enthusiastic, sent three delegates, including the veteran

Sir George Grey; who, after being twice Governor, in the

evening of his long life still held a seat in the House of

Representatives, and throughout had been a consistent advo-

cate of federation. Though an. extreme democrat in political
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faith, he belonged to a passing school in the colony of bis

adoption, in that he never contemplated a separate national

existence for New Zealand, but always supposed its destinies

to be indisBolubly bound up with those of Australia.

The Convention succeeded in bringing federation well*
1

m the sphere of practical possibilities, by presenting a

draft Constitution, known to history as the Bill of 1891, for

the consideration of the several colonial Parliaments. The

is important as having determined the main aspects o{j

the Constitution eventually adopted. It adhered, as far as

possible, to the well-tried principles of constitutional depend-
ence upon the British Crown. The happy choice of the title

M Commonwealth
"
was not made without some dispute. There

could be no just objection to a name which signifies literally

the precise objective of federal union ; although its associa

with the suspension of monarchy in England led some con-

servative loyalists to detect revolutionary symptoms. The

debate about State governors illustrates the American basis

of the federation. After their protracted experience of pro-?

;al licence, the several States, especially the smaller ones,

could not be persuaded to subordinate themselves to the

federal Government to the same extent as in Canada, whcicj
a more centralized form of federal union undoubtedly

t ration and a closer national in

Accordingly, the smaller States consented only with re-

luctance to recognize the Governor-General as their medium
of communication with the imperial Government, and, in fact,

after the Commonwealth was established, attempted occasion-

ally to reassert their old independence. This provincial

habit of mind accounts for the course which the States of the

Commonwealth have followed in continuing to import their

local governors from England, instead of adopting the cheaper,

more national, and equally efficient Canadian plan of appoint-

ing native governors. For a time there was a marked

hesitation when, after the passing of the Commonwealth Act

in 1900, there happened to be vacant governorships in one

or two States, which were not filled without unusual delay.

But when Victoria proved unequal to the opportunity of

making a new departure, the other States considered
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selves obliged likewise to retain the old system. But ill-

question of governors, which naturally attracts the interest

of English onlookers, by no means represents the chief dis-

advantage from which the Commonwealth suffers owing to

the recognition of State sovereignty, and the restriction of

federal authority to the subjects specifically enumerated in

%he Constitution. The arrangement of such matters as fiscal

administration, and the control of rivers, railways, and inter-

State commerce generally, already is proving, by the friction

which accompanies it, the superior utility of the Canadian

system, under which the provincial Governments exercise

only such authority as is delegated to them by the sovereign

jtaninion.
The position of the Governor-General was settled with

less difficulty. Sir George Grey renewed his favourite plea

for an elected governor, but won only verbal sympathy. The

main principle having been decided, that the national Govern-

ment should follow, as far as possible, the established consti-

tutional precedents, it was felt that to play with the elective

principle would be to prejudice the national cause wantonly.

The Bill next had to run the gauntlet of the proviin i.il

Parliaments. A more lively interest now was manifested,

since the publication of the draft Constitution had converted

a vague abstraction into a detailed proposition. In New
South Wales Mr. G. H. Reid still perceived the supreme

object of political existence in a free-trade policy, which could

not be adopted by any national government without at once

prejudicing the national revenue and retarding the industrial

development of a continent. He treated federation as a

deep-laid plot of the Victorian protectionists to bleed the

neighbouring colonies, and likened New South Wales to a

teetotaller asked to keep house with five drunkards. On the

fiscal question Sir Henry Parkes, who did not survive to see

the fulfilment of his ideal, consistently showed himself a

genuine nationalist, by urging that the matter should be left

to the unrestricted decision of the national Parliament.

A new political factor, hostile to federation, now appeared
in the provincial Labour parties. Their sole programme was

working-class legislation; and their parliamentary delegates
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were selected on condition of exclusive devotion to the

sectional interest Thus, in 1891, they are found objecting

to the national scheme because it would divert attention

from
"
urgent provincial legislation/' which alone formed their.,

mandate When they deigned to criticize the actual pro-

posals, they found "
imperialism

"
a convenient catchword.

Because a British Governor-General was to preside over the

national Government, the country, they feared, would not be

more free than formerly from the trifling obligations of the

colonial system. And because that Government would under*

take the primary duty of national defence, the workers of

Australia were threatened with "
militarism." Labour colonial-

lam survived long enough to oppose the outburst of national

sentiment which compelled the dispatch of contingents to

South Africa. Upon the institution of the Commonwealth
the provincial Labour parties were averse from taking any

part at all in national politics. But circumstances were too

ig for so heroic a colonialism. A federal Labour organ*
ization presently was formed, and its spokesmen, so far from

perpetuating the old tradition, already have been conspicuous

occasionally as whole-hearted supporters of a strenuous

ilian patriotism.

The innate conservatism of established political interests,

backed by commercial support of a similar character, now
made it evident that federation could not be achieved until

those interests were side-tracked, and the final decision

entrusted to the mass of the people by means of a direct

ndum. Such was the view of the Australian Natives'

on, a wideapieaf^organization of native -born

is beginning to take a leading part in

the fctleral camjui!i. Moreover, in the early nineties. :'

financial collapse in Australia brought home, in in-

tial business circles, the essential community of provincial

<>st8, making it clear that the misfortunes of one colony
could not fail to affect the rest, and thereby modifying the

instinct of obstruction to the federal movementj

stances it was proposed that toe several

colonies should elect, on their parliamentary franchise,

special representatives to another national Convention, which
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was to draw up a new draft Constitution, and then adjourn

for Borne weeks. It was then to reassemble, and consider

amendments which might be offered after the interval of

public discussion. Finally, the Constitution so amended was

to be submitted to a referendum in each colony. If three or

more colonies accepted it, a petition for legislative enactim nt

was to be sent to the Queen. After much controversy on

the old lines, Enabling Acts were passed by all the Par! in -

ments excepting those of Queensland and Western Australia.

In Queensland, federation was regarded favourably in

central and northern divisions, as a step in the direction

the subdivision of the province, and the emancipation of a

territory dependent on tropical industries from the control of

an unsympathetic administration centred in Brisbane, win TO

tropical conditions were said to be insufficiently realised.

But in the Queensland Parliament, Brisbane, which f<-

the competition of other ports under the federal system, was

strong enough to defeat the Enabling Act. In Western

Australia, the Enabling Act provided for the election <>f

delegates by Parliament instead of by the people, and made

the ultimate referendum conditional upon the approval by
Parliament of the proposed Constitution. There the situation

was curiously analogous to that which was on the point of

producing civil war in South Africa. The older settlements

along the coast, containing a minority of the population,

devoted to agricultural and pastoral pursuits, enjoyed a pre-

ponderance of political representation, and now abused their

anomalous power to obstruct federation, which, by establish-

ing intercolonial free trade, seemed to threaten their monopoly
of the provincial market But that very prospect served to

recommend federation to the Uitlanders of the interior gold-

Gelds, chiefly Australians from the East, who were clamouring
for the representation to which their greater numbers entitled

them. Thus the Convention assembled without any repre-

sentatives from Queensland, and with only half - hearted

support from Western Australia. New Zealand and Fiji

held aloof altogether, making it clear that, for the present,

Australian nationalism was not a living force outside the

continent, with Tasmania as an adjunct.
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The Constitution drafted by the new Convention did not

1; :! :n>m its predecessor of 1891 in any matters

national character. The prelude to the critical referendum

uu* a tfrrat am
j..u.:ii

nf f.-.l,-i .t!i*t ..r.it..ry tin .-i;-),. -i; th-

colonies; in which Mr. (afterwards Sir Edmund) Barton

made his mark as the most earnest and the most eloquent

exponent of the nationalist creed. The enthusiasm now
evoked by the appeal to national consciousness compelled
anti-federal politicians, including Mr. Reid, to appreciate the

irresistible strength of the new sentiment as a political force.

rtheless the colonialism which they had fostered, even

sufficed to check the movement in New South Wales.

While the referendum in Victoria, South Australia, and

Tasmania resulted in a decisive victory for federation, the

maj'i- Yew South Wales fell short by nearly 10,000 of

the minimum affirmative vote, namely, 80,000, which the

provincial Parliament had prescribed in its Enabling

oupon the "
anti-billites

"
made a last determined stand

colonial perpetuation, by demanding the modification of

the Bill in accordance with their sectional interests, as the

of a new trial by referendum. Although it was too

late to consider concessions of a sweeping character, the other

uies agreed to conciliate the purely provincial suscepti-

bilities of New South Wales by securing to her the privilege
of having the future federal capital within her borders, though

within a hundred miles of Sydney. The Legislative

Assembly of the mother colony agreed to a new Enabling
, ordering a fresh referendum. But the Upper House was

dominated by the interests of the importers, to whom the

vision of a self-reliant, industrial Australia had become the

nightmare of a superseded middleman. So determined was
r obstruction that the creation of additional members
ed the only remedy. Finally, the second referendum was

taken (1899), and resulted in an overwhelming affirmative

VotC.

Meanwhile in Queensland, the decisive venlidt of the
' colonies and the narrow margin of failure in New South

Wales, had revealed the fact that the northern colony was in

imminent danger of being left out of a national union, which
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perhaps it could not enter afterwards except upon less

advantageous terms than those of an "
original State." At

length an Enabling Act was passed, and the referendum

resulted in a decisive majority for federation ; the combina-

tion of the central and northern districts proving too strong
for the opposition of the south. Thus, at the eleventh hour,

Queensland threw in her lot with the indissoluble Common-
wealth.

There remained only Western Australia, where the

provincial Parliament, under the dictatorship of Sir John

Forrest, the most obstinate of colonialists, still withheld the

Hill from the popular vote. When the rest of the continent

had pronounced for national union, agitation upon the gold-
fields rose to a dangerous level

; but, more fortunately than

in South Africa, found a constitutional channel ready for its

reception, namely, a provision in the colonial charter anticipat-

ing the future subdivision of the huge province. Accordingly,
a petition for separation was sent to the Colonial Secretary by
the people of the gold fields, and came up for consideration

when the Commonwealth Bill already was before the imperial
Government. Thanks to Mr. Chamberlain's judicious manage-
ment, Western Australia in its entirety was included as an

original State, with the special privilege of retaining its

provincial Customs tariff for a period of five years.

Thus, after half a century of unnecessary disunion, the

Australian colonies, fulfilling the condition of
"
concurrence,"

requested the imperial Parliament to enact the Common-
wealth Bill which they had designed. Popularly the Bill com-
manded so much affection and respect, as representing the

deliberate choice of the Australian people, that its passage

through the imperial Parliament was expected to be a mere
matter of form a time-honoured and picturesque ceremony.
The protracted federal campaign itself had done much to

educate national sentiment up to that point- while the

reported achievements of the first Australian contingents in

South Africa were vitalizing the novel sense of national pride
to a degree which the most confident nationalists had not

ventured to anticipate so soon. Indeed, this Bill enjoyed a

popular sanction such as had been won by no previous effort
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of Australian statesmanship; and waa held to be binding

already, independently of imperial ratification, because the

people of Australia had so decreed In official federalist

Stales tbe sentiment was the same, but inspired a dogged
determination to have the Bill ratified as it stood, rather than

a sanguine expectation that it would be accepted without

question at Westminster.

The first disquieting omen was a request from the

Colonial Secretary that delegates might be sent from Australia

along with the Hill, in order to explain its provisions, should

occasion arise. This invitation at once excited apprehension,
after nil the labour that had been expended to make the Bill

clear to the last syllable. Accordingly four trusted federal-

ists, including Mr. Barton, were selected as delegates. Their

:ons were described popularly as
"
the Bill, and nothing

but the Bill/' and on no account were they to countenance

any attempt to amend it. When the delegates arrived in

London, they soon found that their forebodings were well

iled. Lord Salisbury's Government objected to certain

clauses of the Bill, which seemed likely to impair imperial

authority. This attitude seemed natural enough to those

acquainted with prevalent English feeling. The conception m

'closer union/' underlying the vague utterances of

ministerial spokesmen during the past decade, seems to be

conservative and anti-national ; conservative, because it clings

actively to the antiquated forms of colonial dependence ;

ami anti-national, because those forms are an obstacle to the

healthy aspirations of national sentiment It seeks to per-

petuate colonial conditions which are undesirable in them-

selves and only temporary in any case; and deplores tbe

manifestation of that independent national consciousness which

modern history recognizes as a permanent and energising
forcv.

In particular, objections were raised to Clause 74 of

the Constitution, which soon became the pivotal point of the

whole controversy. The clause ran as follows :

" No appeal shall be permitted to the Queen in Council in any
Batter involving the interpretation of thU Constitution or of the

Constitution of a State, unices the public interests of some part of
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Her Majesty's Dominions, other than the Commonwealth or a S

are involved.

opt an provided in this section, this Constitution shall not

impair any right which the Queen may be pleased to exercis.

virtue of Her Royal Prerogative, to grant special leave of a;

from the High Court to Her Majesty in Council. But the Par! i

may make laws limiting the matters in which such leave m
aeked."

The purpose of the clause was essentially national. 1 1

aimed at securing the people of Australia in their nati< n,d

right to have their own Constitution interpreted by their own

federal High Court In this matter the framers of the

Constitution had been guided by their knowledge of Ameri an

experience. The Constitution of the United States, drawn

up a hundred years ago, naturally failed to provide specifically

for all the new conditions and requirements which a century
of national progress brought in its train. Accordingly, the

Supreme Court, which is charged with the responsibility of

interpreting the Constitution as each new difficulty arises, has

to give judgments in the light of actual necessities, departing
from the strict intention of the written words whenever that

intention no longer can be enforced in practice.
1 For

example, it seems obvious that the American Eepublic cannot

hold dependencies in the Pacific without violating its Con-

stitution. But when the Americans suddenly found them-

selves in actual possession of the Philippines, and did not

wish, even if they had seen a way, to part with the islands, it

would have been useless for the Supreme Court to declare

the position unconstitutional. So, when the question came

up for decision, the Court contrived to discover that Washing-
ton and his colleagues had foreseen and provided for over-sea

dependencies.

Obriously a Court entrusted with the non-judicial function

of making a constitution workable requires an unusual

equipment of local knowledge and of statesmanlike sympathy.
That consideration constrained the Australian federalists to

1
Possibly this function of the Supreme Court has something to do

with the popular American conception as to the duties of "impartial
1 jurists of repot*."
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abolish the right of final appeal to the Privy Council in
oon-j

d oases. The saving clause, which makes an ei-

<m of oases affecting the interest* of other British

countries, and leaves intact the right of appeal in non-

coustitutional oases, subject to future legislation, was not part

lie original federal programme. At one of the earlier

Conferences (Adelaide, 1890), it was decided to abolish the

of appeal altogether ; and the subsequent modifications

were prompted only by an intimation of disapproval from

the imperial Government Accordingly, Clause 74, as drafted

ttl.'.v,-. represented the limit of concession to conservative

prejudice which the Australian statesmen felt to be com-

>le with their nationalist intentions.

But the assumption that colonies ought not to grow into

nations still seemed to possess the official imperialists. Mr.

Chamberlain urged his objections both on the delegates and

tie colonial Governments, He referred to the value of

ippeal in securing uniformity of decisions throughout the

ire, He hinted that in certain constitutional cases,

affecting, for example, the boundaries of States, the Australian

b Court might be suspected of bias, so that the right of

appeal would secure greater confidence. Further, he alluded

to the pressure put upon him by banks and other financial

institutions, which were protesting that constitutional questions

ton affected commercial interests. Finally, he mentioned a

new proposal, which seems to have been devised hastily to

meet an unexpected difficulty, for establishing a new and

comprehensive imperial Supreme Court, in which colonial

i^es were to have a place, with the rank of Privy
Councillors and life peerages, and salaries paid out of the

imperial Exchequer.
These arguments were answered by the delegates with

becoming dignity. Uniformity was shown to be largely

fanciful, in matters affecting constitutions based upon widely
different principles, or arising under such divergent legal

bsfcems as the Mohammedan law of India, the Dutch law of

the Cape, or the French law of Quebec. Where uniformity

was possible it was said to be secured sufficiently by the mere

fact that Australian courts always pay attention to British
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precedents. The unworthy suggestion that Australian Judges

might not inspire confidence was met with more than merited

politeness; and the importance of local knowledge was

emphasized. Finally, the new scheme was approved cautiously,

but was not admitted to be a valid reason for amending the

Hill. In general the delegates, and the colonial premiers,

firmly maintained that they had no authority to sanction any
alteration of a Constitution which had been ratified by the

popular vote, throwing the whole responsibility of amendment

upon the imperial Government. The delegates put forward

the incontestable plea that if the Australians were fit to

make a constitution for themselves, they were not only fit but

the most competent to interpret it. When Mr. Chamberlain

defended the appeal on sentimental grounds, they could

not refrain from pointing out that " no patriotism was ever

inspired or sustained by the thought of the Privy Council
"

;

which indeed is the tribunal of the wealthy, far beyond the

reach of humbler litigants.

Mr. Chamberlain, however, persisted in his determination

to conserve a link of empire. He was encouraged by in-

formation privately obtained from the colonial Governors, to

the effect that an influential section of the Australian press
was on his side in the controversy. The information was

correct, but misleading. The newspapers in question included

several which had treated federation from the commercial

rather than the national point of view; and generally had

been conventional in dealing with imperial topics. On the

present occasion it was evident, to those more in touch with

the national movement, that the editors were expressing
views out of harmony with the popular and deep-seated
convictions which ultimately prevail. Moreover, the war

fever had made it easier than in normal times to assume that

the British Government could do no wrong. Accordingly,
when Mr. Chamberlain invoked "

imperial interests
"
against

Clause 74, the conventional press supported him with a

chorus of approval which was either interested or insincere.

Mr. Chamberlain learnt further that the Chief Justices of

the colonies were ranged on his side. In Australia that fact

was estimated humanly, in connection with the prospect of
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handsome positions in the capital of the Empire. More
serious criticism pointed out tint a protracted sojouni in

lund would deprive the Australian Judges of that local

.vledge which was to be the main ground of their apj*
menL Finally, Mr. Chamberlain received official expressions

val from the Governments of Queensland, We*'
A i: .lia t and New Zealand precisely the colonies in which

national sentiment was most backward, having been lest

educated than elsewhere by the experience of the federal

Thwarted in their earnest desire to preserve the

toot, the delegates set themselves to minimize the forced

amendments. In the end the Bill became law, with ample
safeguards for the right of appeal to the Privy Council. The

following covering clause was inserted :

^withstanding anything in the Constitution set forth in th<>

Schedule to this Act, the prerogative of Her Majesty to grant leave

peal to Her Majesty in Council may bo exercised with respect
to any judgment or order of the High Court of the Commonwealth
or of the Supreme Court of any State,"

In mMiti ..ii. Clause 74 was redrafted. The High Court

was given the right of granting leave to appeal on its own

Initiative, in certain constitutional cases ; and a provision was
added that Acts of the Commonwealth Parliament limiting

ft right of appeal should be specially reserved for royal
assent

Substantially these amendments left the right of appeal
much the same as it exists in Canada, except that in certain

eases leave to appeal can be obtained in Australia, whereas

no Canadian authority can grant it Doubtless the official

riuliste considered that Australia ought to be satisfied

i the same arrangement as Canada. But in reality there

i important difference between the national conditions of

the two federations, namely, that Canada is a country of two

races, with different religions, antagonistic by tradition, which

statesmen are trying to blend into one nation. Consequently
ional questions, especially those affecting provincial

autonomy and educational rights, are liable to lapse into a

6
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feud of race and creed. Hence Canadians can appreciate

the value of a final court of appeal, far removed from the

scene of strife. But in Australia there is no such spe< -ial

circumstance ;
and the Australians of the future will be no

more inclined than the Americans to entrust the modifica-

tion of their constitution to an external tribunal.

Another point which the official imperialists took pains

to make definite was the application to Commonwealth Acts

of the old Colonial Laws Validity Act, which provides tliut

any British law applicable to the whole Empire overrides any

conflicting colonial law. In opposition to amendment on

this point, the delegates argued that the Bill, as it stood,

contained nothing to endanger the object of the Act in

question. However that may be, the legislation of the

Commonwealth will not be controlled in practice by arbitrary

imperial restrictions. If the Australians remain faithful to

the Empire, they will take care of their own accord to avoid

the complications which haunted the imagination of tilt-

Colonial Office. Otherwise, imperial legislation will be worth

no more than the paper which records it. The cause <f

imperial union would have been served better by the display

of implicit confidence in the tendency of Australian nation-

alism. In particular, official misgivings were aroused by
certain sections of Clause 51, in one of which the federal

Parliament is given power to legislate upon
"
external affairs."

It is obvious that such provisions suggest future difficulties,

assuming that it is the object of imperial policy to perpetuate
the colonial status. But if, as is the case, that policy has

permitted and actually encouraged the growth of national

organisms within the Empire, it must also grant scope for the

due exercise of national functions, amongst which the control

of
"
external affairs

"
is one of the principal.

On July 9, 1900, the Commonwealth Act was signed in

lu plicate by Queen Victoria, and soon the delegates were on

their way home, bearing with them a copy of the precious

document, together with the table, inkstand, and pen used

upon the greatest occasion in Australasian history. By a

Royal Proclamation the Commonwealth came into existence

on January 1, 1901
;
and with the new century Australia at
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length entered upon her long-delayed national career. The
i was celebrated with all the enthusiasm of new-

born national sentiment exhilarated by southern sunshine.

The visit of the then Duke of York, to open the first federal

1 lament, was appreciated greatly as a farewell token of

sympathy long manifested by a beloved Queen. Whether
on other grounds the visit was sound policy is a matter of

opinion. Perhaps such attempts to familiarize new countries

and new democracies with old-world notions of social dis-

ion have tended to the advantage neither of society in

those countries nor of the enchantment which distance lends

to royalty. A limited class, in the neighbourhood of colonial

capitals, is gratified by the novelty of pomp and ceremony ;

;i larger class is mortified by exclusion from active partici-

pation; while the masses of democracy witness the whole

spectacle with mixed feelings. Meanwhile, English news-

papers supply their readers with the expected narratives of

loyal demonstrations, and give them little opportunity to see

behind the scenes.

The sense of triumph naturally was felt most strongly

by those federalists who had taken up the national cause in

its infancy, and had carried it to success in defiance of

Bdkmle and of opposition. In their eyes the achievement

appeared unique in history, and the part played by such

external influences as the Pacific Islands scare faded into

insignificance :

"Never before have a group of self-governing, practically in-

dependent communities, without external pressure or foreign

complications of any kind, deliberately chosen of their own free

will to put aside their provincial jealousies and come together as

one people, from a simple intellectual and sentimental conviction of

. of disunion and the advantages of nationhood. The
United States of America, of Switzerland, of Germany were drawn

together under shadow of war. Even the Canadian p
to unite by the neighbourhood of a great foreign Power. But

tho Australian Commonwealth, the fifth great federation of the

world, came into voluntary being through a deep conviction of

national unity. We may well be proud of the statesmen who con-

structed a Constitution which whatever may be its faults and
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shortcomings has proved acceptable to a large majority of Un-

people of five great communities scattered over a continent; ;m<l

proud of the people who, without compulsion of war or fear of

conquest, have succeeded in agreeing upon the terms of an in-lis-

soluhle social compact"
I

Australian federalist well may be excused if lit- is

inclined to exaggerate the force of spontaneous national

iHciousness. His attitude at any rate indicates th<>

pathetic futility of that conservative English imperialism
which takes refuge from proposed innovations in the thought

that racial sentiment, or artificial
"
loyalty,'

1

is an effective

and enduring counterpoise to the native patriotism which

instinctively aims at complete national independence. To

Englishmen, however, the influence of external circmnsta:

upon the direction of national activity in Australia, has a

present and a future as well as a historical interest. For

Australian nationalism inclines at present to imperial co-

I operation, the explanation appears to lie mainly in the sense

of solid national advantages accruing from the imperial

connection, especially in view of potential foreign complica-
tions. Formerly nationalism and republicanism were syn-^ onymous in Australia; and to this day the veterans of the

federal campaign include some who have not cast off the old

tradition. In their view the Empire retarded national

eventuation, as indeed is evidenced by the protracted resist-

ance of the colonial system to the federal movement. The

present writer can testify, from his contemporary observation,

that the manipulation of the Commonwealth Bill by the

official imperialists, so as to further an impracticable imperial

ideal, served to fortify a prejudice which a more symj.at!

imperial policy soon might render obsolete. For the repub-
licanism of those veterans was rooted, not in hostility to the

British monarchy, but in devotion to Australian independence;
and they are not averse from contemplating, academically at

least, an imperial alliance compatible with nationalist aspira-

1 The Annotated Constitution of the Australian Commonwealth, by J.

Quick, LL.D., and R. R Garran, M.A., pp. 225-6. Most of the his-

torical information given above has been derived from this monumental
work.
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tions. But tho

t of Rnaffnfl h gTOMpean toonblsa. To the younger
on, foreign complication- southern seas are a

nearer possibility. The nationalist nightmare no

no*

:
.1 in, tluslu-tl with victory over ;i

white Power, and the awful potentiality of an armed China,

arouse the liveliest apprehensions on the part of those whoae

nationalism connotes the resolute policy of a White Australia,

If Generally speaking, modern Australian patriots are predis~

posed to imperialism, so long as it connotes the defensive

co-operation of white nations rather than the exploitation of

Australia by the coloured races, notwithstanding the facts of

official imperialism and the Japanese alliance.

Apart from external risks, the career of the Common-
wealth does not seem likely to exhibit greater imniui

from domestic friction than the earlier federations of the

New World. As in the early days of the United States

uii.l of the Dominion, the ingrained habit of colonialism,

and the commercial interests of the colonial system, do not

smooth the course of patriotic endeavour. In particular, the

importers of Sydney, and the coloured-labour sugar interests

i nsbane, have raised the cry of ruin, and even of separa-

tor a time there was a noisy clique in Queensland

threatening secession from the Commonwealth, and claiming
a right, sometimes in the name of provincial autonomy, some-

.
times by virtue of an imaginary

"
compact," to veto the

measures which the federal Government, supported by the

chosen representatives of Queensland itself, deems essential

to the welfare of the Australian nation. Occasionally their

grievances have been communicated to the English public as

the voice of New South Wales and of Queensland, by press

agents accustomed to look upon Australia as a commercial

undertaking, regardless of the fact that the obnoxious national

y is ordained by the widest democratic suffrage in
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Even so, as the larger issue of imperial consolidation

takes hold of the imagination and the practical instinct of

the English democracy, the free importer vociferates that the

restriction of his foreign or exploitative operations involves

the economic ruin of the English people. Cobdenism, blight-

ing both industrial enterprise and patriotic ambition, rests

heavily on the mother country, as it rested on the mother

colony ;
and in each case is seen corroding the mechanism of

both national and imperial evolution. Doubtless the institu-

tion of preferential trade, or of an English tariff, cannot take

place without commercial dislocation ;
and therefore, as in

the Commonwealth, the temporary losses incidental to re-

adjustment will be magnified so as to obscure the greater

permanent advantage which accrues more slowly.

English imperialists of the practical school may sympathize

with, and take courage from, the disheartening experiences of

the Australian federalists not twenty years ago. To the

latter, about that time, the position seemed to be the most

desperate into which countries are liable to drift. Existing

arrangements, whether social, political, or commercial, which

were created long ago to suit special circumstances, have

endured until they have become a fixed habit of mind. It

seems that only the shock of disaster, or an almost super-
human effort of persuasion, can succeed in breaking the

malign spell. Yet, out of such dispiriting conditions the

^Commonwealth already has emerged triumphant.



CHAPTER V

l UK CASE OF THE SMALL NATION

DURING the South African War the theory was advanced in

England that the Empire is a pernicious institution because it

tends to repress those small nationalities which not infre-

quently have made valuable contributions to the cause of human
civilization. Simultaneously it happened, by an interesting

coincidence, that the same Empire, all unobserved, was incur-

.; exactly the opposite responsibility in another quarter of

the globe. For the decision of New Zealand not to enter

the Australian Commonwealth was determined by the fact of

nhe imperial connection.

When, in the sunn: 1899, the decisive votes for

:..,, : : had been taken in Australia, the people of

New Zealand found themselves confronted at once by tba

uentoua question of their national future. Were they to

follow the advice of the Austral ralists, and throw in

their lot once for all with the States of the Commonwealth ;

I or were they to commit themselves deliberately to an inde-

I pendent national existence ? The ensuing controversy was

in its earlier stages, of a distinct-

-s was giving the domi

had it been widespread in New Zealand, w<>uM li.ive MiiV:- <!

to prevent the question of federation from being seriously

raised. But nationalism is not spontaneous when the soil is

too new, as in New Zealand at that time. The country
itself lacks those continental features which, in Canada and

Australia, as in the United States, have proved a natural and

ever-present stimulant to the conception of a future national

greatness founded upon self-supporting independence. But in
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any < ise the white population, consisting only of the imini-

j- .. ::.: 11 and the first of thenative-l>nni. had not beeu

indigenous long enough for the sentiment of patriotism to have

detachea itself from the old land and taken root in the new.

:igly, at the time when the Boer war and the

Commonwealth were imminent together, the question of!
federation for New Zealand still remained what it had L>< n

rto, a question of commercial and administrative ex-

pet&ency, not perceptibly influenced by any sentiment except
;1 distrust, which already had served to delay

nal union upon the neighbouring continent. Howevrr,
he lack of the sentimental impulse which had swept

away all obstacles in Australia, public Opinion in New
Zealand appeared keenly alive to the importance of the new

situation, especially in relation to commerce, which the

Commonwealth would create as soon as the Bill had received

the formal ratification of the imperial Government.

The condition of domestic politics in the colony seemed
such as to ensure adequate discussion of the question. The
triennial General Election was approaching, and the opposi-
tion party, which had been losing ground for several years

past, was badly in need of a new political cry. The

ministerialists, for their part, were completely under the heel

of their autocratic chief, Mr. R J. Seddon, who already was
remarkable for consummate proficiency in the art of detecting
and conciliating the popular sentiment of the passing hour.

But the new issue, although long foreseen, had come to a

bead so suddenly that the most adept politicians found them-
selves deprived of the lead which they habitually sought in

the feeling of the constituencies. In fact, the bewildered

electorate itself was looking to Parliament for guidance and
initiative. A journalistic canvass indicated a majority of

representatives in favour of, or amenable to, the idea of

federation. But the Premier, with his ear to the ground,
could not yet distinguish the voice of the country. When
pressed for a declaration of the government policy on the

eve of the dissolution, he declined to commit himself further

than to promise that information would be collected which

might furnish the basis of future action.
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Meanwhile the colonial press was busy arguing the

lion from the standpoint of comparative commercial

ullages. Generally speaking, itjjjpeagsd that the jaum-
irers were anti-federal. appfth*

nH<g>g ^ figJBPt^^
market "I \ . in rivulh, who wi-re uii.i to U-

1 tying lower wagej^and to be leu handicapped by elaborate

in-Ill U legislation, especially in New South Wales. On
MM other hand the prosperous farming community, enjoying

best soil and climate in Australasia, was attracted to

u ly the prospect of obtaining an even more valuable

JAnstralion
outlet for agricultural produce than that w!

would otherwise lose when Sydney came within the

federal tariff. The commercial argument for federation was

forced by statistics showing a M balance of trade" in

favour of New Zealand, indicating that the latter had a

greater stake than Australia in the maintenance of the exist-

commercial connections. Moreover, the Australasian

ely was more important to both countries than

i other foreign trade, being comparatively free from the

element of uncertainty and speculation which characterizes

the world-scramble for the remote English market

The political side of the question, although subordinated

to trade, was not ignored. As a State of the Commonwealth,
New Zealand would have to send about twenty representa-

tives to the federal Parliament. To some the withdrawal

of so many amongst the ablest politicians seemed to threaten

further degradation of colonial political life, already
demoralized by parochialism. Others, on the contrary,

:<rht that wider political connections might serve to

expand the narrow horizon of colonial interests. Again,
federalists were attracted by the idea of the greater influence

in external affaire which Downing Street might be expected
to concede to the larger federation. Also they anticipated

greater economy and efficiency in certain administrative

departments, in< Imling defence, post and telegraphs, shipping

lities, the establishment of governors, and, above all, the

reduction of the annual interest bill which the Commonwealth

might effect by taking over and consolidating the State debts,

as permitted by the Constitution. The latter item, it was
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said, would save the taxpayers of New Zealand no less than

400,000 a year, or about 10s. per head. On the other

hand, the anti-federalists protested that provincial independ-

ence was cheap at the price, and that the Empire was a

guarantee of naval security which could not be enhanced

by supplementary arrangements with the Commonwealth.

Under such circumstances it was expected that the

question would play a prominent part in the General

Election which took place towards the end of the year.

However, the event belied the anticipation. During the

contest both sides seemed equally anxious to avoid the

subject altogether. The opposition party was handicapped

by the illness of its leader, Captain Russell, a politician of

the old-fashioned stamp, too conscientious to deal as an

opportunist with a question which he admitted that he had

not mastered to his own satisfaction.1 No such scruples

were attributed to Mr. Seddon, who appeared only to be

fighting shy of an incalculable and disturbing factor in the

electioneering game. Apart from the federal issue, the

prosperity of the country, and the consequent success and

popularity of his advanced legislation, were sufficient to

ensure victory. At the time it appeared possible that if a

few opposition candidates were to take up federation ener-

getically, they might force the new issue upon the premier,
and obtain a popular following sufficient to terminate his

protracted reign.

But, looking back, it seems that the stars in their courses

were fighting to preserve the national independence of a

colony still too young fully to appreciate the sacrifice in-

volved by federation. For the accident of the war seems to

have been the really decisive factor which determined the

national destiny of New Zealand; in the first instance by
making it possible for politicians to keep the question of

federation out of the critical election, and afterwards by

forcing the mushroom growth of that immature national

consciousness which now remains a guarantee against the

future revival of the idea. The dispatch of the first contin-

gent, only a few weeks previously, to represent the colony in

1 In conversation with the writer.
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rat foreign war, had created an excitement with which

no prosaic preoccupation could compete. The people no

longer were in a mood to ponder commercial statistics at a

moment when their warriors were landing in South Africa,

and the spirit of the new island race was on trial Nor waa

Mr. Seddon the politician to miss the possibilities of a khaki

platform. Thus the novelty of the imperial situation was ex-

od to distract attention from the inconvenient perplexity
he nearer domestic problem.
The verdict of the polls gave a large majority to the

ministerial party, making it impossible for the premier to

escape responsibility, supposing the ratification of the Com-
monwealth Bill involved the colony in disabilities which

might have been foreseen and forestalled. Towards the end

obruary 1900, when the Australian delegates already
were on their way to England, Mr. Seddon announced his

policy. He expressed the hope that the imperial Parliament

would insert an "open-door" clause in the Commonwealth
Hill

; giving to outstanding Australasian States the right of

entering the federation subsequently upon equal terms; or,

at the least, securing the principle of commercial reciprocity

Instructions to press for the required amendment were for-

warded to the Agent-General in London. The unpractical
character of the proposal reflects the premier's indecision.

For the Commonwealth Bill expressly reserved to the federal

-inient the power to legislate upon
" Trade and Commerce

with other nations," and " External A flairs." To suggest that

the Australians might suffer the imperial Government to

impair their national sovereignty for the benefit of New
Zealand, especially after the irritating aloofness of the colony

MO fierce struggle of the federal campaign, indicated either

an astounding ignorance of Australian sentiment, or an

ingenious attempt to shift responsibility.

However, the obnoxious proposal, which was characterized

in Australia as colossal impudence, does not appear to have

been pressed ; and the colony resigned itself to the idea of

entering the Commonwealth, if at all, by means of subsequent

negotiation. A Royal Commission was appointed by Mr.

Seddon to investigate the question both in New Zealand and
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on the continent The commissioners set to work with iMv.it

thoroughness, examining minutely the position of every

industry as affected by the prospective federal tarilV. Tin Mi-

Report, not presented until the summer of 1901, unanimously
condemned the proposal. They had considered the question

in its bearings upon legislative independence; public finance :

imperial relations; departmental administration; agricultural,

commercial, and industrial interests
;
the social condition of

the working classes, and the problem of coloured labour. As

regards defence, they held that the command of the sea was

essentially an imperial responsibility, which the colony might

recognize by means of a cash subsidy ;
and that the efficiency

of military defence would not be improved by the tran f. r

of authority to the continent. In any case, separate military

establishments would have to be maintained
;
and in any

case, considering the imperial tie, the Commonwealth would

render all possible assistance to the colony, in emergencies, and

vice versd. As affecting imperial unity, they dissented from

the popular theory that the Empire would be strengthened

by the complete federation of all the Australasian colonies.

On the contrary, so long as united action was secured by a

common loyalty to the Crown, they thought that the co-

existence of the two separate Governments might serve to

^heck hasty, independent action upon the part of either. In

short, the Empire promised many of the advantages without

J;he drawbacks of the Commonwealth.

But had the report recommended federation, it arrived

too late. For in the meantime, the conduct of the New
Zealand contingents, described by their own war correspond-

ents, had awakened the latent sense of a separate and

indigenous patriotism. Suddenly the people of the colony
had seized the idea that "they were indeed an island race

apart, to their future glory rather than to their present mis-

fortune
;
no longer

" Britons of the South," nor Australasians,

but Maorilanders first. In those thrilling days scant respect

would have been paid to the suggestion that the most

vigorous national individuality of the southern hemisphere
should forego its splendid prospect of independent evolution.

Nevertheless the nationalism of New Zealand is recent and
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immature. Mr. Seddon, for example, still speaks of bis country
a

"
the Colony," and plunges headlon . pitfall of unti-

>nal imperialism, as when he led the movement for die-

ig the labour policy of the new South African colonies,
1

which the Canadian statesmen were careful to avoid.

In Australia the New Zealand commissioners had mat
i a sympathetic reception. 1 round Barton had

assured them that there would be no difficulty in admitting

be colony with all the advantages of an "original State."

her prominent politicians even suggested that New Zealand,

lew of her remote and insular situation, might expect
o granted special terms, relaxing the authority of the

Commonwealth Government, for example in the department
of immigration. On nil hands there was a manifestation of

tsuilliiiiiiiii and a disposition to consider favourably the

question of reciprocity, supposing New Zealand should not

tee her way to entering the federal union. This attitude

Citified a welcome change in continental feeling. Previ

ft Australian federalists had shown some imj

island colony towards the federal move-

nd had nqftfl thft Ifrngqfrg* of menace rather than

of persuasion, in a manner recalling the traditional attitude

of the American annexationists towards Canada. Not two

years had passed since Mr. Barton had ridiculed the idea

of a commercial connection without federal union, on the

ground that
"
reciprocity between two populations, one of

which would amount to nearly 4,000,000, and the other to

800,000, would be somewhat too unequal to be described

by that name." The Americans, although they used to apply
jjhat kind of argument to the proposal of reciprocity with

< Viada, never adduced it to prove that the rest of the

: ted States would profit by the exclusion of, f.g. t Illinois;

and Mr. iVirton himself would h.ivo been the l.i<t t.. a.i::;:t

Commonwealth would be better off commercially
without New South Wales. Yet that is where the line of

argument tends, because absolute free trade amongst federated

States is only the extreme form of reciprocity. About the

same time Mr. G. H. lleid, a more recent convert to fedora-

:. p. 189.
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tion, appeared to be taking a similar Hue. "How long," In-

asked, "will New Zealand be able to preserve an independent.

orbit in the presence of a powerful gravitation and attraction

such as Australia will then possess ?
"

That is precisely the

kind of question which used to be put to Canadians, by
Mr. Goldwin Smith and others, and the answer to it is tin-

Dominion of to-day. But the initial position of New Zealand

is more hopeful than was that of Canada in the early days
of her national career, when the greater part of Canadian

exports went to the United States. Assuming that Mr. Reid

referred to commercial attraction, there does not seem to be

any law of nature which compels a country to surrender to a

high tariff affecting only a fraction of its commerce. Indeed,

the case of Canada illustrates the law of British obstii

working the other way; so that the Commonwealth would

be well advised, if it desires to include New Zealand, to foster

the most intimate commercial intercourse, rather than to goad
the sentiment of independence by irritating pin-pricks.

At the time, the symptom of a threatening tone in

Australia served to awaken an apprehension that the Com-
monwealth might prove to be an over-ambitious neighbour,
and in particular might attempt to monopolize the trade with

the innumerable islands which are situated to the north of

New Zealand By way of forestalling the risk, Mr. Seddon

again revived the old idea of a Polynesian confederacy
centred in New Zealand. He obtained the sanction of the

imperial Government for the annexation, which he carried out

in person, of sundry islets lying in the direction of Fiji (Sep-
tember 1900). The inclusion of the latter would have been

a more important step, but doubtless would have encountered

formidable opposition from the Commonwealth. In 1901

there was some appearance in the island of an agitation in

favour of annexation to New Zealand, which was said to have

been fomented by external influences. From one point of

view the scheme might prove commercially advantageous to

the islands concerned. For they would obtain a free market

for cane sugar, in a country which has no indigenous sugar

industry to protect ;
whereas the Commonwealth is compelled

to maintain a high duty on imported sugar, for the sake of
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white-labour industry of Queensland. On the other band,

product* of the island* include a Urge proportion of

lee which find no sufficient market in Australasia, and

fore are largely sent to Europe. For this trade the

iralaaian ports, with their wider shipping facilities, seem

lord a better centre than those of New Zealand. Perhaps
in any case, the riper nationalism of the latter country will

favour the political absorption of islands which cannot

become a natural part of the white nation's democratic

organization, but will prefer to see them remain depend-
encies of an imperial partnership, upon terms of equal

commercial privileges for all partner-States.

The British Empire abounds with illustrations to serve

, ;;rpoec of those who argue either for large or for small

political sovereignties. In the case of New Zealand, when
advocates of independence found encouragement in the

example of Canada, their federalist critics bade them take

warning from Newfoundland. It was easy to point out

the latter island had suffered by its refusal to enter

Canadian confederation ; that its material development
had been retarded and prejudiced ; and that its people, intel-

lectually, were in bondage to parochialism.

But the case of Newfoundland, although it illustrates the

influence of the Empire upon national potentiality, furnishes

inalogy for New Zealand All the conditions which

luce and justify distinctive nationalism are present in

he one and absent in the other. It is not merely that

Jsjw Zealand is distant several days by sea from the con-

as the passage to Newfoundland is only a few

hours. The latter colony, unjik&Jftfi-ioriiier, has not, and

he material basis of an independent national

v Zealand, with an area approximating to

that of the United Kingdom, possesses conditions of soil

and climate which suggest the rapid expansion of the agri-

Qltural community up to eight or ten millions, together
with the growth of a proportionate industrial population.
The physical features of the country, with its grand and

varied scenery, and the romance connected with its Maori

tribes, give it a distinctivenew , apart from its isolated
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lion, which already promises to produce a distinctive national

iracter and literature.1 On the other hand, England's

colony, with less than half the area, is not endowed

with climatic or physical conditions to raise and support a

population upon the national scale, and is doomed by nature

to an inferior status, whatever the pretence of its political

constitution. So poor an agricultural country, if it aspires

to the industrial development which is essential to high

civilization, must become merged in a larger free - trade

organization, in order to obtain that adequate home market

which goes far to determine the location of modern manu-

factures. If such industries are a future possibility for

Newfoundland, they will be developed by capital and labour

from a continent to which the island is too near and too

similar for a race of immigrants to transfer their sentimental

allegiance. In that contingency, the insular sentiment of

the small indigenous population will be swamped by the

continental patriotism of the newcomers.

The continued isolation of Newfoundland can be attributed

only to the fact of imperial protection, without which the

island must have become annexed politically to the neigh-

bouring continent. As it is, the attitude of distrustful

insularity and unambitious colonialism has become inbred

in successive generations of its inhabitants. Formerly, when
federation was mooted, political dependents of the existing

regime refused to
"
sell the country for the price of a sheep-

skin," which was the alleged value of the federal proposals

per head of population. Financially, however, federalists

had a stronger case in Newfoundland than in New Zealand,

especially considering the absence of local industries. For

the federal systems both of the Dominion and of the

Commonwealth contain provisions whereby necessitous units

may be subsidized from the federal exchequer, at the ex-

pense of their more fortunate brethren. Newfoundland, as

a decidedly necessitous province, might have obtained public
works upon less burdensome terms than those to which

isolation afterwards committed her. For whereas Prince

Edward Island was equipped with a railway by the federal

1 Cf. A. H. Adam*, Maoriland and other Vernet.
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Government, Newfoundland was constrained to leave bar

ral resource* looked up for want of railway

-mil. in desperation, she invoked the

ite capital upon the terms of a nnnoenion to

Hui*equently it bad to be revised. By contrast New
Zealand, so far from becoming the necessitous State and the

recipient of federal bounty, probably would have played the

unwilling rile of milch-cow in periods of Australian drought
The strategic importance of Newfoundland, commanding

the mouth of the great waterway which is the main artery
of Canadian trade, makes it impossible for the Dominion to

respect its independence any more than that of Prince Edward

Island, which is a province already. Geographically, the one

.* much a Canadian province as the other ; just as Tas-

mania, to quote a truer Australasian parallel than New
Zealand, of necessity is a State of the Commonwealth.

In other respects, also, the question is becoming serious

Canada. For the independent, yet irresponsible, colony
lined to abuse ite anomalous position to the detriment

anadian interests. If the great experiment of a second

North American nation is to have a fair field, and live down

the hostility of the United States, it is essential that the

Umpire as a whole should work for, and not against, the

legitimate claims of Canadian nationalism. But Newfound-

land, seeking her own advantage, has exercised her imperial

[privilege
of autonomy to assist the anti-Canadian policy of

Ebnerican Administrations. The chief trouble arises out of

th<> Atlantic fisheries, which have been a constant source

of friction between Canada, Newfoundland, and the United

States. The two former together control the more valuable

idling rights, but the latter possesses the more valuable

market, which it reserves for its own fishermen by means

of import duties. Accordingly, in repeated negotiations for

reciprocity in fisheries, Canada and Newfoundland generally

have claimed "free fish for free waters." But the key to

the situation is in the hands of the island colony, whose

shores supply most of the bait required for the great cod

khery. Thus, by acting in concert with the Dominion it

in the power of Newfoundland to play an important

7
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part in obtaining a market for the Canadian fishermen as

well as for her own. But the islanders preferred to play

the game of the United States, by negotiating a
separate]

agreement on their own account, under which American

fishermen would get bait, while themselves alone would get!

a free market in return. However, a treaty on those lineal

long discountenanced but ultimately sanctioned by thai

imperial Government, was rejected by the American
Senate,]

under the pressure of the sectional interests which generally

have succeeded in defeating similar proposals. Thus the

Dominion, in its struggle for recognition, stands deprived

of a weapon entrusted by the Empire to a colony whose!

embittered memory of imperial neglect has sterilized the

conception of imperial obligation.

It is said that of late years the increasing irritation

caused by the French Shore difficulty has made the ques

of federation more delicate. For the Dominion Government!

was unwilling to touch the racial susceptibilities of its French-

Canadian supporters by undertaking to champion the griev-

ance of the islanders against France. Accordingly, the recenl

settlement of that ancient dispute, by the Anglo-French Con-J

vention of 1904, was followed by fresh overtures, and it was

hoped that federation would become an issue in the subsequent
elections in Newfoundland, and be carried to a successful

conclusion. There was reason to suppose that nearly all

the leading islanders were in favour of federation. Yet,

when the elections ensued, the politicians on both sides

thought it better to accuse each other of conspiring to
"
sell

the island to Canada" than to break away from the tradition

of colonialism,1 Hence in Newfoundland, as formerly in

colonial Australia, anti-imperialists may find an example
of national eventuation retarded and prejudiced, not by
violent repression, but by the deadening consciousness oJ

security.

Doubtless it may be charged against the British Empire,
as a civilizing agency, that its steadfast respect for provincial

autonomy, and its indiscriminate guarantee of protection,

sometimes has fostered an unnatural spirit of isolation, in;

1 Cf. The Tim** special Letter, dated Oct. 14, 1904.
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cases where the boundaries of the colony never can become
boundaries of a nation, nor apathetic colonialism ever

expand into the fruitful energy of national sentiment Yet
the sheer fact of two great national unions having been

accomplished shows that the British Empire, although it

may delay, does not preclude the realization of national

nets. Further, granting that the Empire at times

teemed an obstacle to national union in Australia, it must
be admitted that, so far from having impeded Canadian

nalism, it was the only obstacle to the absorption of

tin- whole North American contiin -nt by a single, over-

whelming, national organization, such as Little Englanders

deprecate when they detect a similar tendency in the aims

of the imperial federalists. If diversified nationalism is

desirable in the interests of civilization, then the Empire
may claim credit for having made possible, in Canada and
New Zealand, the growth of two independent national units

which otherwise must have been absorbed in infancy.
Nor is it reasonable to blame the Empire for the situation

in South Africa, any more than for the similar situation in

Canada, where the development of a new national conscious-

ness has to overcome the competition of racial jealousy. The

political boundaries of Canadian and South African nationality
were determined mainly by the ruthless facts of geography.
Had the Empire been dissolved after the American War of

Independence, it would have been no easier for the French-

Canadians of Quebec to have founded and maintained a

republic upon the banks of a waterway which penetrates
the heart of the American continent The political bound-

aries of the nation must have expanded none the less to

the Atlantic and the Pacific; but would have extended

southwards to the Gulf of Mexico, instead of being fixed

at the present limit As a State of the American Union,

conforming to the rigid political forms of a prearranged
constitution, Quebec must have been deprived of the native

and peculiar institutions which she still retains, and French -

Canadian individuality would have lost whatever value it

now possesses as a progressive factor in human civilization.

possibility of a diminutive republic was precluded by
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the non imperial circumstance of a continuous migration

across the Atlantic. Yet, were all obstacles removed, it is

difficult to imagine that educated French -Canadians would

willingly revert to the old national ideal, abandoning that

pan -Canadian conception upon which Sir Wilfrid Lanritt

often dwells as the motive of his own career, and which was

fathered i.y the British Empire.

Likewise, the natural tendency of European migration

precluded the monopolization of South Africa by the Dutch

pastoralists ;
and made it inevitable, apart from imperial

intervention, that the smooth evolution of South African

nationalism should be disturbed by the friction of racial

tdiversity.
It may be objected that at any rate the remote

Boer republics, like Switzerland, contained the potentiality

of a separate national existence in the centre of a continent.

If so, the potentiality was destroyed from within
;
when the

oligarchy, sacrificing the ideal of pastoral seclusion to that of

material wealth, introduced a modern racial element which

he indigenous nationality was unable to absorb. But if, on

the other hand, it is true that the national instinct of the

Boers was a genuine South African instinct, seeking to make

the political boundaries of their patriotism conform to

geographical necessities, then that instinct has nothing to

fear from the Empire which created Canadian nationalism

out of antagonistic racial ideals. In his
"
political testa-

ment "
the late ex-president offered his countrymen the

following farewell apology for his career :

41
1 must close my eyes ... far from the land to which I have

devoted my life to open it for civilization, and where I saw the

development of a nation. But that bitterness will be sweetened as

long at I may continue to cherish the conviction that the work once

begun will he continued. For then the hope and the expectation

will support me that the end of that work will be good."

The national idea of the Boer patriarch was echoed before-

hand by the premier of the Dominion, when he asked his

French-Canadian fellow-countrymen to assist the Empire in

conferring upon the rival races of South Africa the same

national potentiality which it had conferred upon the rival
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races of Canada.1 He too, looking ahead,
M saw the develop-

ment of a nation"; but, with a riper experience of nation-

making, was convinced that the end of the work would be

good only if the Canadian principle of racial equality
1
super-

seded the Boer principle of racial supremacy. Possibly the

South African federation of the future may evolve, by the

process of racial amalgamation, a common patriotism more

lly than its Canadian precursor. For in Canada the
1

Homan Catholic Church, by repressing the natural tendency
towards intermarriage, has deprived the national cause ofj
the most potent solvent of racial jealousy.

In conclusion, it may be claimed for the British Empire*
that it not only permits the free play of nationalist forces,

in ami up to the limits otherwise imposed, but also gives
the smaller nationalities an opportunity of individual develop-
ment such as they could not win in an open field of com-

petition, with brute force as the ultimate arbiter of national
j

destinies. Reverting to New Zealand as the example of a

small nationality emerging under the aegis, it is possible to

discover various supplementary benefits in the imperial
connection. Thus in the domain of public finance the

advantages which federalists anticipated from membership
of the Commonwealth are accruing to independent New
Zealand by means of imperial co-operation. For, the

Colonial Stocks Act of 1901, which places approved
colonial stocks upon the list of investments open to British

1 On July 31, 1899, the following resolution was pasted unanimously
in the Dominion House of Commons :

"That this House, representing a people who have largely succeeded

by the adoption of the principle of conceding equal rights to every

portion of the population in harmonizing estrangements and in produc-

ing general content with the existing system of government, desires to

express its sympathy with the efforts of Her Majesty's imperial author-

ities to obtain for the subjects of Her Majesty who have taken up their

abode in the Transvaal such measures of justice and political recognition
as may be found necessary to secure them in the full possession of equal

rights and liberties." Cf. Sir Wilfrid Laurier's speech ; ."/TO, p. 184.
*
Many Canadians think that the principle may prejudice the national

cause by being carried too far. Thus the federal reopgnitina of the

French language, involving also the printing of every
twice over, handicaps the national idea.
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trustees, helps the small nation to obtain the same credit

as its larger neighbours. Again, the small nation seems

likely to enjoy freer access to external markets within the

Empire than its equals outside. Likewise in national

defence, it is possible for imperial statesmanship to develop
a system of alliance whereby each nation, without sacrificing

its ultimate power of independent action, may obtain security

with a lesser burden of taxation than if it was obliged to

confront the world single-handed. Finally, it is only through
some such organization as the British Empire alone seems to

promise, that the small nation may hope effectively to exert

the appropriate influence of its national character in the

larger sphere of world-politics. So far from repressing any
rnational diversification otherwise possible, the British Empire
is proving itself the fruitful parent of new nationalities

;
not

only safeguarding their infant growth, but offering them, as

they reach maturity, a career of national utility in imperial

partnership, as an alternative to the barren impotence of

^elf-centred isolation.



CHAPTER VI

THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAR

THERE is no sorer test of the vitality or decadence of a

people than the attitude which it adopt* on questions relat-

ing to the obligation of national defence. The proposition

might be illustrated from European experience, but is put
forward here as furnishing a criterion of progress from

colony to nation. The colonial view of the obligation does
,

not excite the admiration of outsiders. However natural in

itself, it reflects the degrading influence of the Flax

Rritannica, which has been secured by the almost unaided

effort of the mother country. It regards the defence of

le Empire as essentially England's business. It

"seeks to justify itself by referring to the commercial stake

of England in her colonies, pleading that as a reason why
the burden of imperial defence should rest on her alone. It

urges that the duty of a colony is to
"
develop its resources,

1*

tr. to grow in population and wealth; and to refrain from

undertaking responsibilities which would take men and

money from material pursuits. Accordingly it claims the

protection of the English navy as a right which involves

no duty of contributing to its support ;
and expects to be

commended for
w
loyalty

"
if occasionally it sanctions a trifling

expenditure on forts or militia. In short, colonialism'*

requires the mother country to take every risk and spare
no expense in securing the whole Empire from invasion or

loss; but refuses to admit any active reciprocal obligation^
on the part of the colony.

The national view is the antithesis of the foregoing. Its

basis is the national sense of self-respect which chafes under

feeling of dependence upon the favour of others. It

iot
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feels the degradation of living upon sufferance. It regards

efficiency for national defence as a primary obligation, the

recognition of which is as essential as any literary education

to the welfare of the citizen. Within the Empire national

sentiment is uneasy, so long as imperial protection is enjoyed

while the corresponding responsibilities are not fulfilled. It

abhors the debasing theory that the status of a colony

final
; or that its only function is to be reproductive in the

material sense. It admits the obvious necessity for a gradual

method of progress ;
but sees the ultimate goal only in an

acknowledged position of equality in the council of nations.

Naturally, the colonialist view has prevailed hitherto in

the colonies of the British Empire; because none of those

which remained, or were added, after the War of Independ-

ence, have yet fully grown into nations. If the American

colonies had remained within the Empire they might not

have produced an American nation quite so rapidly as they
did

; but it is certain that their separate national sentiment,

the product of geographical and racial environment, long ago
would have brought to a head the imperial questions which

only now are becoming urgent in Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand. In each of these countries the present stage of

development is that of transition, more or less advanced,

from colony to nation. Accordingly their attitude on

defensive and military questions reflects the progress of the

conflict between the old colonial and the new national habit

f mind.

In all the colonies the duty of military defence has begun
to be recognized earlier than that of naval defence. To the

imagination, soldiers and rifles, for the defence of hearth and

home, appeal more vividly than sailors and ships. More-

over, military defence does not present the difficulties of

expense and organization which beset a young country in

its endeavour to acquire and maintain a navy of its own.

Finally, long before the South African War, some of the

colonies experienced sufficient fighting within their own
borders to realize the advantage of depending primarily
on themselves for military defence.

The influence of embryo national sentiment upon colonial
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defensive policy naturally is not felt all at once. The

ment exhibits itself as a gradual evolution,

>t retrogressive in uneventful times of peace, but

a marked impetus in the excitement of contemporary war.

he purely colonial era, before national sentiment was a

bring force at all, the effect of an imperial war was merely
to arouse the sympathy of kinship, naturally felt by settlers

r newly arrived from the mother country or not separated

more than one or two generations. This sentiment is

tied by the raising of funds for the British soldiers, or

he recruiting of warlike individuals for the British army,
as occurred in Australia and Canada during the Crimean War.

Later, when national sentiment begins to have a slight

lence, the colonial Government may offer a contingent

colonialism is still strong enough to shirk the cost of

enterprise, and so the contingent is offered only on

it inn that the expense falls on the imperial Government
: an offer was made by Canada in the Sudan War of

r>, but was not accepted. On the other hand, New South

ies offered to send a contingent and to pay the cost, show-

that there the sense of self-respect was more advanced,

time being, in spite of the non-national political

condition of Australia, than in Canada, where political forms

already were national.

To this stage belongs the idea of making cash contribu-

gtions to imperial defence. Thus some of the Australasian

niee in 1887, being alive to the need of a special naval

mi in Australian waters, yet feeling that it would be

degrading simply to beg an extra squadron, undertook to

pay interest on the cost of the ships required. Similarly

Cape Colony, ten years later, offered an annual subsidy of

10,000 ; a sum too trifling to bear any proportion to the

advantage of having the protection of the British navy, yet

Hofficieut to indicate that Afrikander self-respect

coming strong enough politically to make a slight ii

upon colonial apathy.
Also at this stage, colonial conservatism has performed a

useful service by forcing the progressive spirit into a more

truly national channel The colonialist avermon from national
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responsibility is aggravated by the prospect of increased tax-

ation. Accordingly the colonialists have urged upon the

nationalists that, if any contribution at all is made, it ought
to be done in such a way as to

"
keep the money in the

country." Under the influence of this argument, Natal

undertook to supply coal, up to 10,000 a year, for British

men-of-war visiting her harbours (and leaving some money
there) ;

Newfoundland contributes to the expense of training

her hardy seamen on British cruisers, thus enabling them to

supplement their precarious livelihood; and Canada contri-

butes to the annual maintenance of the naval station at

Esquimault, where most of the money is spent ultimately in

Victoria and Vancouver.1 Now, money spent on this plan

really does more for national defence, and so indirectly for

imperial defence, than money sent to London. The latter

system does nothing whatever to educate and equip the

rising nation for independent participation in war. On the

other hand, by maintaining naval reserve forces, developing
coal mines or building dockyards, the colony promotes
national education in self-defence, and forms the nucleus of

naval power, at the same time disciplining her citizens for

industry and developing her trade. Accordingly, when

economic advantages thus coincide with the true principles

of national defence, it is not surprising to find that the idea

of
"
spending the money in the country

"
is becoming much

more popular than the alternative of subsidizing extraneous

armaments.

It is obvious, however, that this comfortable theory may
be carried to extremes, and even become an excuse for really

neglecting national defence. For material development in any
direction may be called a contribution to imperial defence, at

least in the sense of increasing the taxable capacity for

emergencies. Some kinds of development give less indirect

aid than others, but still cannot properly be reckoned as a

national contribution to imperial defence. Of this class, a

notable example is the Canadian-Pacific Railway. One often

finds Canadians for example, Sir Charles Tupper, who pro-

1 At the time of publication there are renewed reports that the

Dominion is about to take over Halifax and Esquimault.
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fcsses vigorous imperialism pointing to the C.P.R., "the

new highway to the East," as a Canadian contribution which

^Kt to be considered by those who make disparaging com-

^ons of the amounts paid towards imperial defence by
Hftish and Canadian taxpayers respectively. But the rail-

way was not built with that object ; nor does the argument
show Canada in a more satisfactory light For if Canada

enters the railway on her side of the account, then England

may reckon her steamship lines and ocean cables ; the final

result being more invidious to Canada than before. In fact,

Be argument, however popular, seems to belong essentially

to the colonialist habit of mind, although it indicates an

awakening consciousness that imperial defence is a mutual

obligation.

The foregoing summary prepares the way for a survey of

ft part played by the colonies in the South African War.

For, alike in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, the phase
ul -lit- opinion which sent out the contingents can be

krstood and estimated only in reference to the conflict,

h it stimulated again, between the old colonial and the

lew national sentiment Consequently, in each country the

lavement was seen to follow the same broad lines, although

development was affected and modified by conditions and

istances peculiar to each.

The outbreak of the war found the peoples of all three

Kmtries unusually well disposed towards the policy of co-

Bsjrative imperialism, which the more advanced nationalists

were inclined to favour. Above all, the heart of the Empire
at this time appeared to be vigorous, and imperial policy to

be prosecuted efficiently. The Sudan campaign had been con-

:ed to success in an impressive manner, bringing unmerited

credit to the British War Office. The Jubilee pageant, with

its overwhelming naval demonstration, had worked power-

fully on the colonial imagination. And in every colony the

jttthy and activity of the Colonial Secretary had estab-

bed a conviction that imperial unity was recognized as an"

to of living importance by the mother country, and that

: separatist principles of the Manchester school had received

ial quietus.
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Politically, the failure of the latest negotiations at

Washington had left Canadian national sentiment in a mood*

peculiarly favourable to the idea of imperial co-operation.

So elated was the country over the manner in which the

British Government first had entrusted the business to

Canadian commissioners, and then had backed the lattert

through thick and thin,
1 that the people were more incline

than ever before to reciprocate the advantages which, as

nation, they were now deriving from the Empire. Amongst

English-speaking Canadians the prediction had been ventured

freely that, if presently the Empire should be threatened

elsewhere, there would be such a spontaneous uprising ini

Canada as would astonish the world. In this popular

prophecy there was no thought of South Africa in particular,

and few anticipated how soon its accuracy was to be-

tested.

In Australia the democracy was being carried away by-,

the excitement which the advent of the Commonwealth had

aroused. This exuberance included an exceptionally cordial

sense of good-will towards the mother country, which from

the beginning had shown marked sympathy with the federal

cause.1 Also, it had kindled the spirit of national adventure,

the new-born nation naturally feeling eager to show its mettle,

and to play a part in the drama of world-events.

In New Zealand the people had less of the national and
more of the colonial sentiment than in Canada or Australia,

being younger in their national career. Nevertheless, the>

federation of the Australian colonies extended its influence to

New Zealand, by emphasizing the value of the empire, which

alone seemed to make it possible for the other partner in the

Pacific to avoid amalgamation with the Commonwealth. But

the dominating factor was the masterful personality of the

premier, Mr. Seddon, whose crude imperialism, using the

arguments of loyalty rather than of patriotism, was no less

vigorous than sincere.

1 N.B. The " arbitration
" was not arranged until three years after this

date.
* AT.B. The outbreak of the war preceded the manipulation of the

Commonwealth Bill in London.
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deli it .Ii.l not originate. Sir Wilfrid Laurier, with the

Imaginative and logical mind of the Frenchman, teems to

fcave committed himself intellectually to imperial onion,

without baring anticipated the sodden rush of practical

imperial questions, especially in the matter of war, into the

H of urgent i
...litics. In his speeches, up to this date, he

bad avoided the military aspect of co-operative imperialism,

ring more attracted by its constitutional side, as appeared
I frequent allusions to the idea of representation at

Teetminster, which he seldom mentions nowadays. As a

party leader he was handicapped by the backwardness] of

hs countrymen in Quebec, who had not absorbed the Canadian

nnional idea. Nevertheless, on the outbreak of war he was

lUe, after some hesitation, to guide the movement in con-

formity with the spirit of his former professions.

Australia the question of sending contingents had to

be decided by the colonies individually, the federal machinery
not baring been set in motion when the war began. Of the

premiers, none were remarkable for personal influence, Not

all of them were keen nationalists, but all were ready to fall

line with popular sentiment as soon as its direction

became evident. Notably Sir William Lyne, who lately had

taken charge of New South Wales, began by pronouncing
he ideas and policy of extreme colonialism, but in due course

became the most vehement of imperialists.

Lastly, the state of commerce was favourable to im-

perialiam. Canada was in the full tide of unprecedented

jttrity; and her past history indicates that the most

formidable enemy to imperialism of any kind is the industrial

Bepression which provokes dissatisfaction with existing con-

toons, political or otherwise. Australia, on the other hand.

was feeling the depressing effects of a prolonged drought,
which might have modified the general enthusiasm if counter-

ng influences had not been at work. New Zealand, like

Canada, was in the flush of material prosperity.
Thus it happened that in October 1899 toe

sections, which roughly coincided with the
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and tended to do so more and more, found popular sentiment
|

on their side. But in each of the countries named the idea I

of sending contingents first originated with military officers.*]

The commandants made it clear that they, and the forces I

under them, were eager to take part in the fighting, and in \

fact were preparing for the expected call. Their motive I

seemed to be purely military, unconcerned with the questions I

which weighed with civilians. It was shared, however,
hy:j

the numerous restless spirits which in every count ry feel the I

boredom of ordinary life and are ready to seize any oppor-

tunity for adventure. 1 From these sources Cabinet ministers,

as well as military officials, began to be inundated with

applications for enrolment in any volunteer force that might
be sent Thus the question of sending a contingent Waine I

practical The press generally supported the movement;

influenced, according to circumstances, partly by an appreci-

ation of the tendency of public sentiment, partly by con-

ventional "
loyalty," and in some cases by a sincere sense

of national obligation. But quite apart from the press,

which often lagged behind, public sentiment was taking its

own line and moving rapidly. The overwhelming majority
was for action.

Generally speaking, the points at issue in South Africa

were less widely understood than in the mother country,

owing to the deplorable poverty of cable intelligence. In

Australasia, however, the Bulletin did splendid service to

the Empire which it habitually traduces by putting the case

for the Boers with a persistence and lucidity unsurpassed in

any quarter. But in each country the prevailing popularity
of the imperial idea caused the majority to take it for granted

1 "
I arrived in Manilla on Sept. 3, 1898. The number of Canadians

I found serving there was surprising. Canadians formed one-third of

the strength of some of the Montana battalions, and in nearly every

regiment the country was represented." Letter from a Canadian
volunteer in the Toronto Globe, Aug. 5, 1899. According to a New
York defipatch, dated Dec. 26, 1899, it was "assumed by Governim nt

officials" that nearly 3000 Americans had gone to assist the Boers

which illustrates one form of American reciprocity. On the outbreak of

the Russo-Japanese War it was reported that numerous applications for

service with the Japanese were made in Canada and Australia.
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on the British tide the war was both just and ineritabla,

did not seem to be a war ariaing from European
aents in which the new countries had DO obvioun

eat, bat a war of colonial defence : the mother country

I coming to ihe rescue of British communities, both in Johan-

nesburg and in Cape Colony and Natal, where British liberties

threatened by military aggression. This was an aspect

tie struggle which attracted much sympathy in other

colonies, each feeling that its own turn might come some

day. Accordingly the majority was content to pass over

the subtleties of the historical or diplomatic controversy, and

to address itself to the practical question of participating or

ng aloof.

It was at this point that the difference began to be

revealed between the national and the colonial frame of

inii:- 1. The national view, that out of sheer self-respect the

colony ought to reciprocate in tin- matter of defence, was

put forward energetically. But in Australasia many of those

who urged this plea seemed hardly to realize the full nature

of their own motive, thereby illustrating the infancy of the

national consciousness. Without avowing the nationalist

creed they followed its instinct; for the sense of disgrace

through inaction would not have appealed, and in fact did

not appeal, to those whose imagination did not contemplate

.anything above the colonial status for their country.

People of the latter cluss were deaf to the argument

based, either avowedly or implicitly, on national self-respect

To them a colony was a colony once for all (unless it became

Dually defenceless republic some day), under no active

obligations to the suzerain power, which of course would

defend it for the selfish ends of commerce. In their view

olony ought to be a neutral spectator, at least so long as
"
the Empire was not in danger," to quote the phrase which

the colonialists everywhere repeated as a conclusive argument
i view of the permanent colonial interest was that"*

England should remain strong enough to give them gratuitous L

protection for their shores and commerce. It seemed that

the present war would not be serious enough to weaken

strong right arm, so that it would be foolish for the
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colony to waste its money. To clinch the argument, it wag

urged that if, after all, it should turn out that the En

was in danger, perhaps through a European conflagration,

the first and only imperial obligation of the colony would U-

to look after its own safety. Needless to say, the colonialist

position was not generally stated in these naked terms. In

debate it was veiled with vehement protestations of ]n>i< nti.il

"
loyalty" if the Empire should find itself in danger later .n.

But anyone who goes through the Hansard reports <

single colonial parliament will find ample justification of the

above summary.
Such was the broad distinction between colonial ;ml

national sentiment which divided public opinion on the con-

tingent question in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.

Yet too wide a generalization always is misleading. In no

great political crisis is public opinion divided, and public

action determined, by a single and comprehensive difference

of principle. In the present case there were numerous minor

or subsidiary influences at work. It was urged that the \var

gave an opportunity to form the nucleus of a national defence

force with seasoned veterans, whose experience would be

invaluable in directing military organization on sound prin-

ciples. This alone, it was said, would amply repay the State

for the expense involved. It was felt also that colonial

statesmen, in the festive oratory of the Jubilee, practically

had pledged the colonies to imperial co-operation, a pledge
which had been questioned or derided both by Little Ki in-

landers and by foreign journalists, and which therefore had

to be redeemed as an object lesson to the world that the

colonies were not given to making rhetorical promises without

intending to fulfil them. Again, to some the sentiment of

kinship, enhanced by the personal affection which the char-

acter of the Queen attracted in an extraordinary degree,
formed a motive for sending troops as a sort of mark of

esteem or good-will the performance of a favour rather

than a duty. On the whole perhaps this latter feeling

prevailed with the older generation, which comparatively
was a stranger to the new national sentiment of the native-

born. Finally, there was the small but militant class oi
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Lolitical fanatics, notably in Australia, to whom universal

suffrage was a proper object of armed crusade.

On the other side, opponents of the war urged that the

iniustice of its cause was the all-sufficient reason for holding
Hoof But there is good reason to suppose that this plea did

not fairly represent the real ground of antagonism in the

Lajority of cases. It is a remarkable fact that in every

j...
!:: :i of the Empire the noisy pro-Boer section might he

kntitied with sections already labouring under other pre-

judices which distinguished them from the majority of t

(countrymen. Thus in England, most pro-Boers were already
led as Little Englanders, and already had contracted an

intense partisan dislike for Mr. Chamberlain and all his

works. Therefore his association with the Government would

have made them pro-Boers whatever the merits of the

dispute. This anti-Chamberlain prejudice practically was
xistent beyond the seas, where the Colonial Secretary

was an almost universal favourite, thanks to his unexampled

energy and sympathy in dealing with colonial interests. The

absence of that paltry prejudice alone suffices to account for

the comparative smallness of the pro-Boer part \ . Yet even

tin the colonies the party generally might be identified with

sections already noted for other forms of narrow-mindedness,

heir protest, that the war was unjust, was followed up
almost invariably with the standard arguments of colonialism :

denying the principle of national responsibility; deploring,

fore, the waste of money; deprecating jingoism or

flitarism ; and finally, disparaging the military qualities of

PM native-born, who, they prophesied, would cut a sorry

ligure beside English troops. In Canada many of the pro- 1

Boers already were tainted with the annexationist heresy;
BB Australia, with the anti-federal heresy ; in other words,

toy were wholly out of sympathy with the prevailing national^
sentiment. In New Zealand, where nationalism as yet hardly

misted, the pro-Boer section comprised many who already

jwere
notorious as political cranks fanatical prohibitionists,

Ian ti-vaccination ists, and the like. It is true, that after

[making full allowance for these oases there remained in each

country a small party which opposed the contingents purely
8
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in consideration of the alleged injustice of the war. But the

more general tone of opposition was such as to justify the

inference that its underlying cause was nothing else than

the colonialism which could not rise to the conception

national dignity or responsibility, and therefore would not be

reconciled to the prospect of taxation on behalf of those

ideals.

With public sentiment overwhelmingly favourable, and

the daily press universally on the same side, the sc\

Australasian Parliaments, led by Queensland, sanctioned the

principle of sending contingents, in most cases by large

majorities. In each of the Australian colonies opposition

came mainly from the Labour parties, which again, as in the

federal campaign, became the representatives of colonialist

antagonism to the national idea. Yet it is noteworthy I IONS

little, even at this stage, the politicians were able to fathom

the inwardness of the national sentiment
;
and how vague and

unconscious that sentiment itself was to those who soon NM Ti-

to realise it so vividly. Of the politicians many, even amongst
the supporters of the movement, imagined that the popular
demand, signified nothing more than the superficial jingoism
of the occasion. It was only at a later date, when the least

emotional sections of the population were found to be con-'

tributing heavily to Patriotic Funds, and adhering steadfastly

to the national undertaking, that the people and their

politicians began to realize how broad and deep was the basis

of their instinctive action.

It is instructive also to notice the insignificance of con-
' stitutional considerations in determining the question of

participation. To the people the constitutional position was

nothing, while the politicians only referred to it when seek-

ing to justify action or inaction prompted by very different

motives. Constitutionally, the colonies are at war when the

mother country is at war. But in this connection the

observations of a Canadian writer apply equally also to

Australia, and New Zealand.

" The whole matter of imperial defence, as distinguished from the

defence of their own particular territories, presents itself to the

colonies as a question of policy, and not as a question of con-
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itional obligation. Canada, at least, has never formulated it*

>n this matter. . . . \Vnile the contingents wen not sent

in accordance with a settled policy, their despatch can be explained

only as a natural result The crisis was hut the ahock which

ipitaUd what was held in solution. . . . The two main con-

-nt elements are those which are derived the one from the

great fact of British sovereignty, . . . and the other from the no less

rtaiit fact of the self-government of a people who hold a land

great enough and rich enough to support a nation, and who, by years
fe and common thought, are becoming a distinct people

.

The strength of the national sentiment is the more strik-

wh.-n it is remembered that at the outset it was not

generally supposed that the imperial Government would pay
the contingents in the field On the other hand, no one

expected the war to be more than a triumphant march
;
and

so the question of expense was not so prominent as it might
have been.

In Canada the decision to participate was not reached so

easily, and proved the occasion of political bitterness *!

at one time seemed to threaten a conflagration of racial

antipathy. The nationalists, in demanding that immediate

action should be taken, could plead not only that the tradi-

tional hegemony of the elder nation was being surrendered to

;i, but that the Government already stood committed

to the principle of co-operation in South Africa. For, only a

few months previously (July 1899), certain resolutions,* moved

by the premier, had been passed unanimously, and with a

remarkable show of enthusiasm, by the Dominion Parliament,

expressing sympathy with the South African policy of the

Imperial Government Referring to these resolutions, the

leader of the Opposition, Sir Charles Tupper, had written to

the premier,
"
I think we are bound to do all in our power to

assist Her Majesty's Government"

Nevertheless, while the Australian Governments

y were offering contingents, the Dominion

persistently contended that the occasion had not arisen for

* W. Sandford Evans, TV OmssViH CMste, pp. 8, a
9 Cf. tujmi, p. lul.
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taking that course. Parliament was not in session
; and, as

the agitation grew, the Cabinet protested its inability to B] ml

money or to send troops out of the country without parlia-

mentary sanction. It ignored the many precedents set by
_riish governments, of taking action in emergencies in

anticipation of subsequent indemnification; although it has

been the custom of all the colonial parliaments to be

guided by the practice of the mother country. When the

war had actually begun, the pressure of the English-speaking

population became irresistible; and on October 14th an

Order in Council provided for the dispatch of a thousand

men. Thus, last of all, the Dominion fell into line.

Later it transpired that peculiar circumstances had

attended this tardy decision, giving rise to the imputation
that the hands of the Government had been forced by Mr.

Chamberlain. During the preceding weeks many offers of

service had been made by Canadians who, ignoring their own

Government, had communicated with London through the

Governor-General, Lord Minto, or the Commandant, Sir E.

Hutton. In reference to these offers, in which the Govern-

ment had not been concerned at all, the Colonial Secretary
cabled to Lord Minto on 3rd October. On behalf of the

Secretary of State for War, he " would gladly accept four

units," of which he specified the organization and equipment.
Hence the complaint, made both by the nationalist Opposi-
tion and the colonialist irreconcilables, being chiefly French -

Canadians, that the Government had been coerced by Mr.

Chamberlain, who astutely accepted an official contingent
before one had been offered.

Naturally, Sir Wilfrid Laurier does not admit that the

Government at this stage, or at any other, acted apart from

its own convictions. 1 But whatever the truth about the

incident, the important point is that the Canadian Govern-

ment evidently regarded participation in the war as a policy
not to be undertaken lightly. The popular explanation, that

it was held in check by the palpable "disloyalty" of its

French-Canadian supporters, may be accepted without dis-

1 "What we did, we did in the plenitude of our sovereign power."-
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in the Dominion House of Commons, March 1901.
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paroging Sir Wilfrid Laurier and hi* colleague*. The
demand for a contingent was the demand of the national

consciousness, If Quebec waa hoetile, the fact signifies that

the pan-Canadian idea, with its keen sense of national pride
and national responsibility, had not yet won supremacy over

the racial jealousy which is deep-rooted in French-Canadian

tradition. But of all the *>n**M*n missionaries none hid

preached the gospel of national unity more strenuously or

successfully than Sir Wilfrid Laurier to his countrymen in

Quebec. If his life-work still was incomplete, there could

hare been no more cogent reason for caution in the practical

rtaking of those responsibilities which, though often

described and prejudiced by the term "
imperialism/' have a

lure basis in the sincerity of national consciousness and in

that alone. Thus the alleged
"
disloyalty

"
of Quebec signified,

tf not disloyalty to the Empire, but disloyalty to the cause of

Canadian nationalism.

The reply of the imperial Government to the offers made
did not give satisfaction to the nationalists either in Canada
or Australia. Its tone was such as to indicate that the War
Office attached little military value to the proffered assist-

ance
; but would accept it, as a drawback rather than other-

wise, in order not to hurt colonial feelings. This attitude
'

hod been anticipated by jeering, self-depreciating colonialists,

and on that account it was resented all the more keenly by

self-respecting nationalists. Another point which created *

surprise and disappointment was that the War Office, through
the Colonial Secretary, expressed a preference for infantry
rather than mounted troops. In the colonies men prided

themselves on horsemanship as a special characteristic.

Moreover they had an amateur impression that South Africa

was a country, and the Boers an enemy, which specially

required mounted troops of the colonial stamp. But they
hesitated as yet to criticize the War Office, remembering the

methodical precision of the recent Sudan campaign. They
thought the great imperial department must know its own
business in so elementary a particular, and tried to expect
that the event would vindicate it* wisdom in preferring
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The actual terms were unexpected and important in two

particulars. In the first place, the imperial Government

undertook to provide pay and allowances for the contingents

at its usual rates ;
thus limiting the expense of the colonies

to mobilization, equipment, and transport. This was un-

welcome to advanced nationalists, who felt that, after all, the

forces which they had intended to represent them as an

allied nation rather than a dependency were to be made the

mere mercenaries of England. Secondly, it was stipulated

that the contingents should be organized in small units of

125 men, and should not be accompanied by senior officers ;

indicating that the forces from each country would not be

kept together as national contingents, but would be dis-

tributed amongst English regiments under English officers,

thus losing their distinctively national character and esprit

(U corps. So it appears that both of the conditions imposed
were antagonistic to the national sentiment by virtue of

which the contingents had been offered.

Looking back, after the lapse of several years, it is easier

than it was in October 1899 to perceive that military con-

siderations alone ought to have determined, as they did

determine, the conditions of employing colonial troops.

Discipline, which occasionally proved deficient, as was

expected, might have been less easy to enforce if all the

troops had not been under the same paymaster, or if its

official standard had varied according to nationality. Nor

was it unnatural for the imperial authorities to imagine that

colonial troops might be lacking in other qualities of military

efficiency. That idea, always so ridiculous to any traveller,

and now so completely belied by actual experience, had been

promulgated more openly and assiduously by a section <>f

colonialists beyond ^he seas than by any section in the

mother country. It is difficult, therefore, to blame the

imperial Government, in the light of subsequent events,

for having accepted the contingents in a spirit of con-

descension, at the supposed cost of military convenience.

But in October 1899, which is the proper point of view

for a criticism of statesmanship, the action of the imperial

Government seemed more questionable. No one expected
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that the war would bo a aenoua task, ao that tho

gave an opportunity for a statesmanlike response to tho

colonial offers. The true imperial statesmanship is, and

then was, not to vainly oppose, but to acknowledge and

encourage the distinctive national aspirations of the new
white peoples of the Empire; formulating imperial policy

so as to obtain the support instead of provoking the resent-

ment of that patriotic sentiment which alone can give them
health and vigour. On that principle the British Govern-

ment would have allowed the contingents to retain their

national identities; but at the same time would have left

the responsibility of paying for their maintenance, as a

matter of course, upon the shoulders of their respective

Governments. 1

1 1 in interesting to conjecture what might have been the

influence of such a policy upon the colonial attitude in the

war. If the contingents had been treated as national forces,

undoubtedly national sentiment would have been stimulated

even more than actually has been the case; because the

particular successes would have been more distinctively the

work of the individual forces. On the other hand, if the

cost of maintenance during so protracted a period had

on colonial exchequers, the strain might have been

upon infant nationalism just feeling its wings. Yet, in

proportion to capacity the expense of the war would have

fallen less heavily on Canada, Australia, and New Zealand

than it has actually fallen on the mother country ;
and this

consideration could not have failed to stiffen national pride.

ed, such was the prosperity of the Dominion that the

public debt was reduced by a considerable sum in the last

year of the war. At the same time, the disgust created

beyond the seas by the mismanagement of the war is a

fact relevant to the present speculation. After all. it is

unpleasant to imagine what might have happened if the

Salisbury Government had shown statesmanlike sympathy
at the outset. It has become evident, at any rate, that in

future wan the principle of national alliance must be

Canada the Montreal Wto*m and the Toronto GU took U>e

nationalist line in this matter. Cf. Tfe Timm, November 8, II
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extended from the actual field of battle, not merely to

the imperial Cabinet which decides on peace or war, but

to the authority which subsequently directs the campaign
and bears the responsibility of failure or success.

When once the principle of sending contingents had

been accepted, public enthusiasm was swelled rapidly by tin-

sense of a new national importance. Patriotic funds were

opened, and the sums subscribed surpassed all expectations ;

a result due chiefly to genuine patriotism, but helped by other

circumstances. For example that useful doggerel,
" The

Absent-minded Beggar," in spirit utterly inappropriate to

the colonial troops, achieved as much popularity beyond the

seas as in the old country. Again, the funds were aided

by the sums which merchants and tradesmen contributed

from mixed motives. According to the Bulletin, in one

colony a petition to the Government was prepared, claiming

exemption from income tax on these contributions, on the

ground that they came into the category of money spent in

the ordinary course of business.

The novelty of the whole situation produced an excite-

ment which went far beyond the contemporary experience of

the mother country. Even old men, and the pioneer settlers

in the remotest districts, who had not been conscious of

imperial or national sentiment, were affected by it to an

extent which a few weeks previously they would not have

dreamed to be possible. This intensity showed itself especi-

ally in the intolerance which from the earliest times has

been associated with advanced democracy. The pro-Boer
in the old country lay on a bed of roses by comparison.

Beyond the seas few public men, and still fewer newspapers,
could champion the Boers in English-speaking constituencies

without losing their position. In some instances civil servants

practically were commanded to be orthodox
;
while in no case

would a public appointment be conferred without due regard
to the same test. Patriotic funds tended to become a hard-

ship when certain public departments requested
"
voluntary

"

contributions from the rank and file.

Meanwhile the recruiting and training of the contingents

produced scenes which testified to the extraordinary degree
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of popular enthusiasm. Men of all ranks and

Tied with each other for the distinction of being selected

for active service. The camps daily attracted swarms of

uisiastic sight-seers. The soldiers found themselves the

object almost of fetish worship Finally the "send-off" was
made an opportunity for the wildest demonstrations, in which

md young alike gave themselves up to an unrestrained

excitement, ill befitting the real seriousness of the occasion.

When the troop-ships had departed, more sober thoughts

supervened. Beneath all this exuberance there had been an

under-current of suppressed anxiety. How would these raw

colonial troops acquit themselves beside the imperial veterans?

ild they be given a chance to prove themselves in action

posing them to arrive before the war was over); or

1 they be confined to the lines of communication?

it if the colonialists and the War Office should prove

right after all ? Even the buoyant nationalists, who had

professed the fullest confidence in the native-born, owned
afterwards to having felt the suspense more than they cared

to admit at the time. But when the contingents had reached

South Africa, and had obtained the longed-for opportunities
at the front, reports began to arrive which not only allayed
all apprehensions, but soon produced a tremendous reaction.

lently the citizen soldiers were not going to bring dis-

credit on the new nations. Then came the early reverses,

revealing the deficiencies of British methods, and especially

the utter futility of the British War Office, These reverses

also brought home the fact that the war was a really serious

one. National pride was stiffened. More contingents were

offered; and the people who stayed behind determined to

show that the new nations possessed the dogged obstinacy as

well as the other great qualities of the old They felt that

their trial was to be more serious than they had anticipated.

Once more the flush of confidence was succeeded by a period
of sober anxiety. Once more, with the relief of the be-

leaguered towns, the reaction rushed in ; and the thrill of a

younger national consciousness culminated in a display of

"mafficking" even more excessive than in the mother country,

complete lack of restraint was a persistent characteristic.
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When Lord Roberts left South Africa, announcing that tin-

war was over, a " Peace Day
"
was proclaimed in many parts,

and great celebrations were planned. Fortunately the date

generally was fixed sufficiently far ahead to be postponed

when it became apparent that the end was not yet. By this

time the importance of the colonial forces was established

fully. From the highest military sources came testimonials

to their unique value. On all hands the conviction was

expressed that colonial troops were the most effective in the

field, especially when the return of the original contingents

brought information which, however biassed and highly

coloured, at any rate was first-hand. Further contingents

were dispatched, with the feeling that they were quite indis-

pensable to the success of the campaign. The supercilious

War Office, by this time entirely discredited, humbly con-

descended to
" fawn on the younger nations for the men who

could shoot and ride."

The story of the colonial contingents is incomplete with-

out a reference to a special characteristic of the British

Empire, which never was more conspicuous than at this

time. Throughout the war, the spirit of inter-colonial

emulation was an important factor in deciding the action of

individual governments. Nor was this local patriotism con-

fined to the outer ring of the imperial circle :

"The cities are full of pride,

Challenging each to each ;

This from her mountain side,

That from her burthened beach ;

"

Toronto to Montreal, Melbourne to Sydney, Dunedin to

Auckland, down to every little mining camp in the remotest

fastnesses, which made it a point of honour to outdo its

neighbour in the number of warriors it sent forth, the

amount of its patriotic fund, and even the excesses of its

"
mafficking/'

It is an invidious task to measure and compare the

assistance offered by Canada, Australia, and New Zealand

respectively. Yet, as such comparison has been made in a

sense disparaging the eldest of the younger nations, it is

necessary to insist once more upon the part played by
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>nal consciousness. Apart from the French-Canadian

,
the Dominion Government, having a more matured

conception of the national ideal, was likely to be more im-

premed by the danger of precedent, and therefore more

careful of both the prim -iples and the details of military

co-operation, than were the merely colonial Governments of

Australasia. Accordingly, it is not surprising that Canada,

ughout the war, seemed to lag behind ; or that her total

contribution l of men should eeem out of proportion to bar

resources, history, and position, in the eyes of those who have

not appreciated the evolution from colony to nation. Had
the Canadian Opposition, with an English-speaking premier,

held office at the time, it is doubtful whether the movement

safely could have attained even the limited proportions to

which Sn Wilfri.l Laurier eventually raised it With in-

creasing intensity French-Canadian sectionalism, voiced by
Mr. Bourassa in its extreme form,

1 took alarm at false

inferences which imperialists in England were drawing from

the evident enthusiasm of colonial co-operation elsewhere..

e eloquence and known sincerity of a French-Canadian

Premier could have kept Quebec in hand. As the Conference

proved, two years later, Sir Wilfrid Laurier and his colleagues

1 The following totals are compiled from Mr. Brodrick's answer to a

question anked in Parliament by Sir John Colomb (March 1903), and

t answered orally." (TV Timtt report) :

Canada, 6313; Australia, 16,596 ; New Zealand, 6107. The Canadian

total appears to exclude Strathcona's Horse (512), which was a private

vultT i >ri"'.

1 How far Mr. Bourassa's mind was free from prejudice, and therefore

competent to pronounce upon the tendencies of contemporary political

action, may be judged from the following passage, which occurs in one of

irliamentary speeches (March 1901) :

44Chamberlain . . . having had at his leisure and unreservedly the

blood of our blood, in order to enrich himself and his brother and the

whole of his tribe by selling guns and ammunition.* Hansard, vol

Thia noble statement reads like a translation from French, the we of

which in the federal Parliament has been cultivated by sertionaltrta

Probably there is scarcely anyone in Canada able to read French who
does not understand English equally well, or nearly so. Sir Wilfrid

Laurier prefers English in the national assembly, while in Qoebee he

uses his native tongue.
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were fully alive to the dangerous expectancy of English }>ul>li<

opinion. But they were too self-confident to be deter itd

thereby from endeavouring to fulfil the self-respecting

national aspiration of the majority of Canada, so far as the

sectionalism of the minority permitted. True to his career,

Sir Wilfrid Laurier did not miss the opportunity to inculcate

the pan-Canadian ideal With an eloquence unsurpassed in

the English language, he represented the war as another

truggle for those same "equal rights" which had been

inutually conceded by the two races in Canada; and, in the

enrolment of French-Canadians, courting a common death

with their English-speaking comrades, he found the final

'symbol of Canadian unity, heralding the bright dawn of

acknowledged national independence.
1

1 " My hon. friend reads the consequences of this action in sending
out a military contingent to South Africa. Let me tell you from t la-

bottom of my heart that my heart is full of the hopes I entertain of the

beneficial results which will accrue from that action. When our young
volunteers sailed from our shores to join the British army in South

Africa, great were our expectations that they would display on those

distant battlefields the same courage which had been displayed by their

fathers when fighting against one another in the last century. Again, in

many breasts there was a fugitive sense of uneasiness at the thought that

the first facing of musketry by raw recruits is always a severe trial. But
when the telegraph brought us the news that such was the good impres-
sion made by our volunteers that the Commander-in-Chief had placed
them in the post of honour, in the first rank, to share the danger with

that famous corps the Gordon Highlanders ;
when we heard that they

had justified fully the confidence placed in them, that they had charged
like veterans, that their conduct was heroic and had won for them the

encomiums of the Commander-in-Chief and the unstinted admiration of

their comrades, who had faced death upon a hundred battlefields in all

parts of the world is there a man whose bosom did not swell with pride?
the pride of pure patriotism, the pride of consciousness of our rising

strength, the pride of consciousness that that day it had been revealed to

the world that a new power had arisen in the West
" Nor is that all The work of union and harmony between the chief

races of this country is not yet complete. We know by the unfortunate

occurrences that took place only last week that there is much to do in

that way. But there is no bond of union so strong as the bond created

by common dangers faced in common. To-day there are men in South

Africa representing the two branches of the Canadian family, fighting

side by side for the honour of Canada. Already some of them have
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In Australasia intercolonial emulation, intensified by lull

a century of disunion, tended to obeoore the importance from

a national point of view of the principles involved in military

co-operation. Thus the old jealousy between New Sooth

Wales and Victoria made it a prime object with each of

:n to outdo the other in the matter of contingents. As
usual, Victoria ultimately contrived to get ahead, thereby

exasperating New South Wales into equally ill-considered

action. When, in the summer of 1900, the Boxer outbreak

necessitated a British naval expedition to China, the Admiralty
asked permission of the Australasian Governments to take

three shallow-draught gunboats of the Auxiliary Squadron up
to China, the voyage being three or four weeks shorter than

from England. The Governments concerned acquiesced

readily. But that of Victoria offered in addition to send a

naval contingent of 200 men, to act on land. South

Australia took up the challenge, offering her solitary gunboat,
the Protector. New South Wales, not to be outdone, re-

mtly offered a larger naval contingent, but had some

difficulty in getting the men.

The Protector and the naval contingents alike earned great
credit in China, whence they returned in the spring of 1901.

But the enterprise was unsupported by national sentiment

xcited no popular enthusiasm, and the proas was apa-
f not hostile. The Melbourne Age, an intermittent

champion of Australian nationalism, absolutely condemned it

as being calculated to mislead English public opinion, and to

play into the dangerous hands of the Imperial Federation

League, which was credited with all sorts of schemes f-r

drawing imperial tribute from the misunderstood "
loyalty

"

of the colonies. In short, it was recognized that this was no

fallen, giving to their country the but full measure of

remain* have been laid in the same grave, there to rest to the end of tint

in that last fraternal embrace. Can we not hope I ask my bon. friend

himself that in that grave shall be buried the last vestiges of our former

antagonism f If such shall be the result, if we can indulge that hope, if

we can believe that in that grave shall be buried the

the sending of the contingents would be the greatest service eve

to Canada since Confederation." Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in the

* of Commons, March 13, 190D
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occasion for imperial co-operation. It was no case of de-

fending a partner in the Empire against aggression, or of

upholding any common interest. The Boxer affair seemed to

be one in which England alone was interested, as a country
with oxtru -imperial commercial interests, and a member o

European syndicate ;
whereas the South African war was for

a defensive principle, touching every partner-State, and in

the teeth of European antagonism. Accordingly it is certain

that if the Boxer disturbance had arisen a year later on,

when the federal authority had taken over the foreign rela-

tions of the separate colonies, the Australian national Govern

ment, like that of Canada, would have refrained from proffering

active co-operation.

In New Zealand the wild spirit of emulation touched the

weakest side of Mr. Seddon's personality. No Australian

rival could keep pace with him in the rapidity with which

successive contingents were offered to the mother country.

On one occasion, when the prospect of foreign complications

seemed threatening, he suggested that the colonies single-

handed might deal with the Boers, setting free the British

army to go elsewhere. Yet even in the midst of the

excitement that accomplished leader of democracy was careful

to keep in touch with the popular instinct. The latter never

failed him when South Airica was concerned ;
but did not

respond when he described how the dispatch of a contingent

to China was an " idea passing through
"

his mind
;
and so

the idea never matured. On the whole probably no partner-

State gained more than New Zealand in national sentiment

from the experience of the war which revealed the splendid

quality of the new island race.
" There are none I would

sooner have with me in the field than the gallant New
Zealanders

"
was the testimony of Lord Kitchener, in a cable

to the premier. If, nevertheless, the Conference of 1902

seemed to indicate the persistence of certain colonialist con-

ceptions, the explanation must be sought, partly perhaps in

the tendency to reaction after excitement, but especially in

the impulsive personality of Mr. Seddon himself, who no

longer maintains his former unquestioned hold over the

people as a whole. Probably his disappearance would be the
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signal for a marked nstionslist advance, bringing Haw Zealand

more into line with Australia and Oimftds in iiistfsjii affecting

During the last year of the war Australian military aflkirs

were in the hands of the new federal authority. Nevertheless,

there was no relaxation of the effort and detenniinlfaiii

represented by contingents ; which helps to prove that the

South African policy, whatever the incidental influence of

colonialist regime, was rooted in an essentially national

net. lu one respect the reputation of the Common-
wealth seems to have been prejudiced unfairly by the un-

mate circumstances of the time. Owing to the drought

employment was scarce, especially amongst Australians of

least useful class. Accordingly, it was from this class that

some of the later contingents unluckily were recruited ; and

the behaviour in South Africa of a very limited section, of

which Australia had rejoiced to bo rid, seems to have cast

an undeserved slur upon the Australian name in the new

polonies.

By the end of the war colonial opinion on the military

question had become crystallized. It may be summarized as

\vs. Officers and men alike proved superior in this war

heir British brethren : more adaptable to the business in

hand ;
more used to life in the open ;

handier to make shift

under difficulties. They are horsemen, not men on hones.

They have eyes and can use them, having been reared in

countries of big distances and dazzling mirages. They are

intellectually fettered by rule of thumb, nor by red tape.

The officers are not hampered by aristocratic habits and

mannerisms, but are more in sympathy with their men. The

men are not mere machines without individual intelligence ;

being used to think for themselves make better use of

cover, and are less liable to panic when deprived of their

leaders. In one respect only are the imperial officers and

:\ admitted to equality in the essentials of war, and thai

is in point of courage. On this score not a word of dis-

paragement, but only admiration, was expressed; with the

lification that reckless courage leads to deplorable waste

of 1
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Such, in brief, is the deliberate judgment of Canada,

Australia, and New Zealand. It is nothing less than a com-

plete reversal of traditional colonialism, which was in the

habit of assuming that the colonies, without the potential

support of the British army, were at the mercy of the i

invader who brought a small, well equipped force of fully

trained men. Its necessary effect on national pride is evident.

Even before the war the prowess of the Australian cricketers

was beginning to impair the tradition of inferiority. But

now colonial self-valuation has undergone a complete reversal,

such as no other experience could have effected. The former

tendency to self-disparagement has given place to a self-

appreciation which easily admits of exaggeration, and im-

l_mediately affects the future of the Empire. Countries which

in October 1899 were still essentially colonies have sprung

suddenly into the manhood of national consciousness. The

change will become most apparent in their attitude towards

defence. They feel their self-sufficiency, and are confident

that they can hold their own unaided against any invaders,

just as effectively as the little Boer nation opposed the

British Empire. Accordingly, the first practical result of the

war is the reorganization and strengthening of military forces

for home defence, in the light of South African experience
rather than on the advice of the British War Office. Such

sentiments may or may not be justified, but in any case

they form a solid fact with which imperial statesmen in

future must reckon.

Incidentally the war has brought into prominence another

aspect of the difference between the colonial and the national

attitude towards the imperial connection
; namely the question

of the extent to which active co-operation in defence entitles

any partner-State to interfere in the internal affairs of another

partner-State. The colonial view regards such interference

as a question of expediency, while the national view entirely

condemns it on principle.

During the war itself occasions arose for the discussion

of the question. In the spring of 1900 the activity of the

South African Conciliation Committee created some alarm

beyond the seas. In Australasia the Melbourne Age took
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the lead in a movement for strengthening the hands of the

"rial Government, by urging a "
Speak-Out

"
policy upon

the several colonial Governments. Accordingly at the end

of March, Sir William Lyne, acting on behalf of all Australia,

sent a telegram to the Colonial Secretary deprecating the

conclusion of peace except on the basis of the absolute

supremacy of British rule. New Zealand sent a similar

message, declining foreign intervention, and refusing assent

to the independence of the Boer republics. The Canadian

.eminent apparently thought that such representstioas

were premature ; but nevertheless expressed its approval, in

the Dominion Parliament, of the terms of settlement indicated

by Australia. So far the action of the younger partner
nations was only the same as that of Canada before the war.1

It was a case of making representations about foreign rela-

bons to the imperial Government, as the responsible authority
for directing the foreign relations of the whole Empire.

But the next occasion was of a different character, namely,
the General Election in England, in October 1900. At the

end of September the Tasmanian Government cabled to the

Colonial Secretary, hoping
" that the electors will emphatic-

ally insist that the fruits of victory shall be effectively

secured" A similar message might have been expected from

Mr. Seddon. But that experienced autocrat, having placed
Us ear to the ground, announced that in his opinion a refer-

ence to the elections would be out of place. No Australian

colony followed the Tasmanian lead, and of course not Canada.

In short, the nationalist instinct, then at its height, is against
mutual interference in domestic affairs. Had the Liberals

won in England, and proposed a surrender, no doubt the

Dominion Government would have taken the lead in making
protests to the imperial Government as such. But the

nationalist instinct, claiming mutual independence, forbade

even the semblance of dictation to the English electors, who
were supposed to be choosing representatives primarily to

deal with local English affairs.

The final occasion was created by the proposal to intro-

duce Chinese labour into the Transvaal All the

in the parliamentary resolution* mentioned on p. 1 16.

9
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nations are hostile to this system in their own countries, and

especially Australia. It happens that the controlling power
in the Commonwealth, during recent years, has been the

Labour party, whose policy in the prefederal era was the

very embodiment of colonialism, although now rapidly becom-

ing nationalist. Considering also the dogmatic character of

the Australian labour creed, the temptation obviously was

great for the Labour party to insist upon a white South

Africa in the name of the white Australia which had helped

to win the country ; disregarding both economic differences

and the constitutional dangers of the proposed precedent.

As early as September 1902 the Commonwealth Govern-

ment was urged to make representations on the subject of

Chinese labour. Mr. Deakin, then Attorney - General,

refused
; taking the proper nationalist line, namely that

"the citizens of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony
would resent Australian interference

"
(Reuter, Sept. 26).

But later on, when the introduction of Chinese became

the avowed policy of the Transvaal Government, popular

feeling in Australasia was strong enough to over-ride the

prudence of statesmanship. In January 1904, Mr. Seddon

memorialized the premiers of all the self-governing colonies,

proposing that a joint protest be sent to the imperial Govern-

ment. Natal, innocent of the nationalist conception, del

the matter in its Legislative Assembly. The motion t<

dorse Mr. Seddon's proposal was defeated by two votes,

apparently not on principle, but on the ground that the

Transvaal required additional unskilled labour (Reuter, Jan.

13). In Australia, Mr. Deakin, then head of a Government

which was at the mercy of the Labour party, consented to

join Mr. Seddon. But his real judgment of the case may be

inferred from the terms of the joint telegram :

"
Though

reluctant to travel beyond our boundaries, in order to

obtrude into matters of local import, the Ministers are

compelled to express their deep apprehension of the results

of the introduction of the Chinese into the Transvaal," etc.

(Reuter, Jan. 19). Not so the Dominion Government,

which once more vindicated its traditional claim to

the younger nations, by its clear perception and unfaltering
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ipies and policy of national

\V,lf n,l Laurier and hi* colleagues flatlj refused to

rate the domestic policy of the

conquered State, which it wan the proclaimed intention of

the imperial Government to treat as a talf-governing colony
in <|uestions of internal development

The uiicompromising hostility of the Kuglinh Liberal

party to the policy of Chinese labour in the Transvaal

perhaps may be counted a gain to the Empire, in so far

as it has unexpectedly committed the former champions of

cosmopolitanism to the principle of national exclusivenes*,

1 1 is expressed in national politics by the rigorous

exclusion of low-wage aliens. But the realization of a white

South Africa involves the solution of the local native problem
before the question of Chinese labour is worth discussing

connection. Unlike any other of the younger countries,

South Africa contains a preponderating and rapidly iucreas-

mdigenous coloured races. Until some
i us is devised of excluding these from competition with

white man, in work which the latter is physically able

rform, it is ridiculous to represent the introduction of

iese, especially under a contract which facilitates their

dep< as the obstacle to the development of South

a as a white man's country.

If a beginning was to have been made in connection with

the mining industry, by restricting employment underground
. hite men, then it would have been necessary to deprive

[many thousand natives of their usual work. For the white

i will not long continue to work beside, or even near, the

ured native in any of the younger countries. The native

o only racial question which really darkens the future of

. frica. Yet the Liberal party agitators seldom refer

to the imtivc problem when they represent the introduction

It the Chinese as the capitalist's alternative to the employ-
ment of white labour.

On the other hand, in relation to the question of the

future, it is deplorable that the party which formerly
ntified with colonial autonomy should have bean

tempted to violate the one principle of rmrmanssit utility
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in the imperial, or anti-imperial, creed of the elder Liberals.

For it has persistently denounced the policy of the Govern-

ment, without ever adducing proof that the latter had mis-

judged the tendency of local opinion. It is said that the

people of South Africa, who formerly were hostile to the idea

of imported labour, demanded the measure so soon as tl.< \

reali/' 1 that a financial crash was impending owing to 1 1 it-

failure of the mining industry, and consequently of the

country in general, to develop so rapidly as hud been

pected after the war. However that may be, present
indications are that the policy of Chinese labour is approved

by the people generally.
1

But the English Liberals have not been content to base

their opposition solely or even primarily upon the rash

assumption that the imperial Government, advised by Lord

Milner, misjudged the tendency of local opinion. From a

hundred platforms they have denounced the Chinese contract

as "
slavery," and have declared that as such it is not per-

missible under the British flag. Here, then, the principle of

colonial autonomy is repudiated openly. Instead, a right of

imperial interference is asserted, which is an acknowledged
anachronism, and cannot be revived in practice without the

risk of civil war. If crown-colony government was a tem-

porary necessity, owing to the racial bitterness left by the

war, the task was rightly entrusted to an administrator who,
true to the genuine Liberal doctrine, conceived that the

interests of the country, as he found it, deserved more

consideration on his part than the opinions of people six

thousand miles away.

1
Amongst those present (at a meeting in Johannesburg of the Respon-

sible Government Association) were . . . the anti-Chinese section of the

party. ... On behalf of this section, whom a certain number of poli-

ticians and newpaj>er8 at home have endeavoured to magnify into a

majority of the Transvaal population, Mr. Quinn renounced for the future

all opposition to Chinese labour. He stated that he made no apology for

their attitude in the past, for he and those with him acted from honest

convictions. The situation, however, had now changed. 'The position
is this the Ordinance is passed, the Chinese are here, and the people
seem contented. The question therefore is finished.'

" The Times,

Jan. 16, 1905.
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Reviewing the event* which have taken pUoe sauce the

paning of the Transvaal resolution bj the Dominion Parlia-

ment in the summer of 1899, Canadian! after all have no
reason to think that their country baa failed to keep her

accustomed lead in the steady movement towards imperial

co-operation. On the contrary, in the end as at the begin-

ning, Canada figures as the resolute guardian, when others

were tempted to turn aside, of that mutual independence ,

h is the only sure foundation of imperial union. Pre-.

eminent amongst nationalist statesmen stands Sir Wilfrid

Laurier the disciple of the elder English Liberal* 'suc-
cessfully applying to the constructive problem of the Empire
the fearless and progressive spirit of a political trad:

which, in latter-day England, has sunk into a synonym for

1 "
I have always proclaimed, and again I repeat, that in politics we

belong to the British Liberal school, to the school of Fox and Gladstone,"

-Willison's Sir Wilfrid Lauricr and <A* Liberal Party, vol. ii. p. 397.

interesting to notice the divergent development of Liberalism,

always claiming the same British origin, in England and beyond the

seas. Thus in Canada, Sir Wilfrid Laurier's Government has been the

in the world to devise a special, "anti-dumping" tariff measure

4e to p. 238). In Australia the Liberals are the high protectionists,

the free-traders or " revenue-tariffists
"
being known as Conservatives,

her, the Australian Liberals are essentially the champions of " State

Terence
" and national iza i political creed being the absolute

negation of the old, individualist Liberalism, surviving in the erode rant

about "liberty" which sometimes is the stock-in-trade of superficial

ins in England. A vital question for the rising genera-
tion of English Liberals is whether the development of the common
tradition beyond the seas is not more in accordance with its real

j

than its present development in England ; where now in some
is indistinguishable from the Tory habit of mind.



CHAPTER VII

THE COLONIAL CONFERENCE, 1902

(i.) THE CONFERENCE

** M
I CANNOT conceal from myself that very great anticipations

have been formed as to the results which may accrue from

our meeting." Thus Mr. Chamberlain, opening the Colonial

Conference, alluded to the unusual excitement prevailing

among English imperialists in the summer of 1902. The

circumstances of the Coronation are still fresh in our

memories : how the sentiment of the war, barely concluded

before the ceremony, then was dominating the popular mind
;

and how in that sentiment appreciation of colonial assistance

was occupying the largest place. At the moment it was

being taken for granted that the part recently played by the

colonies had given the final answer to the doctrines and the

prophecies of the Manchester school. The funeral of the

Little Englander became the jubilee of the imperial federal-

ists. To the latter, after twenty years of discouragement,
success at length seemed imminent. During the war the

press throughout the Empire, beyond the seas no less than in

England, had dwelt constantly and effusively upon the out-

burst of fervent "
loyalty

"
which had overwhelmed the colonial

peoples. It remained but to gather the long-expected fruit:

to turn the sudden flood of "loyalty" into the permanent
reservoir long since planned by the engineers of the Imperial
Federation League. In truth,

"
very great anticipations

"
had

been formed of what the approaching Conference might
achieve.

The Blue Book (Cd. 1299), which was published a year
after the Conference, so far contains the only authentic

134
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account of the proceedings, and leaves much to be

To ensure freedom of discussion a pledge necessarily was

given that nothing should be made public without the coo-

sent of all concerned. When, nine months later (May 1903),
the Colonial Secretary opened the fiscal controversy by de-

claring his belief that preferential trade was essential to the

permanence of the Empire, a demand naturally arose for a

full report of the Conference, which presumably had revealed

to Mr. Chamberlain some unexpected flaws in our imperial

system. He, for his part, was willing enough, but the

premiers of Canada and Australia withheld their consent

ice the published report gives no detailed account of the

attitude adopted by the two chief exponents of colonial

>nal aspirations. In demurring to publicity they may
have wished to avert the agitation of the colonialist sections

heir respective countries. Or they may have felt that

the English public, in the mood then prevailing, could not be

expected to hear, without misunderstanding or impatience,

views on the imperial question which would seem to clash

i ite high-flown expectations. However that may be,

those who wish to appreciate the significance of this Cot

ence must read between the lines to understand the position

of the two colonial statesmen who chiefly were responsible
he apparent barrenness of its results.

Another shortcoming of the Report is the brevity of the

references to preliminary negotiations. Mr. Chamberlain was

not the statesman to convene a conference of this kind with-

preparing for the dispatch of business by ascertaining

beforehand what general attitude the colonial premiers

severally would adopt towards certain proposals which,

doubtless, he had sketched in outline. As it is, we have

to infer the drift of these preliminary negotiations from the

proceedings as reported ; including, especially, the statements

led in by the Admiralty and the War Office, which read

the defence of official imperialism against the unrecorded

protests of colonial nationalism.

In spite of these shortcomings, the Report forms an

ve sequel to the story of the colonial contingent*,

ami furnishes an invaluable corrective to the popular oV
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ductions so hastily drawn from that unique experience. In

the war the colonies figured in the eyes of the mother

country as a harmonious whole. From each quarter tin 4

cables flashed the same message of whole-hearted "
loyalty

"
;

from all alike contingent followed contingent. Yet, even

then, those who could look beneath the surface kne\\ that

this superficial solidarity concealed the widening gulf between

loyalty and patriotism, which the meagre outcome of the

Conference presently revealed to all the world.

For at this Conference the nationalist leaders, knowing
how the war had stimulated colonial patriotism, at length felt

strong enough to make a firm stand against the repressive

tendencies of that official imperialism which the loyalty of

the younger colonies seemed ready to encourage and support.

So, for the first time, a division appears in the ranks of the

self-governing colonies. The nations are ranged against the

colonies
;

the forces of patriotism against the forces of

loyalty ;
and the mother country, at length realizing that the

difference is vital, is being called upon to determine which

it is her best interest to support.

The Report begins by mentioning a telegram from the

Colonial Secretary, dated January 23, 1902, in which hr

intimated the desire of the imperial Government to take

advantage of the gathering at the Coronation to discuss the

political and commercial relations of the Empire, and its

naval and military defence. He invited the Governments

of the colonies to suggest further subjects of discussion, and

to furnish the text of any resolutions which they might
desire to submit to the Conference. This invitation occasioned

the first evidence of the split between the nationalists and

the loyalists. The subjects proposed by the Colonial

Secretary, including especially imperial defence, were of the

very first importance to the question of closer relations.

Accordingly, it is significant, at the outset, that it was left

to the colonialist section of the self-governing colonies, re-

presented by New Zealand, to offer resolutions on these

subjects in conformity with the official expectations. From

the nationalist side, occupied by Canada and Australia, no

such resolutions were sent in advance. It is clear that the
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felt the English standpoint to be to widely

separated from their own that it was impossible for them
to outline or di*rum n policy until a better understanding
of first principles had been reached. Accordingly, while the

Government of New Zealand offered various resolutions upon
the subjects proposed, Australia contented herself with sub-

mitting certain minor matters for discussion; while Canada,

leading representative of nationalism, offered neither

resolutions nor additional topics.

Having taken us thus far, the Report jumps to the

Conference itself, without reference to those informal ex-

changes of opinion whieh may be conjectured to have taken

place in the meantime. The Colonial Secretary, in his

capacity as chairman, opened the proceedings with a speech
in which he welcomed the colonial premiers as

" the repre-

sentatives of the great nations across the seas," and outlined

the business before the meeting.

44
1 say the paramount object ia to strengthen the bonds which unite

us, and there are only three principal avnnues by which we can

approach this object They are through our political relations, in the

first place ; secondly, by some kind of commercial union ;
in the

third place, by considering the questions which arise out of imperial

defence. These three great questions were considered at the last

Conference, and I think it is clear that they must form the principal

subject of our deliberations on this occasion, and, indeed, of those of

any future Conferences which may afterwards be held/'

Passing on to review these objects separately, he pointed

out that the problem of political relations had been simplified

since the last Conference by the federation of the Australian

colonies
;
and that a similar federation in South Africa was

"almost within sight" In his own opinion, the political

federation of the Empire was " within the limits of possibility."

ilar oK^pl*^pftftU7 variety gf interest and geo-

grap^Ic^l^lls^m^eThasbe^surnjouDted in the cases of the

United Slates and of 'Canada. The late war had "
brought

homo to all of us the essential unity of ^mum-ir. wl.u-h

unites us," At the same time, be felt that "it would he

a fatal mistake to transform the spontaneous
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which has been so readily shown throughout the Empire into

anything in the nature of an obligation which might be at

this time unwillingly assumed or only formally accepted."

Accordingly, the demand for closer union must come from

the colonial side. "If it comes it will be enthusiastically

received in this country." To Sir Wilfrid Laurier's famous

cliallenge,
"
If you want our aid, call us to your councils,"

l

the Colonial Secretary undo an emphatic response.

"
Gentlemen, we do want your aid. We do want your assistance, in

the administration of the vast Empire which is yours as well as ours.

The weary Titan staggers under the too vast orb of his fate. We
have borne the burden for many years. We think it time that our

children should assist us to support it, and whenever you make tin-

request to us, be very sure that we shall hasten gladly to call you to

our councils. If you are prepared at any time to take any share,

any proportionate share, in the burdens of the Empire, we are pre-

pared to meet you with any proposal for giving to you a correspond-

ing voice in the policy of the Empire."

As to the method, there was " no objection in principle
"

to colonial representation in either or both Houses of Parlia-

ment. But for his own part he preferred the idea of a "
ro;il

Council of the Empire, to which all questions of imperial
interest might be referred." To proceed gradually, this

Council might at first be merely advisory ;
but it was "

clear

1 Taken out of its context, this quotation seems to indicate a wish to

be called to the councils of the Empire. But the speech in which it

occurs does not justify that interpretation. Sir Wilfrid Laurier

defending the policy of the contingents against Mr. Bourassa's critici-m.

that it had committed Canada to indefinite imperial obligations.
" But I have no hesitation in saying to my honourable friend that if,

as a consequence of our action to-day, the doctrine were to be admitted

that Canada should take part in all the wars of Great Britain, and con-

tribute to the military expenditure of the Empire, I agree with him that

we should revise the condition of things existing between us and Great

Britain. . . . Under that condition of things, which does not exist, we
should have the right to say to Great Britain,

'
If you want us to help

you, call us to your councils ; if you want us to take part in war?, let us

share not only the burdens but the responsibilities and duties as well.'

But there is no occasion to examine this contingency to-day." Speech
in the Dominion House of Common*, March 13, 1900.
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object would not be complete!y Moored until there

bad been conferred upon snob a Council executive function*,

and perhaps alto legislative powers." The two main subjects

such a Count- 11 would deal were imperial defence

,
and commercial relations; to whirl, he now invited "the

special attention" of the Conference.

Referring to imperial defence, he laid before them a

paper showing that the normal naval and military estimates
j

amounted to 29s. 3d. per bead in the United Kingdom;/
^ouly 2s. in Canada; in New Zealand, 3s. 4d. ; in Cape

Colony and Natal, between 2s. and 3s. The figure for

Australia (according to Sir John Forrest) was about 4s.

argued that, while this unequal distribution was excus-

able during the infancy of the colonies, those days were

past; and that now it was "
inconsistent with ih.-ir 1L-

as nations." He did not expect that this disproportion

.Id be corrected off-hand, but he hoped that "something
will be done"; and proposed calling in the representatives

of the Admiralty and the War Ofticc to explain the official

vvs at a subsequent meeting.

Turning to mmm.-: itioDB, he argued that the
,

tiroes of ipire, which were sufficient even to make .

it self-supporting, made it possible to develop an "
inter-

imperial
"

trade, to displace much of the present foreign

le.
" Our first object is free trade within the Empire."

But such free trade did not imply the surrender by the

colonies of indirect taxation.
" In my mind, whenever

Customs duties are balanced by Excise duties, or whenever

they are levied on articles which are not produced at home.

enforcement of such duties is no derogation whatever

from tin- principles of Free Trade as I understand it" From

such imperial free trade great results would follow. H-

! was confident
"
that it would hasten the development of our

colonies ; that it would fill up the spare places in your lands

with an active, intelligent, industrious, and, above all, a

ish population: that it would make the mother country

independent of foreign food and raw material"

He had to reeogni/f, however, tint ii" >"fl I- \-
- 1

'

'

;

-

come from the colonies. But the latter had declared them-
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selves willing to entertain the idea of giving a tariff preference

to British manufactures, without demanding reciprocity. At

the Conference of 1897 the colonial premiers had under-

taken to work in this direction. But "nothing whatever

had come of that resolution." Prior to 1897 the Dominion

Government actually had adopted the principle of granting
a British preference without reciprocity. But so far this

preference had not produced adequate results. The most

it had done was to arrest the positive decline of British

imports into Canada. The trouble was that the preference

had not really weakened protection.

" So long as a preferential tariff, even a munificent preference, is

still sufficiently protective to exclude us altogether, or nearly so,

from your markets, it is no satisfaction to us that you have imposed
even greater disability upon the same goods if they come from

foreign markets, especially if the articles in which the foreigners are

interested come in under more favourable conditions." l

1 The Canadian representatives rebutted this argument in an exhaust-

ive "Memorandum respecting the Operation of the Preferential Tariff,"

which appears in the Report (App. IX.) They pointed out that while

British dutiable imports increased by 56 per cent, from 1897 to 1901, the

increase in similar imports from all countries, excepting the United

States, was at the rate of only 32 per cent. They stated that in the

United States manufacturers had met the preference by reducing their

selling prices. They claimed, with justice, that the figures in the

Memorandum substantiated the following propositions :

1. That the preference is a very substantial and genuine one.

2. That it gives British merchants a material advantage over foreign

competitors in the Canadian market.

3. That the preferential rates are not too high to shut out reasonable

competition with the Canadian producer.
4. That the preference has resulted not only in arresting the con-

tinuous decline in British trade, but in stimulating that trade. If it WI
not been granted, it is not very likely that the volume of British imports
into Canada would be as large as it is to-day, to say the least.

5. That the advantage given by Canada to the British manufacturer

is proved beyond all question. If he has not fully availed himself of it,

that is not the fault of the Canadian Government, or of Canadian fiscal

]>olicy.

It is instructive to notice that the official Canadian view is more than

accepted in the United States. The "campaign text-book" of the

Democratic party, compiled for the recent presidential election (November
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In conclusion, he appealed to the colonies to

advantages which they gained as members of the British

Kiupire.

1 want v -a to consider for a moment whmt U the prssst*

position of the smsller nations with whom in population joy BMJT
more closely oompare yourselves, Whmt U the position of such

us as . . . Holland ur the South American Republic! Whjr,

gentlemen, they are absolutely independent nations, accordingly they
have to bear the burden* for their military or naval defences, or for

i, ss the case may be, to which your* bear no proportion what-

ever. . . . Bnt the privilege* which you enjoy involve *~fJHg
obligations. The responsibilities must be reciprocal, and must he

shared in common, and I do not think that any empire may be said

to be on s sure foundation which is not baaed upon recognised

community of sacrifices."

li was decided that n nee should be the first

subject of discussion, doubtless having regard to the extreme

>rtance attached to that question by the imperial
The only resolution before the Conference

that submitted by Mr. Seddon, proposing merely a

strengthening of the Australian Auxiliary Squadron, for

which the Commonwealth and New Zealand were to pay
a proportionately increased subsidy, on the old basis, in-

volving no change of principle in any respect

1904), deals exhaustively with the question of the Canadian tariff,

advocating reciprocity with the Dominion as the right policy for the

United States. Figures are given showing that British imports into

Canada decreased steadily from $68,523,776 in 1873 to $29,412,188 in

1897: whereas after the concession of 26 per cent, preference theyatom
began to rise steadily, reaching $61,770,379 in 1904. From a decrease

of 60 per cent, from 1873 to 1897. the preferential tariff has aided British

merchants and manufacturers to sell more than 100 per cent more foods
in Canada in 1904 than they sold in 1897. In the three years ending i*

1903 the sum of $8,464,596 in duties has been saved to British sellers by
the operation of the preference. . . . Increases like this were made, of

course, at the expense chiefly of the United States : especially stsss

Canada has imposed a surtax of 33) per cent upon imports from Germany
(1903X in retaliation for the refusal of Germany to continue Iks

of Canadian products at 'conventional' rates of duty." There

a description of "the Chamberlain Program,
11 which m mm

ss "a legitimate and business-like warfare.*
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The views of the Admiralty upon the general question
were set forth in a "Memorandum on Sea-Power," written

to combat the idea that the naval defence of the Empire can

be treated in any way as a merely local interest. Accord-

ingly the term "defence," with its local association, is

tabooed, on the ground that naval defence consists entirely

in taking the offensive, stroy the ninny's ,-hijis

wherever they may be. This function necessitates
" a single

n;ivy under one control" The interest of the various colonies

in imperial naval defence, as a whole, was demonstrated by a

detailed reference to the value of their sea-borne trade, and

the special ocean routes which it follows. The figures

showed that the total trade of the United Kingdom and

of the self-governing colonies, with each other and with

foreign countries, amounted to about twelve millions sterling.

Of this about three millions, or one-fourth, was accounted for

by the trade of the self-governing colonies with each other

and with foreign countries, of which the United Kingdom
paid most of the bill for naval defence, even over inter-

colonial trade routes. The total naval expenditure per head

was given as follows: United Kingdom, 15s. Id.; Australia,

10}d. ;
New Zealand, 6Jd. ; Canada, nil; Newfoundland,

nil; Cape Colony, Is. IJd. ; Natal, 4s. 5fd. The last item

represents a subsidy paid unconditionally by Natal in lieu of

the coal promised in 1897.

To emphasize the official views, Lord Selborne attended

personally and addressed the Conference. He again laid the

utmost stress upon the futility of localizing the naval problem,
and the necessity of a single naval authority. He next

criticized the existing Australian Agreement, admitting that

its weakness lay in the nakedness of the cash nexus. 1 r

it established only the relation
"
of the man who pays to

the man who supplies
"

;
and did not tend to give Australians

and New Zealanders " the sense of personal interest, of

personal possession," in the British Navy. He wished to see

in the navy more colonial officers and seamen, in order "
to

increase the maritime spirit of the Empire," which might
be lost in the interior of the Canadian and Australian

continents.
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" But it cannot be done, I opine, to long a* we are only reoaiveni

of money. I want to tee from all part* of the Empire a poreooal
contribution to the navy, ao that it may not only be an ahetraet

Admiralty to govern the navy, but an Admiralty that haa woo the

confidence of the colonies, because the colonial understand it* policy,

and because in each colony there art officer* and men belonging to

navy an integral portion of the navy."

To effect the desired change he suggested that in re-

organizing the Australian squadron
" at least one, if not two,

i

users should be manned exclusively by Australasians under

the command of imperial officers," and that these ships
should be interchanged occasionally with ships of other

squadrons. Also, he desired to establish colonial branches of

the Royal Naval Reserve. But above all, any Australian

squadron must not be confined, as hitherto, within prescribed

waters, but must be free to seek the enemy in any part of the

I eastern seas. He submitted that the principles of the

Australian scheme held good for the development of naval

strength in any of the self-governing colonies.

The discussion which followed revealed differences of

lion, showing that it would be useless to frame a general
I resolution. Instead, the colonial premiers individually visited

the Admiralty to explain their several views. As a result,

Lord Selborne was able to announce that be had received the

following
"
offers of assistance towards the naval expenses of

the Empire."

Cape Colony, 50,000 per annum to the general main-

tenance of the navy. No conditions.

Commonwealth of Australia, 200,000 per annum to an

improved Australasian Squadron, and the establishment of a

branch of the Royal Naval Reserve.

Natal, 35,000 per annum to the general maintenance

of the navy. No conditions.

Newfoundland, 3000 per annum (and 1800 as a

special contribution to the fitting and preparation of a drill

ship) towards the maintenance of a branch of the Royal
Naval Reserve of not less than GOO men.

New Zealand. 40,000 per annum to an improved
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Australasian Squadron, and the establishment of a branch of

the Royal Naval Reserve.

Commenting upon these offers, he pointed out that Cape

Colony and Natal had " made their offer unfettered by any

conditions, a mark of confidence and of appreciation of the

naval problem of which the Board of Admiralty are deeply

sensible." Also, he drew attention to the terms of the

Australian Agreement
1 As for Canada, Sir Wilfrid Laur in-

had informed him that the Dominion Government were

"contemplating the establishment of a local naval force in

1 The preamble and the following articles are noteworthy :

Preamble. The Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High
Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, etc., ami

the Governments of the Commonwealth of Australia and of New Zealand,

having recognised the importance of sea power in the control whirl i it

gives over sea communications, the necessity of a single navy under one

authority, by which alone concerted action can be assured, and the ad-

vantages which will be derived from developing the sea power of Australia

and New Zealand, have resolved to conclude for this purpose an Agree-
ment.

Article 2.

The base of this force shall be the ports of Australia and New
Zealand, and their sphere of operations shall be the waters of the

Australia, China, and East Indies Stations, as defined in the attached

schedules, where the Admiralty believe they can most effectively act

against hostile vessels which threaten the trade or interests of Australia

and New Zealand

Article 3.

This force shall be under the control and orders of the Naval

Commander-in-Chief for the time being appointed to command His

Majesty's ships and vessels on the Australian Station.

Article 4.

Of the ships referred to in Article 1, one shall be kept in reserve and

shall be only partly manned, and shall be used as Drill Ship for training
the Royal Naval Reserve ; the remainder shall be kept in commission

fully manned.
Article 5.

The three vessels used as Drill Ships and one other vessel shall be

manned by Australians and New Zealanders, as far as procurable, paid
at special rates, and enrolled in proportion to the relative population of

the Commonwealth and New Zealand. If a sufficient proportion of men
from either colony should not on the aforesaid basis be forthcoming, a

sufficient number of men to complete the complements of the ships may
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the waters of Canada, but that they were not able to make

any offer of assistance analogous to those enumerated above,"

The net result was not to reduce greatly the disproportion'
1

he burden left upon the shoulders of the

the amended figures being as follow: l

15s. 2d. per head; Cape Colony, Is. lOJcL; Natal, 10s. 9|d.;

Australia, Is. 0}d; New Zealand, Is. 0|d.; Newfoundland,
3 Jd; and Canada, nil

seems, of apologising for the meagreneas of

the above results, Lord Selborne recapitulated the arguments
:i which he had endeavoured to impress his colonial

visitors. He had urged again the unjust incidence of naval

taxation as compared with the distribution of the commerce

protected, and again had contrasted the expenditure upon

/
naval defence borne by (c.</.) Holland and Japan with that of

the self-governing colonies. The great danger which he feared

uit Canada, South Africa, and Australia, being in fad

be enrolled from the other colony. They shall be officered by officers of

the Royal Navy, supplemented by officers of the Royal Naval Reserve.

If***
In order to ensure that the Naval Service shall include officers born

in Australia and New Zealand, who will be able to rise to the bight*
posts in the Royal Navy, the under-mentioned nominations for Naval

Cadetahipe will be given annually :

Commonwealth of Australia . . .8
New Zealand

ArticU 7.

The branches of the Royal Naval Reserve established in Australia

and New Zealand shall be called into actual service by His Majesty in

Council, acting on the advice of his Governments of the Commonwealth of

Australia and New Zealand respectively. .

ArticU B.

In consideration of the service aforementioned, the

Australia and New Zealand shall pay the Imperial
twelfths and one-twelfth respectively of the total annual cost of

ing the naval force on the Australian Station, provided that the total

amount so paid shall in no case exceed 200,000 and 40,000 respectively

in any one year. In reckoning the total annual cost, a sum equal to ft

per cent, on the prime cost of the ships of which the naval force of UM
station is composed shall be included.

10
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continents, should become too much continental and too lit tit

maritime in their aspirations and ideas." Hence his supreme

object was to "cultivate the maritime spirit," from which Un-

rest would follow.

The question of military defence came up next for dis-

cussion. On this subject also there was a motion before the

Conference in the name of Mr. Seddon, who already, in 1900,
had persuaded the New Zealand Parliament to pass an Act

providing for the establishment of an Imperial Reserve on the

lines now indicated in the following resolution :

" That it is desirable to have an Imperial Reserve Force formed in

each of His Majesty's Dominions over the seas, for service in case of

emergency outside the Dominion or Colony in which such Reserve is

formed. The limits within which such reserve force may be employed
outside the Colony wherein it is raised to be defined by the Imperial

and Colonial Governments at the time such reserve is formed, and to

be in accordance with any law in force for the time being respecting

the same. The cost of maintaining and equipping such Imperial

Reserve Force to be defrayed in such proportion and manner as may
be agreed upon between the Imperial and Colonial Governments."

Following the example of the Admiralty, the Secretary
of State for War attended the Conference to explain the

views of his department. While approving Mr. Seddon 's

motion, he declared that the policy of the War Office was

not a novelty due to the impetus of the war, but that " our

whole progress in this country for the last twenty years has

been to some such end as that which we are now asking you
to put your seal upon." He described the steady revival of

national interest in imperial defence, and gave figures showing
the strength of the regular forces, including

" a home field

army of 120,000 men," and "somewhere between 100,000
and 200,000 employed in various positions for the defence

of London and for strategic positions which might be

threatened in case of invasion," forces not too large
"
in view

of the possibility of our at any time losing the command of

the sea." Although England maintained a large force for

service abroad,
" circumstances may occur in which it is most

desirable that we should have a call on further troops." For
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example, if the Japanese alliance involved us in a war with

Russia, it would be a great advantage in point of time if we
could count upon obtaining aid

" from those colonies which
are nearest and most conveniently situated for supporting m
in < 'hum." As to the nature of the colonial contingent, sue

tered far less than quality. The force must be capable
of boing pitted against European troops, which implied more

[(borough training than colonial forces then were receiving.
ha necessity of this training had been illustrated by the

Boors, who, not being an organized army, had failed to press
home their initial advantages in the war, or to use their

ppportunitiee of breaking through our extended lines. As to

hoe colonial contingents sent to South Africa, equally with
. istily levied

"
reinforcements,

"
there was a con-

i able number of those troops which no general would
had a right to pit against European troops without

iier training." Therefore it was desirable that, supposing

ity future emergency the colonies wished to support the

her country,
"
they should be in a position to do so with

a body of troops, however moderate in number, which could

be put in line with our own regular troops against a European

power.
"

Seeing how large the English contingent would be,

in a war of primarily colonial interest, he urged this re-

mast "on the ground of reciprocity," not as
"a donative on the

part of the colonies out of loyalty." To justify the contention

^H the colonial forces at present were not fit to be M
put in

with our own regular troops against a European power,"
noted the damaging reports lately presented to the Govern-

ta of Canada and Australia by their own officers. Also, he

;ht it
"
a little unfortunate" that Canada now should have

adopted a different rifle, though carrying the British cartridge.

Out of the large colonial aggregate of partially trained

he now suggested that about one in four should be

keciaily trained, "with a liability to oversea service, that

Bey should realise that they are a part of the Army Reserve

of the Imperial Force, that their services are absolutely
I iu the event of the Government to which they

belong, proffering assistance to the Imperial Forces in the

emergency." Until this principle was accepted it would be
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premature to discuss details, such as
" whether there should

be any attachment to regiments at home." As to the money
question, the expense would not be formidable. At j.rr

head a force of 20,000 men (taking the colonies as a whole)
would cost only 180,000 per annum, or one-fiftieth of tin*

sum (9,000,000) which the mother country had been forced,

by the necessities of the Empire, to add to her peace estimates

within two years. Yet the imperial Government possibly

might contribute to the cost of the colonial reserves, as Mr.

Seddon proposed, if it had a definite call on these troops.

But if any colony insisted upon keeping its right to proffer

its contingent at any moment, the Imperial Government could

not be expected to help maintain troops which, after all, might
not be available when wanted.

In conclusion, he declared that the enormous expenditure
of the mother country was not due to militarism. Its object

was to enable the Empire to strike quickly when required.
" That is the object of the whole of our present organization
at the War Office, which has advanced most rapidly within

the last two or three years."

The effect of Mr. Brodrick's proposals was at once to

range the nationalists against the colonialists. The account

given in the report hardly admits of abbreviation :

f
"The discussion revealed considerable difference of opinion

amongst the members. While the representatives of Cape Colony
and Natal were disposed to fall in with the policy suggested by Mr.

Seddon and the Secretary of State for War of having a special

\Jxxiy of troops ear-marked for Imperial service the representatives

of Canada and Australia were of opinion that the best course to

pursue was to endeavour to raise the standard of training for the

general body of their forces, to organise the departmental services

and equipment required for the mobilisation of a field force, leaving
it to the Colony, when the need arose, to determine how and to

what extent it should render assistance. The Imperial sentiment in

the Colonies was steadily growing, and their action in the late war

left no room for doubt that such assistance would be given readily

and effectively and to the utmost of their ability in any future

emergency.
"To establish a special force, set apart for general Imperial
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service, and practically under the absolute control of the Imperial

Government, was objectionable in principle, as derogating from the'

powers of self-government enjoyed by them, and would be eakqlsUd,
to impede the general improvement in training and organisation

of their defence forces, and, consequently, their ability to render

effective help if it should be required. In the rmult it was decided

if His Majesty's Government on consideration should think it

desirable to take action on the suggestion of the Secretary of 8ute

A'ar in the case of those Colonies which were disposed to fall in

with it, it would be best to do so through the usual channel of

official correspondence."

The Conference also discussed the question of commissions

in the army, and passed the following resolution unanimously:

" That the Prime Ministers of the self-governing Colonies suggest

that the question of the allotment of the naval and military cadets

to the Dominions beyond the seas be taken into consideration by the

naval and military authorities, with a view to increasing the number

inmiarions to be offered ; that, consistent with ensuring suitable

candidates, as far as practicable, greater facilities than now obtained

ahould be given to enable young colonists to enter the Navy and

fan Army."

On one matter, at any rate, the champions of national

rights could fall into line without apprehension <*f colonialist

ism. A unanimous resolution was passed to the effect

that in the placing of government contracts, whether imperial

Inni ,il. the products of the Empire should be preferred

where practicable.

As regards political relations, we are not told that the

suggestion of an imperial council, or of parliamentary re-

presentation, was ever mentioned again after Mr. Chamber-
-

introductory speech. At any rate, the Conference

contented itself with resolving that it was desirable that

l.ir conferences should be held at intervals not exceeding

fnur yean,
The question of commercial relations, though occupying

a large space in the Report, need not detain us here, except

in so far as the claims of nationalism affected the proceedings.

Report alludes again to the official English declaration

of 1897 in favour of a Zollverein, which " would change the
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various parts (of the Empire) from a series of common MM!

units to an organic whole
"

;
and " would lead inevitably to

the closer political union which is so generally desired." We
are told, not that the premiers wasted any time in academi<

discussion of the federalist dream, but that they did evince ,

a strong desire to establish some form of closer commercial

relations. When it became apparent that "no arrangement

applicable to all could be devised," the premiers individually

interviewed the President of the Board of Trade, who sub-

sequently announced that the representatives of Canada and

New Zealand were in favour of preference on the lines of tin;

Dominion policy ;
that those of Cape Colony and Natal were

willing to raise the duty on certain competing foreign imports

by 25 per cent.; while Sir Edmund Barton had not defined

the nature or extent of the preference which he approval
in principle.

1 The premiers were prepared to recommend

measures on these lines to their respective Parliaments,^
without bargaining for formal reciprocity in our markets. But

the principle of reciprocal preference was included in the

general resolution,
2 which embodied the recommendations of

1 New Zealand and the South African colonies have made the pro-

posed concessions. On the other hand, Australia and Canada still main-

tain the ttatus quo.
9 The text of the resolution was as follows :

(1) That this Conference recognizes that the principle of preferential
trade between the United Kingdom and His Majesty's Dominions beyond

"

the seas would stimulate and facilitate mutual commercial intercourse,

and would, by promoting the development of the resources and industries

of the several parts, strengthen the Empire.

(2) That this Conference recognizes that, in the present circumstances

of the Colonies, it is not practicable to adopt a general system of Free

Trade as between the Mother Country and the British Dominions leyond
the seas.

(3) That with a view, however, to promoting the increase of trade

within the Empire, it is desirable that those Colonies which have not

already adopted such a policy should, as far as their circumstances perm it
,

give substantial preferential treatment to the products and manufactures

of the United Kingdom.
(4) That the Prime Ministers of the Colonies respectfully urge on His

Majesty's Government the expediency of granting in the United Kingdom
preferential treatment to the products and manufactures of the Colonies

either by exemption from or reduction of duties now or hereafter imposed.
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the Conference. This resolution, inter alia, urged upon the

ish Government the expediency of granting preferential

treatment to the
"
product* and manufacture* of the colon**,

T by exemption from or reduction of duties now or

hereafter imposed" To emphasize the same point, the

Canadian Ministers handed in a Memorandum, which already

possesses a certain historical interest, as elucidating a much
debated question. They there stated that "

if they could be

assured that the Imperial Government would accept the

iciplo of preferential trade generally, and particularly

grant to the food product* of Canada in the United Kingdom

exemption from dutit* now levied, or hereafter impoitd. they,

the Canadian Ministers, would be prepared to go further into

the subject, and endeavour to give to the British manu-

facturer some increased advantage over his foreign competitors
in the markets of Canada." 1 In other words, the British

Government merely had to maintain the shilling duty on

corn, with remission to colonial produce, in order to establish
'

the preferential system in connection with Canada and to

obtain an increase of the preference for British imports. Those

British Ministers whose refusal to maintain the nhilling duty
on such terms provoked the fiscal controversy thus became

responsible for the larger subsequent movement in which the

policy of protecting manufactures has been tacked on to the

policy of placing revenue duties on foreign foodstuffs.

A few minor matters also came up for discussion. Be-

solutions were passed affecting coasting trade, mail subsidies,

patents, and the purchase of ocean cables ;
but none of these

have the immediate interest possessed by the larger subjects.

1
Report, p. 37. Cf. the following :

" My vindication of the prefer-

ence policy wai given not at Ottawa or on Canadian toil, but in the heart

of the Empire at London, at the Colonial Conference, when I declared to

the Empire that I and my colleague* of the Government were ready to

make a trade treaty. We aaid,
( We are ready to diacuat with you articles

ilich we can give you a preference, and article* on which you can

ua a preference. We are ready to make with you a treaty of Iradt,'

Ifark those word* coming from a colony to the mother eounirr vithovt

offence being given or taken.- Sir Wilfrid Laurier at Sorel, 8epl SB,

1904.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE COLONIAL CONFERENCE, 1902

(11.) AFTER THE CONFERENCE

ALTHOUGH the feeble result of the Conference came as a rude

shock to official imperialism, in one respect it exceeded the

anticipations of some who knew what the war had done for

colonial national sentiment. To them it would have been

no surprise if Sir Edmund Barton had ranged himself

decisively beside Sir Wilfrid Laurier, to repudiate the wlml.-

principle of cash subsidies to the British navy. For, even

before the war, Australian national sentiment had been

worked up by the federalist orators to a pitch where tin-

conditions of the existing naval agreement began to be felt

undignified and repressive of national growth. For years

past Australians had watched the subsidized British ships
come and go, with their British crews, and during that time

their native country had made no progress whatever in the

noble art of self-defence by sea, for all the odd million and

|

a half spent on naval hire. Surely, they argued, Australian

'money were better spent in training Australians to defend
1

themselves.

The vague dissatisfaction found concrete expression in

connection with a proposal (1899) to form a Naval Reserve

in Australia. Official imperialism had its colonialist scheme

all prepared. Terms of service and rates of pay, framed to

meet the conditions of the mother country, were to be trans-

ferred to Australia. The imperial Government would be

paymaster, and have entire control, Australia being granted
the inspiring privilege of providing drill sheds. It was

obvious that no Reserve could be formed on these lines.

152
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The pay was far below the local standard; the scheme of

ling was incompatible with local industrial conditions;

and finally, Australia, in the flush of her new nations! con-

sciousness, was in no mood to forego the control of her own
naval forces. Accordingly, the several colonies appointed
a committee of naval officers, enjoying the advantage of real

acquaintance with all the facts, to devise an alternative plan.

The essence of their recommendation was that the subsidy
vote should be diverted to the training and maintenance of

an Australian naval force, of about 3000 men, paid and

controlled entirely by the federal Government This force

was to be available in time of war, partly as a reserve f-r

any British fleet, partly to man five effective cruisers lent by

imperial authorities. The cruisers were to supply train -

tics in time of peace; and in war were to remain at

the disposal of the Commonwealth, for the protection (from

raiding warships) of those intercolonial and coastal trade-

routes on account of which the existing squadron had been

confined, by the Agreement of 1887, to Australian waters.

The Australian committee argued that this scheme, by foster-

ing the maritime instinct and training the maritime faculties

of young Australians under their own Government, would be

less degrading to Australia, and more effective in strengthen-

the naval resources of the Empire, than the existing system
of hiring defence from England. So far from suggesting that

their scheme would represent the final contribution of Australia

to imperial naval defence, they advocated it not only as

securing better value for the money then available, but as

offering larger opportunities for future expansion along

>nal lines, in the direction of relieving the British taxpayer.

These recommendations were approved heartily by Aus-

m public opinion, including even the colonialist press

of the provincial capitals. But in England they evoked

iri.ms storm of denunciation. The onset of official

imperialism was led by Thi Times (Oct 6, 1899), which

condemned the scheme as
"
inadequate, inconsequent, and alto-

gether inadmissible." Australians were informed summarily
that the naval defence of their native land was not their

business, but "essentially the business of the British Navy."
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and therefore must be under the "absolute control" of th<>

British Admiralty. The Admiralty had conceded the utmost

to Australian political opinion when it had consented, against
the dictates of sound naval strategy, to restrict the operations
of the subsidized squadron to Australian waters; and now
could "

go no further in that direction." Accordingly
" a

far more useful and practical form of colonial contribution

towards imperial defence is that adopted by the Government

of the Cape Colony an annual grant towards the cost of

the Imperial Navy, to be applied by the Admiralty without

restrictions of any kind." On the other hand, the present "un-

fortunate and most mischievous proposals" might (horrible'

thought !)
lead in time to

" the establishment of semi-inde-

pendent navies throughout the Empire." As for the proposed

periodical inspection of the local squadron by the British

Admiral, the latter could not report favourably without
"
virtually telling the Admiralty that the Federal Govern-

ment knew much better how to organize naval defence than

it does itself," a proposition apparently too outrageous for

further elucidation. The gist of the matter was, according
to The Times, that " naval defence, such as Australia needs,

is not to be had upon these terms," which opens up a gloomy

prospect for the Empire, seeing that the foremost colony

bluntly declines to have anything to do with naval defence

on the official system.
These strictures were endorsed warmly in a letter by the

Secretary of the Imperial Federation (Defence) Committee,

who urged the colonies to "pay their money towards the

maintenance of the Royal Navy, and allow their local navies

to come to an end." The desire of Australians to take " an

active part in nautical life
"
was admitted to be "

laudable,"

but "every opportunity for this is afforded by the Royal

Navy in Australian waters," a remark betraying an utter lack

of sympathy with local requirements or national instincts.

When The Times returned to the charge in the following

January, reiterating its strictures with increased violence,

official imperialism found another champion in "Navalis,"

who seemed to echo the views of the Navy League. On the

other hand, Lord Carrington, as Governor of New South
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Wales in 1887, bore testimony to the

of Australian sentiment; while Lord Braasey defended the

Australian proposals with the authority, not only of a naval

expert, but of a close acquaintance with the facts of the

movement, in which, as Governor of Victoria, he himself bed

taken a friendly band Nevertheless, Thi Timi* seems to

have expressed the views of the Admiralty wit!, tolerable

precision, for the question of Australian naval defence pmctic-

ally remained in abeyance until Lnm-lit up again at the

Conference of 1902.

When that occasion arrived the position was not pit

for the national advancement of Australia. As a nationalist

Sir Edmund Barton had shown more enthusiasm and greater

success in the oratorical campaign which led up to federation

than in the duller work of inaugurating departments and

harmonizing conflicting interests which devolved upon the

first premier of the new Commonwealth. In London be

lacked the support of Mr. ('. Kingston, the strongest states-

man and nationalist of Australia, who, at the Conference of

1897, had stood out for national principles of naval reform,

and now stayed behind to enhance his reputation by a fear-

less administration of the federal Customs. On the other

band, another colleague, whose office was more directly con-

cerned with the objects of the Conference, happened to be

orough colonialist. As premier of an isolated colony

for many years, Sir John Forrest had acquired a deeper

sympathy with the colonial loyalty which passed through

himself to the source of imperial favour, than with the

pan-Australian sentiment which tended to limit his local

nation. He had been called of necessity to federal

office, as a concession to the sentiment of Western Australia ;

and was directing the department of Defence with the self-

<l obstinacy of tlu lial.iiu:il autocrat At the present

tare he embarrassed the national cause by presenting an

official memorandum,1 in which, rejecting an Australian policy.

1
I desire to My that the minute in no way represented U vitvt

>c Commonwealth Government, . . . never came up for

and was therefore never adopted by the OibOMt. 1 1

views at the time.
n-Sir John Forrest, July 9, 1903.
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he declared for a naval programme after the heart of official

imperialism. His proposals for a renewal of the subsidy

merely followed the line of least resistance, and thus serve

to exhibit in a stronger light the far-seeing wisdom which

forbade the Canadian statesmen of 1887 to acquiesce in the

fatal precedent. These proposals, moreover, coincided in

principle with the views of Mr. Seddon, and thus attracted

the favour of officialdom by offering a comprehensive arrange-
ment to include both the Commonwealth and New Zealand.

Finally, the cause of Australian self-respect could not escape
the pressure, subtle but unmistakable, with which the mort-

gagee knows how to check the independence of his victim.

A whisper from the City, and Australian patriots sorrowfully

weigh the prospects of the imminent loan or the impending
conversion against the behests of the national conscience.

Under these adverse circumstances Sir Edmund Barton

persuaded himself that he had done the best for his country.

Nevertheless, he did not return to Australia unconscious of

the storm-clouds which, on the first rumours of the new naval

proposals, had gathered over the political sky. Before the

final conclusion of the Conference, Mr. Deakin, then acting

premier, presumably not unaware of the situation in London,
delivered a speech at Melbourne (Aug. 12, 1902), which

seems to have been timed with the forlorn hope of strengthen-

ing the hands of his absent chief against the denationalizing

schemes of official imperialism. Speaking of imperial defence,

Mr. Deakin argued that the necessary unity of control was

not incompatible with a decentralization which would develop
local resources.

" The policy of centralisation restricted the colonies to contribu-

tions in coin, while the policy of decentralisation would substitute

trained men and bases of supply in the place of subsidies. Austr.-ili.-i

strongly favoured the decentralisation aslvocated by Sir Edmund

Barton, as contrasted with the centralisation sought by the proposals

of Mr. Brodrick and the Admiralty, which in no way appealed to the

patriotic sentiment and self-reliant spirit of Australians. No colon I'M 1

force under War Office control could have furnished such effective

soldiers for South Africa as the volunteer contingents had furnished."

Reuter.
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Landing once more on Australian shore*, Sir Edmund
Barton exerted all his ample gifts of eloquence on behalf of

the naval agreement to which he had pledged bis honour and
sacrificed his past He did not claim that it embodied an

ideal policy, but sought to vindicate it by quoting the

strategical commonplaces of the Admiralty, and by frnpfntitr-

ing the question of expense. His apology was received and

pondered by the Australian people ; with what result may be

learnt from an article in the Aye (Nov. 12, 1902), which

provoked a fresh broadside from the batteries of The Timu.

The popular Melbourne newspaper, which had yielded to none
in the loyalty represented by contingents, now declared that
" the people of Australia undoubtedly entertain the

distrust of the new naval agreement" It protested
"
the imperialistic and un-Australian character of the

which would "
merge the Australian Squadron absolutely in

the British Navy," and " seek to impose upon the people of

Australia taxation without representation/' Alluding to the

familiar strategical arguments, it pointed out that, while the

imperial navy was the first line of defence, it did not provide
the protection required by Australia against the raids of

"roving marauders" upon coastwise commerce. It urged
that for Australia to undertake the latter responsibility was

a far more appropriate form of contribution than was sug-

gested by the imperial plan
"
for roping in all the British

colonies as contributors to the British Navy, regardless of

r local defences." The article concluded with a warning

against the "old cry of the British professional officer to

disparage the volunteer," and an emphatic condemnation of a

proposal which resembled a request to
"
open your purse and

shut your eyes."

Faithful to the pledge extracted by the official imperial-

ists, Sir Edmund Barton introduced a Bill (July 1903) to

give effect to the new agreement
1

Anticipating obvious

cism, he repudiated, as he was bound to do, the suggestion

undue pressure." Contrasting the new agreement with

its predecessor, he laid special emphasis on, firstly, the
"
sea-

1 All the quotation* following are from the Australian lUtuard rtport
of the,-e vli-Kit.-.-.
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going" feature, the zone of operations no longer being limited

to Australasian waters; and secondly, the provisions for

training Australian seamen. In support of the first )i<

endorsed the familiar
j
latitudes of the Admiralty, about

offensive defence and unity of control
;
and dwelt at length

upon the second, in hopes of conciliating nationalist senti-

ment. Three third-class cruisers, being
" obsolescent

"
vessels

already upon the station, were to be employed as training

ships; two for Australia and one for New Zealand. In

addition, a new third-class cruiser would be kept in com-

mission, to carry an entirely Australasian crew, paid at

special rates by the imperial Government. The permanent
crews of these four vessels would amount to about nine

hundred men. Nor was this the whole of the " Australian

element." A branch of the Koyal Naval Reserve was to be

formed, comprising twenty-five officers and seven hundred

seamen and stokers. As to the existing naval forces of the

several States, it was "
hoped that the bulk of them may be

absorbed by the new arrangement." Thus naval training

would be afforded to about sixteen hundred Australasians at

the outset. The federal premier argued that by this means
" those who join will also have an opportunity for equipping
themselves for service in an Australian Navy, if such a navy
should afterwards be constituted." His critics, however,

reminded him that the Naval Reservists, drawn from the

men who had completed their three or five" years service

afloat, would remain at the call of the imperial Government,
instead of being available for the special service of the

Commonwealth.

In further support of the agreement, Sir Edmund Barton

contrasted the three possible alternatives, namely (1) the

abandonment of naval defence altogether; (2) the possibility

of obtaining another and better agreement ; (3) an Australian

Navy. Dealing with the first, he entered a protest against

colonialism, which recalls the patriotic spirit of his previous

career.
"
I trust that we shall not be degraded by the

argument that we need not discharge our duty because we
shall derive exactly the same benefit if we ignore it." He

quoted the trade statistics, pointing out that 40 per cent, of
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the ocean trade did not concern the mother country at all

In reply to the argument that an annual subsidy produced
no tangible national asset at the end of the term, he

pared nciple of the agreement with that of

Proceeding to the second and third alternatives, the Australian

premier relapsed into colonialism. He dwelt upon the "
ex-

ceedingly advantageous
"
character of the contract, whereby

the Commonwealth obtained the "minimum adequate pro-
tection" for a subsidy amounting to only Is. Id. per head

of population. The old agreement, at the date of its incep-

tion, had involved 8d. per head, but the increase of population
in ion years had reduced the tax to 6d. Likewise the cost

of the new agreement would be reduced progressively by the

her increase of population. At the same time, the

volume of trade for which this insurance premium was

payable had expanded in a much larger ratio, since 1887,

than was represented by the increase of the subsidy.

Accordingly Sir Edmund Barton claimed credit, like a

true colonialist, for having secured a great deal in return for

very little at the expense of the British taxpayer. Whereas
the Admiralty had suggested a subsidy of 467,000 (includ-

ing New Zealand), he had reduced the Australian amount to

200,000. He recapitulated the colonialist arguments which

he confessed to having employed in England against the

official proposal He had, it appears, presented the orthodox

ire of the poor, struggling Australian ; who has to pay
rest on state-owned railways, instead of paying a much

larger amount in dividends to private proprietors, as the

English do.

"The taxpayer who is relieved ... of the burden which falls

on the taxpayers in our struggling communities can mo?

perhaps, afford a large contribution to naval and military

it becomes a question not of what we would like to do, bat of

what we can do. ... Holding that opinion, I could not be of the

opinion at the same time that we, who, while doing all these things,

are absolutely throwing open the results of our efforts to the rest of

the people of the Empire, at any rate the white people of the

sllliilii,
should be called upon to contribute at the same vast per

pad as the taxpayers of the United Kingdom. ... We should very
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soon come to the end of our tether if we recognised anything like a

proportionate liability."

After reading the opinion of the Australian protectionist,

one is prompted to ask what is the total of the English
contribution to the Empire, reckoning up all those

"
efforts

"

of which we "
open the results to the rest of the people of

the Empire."
The third alternative, an Australian Navy, was the most

popular with the nationalist critics of the agreement ;
so that

in discussing it the Australian premier felt himself to he on

dangerous ground. While asserting his full appreciation of

the "
local patriotism

"
which animated his opponents, he did

not scruple to appeal to colonialist instinct
; urging that the

minimum local squadron would cost fully 500,000 per

annum, including interest and sinking fund. In this connec-

tion he alluded to the financial provisions of the Common-
wealth Constitution, hinting that the States might resent

the appropriation of the full quarter of customs receipts

which is assigned to the federal Exchequer. But he seems

to have felt the humiliation of meeting national self-respect

with objections of this character, and the expediency of

finding higher grounds for the exclusion of an Australian

Navy. Turning aside from the financial question, he

endeavoured to persuade the Australian Parliament, as he

had already persuaded himself, that the creation of a national

squadron was incompatible with the principle of imperial

co-operation. This argument involved him in the assumption
that to maintain such a squadron was to "dispense with the

assistance of the imperial navy/' and to
"
accept the alter-

native that the Empire must operate by scattered units,

losing the power of concentration." Under the obsession

of official imperialism he seems to have abandoned the

nationalist point of view, to which alone he owed his exalted

office. He urged upon his fellow-Australians that " we must

look at questions of Empire as citizens of the Empire rather

than as citizens of Australia
"

;
and actually asked them,

"
If

an Englishman in England pays from 15s. to 17s. towards

the maintenance of the navy, why should an Englishman in
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object to pay la.?" It was not by appealing to

lishmen in Australia
"
that the founders of the Common-

won the suffrages of their countrymen.
The official doctrine of "one fleet under one control"

ty is vitiated by illogical concessions to common sense ;

and Sir Edmund Barton experienced no exception to the

rule. Having explained that the principle of

and not localisation, was the sufficient and only
Australia against raiding cruisers, he presently declared

that
"

it may be advisable to have torpedo boats or destroyers

at each of the principal ports as a means of special harbour

defence. That will not be done immediately, but, as I say,

as opportunity and funds permit" Nor would he admit

that the example of Canada afforded any reason for delay-

ing to ratify the agreement In his opinion, Canada bad

"abnegated
11

a right principle; and he believed that the

Canadian people would condemn the action of their repre-

sentatives. He pointed out that his own course was in

harmony with that of four out of the five other self-govern-

ing colonies represented at the Conference. He concluded

rith a fitting peroration, in which, as if finally renouncing

he nationalist creed, he quoted a passage from Ruskin, to

the effect that England must found colonies and teach
* her

colonists that their first aim is to advance the power of

Bogland by land and sea." Official imperialism itself could

not have dictated a more congenial sentence.

To support an un-Australian naval compact, even when

proposed by his rival, was the fitting part of a politician to

whom the national cause owed nothing of its hard-won

success, In the federal campaign Mr. Reid had been a late

convert to the national programme, only when that pro-

gramme fairly stood to win. In the story of the federal

institution Bill, the ex-premier of New South Wales always

gores as the champion of provincial prejudice, setting the

fancied grievances of his own colony above the future of the

Australian people. Since the establishment of the Common -

wealth he had kept his hold upon the democracy of New
South Wales by pandering to its petty jealousy of Victoria ;

and upon the powerful importing interests of Sydney by
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holding out hopes of an impossible free trade, which would

condemn the Commonwealth, as it had condemned the colony,

to perpetual insolvency. On the present occasion the leaded

of the federal Opposition was faithful to the tradition which

has earned him the popular title of "Yes No." For ho

announced his intention of supporting the Bill, while ad-

ducing the most cogent reasons for rejecting it. In

particular, he explained with great lucidity the vital]

differences in principle between the new agreement and the

old one, for which he himself had been partly responsible.

He pointed out that in 1887 "the object of the naval agree-
ment was defined to be ' the necessity of increasing the naval

force for the protection of the floating trade in Australasian

waters/" at the joint charge of the imperial and colonial

Governments. He stated that the Admiralty itself had
"
proposed that there should be a limit within which the

auxiliary squadron should work
"

;
and that this principle of

localization had not been called in question when, in 1897J
"tentative proposals were made obviously made in the

t direction of altering the naval agreement and increasing thd

1 contribution of Australia." Another important feature oil

1 the 1887 Agreement was the condition "that, if the

(auxiliary squadron were established, there should be
no]

.diminution of the force of the imperial squadron in these!

Was. ... So that we have clearly brought out the idea,

of an imperial squadron in the ordinary sense, such as
they]

have on the China, or East Indian, or Northern Pacific!

stations, and then an Australian squadron." Thus

auxiliary squadron
" was to be an additional defence for

purpose of protecting the trade in Australian waters."

contradiction of these principles the new agreement abolisl

the Auxiliary Squadron, with its special function and limil

zone ;
and made the Commonwealth contribute to the otl

the uncontrolled imperial squadron. His view of the differ-f

ence in political principle was that the old agreement
"

sets*!

out a partnership in Australian defence, whereas the Hill

under discussion sets out a partnership in imperial defence
"

.marking a change from a national policy to an imperial-)
federalist policy. Nevertheless, Mr. Reid, while expressinj
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his abhorrence of that kind of imperialism, teams to have

been conscious of the difficulty which he would create for

himself if, by defeating the Bill, he should be called upon to

frame an alternative scheme, and to reconcile the hopeless

antagonism between his own colonialist record and the

national feeling of the country. Therefore, although he

"sympathised intensely with those who wish to see the

beginnings of an Australian navy," he fell back upon the plea
that " we cannot incur any very large expense just now." In

a similar
"
yes no

"
strain, he alludes to the local naval forces

which, according to the premier, were to be absorbed and

ended.
"

I have no hesitation in saying that if I thought
this agreement was to be made use of to interfere in any
sense with the vigorous development of our naval brigades, I

should vote against it I should think myself absolutely dis-

loyal to this country if I did not do so; but I think it is

possible to vote for this BUI and to pay this money." In

fact, he was "profoundly impressed by a sense of great

obligation to the mother country in the matter of defence."

summary of his characteristic position seems to be

contained in the following sentences: "Whilst I intend to

support the new agreement, I wish it to be distinctly under-

stood that I altogether repudiate the attempt which is

obviously being made to change the position and relationship

of the Commonwealth to the imperial Government in matters

m imperial policy."

The debate on the Bill was protracted, and in every

respect remarkable. Compared with the debates of the

colonial Parliaments on the introduction of the 1887 Agree-

ment, or with their more recent debates upon the great

lion of the South African contingents, it testifies, by its

lofty tone throughout, to an elevation of political character,

ktinguishing the Parliament of the Commonwealth from its

provincial forerunners; and also, by its actual treatment of

be subject, to the rapid development of an Australian

patriotism.

Most striking of all is the attitude of the federal Labour

party. So far from displaying the wretched colonialism

ibaracteristic of the provincial Labour politicians in the
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federal campaign, and again in the debates upon the war, the

spokesmen of the federal organization for the most part main-

tained the highest national standpoint. A Labour politician

of the colonial rdgime would have objected to the proposed

agreement; principally on the ground that the mere
11

colony
"

required no naval defence
;
or that it was being

called upon to contribute more than its share; or that 1 1n-

British bondholder might be trusted to defend the country

pawned to him
;
or by vague denunciations of

"
militarism."

But on the present occasion the lingering taint of colonial! m.

insignificant throughout, was not more characteristic of the

Labour speeches than of others. Indeed, on the whole the

Labour members figure as the most ardent adherents of the

national idea connoting national defence undertaken by
Australian men, paid for out of Australian taxes, and con-

trolled entirely by the Commonwealth Government.

Next to the nationalism of the Labour attitude, the

debate is noteworthy for the practical unanimity in favour

of the principle of an Australian navy; in defiance of the

doctrine which the official imperialists had sought to inculcate

by the terms of the new agreement. Out of the majority
which barely sufficed to ratify the Bill, nearly all the leading
men agreed with the minority that an Australian navy must
be created sooner or later. In voting, nevertheless, for the

alternative of a meagre subsidy, they followed the perverse

guidance of their respective leaders.

Nor must it be imagined that the Commonwealth Parlia-

ment was heedless of the strategical arguments in favour of

the plan proposed. The whole history of the Australian

naval question was reviewed with admirable thoroughness by
Sir John Quick and others; showing that, up to 1902, the

Admiralty consistently had supported the principle of a local

squadron, as an auxiliary to the imperial squadron on the

Australian station. The function of the latter was the pro-

tection of intercolonial and coastal commerce, and of seaboard

cities or naval bases, against the attacks of such raiding
cruisers as, in the official opinion, might be expected to elude

the utmost vigilance of the main British fleet. It was easy
to point out that there had been no suggestion of any recent
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revolution in naval conditions to justify the

proposed extinction of
^
the Auxiliary Squadron.

to was the example^of England herself, for whose special

protection, according to the Afoul Annual and other

s localized naval dispositions were still

Hence the obvious inference, that the revolution in principle,

embodied in the new agreement, bad been dictated by other

than strategical considerations.

The latter theory, it was argued, was supported by the

trend of Admiralty policy in connection with the working of

the old agreement In that scheme the prime mover had

been Admiral Tryon, whose broad-minded policy for
"
culti-

vating the maritime spirit
"
had contemplated a squadron for

local defence, manned, maintained, and controlled by the

Australians themselves. But on the departure of Admiral

n, the fulfilment of his idea was entrusted to hands less

able and sympathetic. For, while the strategical principle

of a local squadron was maintained, the political principle of

ng an Australian pcrxmnel was discouraged steadily ;

so much so that Australian Governments, notably that of

Queensland, had been refused the assistance of their own

squadron for the training of their separate naval brigades.

lefiance of the root principle of Admiral Tryon's design,

not a single Australian seaman or officer had been trained

ou board the Auxiliary Squadron. Hence the present pro-

posal, abolishing that squadron altogether, seemed to be

merely a further step in a deliberate policy of preventing

Australia from obtaining an independent and responsible

part in her own naval defence. It was the policy of per-

petuating the colonial status, of checking the expansion of

colonial autonomy into national responsibility; substituting

for thu ideal of national equalization the anti-national notion

centralized imperial federation.

Out
oLJhjg debate it seems possible to construct the

policy of uavaT^defence which the Commonwealth would

T to adopt In the first place, there is due recognition

:he fact that Australia is an island, rendering naval

defence the prime necessity, although the circumstances

of the pre-federal era formerly diverted public attention to
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the military aspect Also, there is a predominant feeling,

shared by most of the Labour party, that it is unworthy
of the new Australian nation to depend upon the mother

country to a greater extent than is imposed by finan< ial

exigencies. There is a general recognition of the twofold

character of the naval problem, of the need for two distinct

naval forces ; namely, a local squadron for coastwise defence,

and an ocean squadron to form a unit in the British naval

combination for offensive defence against organized attack.

But it is recognized that an immediate naval programme
for Australia cannot provide for both these squadrons on

a national basis. Accordingly, it is held that the first duty
of Australia is to undertake such a part as will best

"
culti-

vate the maritime spirit," and that the obvious instrument

for this purpose would be the local squadron rather than

the ocean squadron. For the former would be less expensive
to procure and maintain

;
would offer greater facilities for

manning and naval training ;
and in other ways would better

answer the purpose, by reason of its local presence and

distinctively Australian function. As to the practicability,

even under present conditions, of instituting such a squadron,
Australian in fact as well as in name, the Reports

l of the

Melbourne Conference (1899) and of Captain Creswell

(1902) were quoted freely.

Finally, there is no reason whatever, on the evidence of

this debate, to fear that the principle of imperial co-operation

is becoming distasteful to the Australians, except when it is

made to clash with their self-respecting national ambitions.

It is certain, at present, that they would not initiate a local

squadron without welcoming the advice, assistance, and dis-

ciplinary supervision of the British Admiralty. They would

regard the better equipment and fortification of Australian

naval bases, which would be part of their local naval scheme,

as a contribution to imperial defence in a larger sphere. If

such is their present idea, its logical completion would involve

the ultimate provision of a second genuinely Australian

squadron, to replace that which ^s assisted by the present

inadequate subsidy, as a unit in imperial naval dispositions
1 See Appendices A and B, pp. 174-189.
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in the eastern seas. It IB the policy of

iiolicj of supremacy.
The vitality of these principles b attested by the subse-

quent action of the premier himself. Winding up the debate.
. i'-li he confessed to having

M
learnt a little," be announced

Cabinet now had concluded that
"

it was not desirable

to obliterate the whole of the local naval defences." Upon
this decision the Bill itself could have "

absolutely no eft**
*

because
M the Colonial Naval Defence Act of 1865 an

perial Act does make provision by which colonies are en*

powered to raise colonial branches of the Royal Naval Reserve,

and also to maintain ships and crews of their own. I am not

aware that this Act has been repealed." Demurring to the

imputation that the Government was "opposed to the estab-

lishment of an Australian navy at any time," be pointed out

hat we have made the agreement subject to

determination upon notice at the end of eight years, which

will be somewhere about the time when the financial provi-

sions of the Constitution will be subject to revision, is an

ation of what we mean."

Nevertheless, the pressure of the nationalists was such

that Sir Edmund Barton proposed the insertion in the

preamble of the following additional clause:

N othing in this Act or in the said Agreement shall be deemed

to affect the purely Australian naval defence forces, ship*, and

armament maintained in the Commonwealth for harbour and coast

defences. Such Australian forces, ships, and armament at may be

approved by Parliament shall be maintained by the Commonwealth

and be solely under ita control."

By some it was argued that the addition was ui

t derogatory, since no agreement could impair the right

of the federal Government, under the Constitution Act, to

legislate for the defence of the Commonwealth. Others, also

sympathizing with the intention of the new clause, appre-

led that it was tantamount to a contradiction of the

declaration in the official preamble that the parties had

agreed upon the "necessity of a single navy under one

authority, by which alone concerted action can be
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According to the Premier, however, this declaration " does not

mean anything more than that, so far as the Imperial navy
is concerned, it shall be one navy under one control," leaving
an opening for subsidiary navies. He himself proposed the

saving clause only in order to "give satisfaction to some

honourable members who are under some apprehension."
Even so, there was a disposition to condemn the whole

preamble ; because it not only seemed to exclude the possi-

bility of Australia taking over the other (imperial) squadron
at some future date, but contained " a far wider declaration

of policy than we are prepared to accept." For it raised the

question whether " we are finally adopting a certain principle

as the naval policy for Australia, or whether we are simply

doing the best that we think the circumstances of the case

will permit." The mere fact of paying a subsidy was felt

to imply acquiescence in a "
certain principle," and to prompt

the question why the subsidy should not be raised to a more

adequate amount. However, the preamble was ratified with

the addition of the new clause. The Bill was passed, thanks

to the leader of the Opposition, by a majority of fourteen in

the House of Representatives, and of seven in the Senate,

where it was criticized on similar lines.

To what extent this Act impaired the credit of the Barton

Government remains a matter of conjecture. Not many weeks

elapsed before the strongest nationalist of the group, Mr. C.

Kingston, handed in his resignation. Ostensibly he retired

in connection with the federal Arbitration Bill,] which was

defeated on a detail of palpably less importance to the

national cause than the principle of the naval agreement.
The departure of the most popular Minister was followed

speedily by the withdrawal of the Premier himself, who,
as Chief Justice of the Commonwealth, adorns too late a

more congenial post Under the guidance of Mr. Deakin

the first federal Government completed its term, and delivered

its record for judgment at the polls. The striking feature

of the General Election was the large accession to the strength
of the Labour party, which had led the attack upon the

Naval Agreement Bill, and had included in its electoral pro-

gramme the project of an Australian navy.
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>e strategy of official imperialism had

the Australian nationalist*, it had failed altogether to turn

the stronger position occupied bj the Canadians, In happy
contrast to the Australian premier, Sir Wilfrid Uurier was
not hampered by a fatal precedent, nor by a hmdiiimm
colleague: and neither the material development of the

Dominion nor the surplus in its overflowing treasury de-

pended upon the goodwill of a city imperial and imperious.
But the Ministers of that proud and wealthy nation had

no mind to rest under the imputation that they were indif-

ferent to the obligation of defence. They laid before the

Conference a memorandum * in which they
"
regret that they

have been unable to assent to the suggestions made by Lord

Selborne respecting the Navy and by Mr. St. John Brodrick

respecting the Army. The Ministers desire to point out that
|

objections arise, not so much from the expense involved, I
as from a belief that their acceptance would entail an im-

portant departure from the principle of colonial self-govern-

merit" At the same time,
"
they fully appreciate the duty

u3 Dominion, as it advances in population and wealth,

to make more liberal outlay for those necessary preparations
of self-defence which every country has to assume and bear."

The governing principle of such a solution would be for

Canada to undertake " some of the services in the Dominion

which have hitherto been borne by the Imperial Government"

The unfavourable criticisms passed upon the Canadian Militia

were met by a reference to recent improvements ; while the

organization and dispatch of the first contingent, within

teen days, was cited as a proof of
"
reasonable efficiency."

he same time,
"

if defects exist, there is every desire on

the part of the Canadian Government to remove them, and

for this purpose the advice and assistance of

Imperial officers will be welcomed, and all

made to secure an efficient system." T!..

concluded with a significant indication of the princi

in future is to guide Canadian expenditure on national

The Ministers ... are willing that

1
Report, p. 7*
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be so directed as to relieve the taxpayer of the mother country from

some of the burdens which he now bears ; and they have the strongest

desire to carry out their defence schemes in co-operation with the

Imperial authorities, and under the advice of experienced Imperial

officers, so far as this is consistent with the principle of local

self-government, which has proved so great a factor in the promotion
of Imperial unity."

The precise nature of the "measures proposed," fi<>m

which the Canadian Ministers were "
obliged to dissent

"
on

the grounds stated, remains one of the secrets of the Confer-

ence. Tet enough has been made public to tempt conjecture.

Rumour has it that by the original prospectus the proportion
of naval tribute debited to the Dominion was 500,000 per
annum

;

1 and that when the full amount was not forthcoming,
the imperial directors intimated their willingness to accept
half that sum. As regards the military side, it is plain

enough that the scheme for colonial reserves, trained to the

Pall Mall pattern, and earmarked for the service of an

uncontrolled imperial Government, met with short shrift at

the hands of both the Canadian and the Australian statesmen,

who knew how the South African experience was being inter-

preted in the homes of their volunteer contingents.

Yet the Conference of 1902 may still prove to have been

most fruitful where it seemed most to have failed. The

passive resistance of a colony does not satisfy the energy of a

nation
;
and the Canadian Government was ready to follow

up its own suggestion of practical alternatives to the official

programme. It is within the writer's knowledge that, as far

back as 1898-99, at least one prominent Canadian Minister

favoured the idea of relieving the British taxpayer by assum-

ing the maintenance of Halifax. Doubtless tbe garrisoning
and general upkeep of a first-class naval station would involve

a larger average annual expense than the dole of the abortive

prospectus. But on neither side has the financial question
been uppermost. As a matter of principle the Dominion

Government held out for a national form of naval enterprise ;

and equally jealous of principle, the official imperialists clung
to the colonial theory, repelling the "

disloyal
"

implication
1 On the authority of the Melbourne Age.
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lifux belongs to Canada rather than to England. At

length, in the crisis of the war, prejudice yielded to ex-

pediency; and Canadian militiamen lined the ramparU of

r own seaport fortress, to watch the British garrison set

sail for Sou a. Hut the lesson of the war was mis-

uM.lerstood, until enforced more rudely by the lesson of the

Conference. Not until after that notable disillusioning did

our official imperialists give their serious attention to the

naliat point of view. Presently, having taken the lesson

.art, they invited Sir Frederick Borden, the Dominion

Minister of Defence, to membership of the new Committee

of Imperial Defence; and discussed the project of leaving
Halifax permanently in charge of the Canadian people. A
different concession to national sentiment sanctioned the

termination of the practice, and implies the surrender of the

theory, whereby a British officer commands the Canadian

tia. The political desirability of this reform long had

been felt in Canada from time to time, owing to the alleged

difficulty of controlling an imperial officer, impregnated with

the ideas of official imperialism. With unpleasant regularity

here had occurred "
regrettable incidents," said to reveal a

tendency of the imported G.O.C. to ignore or slight the

foan^ft" authorities, and to look primarily for the approval,

tacit or avowed, of his superiors at home, as though he had

been appointed by them instead of being the paid and

responsible servant of the Dominion Government However,

he political consideration hitherto had been outweighed by
the military prejudice, which the people shared so long as

colonialism was paramount But the reform became inevitable

from the moment when the first contingent of Canadians set

foot in South Africa, to view the War Office in action and to

compare the merits of various types of officer in the field.

elf-confidence in military matters reinforced the political

fcgument, and the sentiment of
" Canada for the Canadians

"

(began to affect the question of the militia.

On the return of the Minister of Defence (Dec. 1903),

the Canadian Government took in hand the schemes discussed

by him with the Imperial Committee. In January (1904) it

was announced from Ottawa that "Great BriUin
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Canada's offer to take over the expense of garrisoning

Esquim.tult and Halifax, owing to the possibility of war in the

Far East
"

the last sentence apparently being intended as

a bridge for the retreat of the old imperialism. Soon after-

wards it was announced that the Minister of Marine, Mr.

Prefontaine, a French-Canadian, was preparing a scheme for a

Naval Reserve, "the nucleus of which will be the fisl

protection fleets on the Atlantic and Pacific oceans and

Great Lakes, to which two vessels with modern armaments

will be added this year." (Reuter.) From this message it

appears that the Dominion shares the Australian sentiment,

that naval enterprise directed to local purposes is the best

method of
"
cultivating the maritime spirit

"
and the sense of

national responsibility.

Whatever the immediate outcome of the subsequent

negotiations, it is to the Conference of 1902 that the future

historian will trace the decisive overthrow of the colonial

theory, and the tardy recognition of national aspirations. In

Lord Selborne's speech, dealing with personal service in the

British navy, he will note a last despairing attempt to

reconcile the conflicting principles. The notion that oppor-
tunities for naval service under the British Government

would suffice to give Australians or Canadians a sense of
"
personal possession

"
in the British navy is radically wrong.

The mere fact that so futile an expedient should have been

adopted seriously is a symptom of vital weakness in the

theory which prompted it. With better logic the Admiralty,
in former days, set its face against the employment of

Australians, accepting the opinions of its officers on the spot

that colonials were not amenable to naval discipline a pro-

position which would have applied with equal force to those

unruly Americans whose capacity was tested ultimately off

Manila and Santiago. A more genuine difficulty was the

fact that British rates of pay are much below the Australian

standard. In its extremity, to save its dogmatic doctrine

the Admiralty took the bull by the horns. On the principle

of
" one control," it could not ask the federal Government to

1 It has been reported subsequently that Canada refused to find the

money so long as England retained control.
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make up the difference; or perhaps Sir Kdmund Barton

pleaded the |.vTty of hw country. However that may be,

tish taxpayer who now is called upon to inciroaao

naval estimates, in order to promote imperial aolida

and naval efficiency by establishing two rates of payment for

the same work in the same place the higher rate for the

Australian who only serves, and the lower rate for the Briton

who rules and pays for both !

In one inilu.-nti.il quarter the lesson of the Conference

seems to have fallen on deaf ears. The Navy League deemed
it advisable to send a special envoy round the Empire, that

the arts of the popular lecturer might attempt the task which

baffled the official imperialists. Mr. Wyatt, having
H! his tour, gave a summary of its result in rather

i a column of The Times (Oct. 6, 1904). His letter is

an unconscious echo of the Conference. The story of his

reception beyond the seas once more exhibits loyal colonists

accepting the principle of cash contributions, nominally at

rate; while nationalists reject it altogether. Naturally
is in the South African colonies, the furthest removed

from national consciousness, that he obtained the most en-

couragement Thus the premier of Cape Colony admitted

that
"
the amount now contributed by the Cape to the cost of

navy is far less than ought to be granted." In Natal the

colonial leaders seem to have proved equally amenable ; and

Johannesburg was waiting only until
" the condition of the

finances render a naval subsidy possible," New Zealand

seemed enthusiastic, yet showed only
" a disposition to am-

template an increase in the amount of its subsidy/' For the

nations Mr. Wyatt can spare only a quarter of the space
which he devotes to the younger self-governing colonies. In

Australia he encountered M
greater difficulties than anywhere

else," including "a strong feeling in favour of a local navy
the exclusive protection of Australian coasts," which

seemed to necessitate a special -organized and instructed

effort to explain the fallacies involved" In Melbourne a

new branch of the League was joined by
" various eminent

men, including Sir John Forrest and Sir Edward Button
"

names which hardly are representative of Australian national-
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ism. Mr. Wyatt refrains, as well he might, from discussing
"
the attitude of Canada towards naval contribution." But

he tells us, significantly, that now the "special aim of tin

Navy League in Canada is the creation of a naval militia

or reserve, for the service of the fleet in time of war." Kv.-n

so,
" the obstacles in the way of Canadian assistance to the

navy are undoubtedly serious." The trouble is that "the

number of those who understand the principles of naval

strategy is comparatively small, and the cloud of mis-

apprehension is relatively great." Truly, the cloud of mis-

apprehension is great.

Such has been the contribution to efficiency, in defence,

of the imperialism which eliminates or antagonizes national

aspirations. To English sympathizers with those aspirations,

who look to national patriotism for a broader-based defensive

union than ever could spring from colonial loyalty, Canada

seems splendidly to have maintained her traditional hegemony
of the daughter States. Full of assurance for the future,

the Conference of 1902 suggests a question for to-day. If

imperial federation has eluded our grasp, why pursue the

fleeting phantom in angry disappointment ? The old order

passes, and in vain its chagrined prophets cry out against

the new. Abandoning the shadow, let us reach after the

substance; discarding supremacy, to stake the future on

alliance.

APPENDIX A

From the South Australian Register, Aug. 22, 1899

REPORT OF THE NAVAL CONFERENCE

The Government has received the official report of the Conference

of Naval Officers recently held in Melbourne with the view to estab-

lish a branch of the Royal Naval Reserve or provide an alternative

conceited scheme. The following officers assembled: Captain F.

Hixson, Commanding New South Wales Naval Forces; Captain

W. R. Creswell, C.M.G., Naval Commandant, South Australia;

Captain R. M. Collins, Secretary for Defence, Victoria ; Commander
W. Drake, Acting Naval Commandant, Queensland ; and Commander
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I'ickell, V.N., Commanding Victorian Naval Foam Cantab
SOD WM elected President, and the Chief Clerk of the Victorian

Defence Department, Mr. F. Savage, WM appointed Secretary of UM
Conference,

The Conference reported at follows :

AM it U improbable that either the Admiralty propoaali for raiting
A Naval Reeerve in Auatralia or that any alternative

poaed by the Conference for increasing the naval defence of

can take effect before federation, we bate our

the assumption that such should be carried out by a Federal Gorern-

The Conference agreed to the following resolutions, to he sub-

mitted to their respective Ministers of Defence :

Moved by Captain Collins

1. That whilst a Royal Naval Reserve cannot, in our opinion,

be raised in Australia on conditions required by the Admiralty, yet
we consider that a Naval Force that would be efficienfand available

service in vessels of war can be raised on rates of pay and con-

iis of service suitable to the colonies.

3. That such force should be formed by the *-~^p tLr of

the existing naval permanent establishments, who would be the

instructional staff and required nucleus for maintenance of the vessels

reserve, the complement of the vessels being made up by the

officers and men not permanently employed but maintained in

efficiency by courses of annual training. This force would be main-

tained and controlled by the Federal Government, and would be

governed by a Federal Discipline Act and Regulations which would

provide for their employment in general naval service.

3. The Admiralty to provide ships of a type effective for service

in time of war, which, in peace time, would be stationed at the

principal ports for the drilling and training of the local Naval Force.

c ships to be maintained by the Federal Government, and be

subject to periodical inspection by the Naval Commanderin-Chiet

On Resolution 1. We are of opinion that although a Royal

Naval Reserve cannot be raised under Admiralty conditions, a

Naval Force of proved efficiency can be organised and trained under

the systems long in force in the Australian colonies. There is

at present a Naval Force of 1545 men in existence in Australia,

d as follows: New South Walea, 573; Victoria, 300;

Queensland, 512 ; South Australia, 160. Of these over 1000 can
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be considered band fide seamen, and the remainder consist of boat-

men, yachtsmen, etc. Thus there exists already a valuable nucleus

of trained men, and, from an examination of the returns of the sea-

going and fishing population, the Conference consider that, under

effective organisation, a Reserve Force of 3000 seamen could be

raised in time of need
;
whilst with regard to men who could not

be classed as seamen,
" there is reason to believe," as Lord Brassey

has stated,
" that the bluejackets form an excessive proportion of the

complement of mastless ships of war, and that the number of the

seamen class required has been calculated under the influence of

traditions coming down from sailing ships of former days
"

; and,

therefore, if necessary, a considerable proportion of the Colonial

Naval Reserve might be raised in accordance with such changed
conditions as where efficiency in naval gun drill and the use

of small arms and ability to pull an oar might be considered

sufficient qualifications. The duties of a reserve or supplementary
force are either (1) To make up for waste after engagement, etc. ;

(2) to raise the skeleton crews of vessels to war strength, and thus

at once increase the number of available ships. Such a force as

could be raised in Australia would largely exceed any possible

requirements of the vessels on this station, and there are no vessels

available to absorb the remainder. The Conference note that, under

the present establishment of Imperial fleet strength in these waters

in war time, when obsolete vessels, surveyors, etc., would be with-

drawn, there would be a surplus of seamen over those required to

man the effective ships on the station, leaving no place to be filled

by a reserve on the present establishments. Therefore, without the

addition of reserve ships, the full value of such an important force

would not be developed, but would be wastefully idle in time of

national emergency. The Conference are of opinion that an increase

of the naval strength on the outbreak of war would be an immediate

necessity for the protection of the floating commerce of Australia,

in which the mother country is largely interested; and that the

additional strength of the naval defence in war time could be ade-

quately provided as recommended in Resolution 3.

On Resolution 2. The ability of the naval establishments in the

Australian colonies to raise and train naval forces has long been

proved, as shown by the reports of Admirals Commanders-in-Chief

on the station. Further, we have had the honour to receive a letter

from His Excellency Lord Brassey, whose experienced judgment in

such matters is so well known, in which he gives it as his opinion

that the training of seamen in the colonial ships of war, Cerberus,
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Protector, and Gayundah, might be considered an equivalent to sii

months' continuous training in an Imperial ship of * The
iference nmnmmends that ... the seaman should be drafted to

First Division for a period of five jean, during which he would
liable if required for service in the fleet abroad ; then drafted to

Division, for a period of five jean, for harbour service.

Division to reinforce Second Division.'

On Resolution 3. These vessels would furnish the incnaeed

strength required in war time, and be a substantial addition

the fleet of the Empire. The stationing of ships in reserve at our

while they would be of service in training crews that would

required to man them in war time, would cause no additional coat

the British taxpayer. The Naval Force detailed to man, or partly

these ships should be raised bj expanding the present local

Forces, as proposed in Resolution 2. At the Premiers' Confer-

in L.iulon, in 1 897, presided over bj the Secretarj of State, the

Hon. Joeeph Chamberlain, it was proposed by the Right Hon.

C. Kingston, the Premier of South Australia, to substitute a force

of trained men for the payment in money now made for the mainte-

nance of the Auxiliary Squadron. In the letter previously referred

to as having been received by the Conference from Lord Brassej,

Hi principle received some support. The cost of the maintenance

of the local Naval Forces in Australia is at present about 65,000

per annum, which, together with the 126,000 contributed each

fear towards the cost of the Australian Squadron, makes a total

annual expenditure on Australian naval defence of 191,000. The
Conference are of opinion that this expenditure, controlled bj the

Mderal Government, would be sufficient to provide for the main-

tenance of five second-class cruiser*, stationed in peace time, as

ed, in the principal ports, and exercised from them, and for

the raising and maintenance of a reserve of sufficient strength to

provide not only for the manning of these vessels in time of war,

but also to furnish a source from which men would be available to

Imperial naval requirements and to make up waste.

General.

It has been the deeign of the Conference to outline a

whereby the available naval defence in Australia shall

1 This part of the report appears to be misprinted in i

fan which it is quoted. The text as given above is

nat

12
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passu with the growth and development of the Australian Common-

wealth, and become left, year by year, a charge on the Imperial forces

and Exchequer. To develop our resources and the training of ?//

seamen, so that, instead of remaining a source ofweakness and arw/W//

to the mother country an exposed flank we may gradually become

a strong outpost. To accomplish this it is necessary to have sj

regard to the nature of the defence requisite for an island emit in. -nl.

It was with the object of developing Australian naval efficiency that

the late Admiral Tryon suggested the formation of the Auxiliary

Squadron. The progressive policy which it is certain he intruded

to carry out with this end in view has not advanced from the initial

stage at which Sir George Tryon left it. When the Auxiliary

Squadron was first established by agreement between the colonies

and the Admiralty, it was generally understood, in Australia at any

rate, that the ships would form a means of drilling and training

Australian seamen. This expectation has never been realised, the

vessels in reserve having always been laid up in Sydney, and no

attempt has been made to utilise them for the benefit of the

local Naval Force. There has, consequently, been no advance in

Australia's ability to undertake any honourable share in her sea

defence. The present policy, namely, that of the payment in specie

in return for naval defence furnished in toto by the mother country,

makes no advance whatever. Twenty or fifty years hence Australia's

ability for sea defence self-defence will be as to-day, and as it

was ten years ago. A continuance of the present policy involves either

the periodical increase of the amount paid to the Imperial Government

for naval defence, that tlie growing trade and interests of the Federal

tion may be adequately protected, or, if that amount be not increased,*

we must expect a justifiable complaint from the British taxpayer. I n

this connection it is well to remember the high point already reached

by the Imperial Naval Estimates. In the event of a European com-

bination of such strength as to occupy the attention of the British

fleets, the continuance of a policy which in no way advances

Australian ability for sea defence might have disastrous conse-

quences. It has been the invariable policy of the motherland to

encourage all her colonies and dependencies in self-defence, i.e. to

encourage the organising of forces suited to meet and to resist the

particular danger to which they are exposed. The Cape, Canada^

and India are all cases in point all have land frontier requiring

military defence. Australia, having no military frontier, requires

for her defence a sea or naval force. As a recent modern example
of the respective merits as a defence of a powerful army or navy foi
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an ialantl defence, the eaae of Cuba in the recent Imarinan War b
conclusive. Cuba bad a standing army of flora 150,000 to 900,000

men, and an inefficient navy; the United Stales a standing army
>m 25,000 to 30,000, and an efficient nary. Tbe efficient navy
o United States deatroyad the Spaaiab nary. The amalJ army of

25,000 men embarked, and, chooaing their point of attack, captured

Santiago. The large army, with Cuba closely blockaded, became

ly an additional burden aa ration-eaten, and battened the fall

10 Spanish aide. It w neceeiary here to draw ittatition to

ha salient conditions which will govern Australian defence and

Pennine its character a the last half dosen years the keen

Ifeeotion of the political world has been concentrated on the Pacific.

here is every indication that it will play the part of the MediUr-

utmn in the past century aa the arena of

France, Russia, Japan have established naval

rful fleets in the north of the Pacific, Nearly every other

Buropean Power has effected a lodgment in the seas to our north.

very consideration, both of defence and our position of mflt^m^
Mich will be that of the "New Power in the Pacific," demands

from those responsible for the organisation of federal defe

Cognition of the primary importance of naval defence for

Lord Brassey's letter to the Conference. In this

tfon the Governor of Victoria expressed his keen interest in the

enrolment of a Colonial Naval Reserve, a question to which he

d given his best attention and keen support for more than

quarter of a century. Lord Brassey showed how many of

a Admiralty conditions, which were not suitable to seamen in

A : tralian waters, could be adapted to colonial requirements. Re-

ft rring to the good work done in the Spanish-American War, His

nellency said that our Colonial Naval Reserve should be drawn

fr. -IP. tli. *ame class which gave to the United States Navy in a few

H 12,000 men, who, although without previous service in war-

ships, were found efficient for their duties. In conclusion, Lord

Btassey offered the following suggestions:-^) The Colonial Naval

!: -rve should consist in some proportion of marine*. (2) Drills

and exercises afloat in colonial armed vessels may be substituted for

th. six-months' service in a vessel of war, as required for the Naval

Reserve of the United Kingdom. (3) The retainer offered by the

Admiralty to be supplemented, aa far as may be necessary, by a

n from colonial funds.
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APPENDIX B

REPORT BT CAPTAIN CRBSWELL ON THE BEST METHOD OP EMPLOYING
AUSTRALIAN SEAMEN IN THE DEFENCE OP COMMERCE AND PORTS

Laid upon the Table of the Senate by command, and ordered to be

Printed, February 7, 1902.

" For a maritime State unfurnished with a navy, the sea, so far

from being a safe frontier, is rather a highway for her enemies
; hut,

with a navy, it surpasses all other frontiers in strength."

The above quotation, from the Edinburgh Review, is of close

application to Australia. Our future must be that of a maritime

State.

It is a truism that the defence of the frontier of a State should

be in the hands of its frontiersmen. In Australia our seamen are

our frontiersmen. They numbered 32,000 in 1891.

That Australia should take an active and personal share in her

own defence, and especially in that which is her main protection,

is so directly in accord with the first principles of defence and our

soundest policy as a portion of the Empire, that only reasons of an

insuperable kind, such as national incapacity, could compel any
other course.

The insuperable bar is said to be the cost 4,000,000 for first

outlay and 1,000,000 per annum for annual maintenance. Th it

under present circumstances, is prohibitive. It is in the best interests

of an Australian navy that it should be so. Money cannot conjure
a navy into existence.

On the other hand, the alternative proposed, that of an increased

contribution to the Imperial Government, is one of stagnation anc

continued naval impotence for Australia tying up for an indefinite

time the country's best defensive arm.

The scheme required must be within our means, and of gradual

development on sound lines, to advance by progressive steps during
a fixed course of years; each forward step and addition to the

federal naval strength to be met by a reduction in the annual

contribution to the Imperial Government, finality being the taking

over by Australia of the protection of her own floating trade, the

particular duty for which the Auxiliary Squadron is maintained.

From an Australian point of view, the case for the establishment

for her own naval defence scarcely needs argument. From the

Imperial standpoint, the case is equally strong. The life of the
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i>ire depends on the fleet ; any strengthening of the fleet adds

he security of the Empire. Australia is the only considerable

dependency that is absolutely free from any concern for the ptoiaa

of a land frontier, and in a position to concentrate her attention

on sea forces and to add to the fleet strength of the Empire.
The first term of the agreement for the Auxiliary Squadron la now

completed, and the payment of over a million of money la not

sented by any remaining benefit whatever. It is proposed to

a fresh agreement, presumably at considerably greater cost,

ami a like rotmlt may be looked for.

The scheme here proposed, while it will be as effective in war as

ha fresh agreement, will cost no more, and we shall have the solid

remaining advantages of experience gained in naval work, training

and experience of officers and men, together with poseeesion of ships,

ant, guns, etc. Economies which make such solid

possible are due to difference in conditions between an

fleet serving in its own waters with only reduced

and the cost of manning and providing for a fleet from the other end

of the worM with full complement, passage of crews to and fro, ate.

There is advantage in using the services of officers and men on

M spot, and who have a close knowledge of the waters in which

they will have to serve.

Australia offers advantage to the defence as yet unavailed of in

Da important particular. It admits the use of a type of vessel of

superior gun-power to others of her class or any probable enemy.

> Organisation will be on the basis of reduced permanent crews,

and large reserves from the mercantile marine. The pay and

Btainer to the naval reserve will be a measure of protection against

the cheap foreign seamen and Asiatic.

enduring efficiency, a navy must be of comparatively slow

growth. The Australian naval defence should advance by successive

|ap
.

Scheme. Firtt .Step.

The provision of one modern ship of war, to be ordered forth-

with, specially designed to suit local conditions, and to be typical of

the class of ship required for Australian defence.

irmament to be of the latest kind in use in the Royal Navy.

aoipline, routine, and training to be that of the Royal Navy. The

naval Commander-in-Chief on the station to be empowered to inspect

hip and all men trained at any time, and to order alteration* to

be made in drill, routine, etc. In time of war the ship to be plaosd
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under the orders of the naval Commander-in-Chief for service in

Australian waters.

The men trained will in time of war man the federal ship of I

war, the remainder to be placed at the disposal of the Command

Chief, to man ships in reserve and fill up casualties.

The cost of the federal naval force, in peace or war, and however!

employed, to be entirely borne by the Federal Government.

The federal ship of war to carry a full complement of officer

instructors, but only a sufficient permanent crew for navigating,

caretaking of armament, etc.

Supernumerary junior officers and midshipmen to be appointed!

for training purposes as requisite, to meet requirements of expan
The coast and ports of Australia to be divided into naval <1

for training purposes; each district to raise one ship's com]
The complement of one Australian defence ship to be the unit, .m<l

under the orders of the commanding officer of the district, who \\ ill

be responsible to the Naval Commandant.

The federal ship will make the round of all districts at least

twice in each year for the continuous training afloat of the naval

force, which it will be compulsory for officers and men to undergo
at least once a year.

All present gunboats and gun vessels for harbour service to be

surveyed, and their usefulness or otherwise decided upon. Such as

are now quite obsolete, and deemed a greater expense to mail

than can be justified by their efficiency, to be paid off and sold.

The whole question of harbour and roadstead defence to be

reconsidered, and organised on lines more in conformity with m>

requirements. Harbour and roadstead defence has remained in the

condition it was in when the Auxiliary Squadron Agreement was

signed, excepting that the plant has depreciated.

A training ship or ships for boys for naval and mercantile service,

and a navigation school for naval reserve, affording them oppor-

tunities for rising in the mercantile marine, will attract the bed!

men to the naval force.

Cost of one craiser .... 300,000

Expenditure
Interest on purchase of cruiser . . 9,000

Wages to complement of 120 officei.s and

men and boys 1G,000

Coal, ammunition, stores, etc. . . 12,000

Carry forward, 37,000
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Brought forward, 37,000
Unforeseen and incidental to initiation

of new wrvico, training of additional

^HlfMiii and instructors to meet expen*

sionof service ... . (0)10,000

47,000

To be met by transfer of one-third of

present contribution to Auxiliary

Squadron to Australian naval defence . 95,000

And reduction in local naval defence by

utingpreeant staff and reorganisation. 12,000

47,000

'

ahip to be ordered forthwith and completed in 1901

Completion of first ship to be followed by-

Second ship, to be completed in . i

'

'

And expense of maintenance to be met as in first

Third ship, to be completed in . 1" 7

And expense of maintenance met as before.

.rtli ship, to be completed in . 1
'

Special provision will be made for maintenance of

fourth ship in reserve.

The training duties required will be divided between the first

three ships. The cost of maintenance of the three will be consider-

ably less than treble the cost of maintenance of the first ship.

Cost of accessory establishments, training ship, etc, to be met

from (a), for three ships, gives total of 30,000.

Appropriation Act extending over ten yean, setting

300,000 to 350,000 annually for naval defences would be a

satisfactory arrangement It would suffice to provide a fleet of five

cruisers suitable for our defence, and leave no debt If continued,

even at a reduced amount, it would provide for all renewals as

reqn .0 total vote for defence is 850,000. The naval vote

J 350,000 is a moderate proportion in a country only liable to a

n.iv.il ,t-
(

. i.-k.

Organisation.

The ships of the Australian Naval Force will be

reduced crews, and raised to war strength from our Naval
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The Australian ships will, if required, be the reserve squadron
to the imperial fleet in these waters, the latter being always fully

manned and ready for immediate service.

The above is a close parallel of the plan in force with the home
fleets of the United Kingdom, where there is

(a) The Channel Fleet, fully manned and ready in every par-
ticular for instant service

;
and

(6) The First Reserve, not fully manned, and raised to war

strength from the Coast Guard

For considerations that scarcely>eigh with Australia, the First

Reserve Fleet has recently been raised to a very forward condition

of preparedness, and exercised quarterly. Something but little

short of this can be accomplished here, the difference being delay in

calling up reserve men in private employment, instead of under one

command, as in the home Coast Guard.

The Australian seaman is readily trained.

By training and practising him in the ship in which he will be

required to serve, he can be made efficient for service in a com-

paratively short time.

Test of Reserve System.

The Protector, under this system, was manned and ready to leave

for China in three days. On arrival in China, the Commander-in-Chief

reported,
"
that the Protector was most useful, being an efficient and

well-kept man-of-war, reflecting credit on captain, officers, and men."

Her engine-room staff, largely made up of reserve men, steamed her

16,000 miles in four months, and she returned without defects.

The system of reduced permanent crews and reserve has thus been

fairly tested.

Cadet System.

The natural counterpart and development of the cadet system is

a training ship or ships, centrally situated, and made available for

Australian lads. Lads of approved character should be entered

for training, and given opportunities for entering upon a sea career

under favourable circumstances ;
a selected number to be enrolled

in the naval force, and the remainder in the mercantile marine, with

the proviso that they should serve for a period in the Naval Reserve.

Navigation School.

The technical education that is given gratis in various crafts,

trades, etc., should be extended to the sea calling, and a school for
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navigation tftabtithtd in connection with the naval force at the

principal Australian naval station. Many promising lads without

means or opportunities are, under present circumstance*, forced to

remain in the lowest ranks,

Service in the Naval Force to entitle a limited number to study
at the navigation school and qualify for higher certificates in the

mercantile marine. This would serve to attract the most desirable

men to the force.

The training, instruction, and discipline acquired in the naval

service by officers and men of the mercantile marine will be a benefit

to the latter service, its success and safety depending directly upon
the skill and discipline of iUjwrsoftfief.

A flourishing mercantile marine is a considerable asset in a

country's prosperity.

Cot* of Warthip$.

The objections to the provision of sn Australian navy were on

the ground of

Firttly, great cost of original outlay ; and

Secondly, ships of war, it was said, became obsolete so quickly

that they have to be continually replaced.

th the above have been much overestimated.

The cost of a ship of war was said to be 1,000,000. That is

the price of a battleship, a vessel practically useless for Australian

service. Their sphere of service is restricted to the major operations

of war, the scene of which, it is extremely unlikely, will be in

Australia. Our work in hand is the protection of the floating trade ;

for this a different class of vessel, costing a fraction of the amount

paid for a battleship, is required.

The limit of cost for the Australian war vessel would be

300,000.

/* of Warthipg before becoming 06so/sfo.

Obsolescence has also been overstated. There i* little

the hull of ships. In speed, only a small advance has 1

in the Royal Navy in the last ten years.

occasional modification. It is only at long in

in armament demand radical changes. The Royal Artkar is ten

yean old, up to date in every particular, and will probably hold her

place for some yean. Changes in arms and machinery and too-

though continuous, are gradual. On the
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occurs from time to time that some new invention is evolved that

offers commanding advantages. This, however, generally happens at

long intervals
;
of such are the application of steam to ships, breach-

loading guns, and Whitehead torpedo boats. The first to ad<

well-proved discovery will have the longest term of up-to-date

life.

The Protector was built in 1884, immediately after breech-

loading guns were proved a success. Four years later she could

outrange the flagship of the Australian station, the Nelson, which

was still armed with muzzle-loading guns. Seventeen years later

she is favourably commented upon in China as an effective warship,

requiring but little to place her in the first rank of her order. 1 1

tit i> is rapid obsolescence, and can be put forward as a valid objec-

tion to undertaking our own defence, it will seem to imply with

equal force to all armaments. Since the Protector was launclic'l,

two, if not three, changes have been made in the arm of military

forces. The first to adopt a new invention of proved value will

remain up to date for the longest time. At this moment there is

taking place the greatest change in marine locomotion since the use

of steam machinery in ships. The steam turbine is already a proved

success, and will in all probability revolutionise steam machinery
afloat. The greater the navy, the longer will be the time required
to carry out any change made necessary by modern inventions. Prob-

ably from twenty to thirty years will pass before every ship in the

Royal Navy is propelled by steam turbine machinery. The ad

tages of turbine machinery are increased speed, increased efficiency,

with considerable decrease in weight of engines, in space they

occupy, in supervision, and tendency to get out of order
; qualities of

special value to the ship proposed for Australian service. Modifica-

tions in armament are matter of smaller moment, and comparatively

unimportant

Special Type for Australia.

Great advantage will be gained by the adoption of a type of

vessel specially designed for the service she will be required to <

out in Australian waters. None such exist in the Royal Navy.

Ships of the Royal Navy may be called upon to serve all over

the world ; they are built, armed, and fitted accordingly. Such a

ship must be able to steam great distances on end, and carry on

operations away from a base for a comparatively long time. Long-
distance steaming compels great coal capacity. Long absence from a

base requires that there shall be large stowage room for stores and
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, The whole space and tonnage of a vessel of war la

l Cngine and boiler room. 2. Coal and Korea.

apace. 4. Gone and ammunition. 5. Armour.

Tonnage being limited, none of the apex* tinder the above

ings can be inoreaaed unJeaa at the expense of the other*,

increase ooal stores and armour would be to

an. I boiler or crew spaee. Shir* of the Royal Navy being
to ateam great distances, and to be ahaent from their baM for long

periods, a very large proportion of the tonnage b eat aaide for ooal

and stores. This compels reduction in armament, and they are

therefore very lightly armed in proportion to their tonnage.
Service in Australian waters would not be at any great

from a base ; all ports would be open to our ships for

tiii-ir coal. The generous allowance of space or

stores (especially for stores), required by the British cruisers, would

be unnecessary for Australian service.

By adapting our design to the favouring conditions of a long
coast-line with many coaling ports, we can reduce the coal and store

apaoe, and increase largely armament and gun-power. There can

be no greater waste than to carry hundreds of tone of coal and stores

more than necessary. Gun-power can, therefore, be so largely

ised in an Australian ship that she would be equal to a ship

twice her tonnage. Besides greater fighting efficiency, there is a

large economy in purchase money, maintenance, and up-keep of the

Special sen-ice ship of 960 tons carries 70 per cent,

metal than general service ship of 2500 tons. 1 The above principle

applied to a vessel of 3000 tons would give an

that of any probable commerce raider, and equal to

cruisers. Coal and store space has in the above been

it is likely that the adoption of tin turbine may to

compensate even for this sacrifice ; its economy of weight and spare

being one of its strongest recommendations.

The objection that such ships would be restricted to a limiud

field of action, and useless if imperial emergency called for their

service elsewhere, and that we should thereby be pursuing an

unsound policy of localising naval defence, is clearly disproved

the Protector'* performance. She is only 960

service in the South Australian gulfs, yet, with a heavier

covered the distance to China in practically the
1 Illustrated by the JVvtarfor (960 tons) and the ITeflsm (WO tone).
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Wallaroo, of 2500 ions. It is clear that a ship should be specially

designed to cany out the work which is her raison d'etre. It does

not preclude her being of service in other respects, but all other

considerations should be secondary to the main one her ability to

do the work she was built for. Powerful ships may mean fewer

ships, and proportionately smaller expenditure.

Naval Requirements in War.

The great want in every previous naval war has been men to

man our ships. Wholesale impressment can no longer be enforced

to make up the numbers. It would be suicidal to disorganise the

merchant service upon which depends the food supply and raw

material for the United Kingdom, nor does the British mercantile

marine offer the same recruiting field.

There is, at the present time, a shortage of some thousands of

officers and men necessary to raise the fleet to actual war strength,

even allowing for a response by 75 per cent, of the Naval Reserve

a liberal allowance.

Any future naval war, it is certain, will be waged against a

combination of naval Powers. It is most unlikely that any single

Power will undertake the task.

Great and powerful as the British fleet is, it will be taxed to the

uttermost to cover and protect a world-wide commerce, which is the

life of the nation, and at the same time carry on the heavy work of

the major operations of war in Europe. The fleets of Powers that

have little or no commerce to defend, and so are available for

aggressive purposes, are rapidly increasing. Absolute and complete

dependence by Australia upon the British Navy, situated as we are

at the extremity of the Empire, will add to that strain.

Failures, defeats, inability to afford us complete, perhaps any

protection it is only reasonably prudent to take into account our

condition in such a contingency would be one of absolute helpless-

ness. However powerful and perfect our military organisation, and

well armed and garrisoned our forts, our sea traffic must cease, or be

at the mercy of the merest privateer.

The spectacle of some 5,000,000 Anglo-Australians, with an

army splendidly equipped, unable to prevent the burning of a cargo

of wool in sight of Sydney Heads, is only the ordinary consequence
of a policy of naval impotence. The main artery of trade in

Queensland, that which connects the sea terminals of the several

lines of railway, is the coast route. It carries all her commerce, and

is exposed.
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There are some 1800 men in the Naval Port*, of

States. Tlie lack of training fmlitihju told t^uiullh.tidBei^cy
in tome States. Under federal ([nbaljini %yyf with proper

training afloat in the federal ahip of war, they could he made an
effectire body of men for aea service.

Although labouring under many diMulvantages, th* force ha
been kepi together in the firm belief that with

turn mainly for defence there would be established an Ai

naval defence, in which they would be accorded their due place.

No ttepe hare yet been'taken in that direction, to far aa the Naral

Force* are concerned, and doubt on this point ia taring a detrimeoUl

!!.

is intended that thw force shall be abolished, all

expenditure will be watted, and the creation of an

de novo will be rendered far more difficult, will take a

longer time, and be far more costly.

has been said that the Australian is a poor
not take readily to sea work. This scarcely

Australia has inherited her due share of the nation's

enterprise, either for war or commerce. The scheme put forward

has been designed to develop our naval capacity at the least (if any)
additional cost to the country ; but I would respectfully ask

it would not be in the true interests of Australia and the

even at considerable cost, to develop locally those qualities of

and that sea profession which first gave us, and has since held for

us, the land we live in.

W. R.

Copt, ami Naval



CHAPTER IX

THE NATIONAL AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER

COLONIAL journalism is not a witness which throws much

light upon the genesis and growth of colonial nationalism.

In the early days the colonial newspaper merely was a by-

product of the British commercial enterprise which it was

the sole function of a plantation to promote. Later, when an

indigenous population began to assert a public opinion of its

own, the newspaper, unable to depart from the standpoint of

Home commercial interests, generally figured as a reluctant

follower rather than an enthusiastic leader.

Canadians, when they complain that the development of

their country has been retarded by the undue timidity of

British capital, may discover one item of compensation in

the comparative liberty of their journalism. For their press,

however much it may be controlled by commercial influences,

at any rate reflects ideas and interests which are Canadian

rather than external If its literary and technical style is

American rather than British, it is not the less spontaneous
on that account. But of late years certain prominent
Canadian journals have been distinguished by a marked

endeavour to criticise public affairs from a genuinely national

standpoint, giving a lead to the direction of popular Canadian

patriotism. Conspicuous amongst these are the Montreal

Witness, conducted under the Scotch Presbyterian influences

which have become associated with commercial progress all

over the Empire ;
and the Toronto Globe, which is the reputed

mouthpiece of the present Canadian administration.

On the other hand, the early Australian press was fully

impregnated with English traditions. The principal news-

papers, for a long time owned and edited almost exclusively
190
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by Englishmen, became stereotyped hi an old-world

In outward appearance and journalistic style they
faithful reproduction of the orthodox English model Towards

lie affairs their attitude tended to conventionality, in con*

\rith the commercial fact that Australia was England's

possession. Not until the last quarter of the century was
solemn uniformity ! th- -l-malist press disturbed by

the intrusion of nationalism.

The revolt against colonialism in commerce created a

corresponding opportunity for journalistic innovation. The

devt'lnj.mnit. in Victoria, of the i>r<.trrti.,i,i..t -y-t.-ia \%.i-

accompanied by the development of the Agt t which presently
became the most influential of Australian dailies. An .

dental result of provincial disunion was that the kredinj

newspapers of Sydney and Melbourne never attained any
considerable circulation outside their respective

But tlu upstart Age, just because its protectionist

was Australian rather than English, rapidly acquired a

continental influence than its old-established rival, the

Morning Herald of Sydney. For the latter wn* wedded by
half a century of tradition to the notion that England
the great repository of commercial and political

that the system which suited the English importer,
or absentee landowner, was the only

M
natural

"
system for a

loyal dependency.
Thus the rise of the Age, so far as it signified a revolt

from colonialism, marks a decided advance along the road

leading to the Commonwealth. But the new journal does

not seem to have been avowedly or consciously national in

its aims. As the champion of the protected interests, which

necessarily were provincial, it played its part in accentuating
the anti-national friction which marked the relations of

oria with the mother colony, where free trade retained

the sanctity of a religion. Nevertheless it was preparing
the ground for nationalism. It promoted the idea of self-

supporting industrial activity, as preferable to the

exchange of native raw material for foreign

and instilled the doctrine that indigenous
industries alone could furnish the material basis of that social
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reformation which already was the chief political object of

Australian democracy. When federation became a popular
and practical question, the Age naturally was found upon the

side of a policy which would open a continental market

to Victorian manufactures. But the federalist newspaper

necessarily was nationalist also, in the sense of encoura

the sentiment of pan-Australian patriotism, as an antidote

to the idea, industriously circulated from the Sydney press

offices, that federation was nothing else than a manu-

facturers' conspiracy engineered in Melbourne. Nevertheless,

the nationalism of the Age, having been developed not

a priori but in support of a particular fiscal policy, has not

always been of a pronounced character in regard to other

than commercial questions. Moreover, the success of a colonial

daily newspaper, catering for a much smaller population than

its English contemporary, depends upon the favour of that

great majority which relatively is moderate and conservative.

Therefore the Age never became an illustration of extremity
in one direction provoking extremity in the other. The

latter distinction was reserved for a weekly publication, the

Sydney Bulletin, which represents the antithesis of its near

neighbour, the Morning Herald. Because colonial orthodoxy
reflected in journalism was more firmly established in Sydney
than elsewhere, that city seems to have been selected as the

most favourable centre for the publication of a journal in the

interests of heresy.

The new venture was launched about the time when the

loyalty which feeds upon the spectacle of a martial and

forceful mother country was being reduced to a low ebb

by the humiliating exploits of Gladstonian imperialism.

Announcing itself as
" the national Australian newspaper,"

and assuming the motto,
" Australia for the Australians," it

undertook the task of evoking a continental sentiment to

supersede provincialism, and an Australian patriotism to

supersede colonial loyalty. The specialities of the paper are its

style a grotesque and cynical humour bearing the impress
of a single and erratic genius its uncompromising radicalism,

and its violently anti-British tone. Seeing that the genius

was not Australian but immigrant, the virulence of his
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l*tthy, which has been modified of late years, seens to

ay an exile's bitterness at least as much as political con-

motion. Even outside the imperial question the rsdtfalissi

of the Bulletin has appeared too destructive to win the

intire confidence of political progressives. The shafts of

is cynical derision have been directed impartially sgainst
established society, established religion, and "conventional

morality." Yet though the Bulletin may take credit to itself

a popular tendency to violate those conventions, it

cannot claim that it has ever seriously attempted to recon-

struct what it has shown no scruples in destroying. In the

pbere of politics, on the other hand, its more recent record

EM entitled it, in the judgment of many, to greater respect
ban formerly. However that may be, the immoderate *;

of its polemics for a long time tended to defeat its legitimate

purpose. For the middle section of public opinion, which

tbnately controls the situation in Australia as elsewhere,

refused to take the Bulletin seriously.

Tet it is absurd to affect indifference nowadays towards

a journal which has become nothing less than an imperial
institution. For it has attained a circulation which is

Australasian and more, To the remotest limits of settle-

kent, in every Australian State, ragged back numbers of the

Bulletin form the literature of the shearers' hut and the

biers' camp. The pink cover is no less familiar in New
Zealand, and catches the traveller's eye upon the bookstalls

of Manila and Hongkong, Singapore and Colombo. Even
her afield it seems to find a demand which testifies to its

i
ue position amongst colonial journals. It is sent regularly

to agencies not only in London, but in San Francisco and

Vancouver, and in the principal towns of South Africa, where

influx of Australians during the war may have opened
the door to a permanent market for a publication which

somehow fits the antipodean temperament. Whatever the

lanation, students of the Empire cannot afford to ignore
a unique journalistic influence which has expanded over the

two southern continents, and along the margins of the Pacific.

Undoubtedly the extraordinary popularity of the

may be attributed largely to the variety of its

'3
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appealing to widely different intellects and interests, and

attracting a circle of readers far beyond that which finds

mental nourishment or entertainment in its political propa-

ganda. The cartoons and illustrations hold their own with

the similar productions of any other country for cleverness.

The " Wild Cat
"
column, despite the characteristic cynicism

of the title, has acquired a reputation for reliable and inde-

pendent criticism of both government and joint-stock finance.

"Sundry Shows" and "Sporting Notions" supply the con-

genial gossip of democracy at play. The "Society" page
and " A Woman's Letter

"
describe the doings of Government

House and neighbourhood with a vulgar familiarity, pandering
to all the snobbish instincts which simultaneously are de-

nounced in the editorial columns as an evil result of the

British connection. A page of
"
Aboriginalities

"
collects

doubtful anecdotes of aboriginal customs and of Australian

natural history. Finally, a considerable space is devoted to

the encouragement of Australian literature. Many of the

better-known Australasian writers of to-day have come into

publicity under the wing of the Bulletin. But for the most

part the inevitable
" Short Story

"
only exaggerates the 8*

side of the "
real

"
Australian life, with a monotony as dreary

to outsiders as that of the bush itself; while the native

bards seem equally powerless to dispel the impression of a

weary continent, and of a people
"
just glad to live." 1

But after all, it is the political activity of the Australian

national newspaper that gives it its unique individuality, and

must account for the greater part of its popularity. Its

influence, whatever it may be outside Australia, unquestion-

ably has been growing upon the continent itself. The fact

that its republican doctrine seems to have been losing ground

steadily has a significance of its own
;
but also serves to

emphasize the progress of its ideas in other directions. From
the beginning it has been by far the ablest and most strenuous

exponent of the so-called State Socialism, meaning the prin-

ciples of state responsibility and of nationalization, which

have been carried further in Australia than elsewhere. In

1 Cf. " The Australian," by A. H. Adams, in Maoriland, and Other*

Vertc*.
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federal movement it played a consistent and
of ito claim to represent Australian nationalism 1

conceded generally that no single advocacy contributed

than that of the BulUtin to the ultimate victory of the

lu pamphlet, entitled A /Wtcy/or th* Comma*.

1'uMishsd as soon as federation was assured, already
a certain historical interest, since it foreshadowed

linos actually followed later on. The policy of a White

Lustralia, of a nationalized federal capital, of fiscal protection.

preferential trade conditional upon reciprocity, of the

fc^iy^Am of State debts, of federal industrial legislation,

ready has been the policy of the Commonwealth,
'ie exigencies of party governmen at the

Erne the BulUtin, for all its nationalist enthusiasm, cannot

knoeal the disappointment, over the actual results of federa*

pon, which political idealists in Australia share with those

tve made the till their fat hti land."
1 As formerly in

United States and Canada, there has arisen a party which

seeks to save the old interests of colonialism by keeping up
obsolete notions of provincial sovereignty, in opposition

the federal authority; thereby provoking the national

Newspaper into a campaign against "State (Flights," and

in favour of "more unification" than that of the existing

constitution.

hout being a partisan organ, the BuUdi* naturally

discerns more promise of national progress in the Labour

party than elsewhere. But its general attitude of support

never deters it from exposing the shortcomings of the Labour

platform, especially in respect of fiscal policy. Itself an

'inpromising advocate of rigid protection, it has no

ce with politicians who ignore the obvious fact that

it is illogical, and ultimately disastrous, to ordain an

nil standard of wages, and the exclusion of

labour, while permitting the foreign products of low

here aw not a few men of mean* who hare made H
fatherland, and who are always ready to balance a temporary iaHniytioa
of money-making, or a temporary financial and unumrcfa

i

tgAinn the 9elf.crifice neceaary in upholding the honour of t

odor* Roosevelt, in Amtnam U~U> pp. S66-*
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or of coloured labour, to capture the Australian home

market; or while relying upon the export of food and i .im-

material, the price of which is ruled by world-wide competi-

tion, to meet the interest on the national debt. Before'

federation, the Labour politicians of Victoria were the first

to grasp the position, and in other colonies they \

showing signs of doing so; but in New South Wales they

persisted to the end in their hopeless attempt to en)

the highest rate of wages while refusing protection to home
industries. That the attempt had not become wholly diaJ

credited was due to a ruinous system of public finance,

which the Bulletin, alone of Australian journals, always lias

exposed and denounced with unwearying perseverance.

Briefly, all the Australian colonies, but especially New .

South Wales, were living on borrowed capital. The official

reply, that loans are expended only upon "permanent and

reproductive works," will not stand the searching analysis

to which the periodic statements of every Treasurer are '

subjected by their ruthless critic. Apart from the subtleties

of accounting, which often suffice to conceal a deficit, borrowed

capital is used for the renewal, if not the maintenance, of
'

so-called
"
permanent works," the cost of which has not been

liquidated by any sinking fund. For example, the equip
ment of railways seems to be included in the official

categorjj
of proper objects for the expenditure of loans. Yet the

original debt continues to bear interest long after the bridge

has been washed down to the sea, and the rails, or the

locomotive, are rusting upon the scrap heap. Again, when

revenue does not balance expenditure, and a loan has beei

raised in the same year, it is legitimate to argue that the

"unemployed" who were engaged to perform unreproductive
work at the minimum State wage of 7s. per day were

out of borrowed capital

The complaint of the Bulletin against the provincial

Labour politicians is not that they themselves have been

officially responsible for these financial crimes, which iff

not the fact, but that they have been content to hold

the balance of power, giving their support in return for

certain measures which, at least in a free trade State,
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could not be carried out consistently with self-cuppertiif

Jr**""* Further, it exonerates them from the charge, oftao

bade both in Australia and in England, of having ^righ^t^
he m.il practice. It argues that their

oHtieal supremacy is a thing of recent growth, dating only
iietiea, when** the era of financial

pas inaugurated and continued by the great men of

lid days, who sowed the seeds of the harvest which was

eaped in the financial crash of the last decade. Thus it

olds that the guilt of the Labour members is only that they
Slave countenanced and encouraged the mischief which they
found established

r.ut the Bulletin maintains that the federal Labour

organization is shaping more favourably than the old

il parties, and credits Mr. Watson's following with

a determination to veto federal borrowing, and to exert

he federal authority against further State extravagance.

to the other hand, the federal Labour members have not

satisfied their mentor in the matter of the tariff, albeit

'Ction in their ranks waa strong enough to forbid a

i. during their recent brief tenure of office, of the

existing tariff, which is inadequate to the needs of Australian

ufacturers. Nor have they made perceptible progress

trds the introduction of the Canadian banking system,
and the imposition of a federal land tax, by which means,

according to the tiultetin, sufficient revenue may be procured,

not only to maintain an active public works policy without

recourse to borrowing, but also gradually to pay off the

fisting debt But Mr. Watson's Government did

position to recognise the obligation of national
1 a determination to uphold the policy of a White

A lia. Respecting the latter, the Ifulletin alleges,

despitr the persistent denials from Brisbane, that white

our is actually proving equal to the work on the Queens

land sugar plantations formerly done by Kanakas, who now

are to be repatriated in thru island homes.

Perhaps the republicanism of the Bulldt* is the one

feature of its political propaganda which need not be taken

seriously. In the days when the journal was launched there
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may have been ample excuse for the assumption, now dis-

proved by experience, that Australian nationalism was pre-
< liuled by the imperial connection. There was the striking

precedent of the United States, the ex-colonies, where the

most fervent patriotism in the world seemed to be finding

its strongest nutriment in traditional hatred of England.

Likewise, such force as Canadian nationalism then possessed

was drawn chiefly from the sense of antagonism to the Un
States. Accordingly it might have been inferred, by a con-

genial spirit, that colonial nationalism could only be origin; r

not in the love of native country, but in hatred of some otl id-

country, preferably the mother country. Descending from

the general principle to details, it was obvious tli.it iln-

Empire was a factor in the perpetuation of that provincial

habit of thought, and old-world tendency of society, which

helped to obstruct the evolution of an indigenous patriotism.

Even "that tired feeling" of the aggregate Australian, which

the Bulletin accepts as a national characteristic, perhaps mitjii

be attributed partly to the narcotic of colonialism, as well

to the effect of a withering climate. Again, the enhanced

credit of the colonies, and the facilities for borrowing, due to

their imperial position, certainly aggravated the temptation
to financial extravagance, which rapidly was transforming tin-

imperial connection into the relationship of mortgagee and

mortgagor not the most favourable situation for spontaneous
national development. Nevertheless, when the anti-imperial

campaign had been carried through two decades, the Australian

democracy suddenly betrayed a more fervid and practical

enthusiasm for the Empire than at any previous period of its

history.

The Australian attitude towards the South African war

proved a sore trial to the national newspaper. At first it

may have seemed plausible to accept the version of ili

English pro-Boers, to denounce "
Jewhannesburg

"
and jingo-

ism, to dub the Australian volunteers "
Cohentingenters," and

to appeal to the " real
"
Australia, the solid men of the bush

and the mining town, to reverse the judgment of the metro-

politan crowds. But a difficulty arose when presently the

real Australia began to betray the same instinct in the matter
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a the cities, perhaps with greater resolution. In such dr-

fcomstanoes there was a pitiable inadequacy in the theory ol

I temporary insanity, which was all the JtuUetin had to offer.

ItH cartoon, entitled "Drunk:", depicted Australia, in the

[accustomed guise of the Little Boy of Manly, reeling upon
he Sydney wharf, and brandishing his farewell to the depart-

troopship with an empty bottle labelled
"
Military Sj

height of the war the circulation of the paper

]>ped considerably, even public institutions striking it off

heir lists, but seems soon to have recovered. At a later

stage it found ample opportune ndictive apologetics.

in the reaction hastened by a plentiful crop of military

scandals, connected with bushmen M
buccaneers," and over-

crowded transports ; the latter being an illustration of how
the imperial Government treated the

M
colonials

"
as

M
ii

so soon as it had finished with them. Subsequently the

not infrequent appearance of these
" swashbucklers

"
in the

e courts enabled it to disparage the character of the

iiiteers as a whole. Then the official boycotting in Sooth

a of a certain class of Australians the undesirable

iaum left behind out of several thousands was exploited

reate resentment against the British Administration,

oduction of Chinese labour, antagonizing the

ial prejudice of the Australian democracy, gave an even

biter opportunity than in England for the prophet of

evil to ask triumphantly if it was not a Jews' war after

all.

It seems paradoxical, if not suggestive of insult added to

ry, to saddle the Bulletin itself with the credit, or the

responsibility, for the enthusiasm displayed by Australia in

the war. And yet the truest generalization about that

iisiasm is to explain it as the expression of the very

nal sentiment which the Bulletin had set itself to create,

la significant that in Australia opposition to the con-

tingents practically was confined to those provincial Labour

icians who recently bad been conspicuous in opposition

to federation. Thus nationalism and imperialism are seen

hand in hand, and those who resist the latter turn out to he

the old enemies of the former. The contingents were the
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measure of the success, not the failure, of the cause which

was dear to "The National Australian Newspaper." Had
colonialism, with its helpless

"
loyalty," been predominant in

1899, as it was twenty years earlier, neither Commonwealili

nor contingents would have emerged to mark the dawn of a

nobler century.

The fact seems to be, that the republican prejudice has

been relegated to oblivion by the growing consciousness tliat

the Empire, if conducted as a co-operative institution, can be

made an invaluable instrument of the progressive nationalism

which now is gaining an ascendency in Canada and Australia
;

especially in view of the intensified competition which mot i

nations have to face. Indeed, the Bulletin itself has asserted

that it
" welcomes the British alliance, but detests the British

supremacy," and even has suggested as the nationalist motto,

"Alliance, not Dependence."
1 If the latter is accepted as

the corollary of
" Australia for the Australians," it also con-

cedes the ideal of certain present-day English imperialists,

whose right to that title perhaps is settled by convention rather

than by etymology. They, at any rate, can make allowances for

the continued animosity of the Bulletin, recognizing that it is

difficult, in practical journalism, for reason to prevail against
the tradition established by twenty years of anti-imperial

crusading. Those who seek to rest a united Empire upon
the basis of national patriotism and national sovereignty
cannot subscribe the orthodox excommunication pronounced

upon an influential journal which has laboured more earnestly,

and perhaps more effectively, than any of its contemporaries
to foster the sentiment of Australian self-respect the motive

of the contingents. Even upon that memorable occasion a

negative imperial service was rendered by the solitary

Australasian journal, which pleaded the enemy's cause with

a virulent lucidity unsurpassed by the least scrupulous

organs of English pro-Boerism: and thereby effectively ex-

cluded its own coveted hypothesis that the Australasian

contingents were the outcome of aggressive ignorance. Nor
is the cause of imperial defence ill served by the journal
which mocks the "

frills and gold lace
"

of the old-world
1 "The Bulletin," Aug. 10, 1901.
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soldier, and protest* against the
"
tribute

"
of the naval sub-

tidy, only in order to advocate a compulsory militia and a

y for Australia.

on the cauue is deeerving, it is aomeiiaMS possible to

overlook the ugliness of the methods temporarily eupk
Undoubtedly, it is necessary to imperial co-operation thai the

Commonwealth should recover its financial independence.

Therefore, if that recovery really is assisted by the continual

caricaturing of John Bull as Cohen, the soulless usurer who
does business under the sign of the three balk, imperialists

need not grudge the persistence of a caricature which has

proved powerless to discredit the loftier conception. Again,
when the Bulletin ridicules the vaunted comi

of a "
nigger Empire/

1

it is calling attention to certain

facts which it is necessary for imperialists to face squarely
and recognise practically. Again, if it associates the letters

C.M.G." with society "crawl" rather than with patriotic

met, imperialists for their part may sympathize with the

Australian dislike of an old-world system which unquestion-

ably exploits the weaknesses as well as the virtues of civilized

human nature. For it cannot be denied that the titular

reward sometimes has been distributed beyond the seas

in accordance with an obsolete conception of "imperial
interests."

The Bulletin promotes imperial union, meaning
federation nor unification, exactly in proportion as it

:ifusing health and energy into Australian

Up to a certain point ita position in Australia is

with that of the Bourassa faction in Canada. In

v represent the noisiest anti-imperial sections of the two

foremost colonial nations. Alike they proclaim a special

otion to the cause of nationalism ;
and alike they are seen

striking blindly, through the narrow meshes of pelverse pre-

judice, against the most vigorous and sjwnUuieous manifests)

tion of the very thing which they profess to admire.

On the other hand, unlike the extremists of Quebec, the

Bulletin does reveal the genuine consciousness of national

self-respect ; not pretending that patriotism can thrive

cheap regime of colonial dependence
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instil the doctrine of individual or sectional sacrifice for the

sake of the national ideal. But now that the futility of its

an ti -British bias is a demonstrated fact, it might reconsider

the question whether the method of irritation really helps the

healthy growth of the national instinct; and whether its

popularity or influence really would be impaired by tlx

abandonment of an attitude which, while it may attract the

patronage of mental or moral deformity, is repudiated by tin-

actual leaders of Australian nationalism.

APPENDIX C.
" BULLETIN " EXTRACTS

THE DISEASE CALLED COMMERCE

There are two kinds of commerce, and one of them is a disease.

Australia has got the disease kind badly, and the Free Trade Party
in Australia worships the disease. Commerce, in the cant meaning
of the term, is the profitable or unprofitable shifting of goods over

the imaginary streak on a map which marks a political division.

Sending goods, even at a profit to all parties concerned, 450 miles

from Newcastle to Albury, both in N.S.W., is not commerce in the

Free Trade acceptation of the term, and doesn't amount to much.

Sending goods, even at a dead loss, three miles from Albury in

N.S.W. to Wodonga in Victoria is commerce, and therefore it is the

source of all earthly goodness and greatness, the only true test of

prosperity, the fulfilment of man's noblest destiny, the root of all

progress, and the beginning, middle, and end of things in general.

The Cornstalk Free Trade Party says :
" Look at our commerce as

compared with that of Victoria," and holds that the fiscal problem it

settled for good and all. For the one purpose of Progress and

Civilisation is to tear much raw material out of the ground and drag
it up a plank on to a ship, and to drag much manufactured goods
down a plank off a ship. And the country which drags much

foreign goods down a plank is Saved, and the one which drags

comparatively little raw material up a plank is Lost, and the country
which doesn't see that its one ambition should be to drag exports up
a plank and to drag imports down a plank is Damned politically,

that is.
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And thin faith leads to curiotu rmmlu The Frr
measures things almost wholly by exports and import*, and
local industry at nothing in particular by comparison wnh hi* Ms*

Commerce. If a country haul* out of the ground an estr*

1,000,000 worth of raw material, and put* it on U*rd . .hip, and

pays an enormous price to have it carried by some foreign** to UM
test ends of the earth, that is commerce. And if it pays

3,000,000 fur the same material, or an equal amour
material, brought back in a manufactured state from the

ends of the earth, and also pays a great deal to

owner to carry it back, that is also commerce. The people at the

other end of the earth may have got the great bulk of the profits,

the items appear in the trade returns as 4,000,000 worth of

commerce, and there is great drinking at the Free Trade

t the obvious increase in the country's ptoapetity
sed and enlightened fiscal policy. And if a

country also digs up 1,000,000 worth of raw material out of iu

own soil, and manufactures it on the spot into 3,000,000 worth of

goods for the use of iU own people, and keeps the 1,000,000 worth

mployment involved in the manufacturing process for its own

peopk thru it has no 4,000,000 worth of extra commerce to show,
and the dreadful results of protection are therein msnifnetnd Tat

so far as commerce consists in this kind of exchange and a vast

amount of Australia's commerce does so exist it is a curse and a

disgrace, and an evidence of the nation's lack of enterprise and lack

ipacity, and a proof that it is largely confined to the poorest,

least intelligent, and most animal of occupations that of scratching

raw material out of the soil and shipping it away to be

by more intelligent communities. If Australia, with

population, was *jaMri fa

less commerce: ITwould send away less raw material, for it would

^ow more tir iU own industries, and it would bring in

facturod goods, because it would make more for its own use.

so far as its exports represent the sending away of iU raw

to be made up by other people into goods for iU own use, and so far

as iu imports represent the return of iU own or similar raw material

manufactured for it by more enterprising races, Australia'* com-

merce is a misfortune and a curse, and the Free Trade polky whfeh

seeks to foster it is a curse also.

As already mentioned, there are two kinds of

: nal commerce, that is, and one of them is a
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the Australian Free Trade Party habitually speaks of this country's
commerce and that of Britain as if they were the same thing, there

is really very little resemblance. Britain, by successful war, con-

quest, fortunate adventure, enterprise, and protection, became, early
in this century, the carrier of the world. She still holds the posi-

tion to a great extent, though not in the same proportion as she once

did, and she still holds a prominent position as a manufacturing

State, though not by any means the position she once did. Britain's

commerce consists in loading its own and other people's mostly
other people's goods, mostly manufactured goods, on its own ships,

and carrying them all over the earth. The carriage of these goods
is one of Britain's important sources of revenue. Australia's com-

merce consists mostly in loading its own raw material on other

people's ships, and paying other people at great expense to carry
them. The one is driving a cart and being paid handsomely for it.

The other is sitting in a cart and paying heavily for it.

The producer of raw material is, on the whole, the worst-paid of

the industrial workers. Yet Australia must remain in a great
measure this Gibeonite among toilers or else it must damage that

beautiful commerce which is the Free Trader's Ark of the Covenant.

To the Free Trader there is a great and sacred joy in the fact that

New South Wales, in proportion to population, exports and imports
more than Victoria. He is glad to his very heart because New
South Wales makes less of its own clothes and boots and hats, and

underwear and ironwear and leatherware, and other things, and

therefore uses less of its own raw material in its own industries, and

so has more of them to haul up a plank on to a foreign-owned ship
at a wharf which is commerce. And he is overjoyed to the bottom

of his soul because, for the same reason, it has to drag more clothes,

boots, hats, shirts, ironmongery, leather goods, &c., down a plank off

a foreign-owned ship at a wharf which is also commerce. His

great ambition is to be, in proportion to population, the greatest

wharf-lumper on earth a tremendous national wharf-lumper for

other nations' ships. It is his ideal to be an ox-like beast of burden

on a quay not his own ox, even, but the ox of the British ;ml

French and German shipowner, on the quay that was built with

money borrowed in England. He wants to spread the wharf

lumping complaint all over Australia, and he is moved to profound

pity for other communities which don't wharf-lump quite so much
as he does. From "A Policy for the Commonwealth," 1900.
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In the following table the Australian figww are a**Jy taka*
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forests just as we have. If the revenue from these sources were

deducted from the respective interest M1N, the burden of the

unproductive debt of almost all these foreign countries would be

much smaller even than the above list shows. When Australia,

with its great land revenue to spend, and with no wars and no very

costly army or navy, has contrived in half a century to build up an

unproductive debt which amounts to more per head than the whole

debt (war debt, debt incurred for railways and telegraphs, and every

other kind of debt) of almost every other country, it is indeed the

prize shocking example of the globe. March 31, 1904.

In short, when the daily press tells Australia to depend on tin-

development of its magnificent natural resources, and on trade and

the influx of capital, for the advancement of the country, the short

and simple answer is that it is already the most horrible example of

these things that the world can show. As regards the great art of

living on the production of raw material, this is how this country

already compares with others (Coghlan's Statistical Account of
Australia and Maoriland for 1902-3, page 916) :

Value of raw produce produced
annually per inhabitant.

Australasia 21 12 9

Canada .... 16 5 6

United States . H 14

France 11 11 6

Denmark 10 4 6

All other States Less.

In proportion to its population, therefore, our country has already
done more in the way of developing its great natural resources, and

promoting trade and the influx of capital, than any other. And l In-

curious result is that, among the great new countries of the worM,
it is the only one which isn't attracting population from outside

to any extent worth mentioning, 2Oso among the world's great

countries, old and new, it is the only one where the aggregate
wealth per head is diminishing, where the average income per head

is growing less the only one which is tottering on the verge of

national bankruptcy, and the only one which is so wedded to the

influx of capital to develop the great natural resources of the country
that it can't build a culvert till it has borrowed the money abroad,

and thus created an influx. December 1, 1904.
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Air Evousa VIEW or PIIKTKIUKTUI. TKAM.

ttotrtain went cablegrams ooootrafakj the attitude of

on the question of Preferential Trade represent in any i

real English^ feeling on the subject, then Preferential Trade it a

question

ajnorv reasonable frui: :

i-ai.l...s in .pie-ti..!.
:ir- raBaBt, i, SB -f ?. bfesi

such hopeless inability to understand that there can be

any side to a question save the English side, that the osse is

past remedy. Witness, for instance, this message oat oat of a

[number:

ihur*lay Afternoon, The Labour

Committee has written to Mr. J. a Watson,

that the Australian Labour Party will not support a polity which

organised labour in the motherland considers surrounded wish most

malign influence*, and certain to bring strife where there it BOW

harmony, and opposition where there is now fraternal feeling.

Australian preference is illusory, the committee says, SUM* &
retains the monopoly of its own markets. If these markett were

opened freely to British imports, then there would be some show of

reason and justice in a campaign to force Britishers to

Australians by submitting to a high cost of living. The

uropean labour is that Protection only forges more chains for the

wage-earners."

The Labour Representation Committee thus starts its argumen

with a lie, and builds up it* reproaches on that lie. Australia last

year bought British merchandise to the value of XI 9,8 17,1*7 in

r words, in proportion to population, it was nearly, if not quite,

best customer Britain possessed on earth. And the Labour

Representation Committee calls this enormous admission of British

handise a system whereby we retain the monopoly of our ow

market*. In return, Britain only bought from us merchandise to

the value of 14,159,787 (these are the values at this

iifference between them and values in Britain is

by f r-uhto paid to British shipping companies, the values at tin.

end are the ones to be considered). Britain, then, is a verr bd
mr pp that

buys
little from us compared to the Macrot it

sells us. ami gives insolence into the bargain. On toe otber head,

foreign countrTe* UiugUl flUW u nearly X3,M6,000 worth

merchandise than they sold to urn, and it was the

us from them that in part enabled us to pay the
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for his goods seeing he wouldn't take goods in return. At present

we admit British and foreign goods on the same terms
;
Britain also

admits Australian and foreign goods on the same terms. We
practice some measure of Protection from purely selfish motives,

because we think it good for us; Britain practices free trade fr-.m

purely selfish motives, because it thinks it good for itself. There is

no obligation on either side except that Britain should be darned

grateful to us, because it is allowed to unload on our wharves from

British ships nearly 6,000,000 worth more goods annually than it

takes in return, and it gets the balance in gold the gold it req

to buy Yankee " notions
"
with. But Britain demands tJiat we shall

give it a tariffpreference, and get no tariffpreference in return ; that,

while we already buy far more goods from Britain than Britain buys
from us, we shall increase our purchases and make the one-sided

bargain still more one-sided. It demands that we shall injure our

good foreign customer, so that we may be even more kind than at

present to our bad British customer and take the risk of our

good foreign customer retaliating. And, in addition, the Labour

Representation Committee exports to us lies and insults it

describes a country which buys, and pays for, more British goods

in proportion to its population than probably any other on earth

as one which "retains the monopoly of its own markets." This

kind of Britisher is too hopeless to be worth arguing with.

October 13, 1904.

THE NAVAL AGREEMENT OF 1902.

From whatever point of view imperial or anti-imperial the

scheme is considered, its only logical defence lies in the theory that

Australia is a poor, forsaken country, without administrative brains,

courage, enterprise, or intelligence, not fit to have any dignified part

in its own naval defence, not to be trusted with any weapons lest it

should misuse them, worthy only to drudge for the money which a

higher and more capable power shall spend, and to provide the lob-

lolly boys, the slushes and the deck-swabbers, whose efforts a higher

power shall direct and control. . . . The alternative to the naval

tribute, proposed by Mr. Barton, ia the expenditure of a like sum of

money, or, if necessary, a much larger sum of money, on an

Australian navy, which would be organised on the same lines as

the Australian army, and would probably be, for some time at least,

commanded by a British admiral, and to a very considerable extent

officered by Britishers. This navy would, in times of peace, be used
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A a training squadron for Australian naval men. In Urns* of vat tt

would be available for the defence of Australia, and, tbm b a*

doubt, for the assistance of Britain in olher water*, if thai vet*

called for. The service to the Empire in merely

coaling and victualling stations in iheee water*, in

keeping up a baae for the British forces, would be

ii, there ia not the slightest doubt, while the

of Australia continue*, that it would be available a* a

fleet to aamist Britain abroad. Further, by setting up a

undent, though sympathetic organisation, it would give a

standard of comparison and of emulation now wanting. In the

South African War, Australian soldiers were able to give valuable

points to British Tommies in cow-stealing, farm-burning; and eom-

centreing, as well as in other and more dignified branches of the

art of war. It is reasonable to suppose that an Australian nary

would, like an Australian army, develop points in tactic* and ia

ljliBU iiii H which would be of value to the Britisher. The Lotds

ifl Admiralty are supposed now to be perfect as the War OOee
was supposed to be perfect five years ago. But it is possible to

imagine that there are faults in the navy, as there were in the army ;

:i fine tradition has been allowed to congeal into a dead and

apathetic routine, and that a naval war would show aa alarming
fault* in I. main's sea-power as the last campaign showed in its lead

farces. The payment by Australia of 240,000 a year would do

Hiking to correct these faults, if they do exist, but the gradual

Motion of an Australian fleet, based on the British model but not

bound by sacrosanct tradition to follow that model in every deta/

would provide an invaluable standard of comparison and of cril

dm. The free and easy Australian soldier has had his ftfominV

services to the British army very freely acknowledged. ... It is\

more than possible that with the growth of an Australian navy a \
future generation li might be expressing equally devout

thanks for free-and-easy Australian naval men. July 16, 1901

THE NATIONAL

torn/ ftytav would be secured by (1)

oolboy in elementary drill and rifle

ss militia system in its entirety, for the

ing every able-bodied male to

ur to fit him for campaign work at any
ll permanent force of experts, artillery

M
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other instructors to act as tutors to the citizen levies. There should

be no payment for military service except to the small cadre of

experts. Every male citizen would be expected, as the price of the

State's protection, to give a few months of his life to military train

ing. Officers should be appointed without any regard for their

social position, but purely in respect to their military capacity.

Finally, a necessary feature of a complete system of defence would

be the establishment of smallarms factories, arsenals for the manufac-

ture of explosives and heavy ordnance, and warship building-yards.

This seems to be at first blush an extravagant programme. That is

because Australians have been so accustomed to half-measures and

small expedients, and so inured to the idea that they are a poor,

unkempt, feckless people, able to do nothing for themselves, and forced

to borrow money even to build a gaol wherein to insert their drunks

and pickpockets. In real fact, it would call for the spending of not

so very much more money than is now wasted. The greatest ex-

penditure would be of courage and energy, and they grow with the

spending, like the meal in the widow's cruse. Once it is recognised

that the duty of every man is to assist in the defence of the country
which shelters him

;
that for an army nothing else is necessary but

men, discipline, and arms; that feathers, frills, gaudy staff-officers,

and even uniforms are not essential; that to pay a man for training

himself to defend himself is as absurd as paying him to live
; and

most of the difficulties vanish. Even the economic loss caused by
the withdrawal from reproductive work of a certain proportion of the

male population each year would have its compensation in the better-

ment of physique and moral fibre springing from the period of discip-

line and exercise.

The organisation of the defence force on citizen militia lines has

this additional advantage, that, whilst giving the best security in the

most economical form from foreign attack, it likewise safeguards the

community from the internal dangers of militarism. When there ia

no military caste, but every man is a soldier, there is no possibility

of the army being used as a means of despotism, for the army would

be the people. Nor are those lesser dangers to society, which follow

the segregation of large bodies of men into camps for periods stretch-

ing over many years, likely to arise under a citizen militia system.

Every man would be a soldier, but not so much of a soldier as to

cease to be a citizen or to lose the restraint of family ties. ... The

Bulletin hopes to see the next Radical Administration grapple with

this subject seriously, both as regards land and sea defences. With

wise statesmanship a very effective policy can be carried through
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without crushing cost All that is needed it courage to clear ov
minds of preconceived prejudices, and to recognise that

w Mindly the precedent* set by England,
stances are entirely different, and whose system of defence is vsty

in perfect Nov. 10, 1904.

Tim* .1 A.
( Hrisbane Chamber of Commerce big-wig) in a reaaajt

is possible that in the event of a great war involving
we may have to rely on the Japanese fleet for protection to

commerce, and for the retention of our islands in the Padfla,
in such a case it should be apparent, even to the average

Australian legislator, that our present position would be absolutely

Lftanable."

'refore J. A. recommends, not (as might be supposed) the

ling up of an Australian navy for our own protection, but the

relaxing of our restrictive immigration laws for fear of "***?
the Jap, who may have to defend us some day. ... It is hard to

tilifliiiiili nowadays between the voice of Plutocratic Fat and the

squeal of abject cowardice, June 7, 1902.

THE WHITE RACE INSTINCT

A correspondent writes :

mderstand that the exigencies of a Labour policy and of a

'White Australia' do not permit of justice being dona to the

Japanese nation, and do not tend to hasten Whitman's '

Solidarity

laces,' As Wells observes: 'The altar of the modern God,

Democracy, will call aloud for the stronger men.' Certainly, I

would rather have a cultured Japanese for a son-in-law than, say, an

mh butcher. The latter is centuries behind the former, mentally
and physically, although the butcher may be a fine white animal"

h is a fairly strong statement of the case against a M WhiU
Australia." It was some Conservative, eager for cheap, reliable,

household slaves, or some capitalist, anxious to make profits out of

arvile labour, who, knowing his own selfish motive, invented the

iiat the White Australia aspiration represents
" the selfishness of

the working classes," The mistatement has become a popular one ;

even believed to some extent now by the

comprehending their real motive (which is

transcendental one, whichever phrase the reader pleases) are pra-

pared to agree that it it the fear of the competition of

labour which is the sole cause of their antagonism to an

of coloured races. As a matter of truth, it is
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the instinct against race-mixture which Nature has implanted to

promote her work of evolution. The white race, having developed

on certain lines to a position which promises, if it does not fulfil, the

evolution of a higher human type, has an instinctive repugnance to

mixing its blood with peoples in other stages of evolution. 1 1

this instinct which evolved . . . every high type of animal life f i < >m

a lower. Once a type has got a step up it must be jealous and

"selfish" in its scorn of lower types, or climb down again. This

may not be good ethics. But it is Nature. The question doesn't

necessarily involve any issue of individual superiority, or even of race

superiority in any but the ethnological sense. The Jap may be

kinder, better, purer than the white Australian. The Kanaka,

living his natural life under the palms, is emphatically a wiser, more

reasonable, more philosophical being than the white man, working

feverishly to-day to get food so that he may work feverishly to-

morrow, and having little real pleasure, only certain opiates and

delusions of pleasure, tobacco, alcohol, music, and so on. But tin-

Caucasian race, as a race, has taken up the white man's burden of

struggling on towards " the upward path," of striving at a higher

stage of evolution. It would certainly be more pleasant for its

. members if they took to the lotus-eating life of the Kanaka, or the

submissive passive life of the Asiatic. But the choice has been

made by Nature rather than by man. The Caucasian, with his

passion for liberty, for individuality, bears the banner in the van of

humanity. If he were to stop to dally with races which would

enervate him, or infect him with servile submissiveness, the scheme

of human evolution would be frustrated. And that's why the sane,

right-thinking white man instinctively objects to all mixture with

the coloured races. July 12, 1902.

A few weeks ago news reached Australia that the British Govern-

ment had vetoed the Queensland Act, providing that State aid should

be given to certain sugar mills, with the condition that no coloured

labour should be employed therein, in other words, that the Govern-

ment, as the party who found the money, and was therefore the

virtual employer, claimed the right, like any other employer, to

engage only white workers if it felt that way inclined. Now an

explanation comes by cable :

" Mr. J. Chamberlain, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, in

the House of Commons last night, in answer to a question as to the

reason of the royal assent being refused to the passing of the

Queensland Sugar Works Guarantee Act Amending Bill, said that the

Imperial Government considered that the Queensland Bill proceeded
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on objectionable ground*. The principle of the policy of

cation wan baaed aolelj on the place of origin of coloured labour, and
excluded the Indian subjecta of Great Britain solely for the itifaMsjM

of race and colour. Moreover, the disqualification wat otaaive to

the Japanese, who were placed in the category of Asiatics subject lo

the bill, regardless >f t iation.
M

What a clumsy lie! Australia didn't care whether the Asiatic

was born in Asia or in Sheol It doesn't care whether he is black,

or brown, or bright-green with red feet and a blue stripe down the

back. So far fa ling the Asiatic solely on account of his

race and colour, neither his race nor his colour hare anything to do
with the matter. Australia objects to the whole Asiatic, African,

an. I Kanaka tribe because they work for wagea on which only a

person far lower in the scale <f civilisation than the white Australian

can lire, therefore, where they are numerous, the white nan, in

order to get work, has to come down to their wage-level, and, in

consequence, to their civilisation level. It objects to them bioaose

they introduce a lower civilisation. It objects because they inter-

marry with white women, and thereby lower the white type, and

because they hare already created the beginnings of a mongrel race

that has many of the vices of both its parents and few of the virtues

of citherJune 22, 1901.
" The white man never will work in any country where he can gel

a black man to work for him. . . . What they say over there is that

no matter how good a worker a white man may be when he arrives

itli Africa, he very soon ceases to work himself, and gets the

black man to work for him." . . . There is plenty of good evidence

ipport of this view. . . . While the nigger was available the

white man did this even in Kentucky and Virginia, which are both

colder on the average than Melbourne. . . . Also, he does the same

in Cape Colony and Natal, which are cooler on the average than

New South Wales. ... The rule appears to be that where a nigger

is available the white man abandons to him most kinds of hard

manual labour. It becomes unusual for the white man to do thai

! of labour, then almost disgraceful ;
then the theory

owing to the climate it is impossible. So cold bleak

Virginia became black man's countries, where the white naa

possibly work, while in the frightful summer heats of

South-East California ... the white man has always worked

ved. July 27, 1901.



CHAPTER X

NATIONALISM IN TARIFFS

(i.) FISCAL POLICY BEYOND THE SEAS

IN the self-governing colonies, as in the leading European
countries, fiscal policy has been influenced by political con-

siderations as well as by economic theory. The utility of

an embracing and protective tariff, as a means of creating
national sentiment and political unity, has been recognised in

Canada and Australia no less than in Germany or Italy ;

and already the separatist sentiment thus fostered determines

the limits of any imperial fiscal system, such as is now
advocated both in England and beyond the seas.

Owing to geographical conditions the fiscal policy of

Canada was affected by political considerations earlier than

that of Australia or New Zealand. The withdrawal of the

preference long enjoyed by the colonies in the British market

was compensated, for Canada, by the treaty of reciprocity
with the United States (1854). But when this treaty was

terminated by the Americans, in 1866, a staggering blow

was dealt to Canadian trade, which by that time had adapted
itself thoroughly to the American market. In the prevailing

opinion the whole question of the Canadian future was in-

volved. It was notorious that free access to American

markets might be secured at any time by the transformation

of the Canadas into States of the American Union. To the

greater part of the agricultural and commercial commuuity
"annexation" seemed then, and for long afterwards, to be

the only means of securing the market facilities in default

of which no development of Canadian resources could take

place. The fact that an alternative policy was discovered
S14
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and adopted was due, not to any Canadian national

which then hardly existed, but to the faith and energy of the

old Loyalist instinct, which had been cherished by
from the exiles of the American revolution. The
move to the demand for

M
annexation

M
was the

towards the confederation of the provinces; and, when at

length that was accomplished (18G9), the inauguration of a

protectionist system significantly called the " National i

AOS the hope of Sir John Macdonald's party that these

two measures in conjunction eventually would make tb<

dustry and trade of the Canadian people, like that of their

American neighbours, largely independent of foreign markets :

by creating manufacturing centres to supply the needs of the

rural population, and in turn affording the farmers urban

markets within their own territory.

In a new and sparsely populated country protection of

manufactures inevitably entails hardships, in the form of high

prices for a considerable period, until the home market becomes

large enough to warrant the organization and equipment of

iiifacturing industries upon the modern scale, which is

itial to cheap production. Accordingly it devolved upon
the Canadian federalists to reconcile the people to the new

system by emphasizing the idea that the National Policy was

one to be judged by its aims and tendency, rather than by
its immediate effect; and that the attainment of a self-

supporting national existence was a worthier ideal than the

betrayal of the strenuous post to the American anncxattooista.

Nevertheless, from a commercial point of view the National

Policy was a palpable and doubtful speculation, involving

present hardship without any assured prospect of ultimate

success; whereas commercial union with the United States

> connoted the certainty of imny^ut* and lasting prosperity.

Under such circumstances the decision of the Canadian stalea-

i, and the acceptance of the National Policy by the

Canadian people, deserves to rank high amongst the examples,

roasingly rare in modern history, of material wealth being

rejected deliberately for the sake of a patriotic ideal

Needless to say, there was a party which waa not pre-

pared to accept the policy of Canadian nationalism upon the
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necessary terms of commercial sacrifice. If in England, win -re

patriotism is fortified by the proud tradition of centuries,

rural prosperity has been sacrificed deliberately to foreign

commerce, it is not surprising that in the Canada of thirty

years ago there was a free-trade party to which new-fangled
nationalism was nothing in the scale against the quick realiza-

tion of material wealth. Nevertheless, during the eighteen

years of Sir John Macdonald's premiership Canadian national

sentiment, popularly identified with the National Policy,

became a force against which the commercial and cosmopolitan

precepts of the Manchester school were discharged in vain.

Towards the end of the eighties a section of the Canadian

Liberals deemed that the time was ripe for a determined

campaign in favour of commercial union with the United

States. The opportunity lay in the circumstance of severe

industrial and commercial depression, which was attributed

to the National Policy. A League was formed under the

presidency of a famous English Liberal, Mr. Goldwin Smith,

and an active agitation was started,
1 with the assistance of

American sympathizers. Though some of the leaders of the

movement seem to have persuaded themselves that commercial

union was not a step to political union, others, more candid

and courageous, accepted the standpoint of the newspaper
which was the principal organ of the enterprise :

" A customs union is favoured as a basis of settlement by Mr.

Bayard, by leading men in Congress, and by the principal American

journals without exception. That it would benefit Canada is a fact

which no one that we know of ... has ever doubted. The only objec-

tion to it from this side of the line is that it might endanger the

British connection; but let us seriously ask ourselves if a people
situated as we are in this controversy can afford to be swayed by
sentiment" Toronto Mail, April 26, 1887.

The allusion to the British connection illustrates a

Canadian mode of expression which seems to have misled the

1 A reliable account of Liberal fiscal policy in Canada, written from
a Liberal standpoint, is given by Mr. J. S. Willison, formerly editor of

the Toronto Globe, in hia book Sir Wilfrid Laurier and the Liberal Party.

(Morang, Toronto, 1903.)
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Mfti -unionists of that time, as it has frequently misled

English opinion. Throughout the controversy, supporters of

the National Policy expatiated upon the riak to the Britten

connection, as though that was the supreme object of Canadian

tics. Such language had become traditional after three

generations of United Empire Loyalists had taken a

part in Canadian public life. To some of the latt

there was no more sacred object than the British allegiance

which their forefathers had suffered. But the National

i-y already rested upon a wider foundation, which itself

had helped to create. It was supported by many who, without

Loyalist tradition, or the racial conservatism of Quebec,

felt the new instinct of an indigenous patriotism,

rather than provincial or continental Their

feeling was that the Canadian provinces, flouted by the

mother country and threatened by the adjoining republic,

should become in due time an independent nation, working
out its own destiny in its own way.. They too were stamen

adherents to the British connection, because the neighbourhood
of the United States made their ideal incompatible with

isolation. But if some of the older generation were im-

perialists first and nationalists afterwards (having welcomed

the National is the only means of avoiding the very

fate which their forefathers had escaped) at any rale the

ng generation, in whose hands the future lay, were

">naliste first and imperialists in consequence. Thus,

<>ugh attach i:. 'ish connection continues to

icUsrizeCanadian utterances, the motive power has changed
a Onnadmn-pearJDtiFni. which exerts an influence upon

tmperial questions perplexing to those who stall conceive

loyalty to be the predominant inspiration. So in the agitation

commercial union M: in Smith and his followers,

who thought they were fighting the decaying imperial

ment of a colony, in reality had antagonized the 70

and more formidable force of Canadian nationalism.
1

1

In a telegraphed report to Tk* Tim* of an addrsss oa <

Dertiny," delivered by Dr. Ooldwin Smith to the Canadian Ok at

Ottawa on Norember IS, 1904,bewM made tosay that Britttastasr

of former days
" looked upon the colonies with eoalMnfX, and sad
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It was soon apparent that the Canadian people absolutely

rejected the principle of a North American Zollverein
; just

as they rejected the principle of a British Zollverein at the

Jubilee of 1897, ten years later. The Conservatives were

on impregnable ground when they argued that the Dominion

could not become part of the United States for tariff pur-

poses without ultimately sacrificing political independence.
The loss of revenue from the abolition of the border Customs

duties could not be met except either by direct taxation,

which was recognized as the most burdensome form of tax-

ation, or by a pooling arrangement with the American

Government, which would make Ottawa a dependency of

Washington. From every point of view the adoption of the

Zollverein would place the weaker partner at the mercy of

the stronger. The common tariff would be framed to suit

the ruling American interests. The infant industries of

Canada would be strangled, and a foreign country would be

given a preference over the mother country in the Canadian

market. Altogether the scheme seemed to preclude the

prospect of an independent Canada, either within or without

a united Empire.

Realizing the hopelessness of the position, the official

Liberal party dissociated itself from the extremists, and put
forward a policy of

"
Unrestricted Reciprocity

"
with the

United States, instead of commercial union, as its platform
for the general election of 1891. The modified policy was

designed to soothe nationalist apprehensions. The Customs

houses along the international boundary were to be main-

tained, if only for the sake of a Canadian revenue, but the

utmost freedom of trade compatible with political independ-
ence was to be arranged with the United States. However,

ideaa of British destiny." We understand that what Dr. Qoldwin Smith

actually said was precisely the reverse. He especially defended British

statesmen of former days Cobden and Bright against any such inter-

pretation, asserting that nationality, to which they looked forward for

the colonies, was at least as high an ideal as perpetual dependence. 77i

Times.

If "
nationality

" was the elder Liberal ideal for Canada, it is curious

that Dr. Qoldwin Smith should have tried for years to persuade her to

commit national suicide by entering the American Union.
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the situation still gave an offrwhf1^"**1^ strategic advaotaas
de Conservatives. It was easy for them to fatten open

the term "
unrestricted/* and to interpret the new phnee ee

a mere euphemism for commercial onion. The
was enforced bj the avowed preference of a few

Liberals for the more thoroughgoing policy; and by the

discovery that certain publicists, and others who were advo-

cating the official compromise, were privately ciTpmaiiifl the

hope that it would prove a step towards commercial onion.

Finally, the veteran Conservative leader played a trump card

by declaring that his own party was prepared to enter into

negotiations for a commercial treaty with the United States,

so as to secure whatever was really practicable in that direc-

tion. He was able to point out that every measure of

reciprocal trade hitherto obtained by Canada had been the

work of a Conservative Government, including the treaties

1854, 1870, and 1888; and expressed his belief thai
"
there was room for extending our trade on a fair

that there were things in which we could enlarge our

without in any way infringing on the National Policy."

However, it appeared afterwards that the Conservatives still

clung to ttie traditional Canadian policy, which interpreted

reciprocity as meaning only the mutual admission, duty-free,

of natural products; whereas the Americans wanted better

terms for the admission of their manufactures.

ng came of the proposal, which the Liberals

as unscrupulous electioneering.

The decisive victory gained by Sir John MaodonalH in

this his last campaign was the more striking in view of

the protracted term of office which his party already had

enjoyed. It impressed the lesson upon the Liberals that

there no longer was any room in Canada for a political party

which seemed indifferent to the national idea. Further, the

opposition party itself contained many who at heart wen

thorough nationalists, but whose faith in the abstract theory

of free trade had blinded them to the actual necessities of

the Canadian economic situation. They had pi ofeased to

I've, against the unvarying teaching of modern experience

and contemporary practice, that free trade would not prt*
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judice the establishment of industries for which Canada was

adapted by her natural resources
;
and they had shirked the

question of national revenue. To this section a weighty

protest had been addressed by the much-respected ex-leader

of the party, Mr. Edward Blake, who argued that
" unre-

stricted reciprocity" in practice meant commercial union,

which involved political union, and therefore ought not to

be advocated except by avowed annexationists.1 Mr. Blake

had been succeeded in 1887 by Mr. (now Sir Wilfrid)

\ Laurier, to whom pan-Canadian nationalism already liad

I

become the supreme political motive. Although his academic

sympathies were with the elder English Liberals,
2 he was not

slow to recognize the lesson of 1891. Under his leadership

the Liberal party set to work to reconstruct its fiscal plat-

form. It definitely repudiated the intention of introducing
absolute free trade, which their opponents had been warranted

in attributing to them owing to the persistent promulgation
of the extreme doctrine by certain Liberal journals and

politicians.

/
" The intention of the Liberal Party," wrote the Liberal leader,

"
is not and never was to establish absolute free trade in this

country. . . . While fully recognising the superiority of the British

system of freedom of trade as an abstract principle, the Convention

came to the conclusion that, under the existing conditions of our

country, the fiscal policy best adapted to its requirements, its

economic situation, its enormous financial obligations, is a revenue

tariff; that is to say, a tariff levying our revenue from customs

duties, the basis of which would be the amount necessary to carry

on the business of the country. ... A revenue tariff, being based

upon the fixed charges of the country, and not, therefore, subject to

fluctuation and alterations made to suit and please now one interest

and now another, would establish those conditions of stability and

permanency which, experience has shown, are essential to the

security and prosperity of the manufacturing interests." 8
\/

Nevertheless, when the Liberal Party came into office, in

1896, its first action was to appoint a commission to investi-

gate the needs of every industry, as the preliminary to tariff

1

Willison, vol. ii. pp. 172**/.
2 Of. p. 133.

Williaon, vol. ii. p. 284.
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revision. Finally, in the following year a Liberal tariffm
introduced which, while it made reduction! in certain

tions, went far to reoogniie the principle of adequate
home manufactures. For example, the import doty

on cotton goods was actually increased, to counteract the

competitive effect of the British preference. 80 the National

cy was vindicated, and the blight of Cobdeniam

threaten the natural growth of Canadian industries.

The striking feature of the new tariff waa the

1 2 J per cent which it accorded to British import*. At
the principle adopted was that of a maiimnm and n.

mum scale of duties, the latter being applicable to the goods
of any country which admitted Canadian goods on equally

favourable terms; direct preference to British

precluded by British commercial treaties with

Germany. But presently those treaties were ds

the preference, now increased to 33} per cent,

definitely imperial As a political move the new
was a master stroke. First and foremost, it refuted the

Conservatives, who had made much capital out of the veiled

treason
"

l of the commercial-unionists ; and gave the Liberals

at least as good a national status as their opponents. Tbe

Conservatives for a long time past had been advocating

preferential trade with Britain, but only on condition of

reciprocal preference ; whereas the Liberals now had actually

granted a preference, out of sheer "
gratitude

"
for the advan-

tages of the imperial connection.

It is important to emphasize the domestic political

of the Liberal preferential measure, owing to the

sentation which it invites in England from those who

that the Canadian Liberal party discountenances

Britain. Having attained their immediate

the discomfiture of the other side, the Liberals

pains to clear themselves from the imputation of having pre-

judiced the prospect of securing reciprocal icjuosesions They
claimed to be more practical in that matter than the Con-

servatives, representing the free grant of the

1 The exprwnon WM used by Sir John

manifesto in 1891.
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the surest way of bringing the British public round to the

idea of reciprocity.
1

They could point out that the Conser-

vatives, by waiting for the conversion of Britain to pro-
tectionist views, had not yet advanced the question a single

step. As to the general principle, the Liberals long had

been identified with the policy of reciprocity, and had sought
to establish it with the United States only because it was

impossible to establish it with free-trade Britain. This con-

tention, however inaccurate as a generalization of the party

attitude, was borne out by the earlier speeches of Sir Wilfrid

Laurier himself. As far back as 1887, one of the first

speeches of the new Liberal leader " indicated his distinct

preference for a trade alliance between Great Britain and her

colonies over a commercial union with the United States." 2

Again in 1896, he had definitely committed himself in the

following words :

"That practical statesman, Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, has come

to the conclusion that the time has come when it is possible to have

within the bounds of the Empire a new step taken, which will give

to the colonies, in England, a preference for their products over the

products of other nations. What would be the possibilities of such

a step if it were taken 1 We sell our goods in England, we sell our

wheat, our butter, our cheese, all our natural products, but these

have to compete with similar products from the United States, from

Russia, and from other nations. Just see what a great advantage it

would be to Canada if the wheat, cheese, and butter which we send

to England should be met in England with a preference over similar

products of other nations. The possibilities are immense." 3

When Sir Wilfrid Laurier returned to Canada from the

Jubilee of 1897 the Conservatives attacked him for having

rejected an offer, which they alleged to have been made on

that occasion by the British Government, of a reciprocal

preference for Canadian wheat. He denied that any such

offer had been made, and pointed out that Mr. Chamberlain's

only proposal was for complete free trade within the Empire,
which would preclude even a revenue tariff for the Dominion, '.

1 Cf. Willison, vol. ii. pp. 297-8. Ibid., vol. iL p. 140.

8
Ibid., vol. ii. p. 288.
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and therefore waa inconsistent with the

policy of both Canadian parties. He argued, however, thai

a modification of the British ultimatum waa rendered more

probable by the Liberal policy of low dutiea than by 0*
Conservative policy of high duties. When in 1002 the

shilling corn duty waa restored in England, flMiHkn hopes
ran high, only to be shattered by its abolition in the follow-

ing year. They were revived again when Mr. Chamberlain,

having recognized the impossibility of a Zollversin, opened
his campaign in favour of such a measure of tariff reform in

the mother country as would give an opening for reciprocity

within the Empire. When the British anti-reformers

to quote the Canadian Liberals as having justified the

ing preference by the argument of
M
gratitude" without

expectation of reciprocal concession, the Government thought
the time had come to make it plain that it was not com-

mitted irrevocably to the policy of

reducing the Budget of 1904, Mr. Fielding, the

of Finance, tried to make the Canadian position dear. He
said

" that the two great political parties in Canada were practically a

unit in favour of preferential trade ; and, as Mr. Chamberlain had

practically taken up the
:
Canadian policy to that extent, fenaittsa*

were heartily in accord with him. As, however, the question had

become one of party controversy in England, the Canadian Govern-

ment naturally did not feel free to take any part in it

Opponents of the Government had argued that no

should be given to Great Britain without a return. The

Government's view was that Canada should

await development*. Canada'* action rmpectog O pri/wmc* mi^H
in the future be influenced by the court* of event* in Ja

r the present Canada adhered to the preference, bat Mat be

free to modify its details as occasion might require.*
1

As to the last proviso, this Liberal Budget did modify

the details by placing a minimum duty of SO

imported woollens, and also duties on china and on

he other hand, a few duties were
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from British possessions were placed on the free list. The
latter item was expected to benefit the West Indies, which

already had been gainers by the tariff war between Germany
and Canada. During the previous fiscal year Germany sent

Canada 174,000,000 Ibs. of sugar. But a surtax had hem

imposed upon German sugar, as a measure of retaliation,

which already had diverted the entire trade to the A\

Indies. 1

In the General Election, towards the end of the same

year, the Canadian Liberals insisted that they were as eager
as their opponents to take advantage of the new situation

which Mr. Chamberlain was striving to create in Britain.

Thus Sir Wilfrid Laurier :

"I tell you, my fellow-countrymen, that the Government of

Canada, as constituted to-day, is ready to go and make a treaty of com-

merce with Great Britain to the extent of preference
2 as soon as the

British people are ready to give a corresponding preference. The

answer is no longer in our hands, but in those of the English people.

With good will, and a determination to give common ground, an

understanding can be reached." Speech at Guelph, Oct. 12, 1904.

Apart, however, from party politics, there were national

considerations in favour of the Liberal fiscal policy as regards

preferential trade. The defeat, in 1891, of commercial union

with the United States had been the signal for a redoubled

effort to develop the British market as a permanent substitute

for the American market
;
and this policy, begun by the

Conservatives, was continued energetically by the Liberals.

By improved steamship communications, including especially

the provision of cold storage and a careful study of the

market, a great increase was effected in the volume of

Canadian exports to Britain. Within ten years the United

States had definitely given place to the mother country as

the chief customer of Canada. Nationalists, seeking to

establish an economic basis for independence, argued that Mr.

Goldwin Smith and other commercial-unionists were wrong

* I.e. not to the extent of free trade, but on the basis of separate

national tariffs.
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when they maintained that the -natural" itirsrtfan of

Canadian trade was north and south. Nature bemlf

seemed, had provided for the political situation, when she

made one great waterway of the continent run from nort

south, uniting the States, and the other from east to west into

, drawing Canada towards Britain. In fact the

natural direction was the same as that of the St Lawreno*.

parallel to the direction of the American export trade. The

products of the continent were similar on each aide of the

mational boundary, and, so far from

to each other, were competitors for the British

ice the latter was the market which it concerned

to develop. But there was a difficulty about return

so that the preference, if it encouraged British import*, might
be advantageous to Canadian trade in any case.

the same time it was impossible to assume complete
iiferenoe towards the United States. For, while <*^***

exports to Britain were outdistancing Canadian export* to

he States, the fact remained that American import* into

ida were increasing more rapidly than British. A large

part of the increase consisted in the raw materials for

Kknaitian manufactures, and is likely to continue until

JOanadian natural resources are sufficiently developed to

supply her own factories; which involves either a

cheapening of transport, or else the location of

nearer to the sources of supply than to the centres of

lation. The tendency in this direction is illustrated by the

establishments at Cape Breton and at Sault-le-liarie.

Meanwhile, however, the Canadian Government adheres to

its own policy of reciprocity with the United States, an a

possible supplement to imperial preferential trade, if not as

an adequate alternative to it When the British

roduced, it was argued that the

a stronger position for bargaining with tho United States, by

emphasizing the existence of an alternative Canadian policy.

In 1898 reciprocity was one of the chief iasoes before the

ligh Commission. But, although the Canadian dele-

gates were willing to consider the freer admission of ftaerinan

manufactures, the proposal came to grief once more in the

'5
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general collapse of those negotiations. Since that time the

development of Canada has been so rapid that the Americans

have reversed the traditional role, and now themselves figure

as the advocates of a liberal arrangement with Canada, seeing

that her market is growing daily more important to the

manufacturers of the world. The Joint High Commission,

after six years of suspense, is not considered to be defunct,

and there have been periodical rumours of its revival. At

the time of writing (Jan. 1905) it is reported that the

Canadian Government has deferred the matter to the autumn,

presumably in order to see how Mr. Chamberlain's campaign

progresses in the meantime. From the British point of view

the United States is a dangerous rival. Since the object of

both countries is to secure the surplus market for manu-

factures in Canada, which continues to develop beyond the

capacity of local factories, it seems likely that whichever

country is the first to conclude a treaty of reciprocity will

obtain better terms than the other.1

Thus in Canada the system of protection is assured. It

is identified with the growing national sentiment, and is

accepted by both parties with a difference which seems, to

outsiders, little more than a difference of name or of degree.

The success of protection has been too pronounced to permit
the resurrection of the Cobdenite illusion. Under the shelter

of the tariff Canadian manufactures have made a marvellous

start, and already certain industries are attaining the dimen-

sions which are necessary to cheap production.
2 Meanwhile

the American manufacturers are finding it more profitable to

establish branch works in Canada than to go on paying the

duty into the Canadian exchequer ;
so that protection gives

the farmers not only cheap manufactures but an enlarged home

market. Further, the former " exodus
"
of French-Canadians

from Quebec, seeking employment in the New England

factories, has been checked, and instead there is the beginning
of a vast migration of American farmers into the virgin

1 Cf. the view of the Democratic party in the United States,

upon which the reciprocity cry was raised in the last presidential

election.

*
Cp. in/ra, p. 282.
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us of the Canadian Weal To Canadians they appear
the moat desirable of settlers, bringing more capital and
much more experience than the average Britisher, and a

higher standard of civilization than the other Boropamn
immigrants. They are said to become "good Canadians,"

v accept the Canadian ideal of national independence
instead of favouring

"
annexation," which satisfies the test

itriotiam without further inquiry as to their
M
loyalty."

it appears that a large proportion of then are not

native Americans, having been born either in Canada or in

Britain

Both parties in Canada find a vindication of their re-

spective fiscal policies in this the
"
growing time

"
of their

country. Ministerialists attribute the prosperity to -free

trade," ie. the alleged substitution of revenue-urimsm for the

:ml IN>1 icy. Conservatives, on the other

that the Liberal tariff is only a milder edition of their

and is sufficiently protective to avert the disasters which free

trade would entail Meanwhile the English anti-reformers,

unable to give their blessing to duties averaging about 1 ?

per cent, sorrowfully add Canada to the long list of

aggravating countries which are prosperous in spite of pro-

tection.

To summarize the present situation, while both parties in

Canada favour preferential trade with Britain, neither of

them contemplates tho permanent concession of ptelereace i

out reciprocity; and neither party is prepared, under any

circumstances, to see Canadian industries checked for lack

of sufficient protection. But there is still some difference

.between the parties as to the degree of protection which

is required. In other words, were negotiations on foot for

a commercial treaty, tho Liberals might be expected to grant

a larger rebate from a lower rate of duty than the Con-

porvatives,
In tl. Commonwealth likewise, the tariff question hae^

been connected intimately with the national question- There

again the cosmopolitan affinities of Cobdenisni. which

modern adherent* sometimes disown, arc illustrated by the

that the anti-national party more or lees coincided with
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the free-trade party. As in Canada, most of the leaders

who brought the federal movement to a successful issue

advocated protection for the Commonwealth, recognizing

therein the most potent instrument for fostering the

sentiment and creating the economic oasis of Australian

unity.

But in the Commonwealth further considerations

operating to break the resistance of the free-trade theory
and of the free-trade party in federal politics with much

greater dispatch than was the case in Canada. Apart
from the necessity of raising a federal revenue,^ and the

ordinary arguments for protection, there are the special

lines of policy of which the Jiulktin is the chief ex-

ponent.
1

These considerations made it impossible for Mr. G. H.

Reid and his followers to persuade the electors of the new

Commonwealth that the fiscal system of New South "Wales

was the best example for the Commonwealth to follow.

Indeed, it was easy for the protectionists to point out that

the effects of free trade could not be estimated by reference

to the experience of the mother colony, which consistently

had diverted the enormous capital realized by land sales to

reinforce the annual revenue, and could show few thriving

industries which had not been fostered by heretical differen-

tiation between Customs and Excise duties. The whole

question was thrashed out with extraordinary zest and

thoroughness in the first federal elections, which were

dominated by the fiscal issue. The main economic argu-

ments on either side were furnished by contrasting the

progress of Britain with that of her protectionist rivals, and

of New South Wales with that of Victoria. The victory of

the protectionists is the more striking because a State such

as Victoria, with a population no greater than that of a

large city, cannot have the extensive home market which is

essential to the success of protection as a means to cheap
manufactures.

The tariff instituted by the Barton Government was not

so high as that maintained by the Canadian free-traders.

1 Cf. infra, pp. 195, 202, seq.
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first it was assailed by Mr. Reid's party in the "infra

rawing spirit : Kuglish extremists, but not afi-

became apparent that so heroic an attitude debarred tbe

party from all hope of power. Mr. Reid at kngth has

[Attained
office by coalescing with a strong section of protec-

lists, whose Hupport depend* upon the recognition of th*

existing irreducible minimum of protection. Just as in

Canada eight years ago, so now in Australia the free-trade

party seems to contemplate effecting a retreat from the

quickfuinds of abstract theory by appointing a tariff coni-

mission to construct the bridge, Mr. Reid has postponed
if revision pending the report of a commission of inquiry.

which doubtless will take the national view and

a large in- of protection, thereby relieving the

traders from the unpleasant necessity of spontaneous n

In New Zealand also, protect *come the permanent
fiscal policy. But it cannot yet be ileM-r;!-- : :. .1. i. !

:i the same sense as in Canada and Australia, became

an independent national consciousness has not yet become

the paramount motive. Moderate import duties were im-

posed at an early date for purely revenue purposes. They
have been raised and modified gradually, as in the

colony of Victoria, in deference to the protectionist

theory, without reference to ulterior political objects; and the

system has become an integral part of the policy which

ibuted wealth and comfort more evenly in New
than elsewhere in the world. Already industrial employment
at high wages has expanded too widely to permit any sub-

stantial reaction towards free trade, apart from the future

support which protection will derive from the growth of the

mil instinct

parallelism of the 1 nesjiKajriufih Mtiowil fisc*

y is developing in the Dominion and the Commonwealth

lustrated further by the favour with which the nationalist

politics i -\**\ -f preferential

leT Mr. Watson, the leader of the federal Labour party.

took occasion to state that the last federal

gave his party office, showed that the majority in
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favoured the proposal.
1 Of the men who have hitherto been

at the helm of the Commonwealth, only Mr. Reid, the free-

trader and former anti-nationalist, has spoken with an

uncertain voice. At the present time it is common to hear

him quoted by English controversialists upon both sides of

tht* question. In Australia, however, such confusion is not

likely to occasion surprise ; since, it is often said, there never

yet was an important Australian issue upon which that

accomplished politician committed himself irretrievably to

one side or the other. It is more significant that the

Bulletin, which is forbidden by tradition to favour imperial

consolidation, is too conscious of the national advantage

M
which would accrue from the proposed treaty of reciprocity

to take an anti-British line, and confines itself to scolding

the section which, in England and in Australia, invites the

Commonwealth to grant a preference without reciprocal

, then, is the connection between Australian national-

ism and the policy of preferential trade ? From one point of

view the connection is the same for Australia as for Canada
;

namely, that preferential trade would further the cause of .

national independence. But whereas in Canada the object

political independence of the United States, in Australia

the object is financial independence of the British bondholder.

Th- induction and ultimate liquidation of the Australian

puMic debt, whatever the means adopted to effect it, obviously

will be facilitated by the development of direct trade with

the creditor country, rather than by the substitution of a

three-cornered or roundabout commercial connection. " At

present, however, while the debt continues to grow, Australian

1 Mr. Wateon, the Commonwealth premier, in an interview with

reference to Mr. Chamberlain's proposed colonial Conference, said :

" As regards Australia, I think a conference is not needed till Great

Britain decides to adopt the principle of preference. The last federal

elections made it clear that Australia favours the principle. When Great

Britain agrees I hope for valuable results from a conference laying down
the general lines of mutual preferential tariffs before the separate Legis-
latures discuss details. For the present Australia awaits the mother

country's decision." Tht Time*, Aug. 5, 1904.
1
Cp. p. 207.
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trade with foreign countries tends to inmate at Ibt

de with BritainXHenos the
;

.e trade

if it helps to retain the major portion of Australian

trade in the channel through which interest and principal

find their nearest way to the British bondholder,

commends itself to those who desire the

tion of their country.

,
But in addition to these special oonsu..-^.^ .,_

I
of reciprocity with Britain offers a general advantage which

I appeals to the strongest instincts of all the self governing
Botanies. The importance attached to manufacturing Indus-

Was has not blinded them to the fact that the real basis of

Boonomic progress is a prosperous rural population, which is

Hssential both to the physical excellence of the nation sad to

he stability of internal economic conditions. Certainly this

Hatioual aspect of rural prosperity is reoogniied more folly

beyond the seas than in the mother country, where the

femngling grip of the importing interests has choked agri-

cultural enterprise, both threatening national physique and

rendering manufacturing industries unduly dependent upon

foreign markets.

By contrast, neither in Canada or Australasia, excepting

fcerhape New South Wales, has the theory of a onesided

fiscal policy, causing a one-sided development, whether rural

01 industrial, ever found favour. The policy of fostering

manufactures is defended partly on the ground that these

industries provide the utmost profitable market for agrtcol-

|toral produce ;
and the State has afforded direct and indirect

assistance to agriculture in at least as liberal a measure as to

manufactures.

Moreover, under the existing economic conditions of the

world, it is impossible, generally speaking, to
to develop manufacturing industries except upon the

he home market In other words, although land

ment and industrial development may and ought to

together, the former must always be in advance of the kit*.

^refore, the indispensable condition of industrial as wsjfl

as of agricultural development in Canada and Anstralasi

is an export market for agricultural produce But in all the
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world there is only one export market fulfilling the required
conditions of free access and enormous capacity, namely, the

single country which has destroyed its own agriculture
the effort of commercial expansion abroad, happening also

to be the mother country of the Empire. In the new
countries there was for a long time a fable that the British

market was "
unlimited," i.e. for ever capable of absorbing

all the corn, meat, and dairy produce which might be sent

there from all quarters of the globe. But of late years th<

increasing competition of South America, not to mention

European rivals, has caused Canadians and Australasians to

perceive that there must be a limit to the consumption of

the street-bred people, and that the rapid diminution of food

supplies grown within the British islands is not sufficient to

counterbalance the progressive increase of food supplies sent

by themselves and their rivals.

Hence the widespread popularity,
1

in Canada and Aus-

tralasia, of the proposal to treat preferentially food supplies

grown within the Empire, which seems to favour the steady
settlement of colonial lands, and therefore at once commands
the support of national sentiment. True, it is recogni/ <1

that the conversion of the British nation to the protectionist

doctrine, which is already accepted by colonial nationalism,

would impair the value of the British market to over-sea

suppliers. But it is anticipated that this change, which

generally is regarded as an ultimate certainty, will not be

brought about without a struggle, and then will not become

fully operative for many years. In the meantime the pro-

posed preference would be a powerful auxiliary to the

nationalist land policy.

In Canada public attention is concentrated upon the

1 This is the personal testimony of the present writer, who made a

point of speaking all the many "ships that passed in the night," during
more than a year spent in Canada, and a like period in Australasia.

Those who responded against preferential trade almost invariably were

found to be assuming that commercial union, i.e. imperial free trade, was

intended this being in fact the official ultimatum of the mother country
at that time. On the other hand, preferential trade based upon fiscal \

independence, i.e. separate national tariffs, was favoured by the great

majority, representing all classes and interests.
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prairie region, with its vast wheat-growing capacity, where

land lies ready for the plough, and therefore

ee rapid settlement earlier than the forest lands of the

Eastern Provinces and British Columbia, The proposed pre-

ferential duty on wheat is expected to emphasize the advan-

tages of Canadian over American soil As regards prices,

the prevailing averages are sufficient to make wheat-raising
a great success in Canada, and it is not anticipated that the

2s. duty would enhance the price at Liverpool But it is

anticipated that the middle interests would exact most of the

duty from the dutiable producer, so that the Canadian fanner

might expect to get a better price ou his farm than his rival

south of the line. Thus tin- transference of the British

market from American to Canadian farmers would proceed

Mj'i.lly than would otherwise be the case.

At the same time it seems that the marvellous increase

numeration from the western States has modified the

Canadian valuation of the suggested preference. For in

1902 the Dominion Govern is prepared to increase

the British preference in its own tariff in return for exemp-
from British duties "now or hereafter imposed,"

1 i*

from the shilling duty which then was in force. But the

obstruction of our conservative irreconcilables destroyed the

opportunity, and now Canadians cannot connect the present

boom with any concession on our part. The fact that the

proposed duty has been raised to 2s. seems to indicate a

hardening of the Canadian attitude; and when the com-

mercial treaty comes to be negotiated the bargain is likely

to be less favourable, from the British point of view, than

it might have been in 190

The proposed duty on dairy produce, though it would he

an important aid to land settlement in Eastern Canada, where

y industry has been highly organized by the State, is

dl item in the whole programme for Australia

and New Zealand. There, compared with wheat-growing.

the production of butter and cheese on the modern factory

system is proving of paramount importance to the progress

of closer settlement It appears to be the single extensive

1 cr. .. iaa
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and extensible industry which enables a settler, without

much capital except a growing family, to make a comfortable

living off a small area of suitable land. In New Zealand

especially, a large proportion of the country is suitable for

dairying, while the climate is amongst the best in the world.

In Australia dairying lands are but a small fraction of the

enormous total, but sufficient nevertheless to support many
times the existing rural population, were the market for dairy

produce equally elastic; and wherever the land is fit the

climate is not prohibitive. One great obstacle to closer land

settlement, both in Australia and in New Zealand, is that

most of the best and more accessible land was alienated in

large blocks in the early days, and has been utilized as sheep

runs, excluding the troublesome small farmer. Accordingly
Australasian Governments are now carrying out a policy of

compulsory resumption by the State, with a view to sub-

division into small farms. Under this policy estates suitable

for cutting up into small dairy farms are chosen where

possible.

In connection with the British market for dairy produce
a very important feature is that the reversal of the seasons

makes antipodean dairy supplies most plentiful at the very
time when British supplies are at their lowest ebb, and vice

vcrsd. In Australasia the dairy industry is not yet organized

up to the point attained by Denmark, and also, in a lesser

degree, by Canada. Artificial feeding in winter is not yet
the rule, and the creameries generally close down for the

mid-winter months. The alternation of the seasons is to

some extent a permanent reason for the paradoxical system

whereby we draw the most perishable of competing articles

of food from beyond the tropics.

So great is the relative importance of wheat-growing in

Canada, and of dairying more particularly in Australasia, as

affecting the national land policy of these countries, that it

may be questioned whether it was necessary to propose any
further duties as a basis of reciprocal trade arrangements.
The present writer at any rate, after investigating actual

conditions in both quarters, in the years preceding Mr.

Chamberlain's resignation, formed the conclusion that a
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tangible concession in colonial tariff* might be negotiated
-turn f.-i nothing more than the preferential admtsrion

of colonial grain and dairy produce. Upon thui hypothesis
the initial inclusion of meat, which ranks third as a factor

md settlement, is a tactical mistake; depriving us of

a negotiable asset which might prove valuable in future

ion 8 of the commercial treaties. Upon the basis now
used by Mr. Chamberlain, our only substantial reaonre

is a duty on bacon, which, since bacon is a by-product of

the dairy industry, will acquire an increasing value as time

goes on.

Some of the objections which have been raised in Eng-
land against Mr. Chamberlain's proposals indicate a complete

tference to the evolution, from colony to nation, whi< -h

has bean taking place in Canada and Australia, For example,
nt anti-reformers cannot see why Canada should be

satisfied with a preference on wheat, to the exclusion of

timU-r. which shows a larger figure in export values, or why
Australia should not require a preference on wool for a

similar reason, thereby antagonizing the principle clearly

stated by Mr. Chamberlain, that we shall place no duty on

raw materials.
1

So out of date is the standpoint of these objections that

sometimes they are expressed in language reminiscent of the

days when the accepted function of a colonial Govern i

was merely to transmit the sectional views of its constituents

for the favourable consideration of a paternal Home Govern -

Reading the speeches of th<> Liberal spokesmen one

gathers that a commercial treaty with Canada or Australia

would be a business different in kind from a similar treaty

'i a foreign Power, such as that which Cobden negotiated

1 "
Any scheme which excludes Australian wool tnd Canadian timber

it Uroe mod imperfect"- Lord Rosebery, it Leicester, Nov. 8, 1903.
" Let me ask you to realise what preference means to the people of

the United Kingdom. ... It means, and it most mean if it is going to

be carried out equitably, the taxation of Argentine wool and meat in

favour of the wool and meat of South Africa. It means, or it may
possibly mean sooner or later, the taxation of American cotton in favour

ist and West African cotton grown within the limits of the Empire."
Mr. Asquith, at Wednesbury, Jan. i4, 1904.
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with France, that, in fact, the British Government would

not be dealing with another national Government, but would

be beset by a multitude of clamorous deputations from

beyond the seas.
1

If these objectors realized that the

colonial era is passing away, and that the Governments of

the Dominion, the Commonwealth, and New Zealand imw

exercise national functions, they would also realize that it

will fall upon those Governments, and not the British Govern-

ment, to evolve out of sectional colonial interests a proposal
which it is possible for us to accept. Thus the theoretical

difficulty as to raw material is of no consequence whatever

to the British public. For us it is sufficient that the

nationalist statesmen of Canada and Australia, althou.li

fully aware of the stipulated restriction, are not detent. i

by it from supporting the principle of preferential trade.

If the hypothesis be accepted that the patriotic int<

of a country is not necessarily identical with that of the

industry which exports the greatest money value
;
and that

the Canadian and Australian statesmen are not only straight-

forward but are actuated by the sense of national respon-

sibility ;
then it is easy to perceive that timber and wool do

not possess the national status of wheat or dairy produce, and

therefore have less claim to special consideration. It is the

writer's experience that beyond the seas timber and wool are

not usually mentioned in discussions of preferential trade,

except occasionally by the direct representatives of those

industries. As regards timber, some Canadian exporters say
that the lumber which they send to Britain does not compete

seriously with Baltic timber, being of a different quality ;

while American lumber, excluding that which is of Canadian

origin, is an insignificant and diminishing quantity in the

British market. However that may be, the lumber industry
is not comparable with agriculture in the popular estimation

;

and preferential trade always is discussed in connection with

the latter, which is recognized as the predominant national

1 " Mr. Chamberlain disclaims any intention of taxing raw material.

. . . Now what satisfaction is it to the Canadian lumberman ... to

know that his neighbour who grows wheat gets a preference here while

he get* nothing?" Mr. Asquith, at Cinderford, Oct. 9, 1903.
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rest Indeed, protests are raised even now against the

reckless inroads upon the forest area, and the improvident
wastefulness of the methods hitherto followed by the lumber

trade.

Likewise in Australia, the democracy, especially as repre-

sented by the dominant Labour party, is <ii*tin< tly hostile to

land-absorbing sheep runs, which are an obstacle to the

onal policy of
"
closer settlement," and often are in the

hands of absentee owners, who minimize their expenditure in

Australia and drain the wealth of the country to swell the

income tax in England. It is extremely difficult to imagine
the Labour party foregoing federal revenue in order to

confirm the value of the sheep runs which it wishes the

State to resume. If the loss is to be incurred, it will

only be for the sake of great national objects, such as the

policy of laud settlement, which is based upon dairying and

agriculture.

Again, the objection is raised that concessions in colonial

Va are worthless to Britain, unless they are sufficient to

the British manufacturer on an equality with his

colonial rivals, and an assurance to this effect is demanded

as the preliminary condition of serious discussion.
1 Such an

ide seems hopeless to those who appreciate the unalter-

able national basis of the protective system ;
and amounts to

lie was by no means opposed to conferences with the polonies, on

inij>erial affairs generally ; but the colonial* having told us frankly that

they could not afford to put British manufactures upon equal terms with

colonial manufactures in colonial markets, we should aim tell them

frankly that to long as that was the case we did not see that it was

possible to discuss with advantage any scheme of preferential tariffs."

Iward Grey, at Coventry, Nov. 8, 1904.

< proposal of a fiscal conference was specious and plausible, but

was there any one of the great self-governing colonies prepared to agree
aa a Uais of negotiation that British manufactured goods should go into

: own markets on level terms with their own native products f

Then what came of this Conference! The whole thing waa a aham and

an i -Mr. Asquith, at Southampton, Nov. 7, 1004.

had nothing better to give the colonies than open pott*. If

reciprocity was desirable, it was for the colonies to reciprocate by giving

greater facilities, as Canada had so generously and slffertionstely done,

lie admission of British products. The proposed Conference was a
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a flat refusal to consider reciprocity in any practicable form.

It ignores the fact that, under modern conditions, the market

for imported manufactures in most countries, except England,
is being limited deliberately to articles not produced in the

country; or, as regards other articles, to the surplus which

cannot be supplied from within. Even within the Empire, it

is only the dependencies, such as India, which can fulfil tin-

free-trade stipulation; their own economic interests being
subordinated forcibly to those of their suzerain. At the same

time the surplus markets of Canada, Australasia, and South

Africa have an incomparably greater future value than those

of older countries, for the reason, already explained, that

their home industries, generally speaking, cannot overtake the

home demand until the distant time when the opportunities
of rapid land settlement shall be nearing exhaustion. Thus,

when the United States, Germany, and England are in

competition to supply the demand for steel rails in Canada,
which must be in excess of home production for many years

^

to come, it is ridiculous for a free-trader, of all men, to as

that a rebate of 40 per cent, in favour of English rails
l

is

delusion and a snare, and the whole of the proposed policy a colossal

blunder and delusion." Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, in Manchester,
Nov. 30, 1904.

"When people talked of a bond of union with the colonies, they
should be asked to name a single colony that would support a proposal
for free trade within the Empire. Of course the colonies would
* Thank you,' if they were given a preference : they would be simple-
minded if they did not. But what would this country get in return f

Absolutely nothing." UT. Lloyd-George, at York, Jan. 30, 1905.
1 In August 1904, a steel-rail mill having been started in Canada, a

duty of $7'84 per gross ton upon imported rails was put into force.

According to the Montreal correspondent of the Manchester Guardian

(Sept. 12, 1904) :

41 The imposition of the duty should result greatly to the advantage
of the British mills. These have been at a great disadvantage in the

|>ast, owing to the competition from the United States and German mills,

which, on account of the fiscal policy of these countries, were enabled t<>

undersell them. The application of the duty, however, will bring into

force the preference of one-third in favour of the British mills, the surtax

of one-third against the Germans, and the dumping clause, which will

probably be mainly operative against the United States. The duty

against the British manufacturer will, in future, consequently be $5*23
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not an advantage worth retaining or improving by reciprocal
MnAMftioM

Again, the present proposals are deprecated as a restric-

tion of colonial autonomy.
1 Once more, the objection betrays

a curious lack of sympathy with the economic ideas of the

outside world. In Canada, as has been described, that

question was fully considered some years ago, in connection

with the commercial policy of the Canadian Liberals towards

the United States. The result was an agreement of all

parties that, although commercial union might necessitate

political union, restricted reciprocity involves no dangers to

<>nal independence. Having discussed preferential trade

throughout Canada and Australasia, the present writer can

testify that he never once encountered the singular objection

which has been invented in England.

illy it is alleged that the present proposals are a

revival of the old preferential system, which proved an

economic failure. The latter statement is open to question,

but is beside the point in any case. The basis of the old

system was the relation between a "plantation" and the

mother country. The plantation was to produce raw

materials, but not to manufacture for itself, or obtain

manufactures except through the mother country. The

avowed object was to make the one subservient economically
to the other. But the basis of the present proposals is

>nal equality, expressed by the negotiation of commercial

treaties in exactly the same way as between foreign countries.

Contrasted with the zollverein plan, Mr. Chamberlains

present proposals imply a recognition that the national

rests of the two parties are separate and are to be

per gross ton, that against the German $10-45, and that against all

others $7-84. This will give him an advantage of $5-iS over the

German and one of $2*61 over all others. This ought to enable him to

dispose of all competitors, especially when it is remembered that the

dumping clause will prevent them from selling at less than their own
domestic prices."

1 "
Depend upon it, if ever our people here agreed to lax their food in

favour of the colonies, then at OHM they would begin to interfere with

the fiscal liberty of the colonies,"-Sir Edward Grey, at Kendal, Dec. U.
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conserved as such. That is the whole secret of thrir

popularity beyond the seas. The habitual use of the pin

"commercial treaty" by Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the leader of

colonial nationalism, itself proves how wide a gulf divides

the present-day imperialism of the younger nations from the

antiquated misconceptions which in England are a fonnid.iMr

obstruction to progress and reform.

NOTE.

MB. CHAMBERLAIN'S PROPOSALS.

Mr. Chamberlain's original proposals, as enunciated by him at

Glasgow on Oct. 6, 1 903, were as follows :

A duty on foreign corn (excluding maize) not exceeding 2s. per

quarter. A corresponding duty on flour, to give a substantial pre-

ference to the miller.

A duty of about 5 per cent on foreign dairy produce and iiu-nt

(excluding bacon).

A duty on manufactured goods, not exceeding 10 per cent, on tin-

average, but varying according to the amount of labour in these goods.
The following duties, then in force, to be remitted :

Three-fourths of the duty on tea.

Half the duty on sugar, witb a corresponding reduction on cocoa

and coffee.

Mr. Chamberlain calculated that, assuming all duties to fall

entirely on the consumer, the working man would not have his cost

of living increased at all by this readjustment of duties. But he
"

I have made this assumption (that the new duties would fall entirely

on the consumer), but I do not believe in it. I do not believe that

these small taxes on food would be paid to any large extent by the

consumers in this country. I believe, on the contrary, they would

be paid by the foreigner."

Subsequently Mr. Chamberlain has indicated several times that

the above programme is to be regarded as tentative only. The con-

ditions have been changed to some extent by further increases of the

duties selected for reduction, since the date of the above proposals.
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NATIONALISM IN TARIFFS

i LITTLE ENGLAND AND TARIFF REFORM

is a feature of the fiscal controversy in England that the

fcnti-reformers associate the idea of preferential trade with

he idea of a "
sacrifice," which the country is being asked to

make for the sake of imperial union. From their point of

view the question is whether such a sacrifice is necessary to

achieve the object ; or whether the sacrifice proposed will be

sufficient to do so ; or whether imperial union is worth any
sacrifice at all on the part of Little England.

Another feature of the controversy is that the cry of
* sacrifice" has failed to evoke any appreciable sympathy

pond the seas. To the anti-reformers this signifies that the

younger nations, when they support the proposal, are dis-

Maying an inhuman indifference to the interests of the

pnglish taxpayer, who already bears more than his due share

of the common responsibilities. On the other hand, viewed
i beyond the seas the English tariff reformers do not

.11 ;-'ar to be an unpatriotic party, neglecting their brothers for

ako of their cousins. They are judged to be a genuine
little England party, in so far as they are advocating a

rvform which is required in the interests of Little England,
1

1 In Canada especially this ia a view which hat long prevailed, *f., Sir

John Maedonald's attitude: "In reply to the objection that tab policy

^Htrial reciprocity upon the basis of separate tariff*) waa at variance

with the deeply-rooted attachment of Englishmen to the doctrine of free

taado, he would answer that the time was rapidly approaching when the

power of that superstition would be broken, and when RngHtJimen would

awake to the supreme folly of sacrificing their material interesta to the

worship of a theory which was every day being disproved by the sUrn

logic of facts." Pope's Jftmotn of Sir Sol* JfoAmoU, rol. ii. p. 116.

16
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<iuile apart from the imperial aspects of the policy. By
contrast, the anti-reformers figure as a conservative party,
< linging with sentimental obstinacy to an obsolete fiscal

doctrine, which has been condemned as unsound in theory and

injurious in practice by the official verdict of the whole

modern world, outside England. From this point of view it

is a mere accident that tariff reform should have an imperial

aspect, or that the question should have been raised at a lime

when there is a difficulty about revenue and a scarcity of

employment in England. These circumstances only give

additional urgency to a reform which is indispensable in any
case to a country requiring revenue upon the easiest terms,

and the fullest development of its industrial and agricultural

possibilities.

The characteristic which differentiates the English
revenue system from that of other countries is the restrict inn

of Customs duties to those imports only which do not compete
with the products of home industry. The principle follo\\c<l

elsewhere is the direct opposite, namely, to exhaust the

revenue readily obtainable from competing imports before

placing duties upon non - competing imports, excluding
luxuries. In practice the English system now seems to have

produced the following results :

1. Whereas all other countries levy toll upon the foreign

seller for his use of the national market, England levies no

such toll, and increases the burden upon her own taxpayers

by the amount so lost.

2. The sources of revenue being limited in number, it

has become necessary to drain each of them to the utmost,

thereby incurring (a) excessively dear necessaries of life,

namely, tea and sugar; (b) an abnormally high rate of

income-tax, making this tax useless for the important

purpose which it was designed to serve
; (c) the commandeer-

ing of local revenues for national purposes, thereby crippling

the activity of local authorities in their special spheres.

3. The injury of English industries of all kinds, by

raising the cost of production against them and in favour of

the foreigner, even in the English market. The increased

cost of production arises from (a) the additional internal
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taxation which is necessitated by the exemption of the

^n seller from taxation, especially affecting agriculture;
and (b) the disturbance or restriction of the home market,

specially affecting those manufacturing industries in which

an extensive and stable home market is the modern basis of

production at minimum cost.

The first of the foregoing propositions contradicts a

fundamental asmim]-n<-M of the Cobdenite theory a fiscal

hallucination which has never ceased to excite astonishment

10 outside world. The assumption underlying the English
uue system is that any import duty whatsoever, be it

great or small, levied upon any article whatsoever, which is

produced at home in any quantity whatsoever, raises the

of the home product hy at least the amount of the

, so that, while the revenue benefits only to the

extent of the importation, the unfortunate taxpayer, qua con-

uts to pay the enhanced price for the home product
as well as for the imported article. 1 Such is the extra-

nary theory which was imposed upon the English revenue

system in the days when oligarchy gave the logician* his

Kpportunity to direct national affaire, and which a famous

Representative of the older Liberals lately declared to be as

as the multiplication table !

It is a striking proof of the oppressive power of sheer

conservatism upon the English intellect that the abstract

;uee of this kind must and always will fall on the consumer. If

leny that, tell us on whom it will fall. . . . Some say that the lax

will be paid by the foreigner. Why should it t ... The consumer is

man who must have it in the end." Sir William Harcourt in

Budget debate, 1908, upon the introduction of the shilling corn

tax on any commodity will as a general rule raise the prica- of

that commodity by at least the amount of the tax : there are few cases in

which it does not raise it by more than the amount." Mr. John Jiorley,

ngj. S. Mill, June 19, 1908.
"

It w.v .

t
uitc in accordance with his (Peel's) habit of mind that he

should prefer to carry out the Free Trade principles in their logical com-

pletenees, as soon as this course was feasible, rather than

tort of compromise. Peel accepted the maxims) of

the pronouncements of a master whose guidance might be

nnhesitatinglr.
n
-^;unningham, Tk* Fnt TYtutt JTotvsMS*, p. 58,
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theory has held sway over 11011-commercial minds long after

it has been repudiated in practice by all the business classes

of the community, both high and low
; excepting some of

those whose interest as taxpayers is subordinate to their

commercial interest in free imports, whether as importers,

middlemen, or commission agents. The outcry of the English
manufacturer against high tariffs abroad has little meaning,

except upon the assumption that he cannot compete with

the domestic manufacturer in the market of the protected

country without himself paying the duty, in whole or part as

the case may be. For if prices in the protected market are

raised at least to the full extent of the duty, as asserted by
the Cobdenite doctrine, then the profits of the English manu-

facturer in that market are not less than they would be if

there was no import duty, and his complaint is weakened.

The only other ground of grievance lies in the argument that

protection, by raising the price of English or native wares in

the protected market, decreases the demand for them. J'ut

that hypothesis does not explain the action of those staunch

free-traders, the Lancashire cotton spinners, when they insisted

upon the institution of an Excise duty in India to balance the

import duty upon cotton goods. If their only objection to

the import duty was that, by raising prices, it lessened the

purchasing power of the Indian consumer, then the addition

of the other duty obviously was not calculated to remedy the

eviL There is no intelligible explanation of their anxiety to

have the Excise duty imposed, outside the hypothesis that

they knew the other duty would be payable by themselves

rather than by their Indian customers, in order to keep their

prices down to the level which would be established by the

internal competition of their duty-free rivals, the Imli;m

mills. If cotton spinners are prominent in the ranks of the

anti-reform party, it may be conjectured that the free-

imports doctrine, however injurious to them when applied in

England, is such an enormous advantage when enforced

in India that they fear to see its sanctity impaired at

home. 1

1 " In view of his approaching visit to Preston, the local branch of the

Free Trade League has forwarded to Mr. Chamberlain a letter and list
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Again, the Cobdenitet assert that the shilling corn duty
of 1002 was paid by the English consumer, while the export

v on coal is paid by the English producer, apparently
on account of any special circumstances, but by virtue of

a universal law, that the country which is wicked enough to

*e a duty cannot shift the penalty of its sin. But bow
can the sacred principle, that " the consumer must have it in

ond,* be reconciled with the theory that the producer

pays the coal export duty ? A riddle suggests itself. Who
Id pay the duty, the producer or the consumer, supposing
<ts levied neither on the exporter nor on the importer,
was the customary exaction of a pirate stationed in mid-

ocoan? Obviously not the guilty party this time. Then
h of the innocents?

If the canon, that the consumer must have it in the

thus has been repudiated by the lordliest Cobdenites of

Manchester itself, it certainly has not been treated with

beater deference by the humbler tradesmen whom post-

Cobden legislation has entrusted with the direction of local

Mai policy throughout the country. Wherever a market

has to be maintained by the ratepayers of a town, Cobdenism

Is cast to the winds, and the necessary revenue is obtained

by a system of tolls, instead of being drawn from the rates.

ther words, Customs duties are preferred to direct taxa-

tion. The popular argument is that those who enjoy the

advantage of selling in the market are the proper parties to

pay for its maintenance ; and that many of them, not being

ratepayers, would escape this equitable obligation if the tolls

were abolished, in other words, the outsider is expected to

pay for advantages conferred upon him by the ratepayers.

professor tells the simple market-goers that these tolls

are iniquitous
" taxes on food," being passed on by the sellt-r

to the buyer, he will find himself a laughing-stock. For it

of questions signed by a number of leading
facturvix . . . (Question 3). 'If we substitute for oar
of free imports one which imposes duties upon manufactured article*

coming into this country, can we in justice deny India the right to

impose duties on manufactured articles entering that country I'
11

Tan. 10, 1906.
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is their individual and everyday experience that the seller

does pay the toll himself, and never can recover it afterwards

by adding it to the price. They are aware that prices in the

market are not higher than those which prevail on the farms

or in the shops, where no toll is paid. The professor, with

reckless logic, may affirm that, if market tolls were abolished

throughout the country, the average price of the articles sold

would be reduced by the average amount of the toll formerly
levied on each. But the ratepayers, albeit consumers, \\ill

only ridicule his unpractical credulity. Their sentimental

respect for academic wisdom is unequal to the strain of putting
their market upon the rates, and magnanimously allowing

non-ratepayers to enjoy it gratis, at their expense. Nothing
can prevail against the conviction of their practical experi-

ence, that the toll is paid willingly by the seller out of the

profits which the ratepayers' market enables him to make
;

so that the abolition of the tolls merely would increase tin ir

burdens as taxpayers, without diminishing their expenses as

consumers.

Thus in practice it is agreed even in England that the

factors governing the incidence of a duty are other than the

point where it is levied, and cannot be reduced to the simple

formula,
"
all duties raise prices," wjjich has saved two gene-

rations of Englishmen from the trouble of applying science

to national revenue policy. The common and essential

feature of the situations which have been described is tho

fact of competition between two main classes of sellers,

namely, the duty-paying and the duty-free. Given such

competition, it seems that there is at once a tendency for

the latter class to undersell the former, ultimately compelling
the dutiable competitor to make sacrifices in order to retain

his market. How far the buyer and taxpayer gain by this

tendency, in any given case, is a question which seems to

depend upon the varying interaction of a host of subsidiary

factors. These include, no doubt, the quantitative pro-

portion subsisting between the two classes of sup]

in relation to the extent of the demand
;

the proportion
which the duty bears to the selling price; the keenness,

or otherwise, of competition amongst duty-free suppliers;
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th. importance, or otherwise, of the market to the dutiable

Were it humanly possible to ascertain all the relevant

factors in the case of every competitive article imported,

a scientific tariff might be framed which would no more raise

prices of the dutiable articles than do the market tolls

of the country town,
1 and would be an equally ideal meant

1 The unorthodox Dibbs tariff of New South Wales teems to have

approached the ideal from the consumer's or taxpayer's point of view, the

4 simply fulfilling the function of market tolls, i.e. relieving the

home taxpayer at the expense of the outsider. The failure of the duties

to raise prices is the more remarkable in that the final decade of the

nineteenth century was a period of progressive drought, the severest on

record, in Australia, By the end of the century the drought had

great scarcity, and therefore higher prices, which the free-

presently attributed to the new federal tariff. The following
is quoted from the Bulletin of October 19, 1901 :

" In his article on the Prices of Commodities' in the IFsolla and

[Proorssf of Ne South Wai* for 1898-9 (pages 583 to 540), he (Ooghlan)
hives the retail cost of all the most common articles of food in New South

pales for a period of seventy-eight years. The following are the prices for

U91, the last year of the old free-trade period; 1895, the last year of the

bibbs protective period ; and 1897, the second year of the Reid free-

bade period. Every article quoted in Coghlan's list, which had a

Lew duty or an increased duty put on it by the Dibbs Government, is

included :
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1891.

Pi: ,-. Duty.

Pi si M :..
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ft* i-,:,.
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rtunstely, Coghlan doesn't carry his figures further, but, even so
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of revenue from the taxpayer's point of view. Although in

practice conditions are always fluctuating, and such exactitude

is impossible, yet the Governments of other countries, whether

their tariffs are on the revenue scale or the protective scale,

believe that they do succeed in utilizing the forces of com-

petition in such a way as to raise a revenue, from duties on

competing imports, far exceeding the amount contributed by
the consumer.1 The difference represents the contribution

of the foreign seller to the expense of maintaining the market

which gives him a profit, and is sufficient to relieve taxation

in other directions to an extent which makes the additional

cost of administration a trifle by comparison. Such is the

theory of revenue-tariffism, as contrasted with the Cobdenite

doctrine. Competitive imports are made to yield the largest

far as they go, they cover a good many of the necessaries of life. And
the net results are these :

Not one article permanently increased in price when the protects

duty was put on it.

Eleven articles were cheaper, after three years of protection, tl

they were when on the free list.

Only one article out of the twelve on which protective duties

abolished became cheaper after the abolition.

Six cost as much without any duty as they did with it, and the pri<

of one on which the duty was reduced also remained stationary.
Five became dearer when protection was removed.

And the State lost 700,000 a year of revenue, to make up for which
it imposed 446,000 of direct taxation, and increased its borrowings by
170,000 a year, with further increases since."

1 " It might be remarked here that if any doubt exists in Britain

to the substantial nature of the preference granted by Canada in favour

of British goods, certainly none exists in the United States. The manu-

facturers there havefound it necessary to reduce their prices to Canada to offset

the preference." Canadian Memorandum on the Preferential Tariff. Blue

Book, Cd. 1299, p. 125. Cf. the following :

" In the three years ending
in 1903 the sum of $8,464,696 in duties has been saved to British sellers

by the operation of the preference (in the Canadian tariff)." This extract

is from the "
Campaign text-book "

of the Democratic party of the United
States (1904). It is significant that a party formerly associated with free-

trade traditions now represents a reduction of duties as a saving to the

seller rather than to the buyer or consumer. Were the above statement

correct, the reduction of tariff ratei on British imports would imply a

sheer loss of revenue to the Dominion Government without any counter-

balancing advantage to the Canadian consumer.
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amount of revenue compatible with the intercut of the con-

sumer as such. Non-competitive import*, other than luxuries,

remain on the free list until the other duties are exhausted,

because the smallest duty on them is likely to reach the

consumer at once, owing to the entire absence of duty-free

competition. Thus in Canada there is no duty on raw

coffee, cocoa, tea, and the like, because they are not articles

produced at home.

The principle of Mr. Chamberlain's proposals, judged as a

revenue measure, seems to be that of the revenue-tariffist,

namely, to substitute certain seller's taxes, chiefly payable

by the foreigner, for certain buyer's taxes, chiefly payable by
the English consumer. For wheat, meat, dairy produce, and

most manufactures are competitive imports; whereas tea

and sugar are non-competitive imports. The question as to

whether the whole, or otherwise what part, of the new
duties will become the foreigner's market toll, depends upon
those multitudinous considerations which defy exact analysis,

.ing the most general view, the situation is decidedly

favourable to the consumer and taxpayer, especially as

regards the food duties. The proposed duties are small in

proportion to value, duty-free production is large, and its

internal competition is intense in most cases, and the English

market has now become so indispensable to foreign sellers

that they certainly will pay toll rather than relinquish it

-hnrt, there seems to be no doubt that, at the worst, the

new duties will take more from the foreign seller than from

the English buyer, whose taxation will be relieved to that

extent The "
readjustment

"
outlined by Mr. Chamberlain,

so far from leaving things as they were, promises to prove a

clear remission of taxation and reduction of the cost of living ;

not only involving no loss of revenue, but actually leaving

some surplus for further relief.

On the other hand, the same line of reasoning seems to

lead to the conclusion that it would be difficult to draw

revenue from imported raw materials, even where these are

of a competitive character, without entailing a serious risk

of enhanced prices, which would be detrimental to the export

trade in English manufactures. In the case of foreign raw
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materials, duty-free competition would be less intense, be-

cause some of the most important are not sufficiently produced
within the Empire. Further, foreign producers of raw

materials have a much wider choice of markets than foreign

producers of food stuffs namely, all those younger manufac-

turing countries which are assaulting England's former

monopoly. These markets generally are toll-free for raw

materials, and are capable of rapid and extensive expansion
in proportion as English manufacturers are handicapped. By
contrast, foreign producers of food stuffs can find no alter-

native market to that of England in the whole world. No
other market is large enough, and the tolls elsewhere an

mostly heavier than those proposed by Mr. Chamberlain,

being designed to protect home production.

Accepting the doctrine of revenue-tariffism, the "
sacrifice

"

vanishes into thin air. The only appearance of sacrifice is

the loss of revenue caused by the free admission of colonial

supplies. Yet, apart from the reciprocal concessions for which

a business-like Government would bargain, it may be that

colonial preference is a necessary concession to the anti-

protectionists. For the tendency of a duty to fall on the

dutiable seller, and spare the consumer, gathers force with

every increase of duty-free competition. English agriculture

cannot expand so readily as English manufactures. Under
the Manchester rdgime it has become utterly stagnant, not

owing to low prices, but owing to the neglect and indifference

of the Government during a period when State aid, in pro-

tection, co-operative organization, scientific research, and

technical instruction was being lavished upon agriculture in

countries which now, having learnt the art of cheap produc-

tion, have captured the English market. It may well be

that in many cases home-grown food supplies at present are

too small and inelastic a part of the total consumption to

throw the whole of even a small duty on to the dutiable

seller. But if domestic duty-free competition is reinforced

by that of colonial supplies, with their unlimited potentiality

of rapid expansion, then it seems certain that the foreigner
will find himself powerless to recover the toll by dictating

higher prices.
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The yield of the DOW duties already has been earmarked

for the reduction of the tea and sugar duties, which will be a

heavy drain upon it Meanwhile it in urgently necessary to

restore the income-tax to a peace level, in order that it may
recover its utility as a financial engine held in lesetie for

war. For no other tax is qualified to serve this purpose.

The income-tax is the only considerable tax of which the

yield can be doubled and trebled by the mere stroke of the

pen, without additional organization, and without dislocating

trade. But this power of expansion is destroyed when the

rate of the tax is maintained in time of peace at a level not

far below that which official experience pronounces to be the

limit of its productivity. Under existing fiscal conditions,

the emergency of war could be met only by the immediate

imposition of a wide range of new Custom duties, dislocating

trade to a degree which may be conjectured from the dis-

turliance which attended the modest duties introduced

owing to the South African war. Thus the exigencies-

national defence make it necessary that all those sources of

revenue which cannot be tapped, or more largely drawn

upon, without commercial disturbance, should be fully utilized

as part of the normal fiscal system of the country, in order that

the income-tax may be relied upon to meet the pressure of war.

Again, there is ground for anxiety in the circumstance

that the recent Education Act was financed with the help of

a new raid upon local exchequers. No one anticipates and

few hope that expenditure upon education has reached

finality. Yd further expenditure, under present fiscal con-

>n.s, must involve a progressive draft upon the rates, no

national revenue being available. Taxation of this land

limits the enterprise of local authorities, which is not always

pernicious, in their more special departments; and in par-

ilar adds to the burdens upon land the raw material of

the most important national industry.

Accordingly, even assuming a large measure of retrench-

ment, there is ample scope for the profitable employment of

all the revenue derivable from duties on competing import*,

without the complete remission of duties upon non-competing

imj-v .rts. In any case, the latter are less burdensome to the
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taxpayer than direct taxation, and well might be increased

upon articles of luxury. Customs duties, in general, compare

favourably with direct taxation in cost of collection, despite

the insular conditions of England; although anti-reformers

sometimes quote figures in the opposite sense. Those figures

ignore the time and trouble, not to say the money, expended

by the individual taxpayer in the ceaseless struggle against
extortion which characterizes the collection of the income-tax

at its present level. The Treasury has to maintain direct

relations with every individual payer throughout the country,
instead of dealing only with a handful of merchants and

others, who pay the Customs or Excise revenue in bulk, and

afterwards recover it, from the consumer if they can, other-

wise from the foreign producer in future transactions. The

taxpayer, for his part, if he is neither a dupe of the Cobdenite

fallacy, nor a fervent admirer of the tax-collector as school-

master, prefers to make his contribution to the revenue

without fuss or additional expense, in the ordinary course of

his business, through the medium of the tradesmen who supply
his domestic wants.

Nor is it true that the consumer always pays the whole

duty even upon those articles in respect of which the absence

of duty-free competition prejudices his chances of escaping.
The experience of recent years has furnished several examples
of a non-competitive import duty falling wholly or partly

upon interests anterior to that of the consumer. Thus, the

increase of the tea duty has led to loud complaints from the

planters of Ceylon and India. 1

They protest that they do

pay part of the duty, because it is of vital importance to

them that the consumption of tea should not be decreased,

1 " We are told that the loss will fall on the consumer and not on the

producer, but we do not accept that statement We dispute its accuracy ;

we say that in the future, as in the past, the loss will fall both on

producer and consumer. But we are told that the increased duty will

not check consumption ! This is a strange doctrine. I have always
been taught that the increase or decrease of consumption of a commodity
depended upon whether its price rose or fell, but now it appears that

the British working man has become so rich in the last year or two that

he does not care what the price of his food may be." Sir West Ridgeway,
at the meeting of the Indian Tea Association, on May 4, 1904.
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which is the usual result of a rite in price. 80 when the

eased they cut their profit, in hope* of keeping
os down and encouraging consumption.
In this connection it is instructive to compare the state-

ment of the late Nelson Dingier, who gave bis name to the

American tariff:

14 Duties on import*, AS a source of national revenue, are justified

>nly bj the fact that they are generally taxes ultimately paid at

the convenience of the taxpayer, without the solicitation of the tax

collector; but also by the fact, known to business men, that,

although they are in form a tax on consumption, yet in fact the duty

paid the Government on an important article it rartly added infill
to the price when a rimilar article it made or produced Here, ami

frequently added only in part when a timilar article ie not produced
or made here. Theoretically, it might have been affirmed, without

contradiction, that the placing of a duty of ten cents per pound on

tea at the last session of Congress would have increased the price of

tea to the consumer ten cents per pound, yet the wholesale prices

current show that tea has risen only five cents per pound. The

foreign producer and importer are practically paying one-half of the

, in order to hold their cuetomen ; and the ^xmtuimff pays only
half. Absurd as it may seem to the theorist, the foreigner is paying
half of the $10,000,000 annual estimated revenue from the duty on

tea." iThe North American Review, March 1899.

Again, the shilling corn duty of 1902 might be called a

non-competitive duty, in so far as American wheat is a

different article to English wheat, and commands an in-

dependent price.
1 When the duty was in force, though

1 Cf. another form of incidence on the middleman :
u The deputation

(to the Chancellor of the Exchequer) wan introduced by If r. Lough, M.I\
who said that in London and in the provinces some 160,000 people were

employed in the clan of catering trade which the deputation mprannUd,
and that six million* of money wa invented in it. The trade had already
to pay a sugar tax, and the additional impost on tea constituted a burden

i would be very oppressive. The profits on the liquid tea BOW sold

to a very poor claw of customers were very email. The price to the coo

turner could not be raised, and the lost would have to be borne solely by
the caterer*." 77U Tim*, Jane 10, 1904.

* "A recent example was the decline in the Qatetle pries of British

"Wheat during the past twelve months, from 30a. lid. in June 19OS to

27s. 6d. in June 1903, while the average value of imported
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American wheat was dearer than before,
1
the average price of

bread was practically the same. The wholesale duty was too

small an amount to lend itself to retail distribution, and so

the bakers and anterior middlemen had to bear the loss.

When the duty was removed in the following year, not a

single consumer seems to have obtained bread any cheaper ;

2

so that the remission was simply a bonus to the anterior

interests, at the cost of the taxpayers in general, who had to

make up the deficiency from other sources. Under similar

conditions of retail competition, tobacconists in some places

complain that the recent addition to the duty on cheap

cigarettes has fallen entirely on themselves.

Again, confectioners and mineral-water manufacturers

lately waited upon the Chancellor of the Exchequer to protest

the same period showed no decline. This was mainly due to the inferior

quality of the produce of the 1902 harvest in the United Kingdom." But
"the average price of American winter wheat in Liverpool has been

calculated for the ten years 1892-1901, the result being Is. 3d. per

quarter higher than the Gazette average price of British wheat during
that period." Blue Book, Cd. 1761, pp. 120-2.

1 The following average annual prices of home-grown wheat are calcu-

lated from the official returns, for a year beginning with May and ending
with April, so as to more nearly correspond with the year of the duty :

1901-2,

Duty Free.
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Against the sugar duty, which the/ said was (ailing upon
themselves rather than upon their customers.

"Mr. Edwards, in introducing the deputation, said that ... an

attempt to put the duty on the price wat immediately followed by

large falling off of tho demand ; it wat impoaaible in many cases to

hand the duty on to the customer, because a large quantity of the

gooda manufactured in the confectionery trade waa aold at two

ounces a penny, and a duty of a halfpenny per pound could not be

distributed over such small purchase* .

" Mr. R Johnson, president of the National Union of Mineral

Waters Associations, said that ... the price of these cheap minerals

was usually a penny per bottle, and it could not be increased, or the

consumer would drink beer instead ... Mr. J. J. Ball ... said

that ... it was impossible to increase the price to the consumer, as

the size of the bottles was fixed by the enormous stock in hand, and

as a fractional increase per dozen in the price charged to the retailer

would extinguish his profit" Th Times, Jan. 14, 1905.

Here then are manifest indications of a

ue having been raised by non-competitive import duties,

of the amount contributed by the consumer. It

sound principle, when operating upon articles of

domestic consumption, to levy the duties upon wholesale

quantities, such as the ton or hundredweight, rather than on

retail quantities, such as the pound of tea or sugar, because

the wholesale duty cannot always be passed on intact to the

consumer. There need be no apprehension of extinguishing
the retailer by such a process, because generally he is a

necessity to the anterior interests, represented by the

manufacturer, merchant, or foreign producer. The ultimate

ience of such taxation seems to tend in the direction of

the producer, because his interest is not well served by

agents, whether manufacturers or distributors, who do not

find an adequate profit in handling his material

It remains to consider the protective aspect of the

><)eed duties. Sometimes reformers, in their anxiety to

allay the old-fashioned prejudice attaching to the term
M
protection," deny that the question of protection is involved.

Yet there is appreciable protection, if only in the

that conditions of competition are modified in favour of
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industries by the mere transference of a certain amount of

taxation from the home producer or manufacturer to bis

foreign competitor. For such a transfer lessens the cost of

home production and increases the cost of foreign production,

which assists home industries to hold their own just as

effectively as a correspondingly higher selling price. This

is the special sense in which the food duties may be welcomed

as a measure of protection to English agriculture. Tea and

sugar are large items in the household expenses, both of

labourers and of the farmer who boards men in his own
house. The income-tax affects many farmers; and all of

them are specially sensitive to local rates. These taxes

increase the cost of agricultural production. Hence teirilV

reform, by drawing a revenue from the foreign competitor in

partial relief, whether direct or indirect, of those taxes, is

calculated to help agriculture even if it fails to raise prices

in the slightest degree.

The controversy which rages over the term "
protection

"

has been characterized by considerable confusion of definition.

According to one eminent English statesman, protection

"
is a policy which aims at supporting or creating home industries

by raising home prices. The raising of home prices is a necessary

step towards the encouragement of an industry under a protective

system. ... If the prices are not raised, the industry is not

encouraged.
1

It is a pity that Mr. Balfour, who made the above state-

ment just after twitting his opponents with their use of a
" well-known form of fallacy

"
in logic, should have given his

authority to a blunder which may be described in identical

language. For he has defined protection by reference to

a non-essential attribute, which is not even a constant

attribute. Modern protection aims at supporting home

industries, not by raising prices, but by restricting imports,

so as to give the home manufacturer that stable and extensive

market which, nowadays, often is the indispensable condition

of production at the lowest cost Whether or not such

1 Mr. Balfour at the Scottish Conservative Club, in Edinburgh,
Oct. 3, 1904.
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restriction happens to raise home prices depends chiefly upon
the nature and extent of home production and home com-

petition ; which, free-traders are apt to forget, may be quite

effective in keeping down prices without the intervention of

the foreigner.

But Mr. Balfonr's definition is a useful contribution to

the discussion, in so far as it recognizes the propriety of

defining and naming fiscal systems according to their intention,

or at least according to their main result, instead of according

to a chance by-product Thus "
revenue-tariffists

"
beyond

seas adopt that title because they say the primary inten-

and in fact the main result, of their system is to raise

a large revenue upon the easiest terms ; whereas the primary
ition, and main result, of a protectionist tariff is to

restrict imports. In* so far as even moderate duties tend

to restrict competitive imports, by destroying the weakest of

dutiable suppliers, a certain degree of protection is

admitted to be M
incidental

"
to a revenue tariff.

1
In so far

as stringent duties fail to exclude imports altogether, a

certain amount of revenue is an "
incidental

"
feature of

a protective tariff. Likewise Mr. Balfour himself claims a

1 The following account of the Canadian tariff is taken from the

official Memorandum which the Canadian Government laid before the

Colonial Conference of 1902 (Report, Cd. 1899, p. 183) :

Referring to the general sUtement ... that Canadian policy

remains protectionist in spite of the preference to British goods, it may
be stated that the Canadian tariff waa framed <peiatfy/or rmmwtjmryim,
w*A protection as a* incident, and that it admits reasonable British and

<n competition with the domestic manufacturer and producer. it ia

act in any sense prohibitory. This is evidenced by the fact* that the

import* of dutiable goods are very large, and that they have increased

very considerably in recent yeara. In 1897 the total dutiable imports wtra

106380,705, whereas in 1901 they amounted to $105,969,756.
44 Even the general rates, which are one-third higher than the prefar-

ential rates, do not discourage importations, as is seen from the fact thai

the dutiable imports from countries not entitled to the preference have

largely increased. During the fiscal year 1896-97 the dutiable import,
from countries not now enjoying the preference amounted to 911,088,008%

kd they increased to $78,568,886 in 1901. Foreign countries having

creased their trade with Canada, of course it follows that Great Britain,

with the advantage of the preference, has been in much better poaitka to

do so."
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special label for his own policy, on the ground that its

intention is to retaliate. Were a regular policy of temporal- \

duties not precluded by the importance of commercial stability

a certain amount both of revenue and of protection would be

incidental to its operation.

Whether the duties proposed by Mr. Chamberlain belong
to the revenue category or the protective category is an

academic question which depends, in the first instance, upon
the anticipations formed by the individual critic himself, and

ultimately upon the extent to which those anticipations are

fulfilled or disproved by the results obtained. If imports
are not appreciably restricted by the duties, then the revrinm

gains directly and home industries indirectly. If imports
are restricted to an appreciable extent, making this the main

result of the tariff, then the revenue loses for the time being,

but derives compensation from the increased taxable capacity
of the country, which is concurrent with the extension of

home industry. It is only on paper that revenue-tariffism

is a suicidal system, owing to the effect of
"
incidental pro-

tection
"

in restricting imports.
1

Indeed, the latter feature

has become so popular beyond the seas, in Canada for

example, that the revenue-tariffists maintain much higher
rates of duty upon competing imports than are required to

produce the largest amount of direct revenue. If, hereafter,

the paramount consideration for England is customs revenue
;

and if the new duties, however moderate in themselves, prove

unexpectedly restrictive of dutiable imports owing to an

abnormal abundance and intensity of duty-free competition,

then revision will be required. In that contingency the obvious

amendment of the original plan would be to make colonial

produce dutiable, but at a lower rate than foreign produce.

Thereupon the principle of imperial preference in the English

tariff would be the same as that which is in favour beyond
the seas. The yield of the tariff would be greatly increased.

At the same time, its
" incidental

"
protection of home agri-

culture would become more pronounced possibly to the

extent of raising prices, unless an agricultural revival bad

taken place in the meantime.
1 Cf. supra, footnote, p. 257.
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The idea that revenue-uriffism is only the prelude to

high protection finds expression in various disparaging phrase*,
such a* the inclined plane," or M the thin end of the wedge."
The free-trade prejudice thus tries to give a disagreeable

complexion to the world-wide fact that revenue duties upon

competing imports have a tendency to grow into protective

oe. To the anti-reformer this tendency signifies a pec
and insidious corruptive influence, which, in default of a

more reasonable explanation, may be called the devil in the

tariff. It is easy to argue that this section or that section

stands to gain by an increase of duty ; to assume that the

rest of the particular section necessarily is antagonistic to

the national interest; and to infer that corruption of the

American type, although it is not conspicuous in France,

Germany, Australia, or New Zealand, is the necessary con-

sequence of protective duties. The argument of the nursery
and the monastery that frail human nature must be pre-

served from contact with the wicked world, even at the

cost of manly evolution does not commend itself to those

liahmen who retain some faith and pride in the strength
heir own national character, and who refuse to discard a

potent instrument of national progress just because it happens
ive a sharp edge, The cry of corruption might be raised

i equal justification against any of those proposed social

reforms which involve State interference with private interest*.

in the case of protection, is there any occasion at all for

the hypothesis of the devil in the tariff? It seems more

reasonable to suppose that the devil himself could not impose
rii<iii upon a democratic country if the consumer, with

overwhelming preponderance at the polls, was being

strangled by the process, aa these critics would have us

believe,

The fact is that, under any fiscal system whatever, the

esentatives of material interests, exercising the right of

taxpayers to be consulted in national policy, make their

:ence felt, and succeed just so far as they are able to

carry the democracy with them. Thus in Little England,

free-importers have controlled the Government for the

last half-century, only because their fiscal doctrine baa
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accepted by the nation and their private interest has been

misconceived as the national interest. The British Govern-

ment, which the anti-reformers allege to have been free

during this period from commercial dictation, endowed the

cotton magnates with millions of Indian money when it

ordered the imposition of the excise duty in 1894, under

pressure from Lancashire which had the support of the

democracy. Again, in 1903, it endowed certain middle or

foreign-producer interests with over 2,000,000 per annum
when it repealed the corn duty, acting under pressure which

was condoned by the prevailing Cobdenite sentiment; although
the repeal increased the taxation of the country by the

amount of revenue thus surrendered, because the money had

to be raised by taxes on the consumer instead.

The moral issue in the fiscal controversy is not UK-

question of political purity versus political corruption, but

the question whether the controlling material interest is

to be the interest of the foreigner and his English agents,

backed by the interest which exploits India for the benefit of

Manchester; or, on the other hand, the interest of Little

England, as represented by the employers and employees in

every home-producing industry, and the interest of an honest

imperial administration, unselfish in action as well as in

mere profession. The tendency of revenue - tariffism to

engender protection implies nothing more pernicious than

fiscal experience superseding fiscal superstition. The de-

mocracy, having experimented with revenue duties upon

competing imports, finds that the predicted disasters are not

occurring; whereas, in addition to revenue, there are certain

tangible advantages apparent in home employment. Accord-

ingly it readily attempts to increase these advantages by

raising the duties, and perhaps continues the experiment
until it oversteps the mark, as in the United States to-day.

Then there arises a demand for
"
revision," i.e. not a return

to free imports, as the anti-reformers sometimes hint,
1 but

1 "We were arguing whether we should do better or worse in pro-

tective bonds, while in the United States people were arguing how it was

possible to disentangle themselves from such bonds without injustice to

vested interests or dislocating the established trade machinery. There
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ly a return to a more scientific scale of duties. It

quite impossible to imagine a return to the Cobdenite

revenue system by any nation which has entrusted iU

;

destinies to the practical instinct and business experience of

I democracy, rather than to the academic influences which some-

M have captured an oligarchic administration. Indeed,

is there any party which advocates that policy outside

^'land ?

The antiquated notion that protection necessarily raises'

prices in the home market, and is a failure in proportion 1

as it fails to do so, perhaps has originated in too exclusive

an observation of those young countries in which industries

havo to be created from the beginning, and imports are

restricted before home industry is sufficiently developed to

meet the normal home demand. I'mler such conditions

high prices are an inevitable result until internal resources

are adequately developed. When once the latter stage has

been reached, protection does not necessarily raise prices

except to the extent which represents comparatively dear

raw material, or a high standard of living. Even then,

assuming dear labour, a protective duty, if it assures the

e market and consequently a large scale of production,

may prove
" the very mother of cheapness." The example

of agricultural machinery in the United States is the more

ii that dear machinery is one of the pet bogies

with which anti-reformers try to terrorize the English farmer

conservatism. 1 For the fact is that the "tariff-ridden"

farmer of the United States is able to buy his machinery
not only relatively but actually cheaper than his free-trade

was a |Kw.-rful undercurrent running in the t'nited Stain in favour of

gradual re-vision and modification of their tariff. The revolt against

protective tarifls waa there growing too strong to be long rutted.

We should certainly think twice or thrice before we esUbJtthed a mum
i America found it so uncommonly difficult to get rid of."

Mr. Morlcy at Brechin, Jan. 19, 1906.

now the Chambers of Agriculture are about to rapport a policy

intended to ... increase the price of machinery of

which they make use, ... the amount of American machinery which it

taken by our farmers I cannot presume to estimate,"-Lord Bosebery at

irgh, Dec. 14, 1903.
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competitor in England,
1 or indeed than any other farmer in

all the world. Meanwhile, the American artizan enjoys all

the advantages of employment in a vast industry, commen-

surate with the extent of the American home market
;

whereas the corresponding industry in England represents

only a fraction of the English home market, the other

portion being used as a surplus market by the foreigner,

who does not find it worth while to give England so much

as the illusory benefit of a "dumping" price. Even in

Canada, where the home market and the dependent industry

are much more limited than in the United States, the farmer

buys machinery much below the English price, though usually

not so cheaply as his American rival. For Canada, h\

resolutely
"
spoon-fed

"
her infant home industries, under the

National Policy, for some years past has been able to boast

of
"
the largest implement works under the British flag,"

which seems to imply also the cheapest production under

the same flag, despite dearer labour and dearer raw material

than in England.

Further, the manufacture of agricultural machinery in

the United States is, for the most part, in the hands of a

Trust. A prohibitive import duty, plus a Trust, represents

the very acme of protectionist mischief in the orthodox view.

The fact that, nevertheless, the product of the Trust is sold

more cheaply in the home market than the same or similar

articles are sold anywhere else in the world suggests some

reflections upon the monopoly bogie. The dreaded monopolies

may be classified in three categories, namely combines which

control the supply of raw material, transportation, and manu-

1 See Appendix to this chapter. Probably a thorough investigation

would prove that many factory-made articles of extensive domestic use

are at least as cheap in the United States as in England such as furni-

ture, utensils, boots, and workmen's clothing. The notion that

thing is dear in America may be traced partly to the fact that articles

not factory-made, or not manufactured extensively, necessarily are dearer

than in England, owing to the higher rate of wages and standard of

living ; partly, also, to the tales of travellers who have purchased articles

of luxury, such as clothing of European materials ;
which purposely are

taxed heavily, even if the prospect is remote of domestic manufacturers

producing the same qualities.
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totaled articles respectively. Most of the American

oinee which provoke so much antagonism belong to the first

two categories. Against them free trade is little or no

safeguard. England suffers from comers in wheat, cotton,

and the like, despite her fiscal system. Again, English

ways no longer compete with each other in freight rates ;

and English shipping rings are formed to promote foreign

trade at the expense of British trade, as in the ease of

Souih Africa.1

There remains the third category, namely, combinations

of manufacturers, which undoubtedly are facilitated by the

imposition of duties on competing imports. But the risk

of extortion is limited to those particular manufactures in

which it pays the combine to raise prices. The policy of

raising prices, apart from the consideration that it endangers
the monopoly by inducing others to enter the business, seldom

1 In proof of the fact that it is no hollow cry when we say that the

Shipping Ring is encouraging American trade in South Africa at the cost

of British trade, we will proceed to quote figure* which should establish

the truth of the contention beyond doubt It must be borne in mind

that k is almost a thousand mile* farther away from Durban

than the British ports of loading, and yet we find that the coat of shipping
various commercial goods to Durban from the United Kingdom and New
York respectively can be accurately placed as follows :

From United From New
Articles. Kingdom. York.

,. J. . d.

58 6 17 6

Agricultural machinery.provision*,
lan'n stores . . . . 40 17 6

ung machinery, candle*, beer . 38 6 17 6

Furniture, wire fencing, soap,
aerated waters, bricks 17 6

Deals . . 37 6 17 6

Galvanised iron S5 17 6

'::::.: 88 6 17 6

In the case of the freights from the United Kingdom mutt be

10 per cent for primage, which is refunded, as will be

by the conference lines after the lapse of a period of ail or nine

from any half-year, provided shippers have been 'loyal* to the

of the Shipping Ring, and have not snipped their goods by any line of

steamers ouUide the conference lines," N**l fttfcsis, Aug. SOt 19O4.
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compensates the manufacturer for the restricted or inter-

mittent output which often is the consequence of a decreased

demand. The policy pays only when the manufactured

article is one for which the demand is not directly governed

by the price. So far as the extent of the demand depends

upon lowness of price, the policy of cheapness pays the

manufacturer heat. Thus in America, the combine can

raise the price of steel rails, because the railroads, when

they have completed their elaborate arrangements for con-

struction work, cannot afford to wait indefinitely for a drop
in steel rails. On the other hand, the price of agricultural

machinery seems to be lowered to the full extent of the

advantage which monopoly gives in low cost of production ;

because a farmer will not buy a new machine if he thinks

it dear, but will make shift with the old one year after year.

In any case, it seems questionable whether it is the part

of a political progressive to denounce protection because

it facilitates monopoly. For what is monopoly except an

advance beyond the crude wastefulness of over-production
and competition, and a necessary stage upon the road to

national control of industries ? It is comparatively simple
for the State to acquire control when the preliminary con-

solidations have been effected by private enterprise. Thus,

when lately the British - American Tobacco combine was

extended to embrace Australia, the short-lived Labour

Ministry took up the question of transferring the monopoly
to the State.

The invention and application of agricultural machinery
in America is a commentary also upon another antiquated

Cobdenite axiom, namely, that protection kills the energy of

the protected manufacturer or farmer. It is curious that

anti - reformers, when they bid the English manufacturer
" wake up

"
and follow the American or German example

of commercial enterprise, or when they talk of bringing

English technical education up to the American or German

standard, never seem to detect any connection between modern

education, or enterprise, and modern fiscal policy. The pro-

tectionist, for his part, can point to the keenest spirit of

enterprise on earth in protectionist countries; and so far
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-ustified in explaining the alleged lassitude of British

manufacturers or agriculturists by the notion that

traditional spirit has been broken by unequal
and their native energy drugged with the official opium of

laiuez-fairt. However that may be, the free-trade dogma
upon this point is absolutely disproved by the experience
of the modern worM.

Even upon the assumption of higher prices being a

necessary consequence, the principle of protection, like that

of revenue- tariffisin, already is the deep-rooted instinct of

the English democracy, in those practical spheres of business

h come home to it more nearly than the national

administration. Trades-unionism is based upon the instinct-

theory that cheap production is not the supreme goal
of economic science, as applied to human life Again, local

orities are habitual exponents of the doctrine, abhorrent

to the academic Cobdenite, that it is sound fiscal policy

to "spend the money in the country" rather than outside it.

v give a preference to the local tender for the execution

"f local works, even if it is a trifle higher than that of the

outsider. Especially in times of distress, it is felt that it is a

better policy for the ratepayers even to
" make work

"
than

to incur the responsibility of maintaining the unemployed
of the rates with no return of any kind When the

same principles are advocated in relation to national fiscal

policy, the anti-reformers cloud the issue with the artificial

technicalities of imports and export* Any restriction of

iin Iort8, so they preach, involves a restriction of exports,

>f home industry. For the time being they ignore the

bearing upon the problem of the home trade, which is the

rmost consideration with both the local and the national

octionist. The latter looks with equanimity upon a re-

striction of foreign trade, BO long as there is a prospect of

a corresponding increase in those internal exchanges which

usually are more profitable than any other kind. Even the

carrying trade sometimes a triumphant example of the

policy of "making work" is miserably inadequate com-

pensation for the neglect of that agricultural raw material

which is the most valuable and permanent industrial aswi
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of any nation, and the utilization of which would create a

larger and more profitable market for English manufactures

than the most aggressive jingoism of the exploitative Cob-

denite can hope to win across the seas. For the develop-
ment of English agriculture involves neither the forcing of

the door in India or in China, nor the continuous increase

of a three-power navy to insure the foreign food supply of

a street-bred nation. Yet it is noteworthy that the leading

British ship-owners have ranged themselves with the re-

formers, in the expectation that protection will change tlir

conditions of foreign trade to their advantage. They say
it is more profitable for them, if their ships are seaworthy,
to export British manufactures and bring back raw material,

than to export coal in return for foreign manufactures.

Again, the local resident who spends his modest income

upon local labour and the local tradesmen is preferred to the

richer resident who spends less in the neighbourhood. Yet

the anti-reformer, judging the matter by the income tax, tells

us that it makes no difference to national prosperity where

the growing income originates, or where it is spent.

So ingrained is the protectionism of the local democracy
in England, that the continental system of local revenue,

known as the octroi, probably would be more congenial to it

than that of the market tolls, were the former not prohibited

by national laws. The principle of the octroi is the establish-

ment of stations upon the highways leading into the town,

where tolls are collected upon the various articles brought in

by outsiders for sale. Thus the townsman, if he happens to

be a producer within the town area, escapes paying toll, ;md

is so far protected ;
whereas in England he pays toll for the

privilege of selling in his own market, on the principle of

Excise. The continental system appears to be a survival

from the pre-national era, when the city, notably in Italy, was

regarded as the economic unit, and now is disappearing

rapidly in obedience to nationalism, which forbids internal

differentiation of that kind. On the Continent the theory of

the nation as the economic unit has been developed so far

that the national fiscal policy resembles that of the octroi

applied by the nation instead of by the city. Only in
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England the cosmopolitan Cobdenite, professing to have

adopted the theory that the whole world, and not the

is the proper economic unit abandoned the policy of

selfishness, and threw open his national market for the todi>-

criminate use of the whole world just as national govern-
ments throw open the town markets for the use of the whole

nation upon oqual terms.

Yet the original Cobdenites do not seem to have been

wholly disinterested in their cosmopolitan professions. W
appearing unpatriotic, perhaps they had their full share of

not of sectional, selfishness. They adopted free

in the hope that other nations would do likewise,

was expected to ben. sh manufacturers, because

had the strongest industries and wanted foreign markets.

in the old days, one can imagine a continental city, having
led, by means of the or/ rot', in establishing strong in-

within its own area, suggesting to its less snocemful

ibours that it would be a grand thing if all were to

up the octroi system and concede mutual free trade.

.iml'itioiiB city, seeking u larger market, would have

>ited the sentiment of a common nationality, which per-

haps would not appeal to neighbouring cities having no

prospect of commercial gain ; just as the Cobdenites ex-

led the sentiment of cosmopolitan brotherhood, which

T nations did not share; and which, if it conflicts with

patriotism, they are never likely to feel more sincerely than

did the English commercial classes of fifty years ago.

The victory of tariff reform is assured, because it is based

upon certain fiscal instincts of the English democracy wlm-ii

: a century of Cobdeuite preaching has failed to impair.

The task is merely to bring the problem of the national

nue out of the academic clouds, and into touch v

those popular conceptions which already exercise an undis-

puted control in the domain of local fiscal practice It is an

appeal to practical experience, endorsed by the actual

of all civilized nations except one ; whereas the anti-i

al to a worn-out dogma, \\hi-h has been rejected by the

Iterate judgment of the whole rein, lining world, as repre-

sented by national government*.
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Nor is the case for reform in the least affected by the

prospects, if any, of obtaining revenue from other new sources.

Some propose to make a further levy on the liquor trade ;

although any temperance measure must fail as a source of

revenue in proportion to its success in diminishing consump-
tion. Others imagine a panacea in the taxation of urban

land values, the revenue from which assuredly will be claimed

by the local rating authorities. Others talk of graduating

the income tax, which already has been graduated scientific-

ally by that masterly measure, the Finance Act of 1894.

Lastly, there is the familiar expectation that public expendi-

ture can be retrenched drastically, and confined for the future

within the reduced limits. Yet even the army, which is the

only specific department commonly mentioned in this con-

nection, cannot be reformed without increased expenditure in

certain directions, which will go some way towards the ab-

sorption of economies made by reduction of numbers. On
the other hand, the navy is not likely to be starved by the

party whose policy renders the country more and more de-

pendent upon foreign food supplies and foreign trade. In

any case, the experience of the past forbids sanguine antici-

pations ;
for reckless retrenchment by one government

generally has involved increased expenditure by the next,

if not panic expenditure. Assuming, however, that the

Estimates could be reduced by half, there would still be

exactly the same case for raising the required revenue by the

easiest and most beneficial method, instead of by the most

burdensome and destructive.

Lastly, Little England, having staked her national e

ence upon command of the seas, cannot afford to neglect the

imperial aspect of tariff reform as the foundation of ;m

imperial alliance. On the one hand, the anti-reformers can

offer her no prospect of diminished naval taxation, except

the dream of a universal disarmament, such as has deluded

the visionaries of two thousand years. On the other hand,

the reformers are but taking the first step in a practk.i]

policy which will transfer to the younger white nations of

the Empire, as they grow to national manhood, first the nav.-il

stations in their respective territories, and ultimately the
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squadrons operating therefrom. A policy which tventually
connotes a command of the tea lets precarious Uiau hitherto,

and at a third of the proportionate cost of the prevent

system to the English taxpayer, surely is a national policy for

ie England.

APPENDIX D.

CASH RETAIL PRICES OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL MACHINES
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explained by local agriculturists as the result of a shipping ring

frequent offspring of an importer's monopoly.
The American prices above quoted have been about the same for

several years past. On the other hand, the English prices were

much higher a few years ago. For example, the price of the .self-

binder was about 38 in 1898, and dearer still a few years earlier.

The fall in price seems to be due to more energetic competition by

English manufacturers. In order to obtain a further reduction, ami

to approach the low prices beyond the Atlantic, it seems advisable

to extend to English manufacturers the same opportunity of large

production, and even of combination, which their American rivals

have enjoyed, and which they seem to have utilized to the great

advantage both of the American farmer and the American arti/an.

As it is, the English-made machines are about the same in price, or

somewhat dearer than the imported machines. They arc now similar

in design and construction, and are not usually credited by farmers

with any marked superiority in quality over imported machines.

Indeed, the reputation sometimes is the other way.
In Canada the price of the self-binder, the most complicated and

costly of agricultural machines, which is largely manufactured in

Canadian factories, now seems to be about the same in the East as

that quoted for the States. On both sides of the boundary machinery

naturally is dearer in the West.

The American agent was asked to quote the prices of the

Canadian machines, which in England are almost as familiar as the

American. His reply was brief and to the point "Not known

here." So much for the Dingley Tariff !

The foregoing considerations throw some light on the statement,

continually made by anti-reformers, that protection necessarily means

dear machinery for farmers. It appears that, for years past, tin-

American farmer has been supplied much more cheaply by his pro-

tected manufacturer than the English farmer by his free-trade manu-

facturer or free-importing agents. Apart from the free-trade dogma,
this result is only what common sense would expect The American

manufacturer produces more cheaply than the English, because his

home market is larger and secure. When his machines are exported,

they are charged by about seven middlemen before they reach the

English farmer. On the other hand, the English-made machine is

only charged by two middlemen, namely, the English railway and

the local implement agent ; but, being dearer in cost of production,

owing to the restriction and disturbance of the home market by

foreign competition, it is sold no cheaper than the imported machines.
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From thin point of view the five eitra middlemen, who hare to be

paid out of the KnglUh price of an imported machine, aft a costly

roperil in

What becomes, then, of the orthodox axiom Out protective

iuty upon an imported article raiaaa the price of the hnan aaadt

article also by at least the amount of the duty t Upon that theory

the price of these American machines in the United States could be

ascertained by deducing freight and other middle charges from the

English price, and adding the amount of the An
The result would be prices about 50 per cent shore the

quoted. In this instance it is more true to say that free trade

price* by at least the amount of the special middleman's charge*.

lev. r the -r.-uiM of the orthodox theory at the time it was

M now hopelessly discredited as an

iiation of the results which follow the protection of

l industries,

It is rumoured that in the coming season (1905)

ment manufacturers intend making a determined effort to oust the

Americans by an important reduction of prices, in which ease there

is likely to be an interesting straggle. In comparing prices it is

necessary to bear in mind that the same machines are sold in different

sixes. Thus, it is always possible to obtain a binder with a fire-foot

i," and without a sheaf-carrier at considerably less than the

prices quoted for the larger and complete machine.



CHAPTER XII

IMPERIAL PARTNERSHIP

(i.) THE PARTNER-STATES

" And when I speak of our colonies, it is an expression ; they are not

ours they are not ours in a possessory sense. They are sister States,

able to treat with us from an equal position, able to hold to us, willing to

hold to us, but also able to break with us. I have had eight years' ex-

perience. I have been in communication with many of the men, states-

men, orators, writers, distinguished in our colonies. I have had intimate

conversation with them. I have tried to understand them, and I think 1

do understand them, and I say that none of them desire separation.

There are none of them who are not loyal to this idea of Empire which

they say they wish us to accept more fully in the future, but I have

found none who do not believe that our present colonial relations cannot

be permanent. We must either draw closer together or we shall drift

apart" Mr. Chamberlain at Glasgow, Oct. 6, 1903.

IT has been the purpose of the foregoing pages to exhibit

colonial nationalism as a force which latterly has exercisc'<l .1

decisive influence upon every side of the colonial relationship,

and thus has become the paramount factor in the problem of

imperial union. As one large imperial issue succeeds another,

whether the object be a diplomatic dispute or the waging

war, naval contributions or military organization, judicial

reform or preferential trade, the development of each reveals

the impetus of centrifugal national tendencies, counteracting

the efforts of British statesmen to promote federal union with

the self-governing colonies.

Premising that the national self-assertion now character-

istic of Canada and Australia is neither accidental nor tem-

porary, but signifies the inevitable mastery of a racial and

geographical over a political situation, it is safe to forecast

the future development of a similar tendency also in New
272
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and South Africa, As afhoting the problem of

il union, the nationalist movement, led by Canada and
is defining rapidly the limitations which any such

must respect -'The popular habit of alluding to
M
the

nation/' in a sense inclusive of colonial peoples, already
an anachronism. It has become evident that the fund*-

ital prinnplo of any real advance towards closer onion

be the frank recognition of independent national

icts in the four principal self-governing colonies, in

stages of evolution.^

that recognition involves the rejection of the im-

iliflt conception which hitherto has been current in the

her country. In general, it is clear that the union, if any,
i resemble an alliance of independent nations rather than

a federation of scattered States inspired by the idea of a

common nnt The objects and organization of the

i nee must be, such as to satisfy nations jealous of their

pendenceK In foreign relations it is out of the question
. Canada, for example, should acquiesce for long in the

present system, permitting her territorial claims to be sur-

lered by a distant Power which happens to have become

entangled financially with a South American Republic. Nor
can the system be perpetuated if modified in a manner which

would leave it open for a majority of votes from other

verrule the Dominion in matters affecting hei

rests more vitally than did the Alaskan question. In

contrast to federation, the principle of alliance would leave

t the sovereign right of each ally to act upon its own

responsibility in foreign affairs in the last resort

possibilities of imperial commerce are modified

ily by the admission of the nationalist principle,

conception of a Zollverrin. in the same sense of tree

trade within the F.mpiiv. and a ring fence of protection

outside, is visionary. The Zollverein has proved an admir-

Mv instrument f.-r welding together the loose fragments of a

But it is wholly unadapted for promoting the har-

mony and welfare of a grouppf separate nations seaJring the

advantage of co-operation. ^Once the nation is accepted aa

the economic unit, it does not matter in what part of the

18
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n itional territory manufacturing industries are located. It

is a detail of no consequence to Englishmen whether the

factory is in Glasgow or in Birmingham, and to Canadians

whether it is in Ontario or in British Columbia. lint

Englishmen and Canadians, being conscious of separate

nationalism, alike are concerned to create and maintain

somewhere in their respective countries the greatest amount
of employment for their own people, regardless of whether

in the abstract the particular industry is more " natural
"

to

the one country than to the other. From the nationalist

standpoint, any industry is
"
natural

"
which can maintain

itself by the aid of that reasonable protection which it is the
" natural

"
function of a national government to extend to

home industries.
"
Artificial

"
conditions are introduced only

when a national government repudiates its national responsi-

bility, by letting home industries take their chance. /^Accord-

ingly it is not the necessity of raising revenue, so much as

a nationalist instinct towards economic aggrandizement, that

J guarantees the permanence of the antagonistic tariffs. Reci-

.procity in trade can be arranged only upon a basis of mutual

advantage, in the form of commercial treaties between inde-

pendent nations
;
not upon a basis of mutual loyalty, irrespect-

ive of individual gain, which is possible only where tin-

t>olitical union of a nation is the acknowledged goal.
*r

Finally in organization for defence, the principle of

alliance secures to each nation perfect freedom to develop
and control its own military and naval resources, in such a

manner as will not tend to prejudice the national safety

supposing the alliance to be terminated suddenly. To satisfy

the primary instinct of self-preservation, it is obvious that

each ally will insist upon maintaining and controlling its own

army and navy, instead of subscribing money or men to a

^ ,
common organization.

^
The idea of such an alliance as the ultimate constitution

of the Empire may be disappointing to the advocates of im-

perial federation. 1 Yet it is a debatable question whether

the latter system, were it practicable, eventually would serve

the national interests of England herself. Hitherto the

1 Cf. the Duke of Devonshire's opinion, infra, p. 282.
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fascination of that dream hat been the assumption that the

mother country, as the most populous and wealthy 8ut .

always would have a controlling voice in the direction

imperial policy. Yet such predominance neoeatarily most

pan to Canada within a time short in the life of nations ; and
in the end England would rank only above New 7^*)*n4 in

an imperial legislature elected by the five nations upon a

ocratic basis. Again, in the matter of tariffs, does not

present fiscal controversy foreshadow the time when

England, so far from advocating imperial free trade, will

insist upon her national right of protecting her native in-

dustries, with the desperate earnestness of a country com-

purativrly ill-endowed with natural resources and robbed by
time of accidental advantages ?

vever that may be, such speculation is beside the

mark. For the question is, not whether imperial federation

is a consummation to be desired, but whether, federation

being impossible, there is an alternative in the form of

alliance. Those who cherish the Empire as students of

a story superhuman in romance, or who themselves have

touched the hundred phases of civilization depending upon
ths British flag for orderly progress, will not readily persuade

uselves that an evolution so majestic is drawing thus

early to the crisis of disruption. To them the fact that the

growth of colonial nationalism has dispelled the dream of

imperial federation signifies not the approaching dismember-

ment of the Empire, but only a mistake made by the

r-confident practitioners of historical science, and by the

statesmen who have drawn from that risky source the in-

spiration of their imperial policy.

The quest of modern student* of history after a single

uula comprehending the evolution of the Empire as a

whole, seems chiefly to be responsible for a popular mis-

apprehension of the characteristics which distinguish the

mpire of to-day from all its contemporaries or

cessors.
" The Expansion of England

"
is a

idea of a territorial expansion of the British

like that of the American nation aver the territories west

of the Mississippi, which has not proved incompatible with
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the maintenance of a national union under a federal govern
-

nit nt. Had the exponents of the "expansion" theory con-

fined their conception to the spreading of the English over

Canada, Australasia, and South Africa, their idea would li.m

been legitimate enough ;
even though time already is proving

that the expansion has been racial, not national
; heralding

the birth of separate nations, not the enlargement of the <>!<!

nation; while the dominant influence is not the unifying

consciousness of a common nationality, but the centrifugal

impetus generated by a sentiment of national distinctive^

But the so-called
"
expansion of England

"
was not con-

fined, popularly at any rate, to the territories which are now

being occupied by autonomous populations of white men.

The popularized formula was stretched, despite the warning
of its author,

1 to embrace the growth of British dominion

in India as well. Consequently, the theory of a Greater

Britain has been exposed by its logical completion to effective

attack from those critics who, while too insular to dispute
the soundness of the conception as regards the self-governing

colonies, have pointed triumphantly to India as the in-

superable obstacle to the fixation of England's expansion by
the agency of federal principles. "What will you do with

India?" has been the pertinent question of a past generation

of anti-federalists, and of the critics of Mr. Chamberlain

at the beginning of the new century.

Indeed, the inclusion of India involves the rcduetio <l

absurdum'ol that imperial-federation theory which forms the

logical complement of the expansion-of-England theory. Tin

latter now safely may be treated as a purely artificial

hypothesis; a useful aid in its day towards the lucid co-

ordination of historical incidents, but a dangerous imposture
if regarded as a scientific principle, by reference to which the

present generation of Englishmen may understand the trend

of their imperial destiny, and shape their political endeavour

in harmony therewith.

/rThe modern starting-point of constructive imperialism

must be the admission that it is impossible to imagine any

parallelism whatever between the connection of England with
1 Cf. " The Expansion of England

"
; by J. R. Seeley. 2nd Course, Lect. I.
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India and the other dependencies on the one hand, and with

the colonial States on the other hand. Those two great
divisions of the Empire, differing radically in their consti-

tutional nature, differ also in the comparative urgency of the

problems they present. Englishmen of to-day cannot escape
colonial question, because the growth of the colonies .

ona necessitates a corresponding change in the *fffrf^H

connection, unless the coming nations, repelled by the rest:

ivenees of the imperial system, are to drift apart altogether.
On the othrr hand, then- is n<> inv|.!r>sil ( l,. d.-inai,.; |sj an\

change in the connection of England with the subject

dependencies, which might remain outwardly the

while the new n arrfully severed theme
v. ^Doubtless, it was impossible for the

'rial federalists to exclude India fr<m their constructive

schemes, because, apart from the temptation to frame a

nu or comprehensive system, the military liability of

England in her dependencies must have proved a deterrent

he other States; just as the negro question in America

would deter the Canadians, were they otherwise agreeable,

from transforming their Provinces into responsible Statee of

the American Union. But those same imperial liabilities do

make England the less desirable as an ally, because the

ordinary terms of alliance between indefjendent countries

do not reach so far. Thus it would be possible for

gradually to exchange her colonial connection with

Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa for an alliance

with those countries, irrespective of her possession of de-

pendenciee; just as the Triple and Dual Alliances do not

impose > Kussia any responsibility for the

in protectorates of their respective allies.

Yet the idea of a mere alliance does not satisfy the well-

established faith of English imperialism. It fails to prov

for the future organic unity of the Empire, which English-
j

men instinctively forecast from the circumstances of their
J

past history I ther, in history alliances are ephemeral
|

, then, is the sense of a deficiency oonflinting with the

conviction that alliance is the only practicable form of

permanent union between the white nations of the Empire.
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The main deficiency may be filled by the conception th.it

the dependencies of England themselves may supply the

organic link, uniting the mother country with her daughter
States in an imperial partnership adapted for carrying on the

work of administering the subject countries. At the present

tiim', it is true, the colonial nations have scant sympathy
with the Roman iiu]>erialism of the English people, in which

they have no part or lot.
1 Yet Roman imperialism tin

imperialism of
" The White Man's Burden

"
is becoming

characteristic of English-speaking democracy. If the English
nation has absorbed the idea of a national duty in the

guardianship of India, its faith can be attributed, by hostile

critics, to the perverse influence of aristocratic ambitions.

But the same cannot be said of the American democracy,

which, in defiance of its own traditions and of all predict:

now has definitely assumed the responsibilities of Roman

imperialism. It is a commonplace that democracy sometimes

acts by instinct regardless of the weight of argument; and

the fact is illustrated clearly by the behaviour of the

American people in determining the momentous question
raised by the result. of the Spanish War. Reason and pre-
cedent were all against the imperialists, who seemed to feel

the hopelessness of the task which they had undertaken.

Even so convinced an imperialist as Theodore Roosevelt

shrank from the blunt issue, and sought to evade the tradi-

tional prejudice against Roman imperialism by describing the

occupation of the Philippines as nothing more serious than

the natural continuation of that
"
expansion

"
which already

had carried the nation westwards, from the Alleghany
Mountains to the shores of the Pacific. In effect he adopted
the popular distortion of the "

expansion-of-England
"

theory,
and transferred it boldly to American soil. But the event

proved the futility of so audacious a subterfuge. The

American democracy, bewildered by debate, took refuge in

its native instinct. Having all unwittingly become lord of

the Philippine Islands, it resolved to accept the trust for

1
Nevertheless, during the South African War large funds were raised

in Australasia and elsewhere in relief of the Indian famine of that

time.
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reason than a childish faith manifest

.* difficult to exaggerate the moral influence which the

conversion to Roman imperialism of the American people

ultimately may exert upon the sentiment of the new demo-

cracies within the British Empire. Canadians never have

escaped the intellectual influence of the neighbouring re-

I'tililic, exerted through the channels of personal contact and

jKjriodical literature. The magnetism of America is

acknowledged by the Australians, who organised their Com-
monwealth upon the American principle of federation, ano!

dream of a continental future rivalling the career of the

United States. In South Africa the germ of Roman im-

;ilism, unhappily liable to deformation by the local native

l'r..hlem, exists in the contagion of British, American, and

Australian ideas through the corresponding elements in the

new population. The fact that formerly the bias of colonial

sentiment, notably in Australia, was against Roman im-

perialism, may be attributed chiefly to the tradition and

example of the American republic, which was admired as

classical example of modern democracy untainted by
Old-world influences. Accordingly the conversion to im-

perialism of the American Republic may be expected
to prepare the ground for a reaction in the younger demo-

cracies, just as the conversion of England to nationalism and

protection would remove the mainstay of the Cobdenite

tradition throughout the world.

Thus the contagion of ideas is likely to work a change in

attitude of those colonial democracies which hitherto

have been indifferent or hostile to the principle of dominion

over subject races. Yet it is within the power of British

statesmanship to foster and energize this imperial instinct,

and thereby to invest the prospect of alliance, not only with

a wider scope and a nobler purpose than mere defensive

or commercial interests, but also with a sentimental sanction

the sense of a common duty to fulfil ;
a sanction more

1 The American fatalist instinct may be traced (<*.) throughout UM

ng9 of Capt. A. T. Ifahan. The writer wai rtrock hr the

-tinct amongst all claeaea of Americana at that time (!).
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potent and enduring than the sentiment of blood and tradi-

tion, which leaves out the Cape Dutch and Canadian French,

and is worked sometimes so as to antagonize the impulse of

all the native-born.

The difficulty of reducing an ultimate ideal into a
j
-n > -nt -

day policy never has been more clearly illustrated than ly
the disheartening experiences of the imperial federalists. 1 1

is easy now to see how the conception of imperial fed -ration

conflicts with inexorable fat is, so that an active policy em-

bodying it was foredoomed to failure. The lesson learnl,

it devolves upon constructive imperialists to frame an alter-

native policy for to-day, with more regard for the natural

tendency of colonial nationalism? Nor does the present

political situation in England seem unfavourable to the

introduction of new imperial ideals. On all hands the old

ideals are being examined with renewed interest. The sense

of crisis is admitted by many, who acknowledge that, as

regards the colonial question, they are groping in perplexity.

Unionists, during their long tenure of office, have demon-

strated the futility of the imperial federalist policy. Their

record of the past decade includes constant interference with

colonial anti- alien legislation, in the name of "imperial
interests

"
;
the Zollverein ultimatum (1897), since retracted

;

the anti-national rules imposed upon the contingents (1899);
the forcible amendment of the Commonwealth Bill (1900);
the anti-national defence programme (1902) ;

and finally, the

Alaskaboundary betrayal (1903). These incidents, illus-

trating tta dogged perseverance ~of the imperial federalists,

while productive of no progress towards the receding goal of

federation, have provoked colonial nationalists into thinking

ore seriously of eventual separation, instead of dallying with

e idea of imperial alliance as a permanent alternative.

Here, then, is an opening for a constructive imperialism
to supersede the federation programme and the policy of

exasperating pin-pricks. The new policy would seek to foster

the self-reliant spirit, and promote the self-supporting

activity, of colonial nationalism
;
with a view, first, to placing

the new nations in an independent position suitable for

alliance with England, and ultimately to developing that
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alliance into an imperial partnership ]

ral party it identified with the nnnneeeJoc of colonial

autonomy. Hut Liberal policy called a halt, from whirl

hat not jet moved, when it had completed the negative work
of freeing the colonies from the principal rertrictions upon

i domestic autonomy. It ia said that the original

intention was to facilitate and encourage their growth

pendent nations; the expectation being that, given the

opportunity for peaceful separation, they would not be

reluctant to take advantage of it. However that may be,

there is now a call for the due continuation of Liberal

tradition ; modified only by a warm recognition of the fad
colonial nationalism, however restive under British

ernacy, is eager for the British alliance as an alternat-

ive to the complete separation natural ly contemplated by
the elder Liberals. Accordingly, an imperial policy which

resumed the thread of the older Liberal tradition would now
undertake the positive work of endowing the new nations

with the larger national functions hitherto withheld in the

name of imperial uni:

Unhappily, the existing Liberal party has failed to rise

to the occasion. For the suggested policy of co-operation

already has been followed, of recent years, in certain inci-

dents wherein the Liberal party has played a lamentable

part In the Alaskan boundary affair, while the British

Government was backing the Canadian claim for unrestricted

ion, the Liberal leaders made no sign of sympathy ;

barely disguising their preference for the old colonial policy

of sacrificing Canada upon the altur of the United State*.

Indeed, it may be said that the Liberals, if only by their

significant silence, consistently advocated the

solution which the Unionist Government finally

in panic, Again, the scheme of partnership in a

owned Pacific cable surmounted all its obstacles without

blessing of the Liberal leaders. Again, the Sooth

loan War, which appealed to the younger nations as a

grand example of co-operation in defence, was, and remains,

hing else than a millionaire's jingo affair in the eyes of

the Liberal party. That party, again, hat
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absolute veto upon the employment of Chinese in tin

Transvaal; thereby actually retrogressing from the position

reached by the elder Liberals.
1

Finally, the imperial

contribution of the Liberal party to the present fiscal

controversy consists in the tacit insinuation, springing
from the obsession of an obsolete fiscal fallacy, that tin-

younger nations are bent upon exploiting the geiiero

of the mother country, without any sincere intention of

fulfilling their professions as to reciprocal concessions. l'-v

insisting upon reciprocity in free imports as the only possible

basis of preferential trade, the Liberals have ensnared them-

selves in the position which the Unionists evacuated only
because it proved to be a cut de sac.

The only pretence of constructive Liberal imperialism
seems to lie in the suggestion that the colonies might agree
to give a preference to British trade in return for gratuitous
naval protection, consular services, and the like. In other

words, whereas the whole problem arises from the evolution

of colonies into nations, Liberal imperialism apparently
cannot rise above the helpless conception of colonial per-

petuation.
2

Accordingly, the hope of a progressive imperial policy

1 Cf. pp. 131-2.
2 Liberal leaders, if they go so far as to profess positive imperial ideas,

seem to take the same line as the Duke of Devonshire. The writer, at

any rate, is unaware of any more constructive Liberal statement.
" At its very best, this is a plan for uniting the Empire by a series of

commercial treaties
; but commercial treaties are instruments which arc

negotiated between independent states, and it is not and the idea of an

Empire united by commercial treaties does not convey, does not imply, a

very high standard of union. . . .

"In my opinion, we disparage ourselves too much when we say that we
do nothing for our colonies. We send to them emigrants, much of the

flower of our manhood. We provide for them, almost without charge,

their maritime defence, . . . our diplomatic and consular services. We
find them the capital they require, . . . and in my opinion the greatest

of colonial interests is that the United Kingdom should be rich and aMc
to find these things." Duke of Devonshire, at Liverpool, Jan. 19, 1904.

" Mr. Chamberlain was under a complete delusion about the colonies.

They were getting on perfectly well. Canada was amazingly prosperous,
and did not need help, and would be perfectly contented if things went on

as at present." Mr. Bryce, M.P., at Stroud, Feb. 4, 1905.
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seems to rest with the other party, which has, by iU own
ires, demonstrated the need of a reformed imperialism
i ill those very mistakes have resulted from that

progressive spir iditimiully is Liberalism, but is

found wanting in the Liberals. A example of Unionist

adaptability was the admission : Frederick Bocden.

shortly after the Conference of 1902, as a member of th-

now Imperial Defence Committee, and the discussion there

nee question from that flaM^fr^ point of view

which otlirial imperialism had opposed consistently up to

that time. If a nominally Conservative Government thus

has exhibited the genuine spirit of Liberalism, the credit

haps is due to the stimulating co-operation of that pro-

gressive wing which lately has been reorganized upon a more
effective basis. True, the leader of the new Liberal .Unionist

party has been responsible, as Colonial Secretary, for most of

the misdirected efforts which have boon described. Never-

theloBs, Mr. Chamberlain's undaunted perseverance represents
the solitary oasis in the barren wilderness of contemporary

-:li-h Liberalism. He, at any rate, preserves the

minded courage which despises the superficial

dear to the narrow partisan; and does not shrink from

abandoning a policy which is discredited, so soon ss circum-

stances indicate a surer road to an approximate goal By
discarding the Zollverein in favour of reciprocity ho ha*,

substituted already, in one important department, the!

idple of alliance for the principle of federation. Some

day that change of principle will be recognized as the epoch-

making feature of his imperial statesmanship. Therefore it

/ be expected that, as the predominance of colonial

ionalism becomes more and more evident through the

experience of successive events, Mr. Chamberlain, or his

successors, will not refuse to identify the Liberal-Ui

with the full programme of collective imperialism.
1

The uew policy, steadfastly respecting too

of autonomy, will avoid the petty interference with colonial

1 The phrase
" collective Mmperialiwa is rtporud to hart hm ml

r 1 Vakin, and is adopted hero for want of a bettor,

than "
co-operative.*
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legislation which is prompted by the anti-national conception

of "imperial interests." Thus it would disavow the hypo-
critical fiction that all British subjects enjoy equal privileges

within the Empire. In deference to that fiction, a Bengal

coolie, for example, may not be debarred straightforwardly

upon social or economic grounds from seeking a livelihood in

Natal or Australia; although his exclusion is permitted it'

effected by the tortuous and irritating device of an impassuMt-
" education test" Refusing to countenance a subterfuge so

demoralizing to all concerned, the new policy would recogni/o

frankly the disagreeable fact of racial incompatibility, which

must be respected if the white man in Australia, South

Africa, or British Columbia is to preserve his democratic

civilization, and the white man in India his beneficent

dominion.

Again, the spontaneous development of national char

is impeded by the surviving practice of sending out governors

and decorations from the mother country. An important

step towards emancipation from the tyranny of exotic social

models was achieved by Canada, when the right of appointing

provincial governors was assumed by the federal Government,

and exercised in practice to exclude all but Canadians. Un-

doubtedly the same reform would have been effected ere now

in Australia were it not for the inter-provincial jealousy which

prompts each of the federated colonies to maintain the

affectation of sovereign dignity. Although the political

position usually is harmless, and occasionally even beneficial,

the social influence of the imported governor often has much

to do with the contrast, which travellers have to admit,

between the refreshing simplicity of the best American society

and the unnatural aristocratic mimicry of a colonial capital.
1

Accordingly, the new policy would favour the appoint-

ment of native-born governors to represent the King in the

self-governing colonies
;
and would seek gradually to terminate

the pernicious system whereby colonial politicians and others

are tempted to look beyond the approval of their own country-

men for a titular recognition of patriotic services.

1

E.g., Sydney, under a recent regime, which was thoroughly distasteful

to the best of the residents.
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But in completing the fabric of autonomy, by far the

most important and arduous Uak is the i tmnull nutkm of

lefenoe programme. Here the substitution of the national

.i. r il principle is likely to be

e imperialists \vh< -nil endorse the abortive

of 1902. On the military side the task is easy,

they already have lost the day, and seem to have

obvious determination of the colonial nations to develop
and control their own military resources, quite independently

i r organization. But while the federalists, now
admit that the institution of separate military systems
be suppressed, they are combating the complementary idea of

separate navies with redoubled energy ;

l

inspired, perhaps, by
the conviction that in this particular matter the

possibility of imperial federation is hanging in the

Incidentally it is instructive to notice the

1 tactual and practical, into which the whole naval

has been brought by the attempt to enlist strategical theory
n the side of im]>erial federation. We are constantly

being told that, assuming
" one fleet under one control/* BO

State of the Empire need make sejmrate provision

itime risks; that, if this "one fleet" fails to

command of the sea, the Empire is doomed in every part,

and isolated effort becomes useless. Yet that doctrine,

preached withthe air of hierarchical infallibility to Australian

and Canadian nationalists, never yet has been accepted by

England herself. At tho Conference of 1902, no sooner had

I Selborne launched the pa]wil homily against the heretical

1ancles of Australian naval opinion, than Mr. Brodrick

came forward to explain what large land forces were main-

he defence of England,
"
in view of the possibil t y

of <-. y time losing the command of the sea." It is

1

Recently a deputation waited upon the Prime Minister ia order to

urge that tlu naval question should be re-opened, apparently on the old

lines at the conference proposed by the Government ta tammrtitm wiili

the fiscal controversy. -i-n ttu* oecatton, nor ia a listjisy

correspondence in THe Tiuu* *& then; any important SJiilina of a

new naval scheme, or any indication that the old policy of tryiag to

extract unconditional subsidies was realised to be a

tteport, p. *8.
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difficult to appreciate the wisdom of scolding the Australians

for taking their cue from the mother country. The truth

seems to be, that the simple theory of sea-power has been

exaggerated and perverted into an argument for imperial

federation. To assume, either that command of the sea always
can be absolutely inviolable all over the world, or that a

single reverse must be the signal for surrender, revolts Un-

common sense of Englishmen, no less than that of Australians

and Canadians. Accordingly, the practical instinct of each

people insists upon certain subsidiary precautions against the

special dangers which would be incurred by them respectively,

in the event of a partial or temporary failure of the British

fleet. For Englishmen the special risk is invasion from the

neighbouring continent
;
and therefore they refuse to disband

the home defence forces mentioned by Mr. Brodrick. For

Australians, on the other hand, the special risk is the raiding

of their extensive coastal trade routes, which play so large a

part in inter-colonial communications; and therefore their

sensible policy is to provide themselves with a subsidiary

squadron for policing their waters against
" Alabama "

raiders.

The positive weakening of imperial naval efficiency, not to

mention the additional expense, which results already from

the forced ascendency of the extreme doctrine, is exemplified

by the proposed organization of the Australian squadron
under the new Agreement.

1

Undoubtedly the reform of the naval programme has been

rendered more difficult by the fact that the Admiralty oracle

has been commandeered by the imperial federalists. Yet an

official pronouncement need not represent the last word in

the question of imperial naval defence. After all, it is not

so long since the late War Office attempted to assert the

same papal authority in the military sphere. The sacred

principle of
" one army under one control

"
was to be carried

into practice by recruiting in the colonies, or by raising

colonial regiments as part of the imperial army. The dilli-

culty as to rates of pay, which the Admiralty has failed to

solve in its Australian scheme, was an obstacle to the military

project likewise. But the insurmountable barrier was the

1 Cf. supra, pp. 172-3.
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deep-rooted dislike of the new democracies for the idea of

an oKl-\S"iM military caste, of til-controlled liability far

foreign wars, in short, of the vague thing termed
"
miliUrfcm."

the failure to create
" one army under one control

"
did

prevent useful assistance being rendered by the colonial

contingents in the late war. It is true that at the Con-
ference of 1902 the Pall Mall officials hardly concealed

-ring partial the lost cause. But probably

Englishmen, having withdrawn from the War Office the re-

spect \v y still feel for the Admiralty, are ready to

agree with the colonial nationalists when the latter argue
that independent military organizations, each developing the

system of warfare best suited to its national environment, can

come together upon the battlefield
" under one control,- with

brighter prospects than the "one army" which has been

trained to the rigid and narrow uniformity always charac-

teristic of centralized administration.

Accordingly, the naval policy of collective imperialism
will be based upon the belief that the obvious advantage in

war of having the fleet
" under one control

"
is not necesamnl >

lired if that fleet consists, not of uniform squadrons, but

lied navies ; speaking the same language, and

to combine for manoeuvres " under one control'

even the oracular history issued by the Admiralty, is not

always unfavourable to naval alliances. To support the

"Memorandum on Sea Power," which was laid before the

last Colonial Conference, the official historian selected tw<>

il episodes from the story of ancient Greece, by way of

illustrating the vital importance of command of the seas. 1

One was the naval battle of Salamis, which forced the

sians to abandon th.-ir overland invasion; the other was

defeat of the Athenian fleet, which sealed the doom of

Athenian army in Sicily. But the selection of those

examples is unfortunate for the doctrine of
M one

victory of Salamis was won by an Athenian navy,

nearly double its own strength by the squadrons of the

3, contemptible local navies," found and manned by
ondent States ;

and freely placed, only when the

Report, p, M.
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was imminent,
" under one control." On the other hand, the

Athenian Armada, eventually destroyed in the harbour of

Syracuse, practically was the "one fleet" of the mighty

Empire which had supplanted the Delian League of :

States, the victors of Salamis; a fleet maintained by cash

subsidies, the "
voluntary

"
tribute of the former allies, now

helpless dependents ; who, when the hired bulwarks sank, had

bitter reason to repent the slothful sacrifice of their naval

independence. Doubtless in the intoxicating heyday of the

Athenian Empire there were imperialists enough to denounce

the heresy of
"
local navies

"
;
and the analogy is one which

the Admiralty has done well to revive.

In fashioning from small beginnings the foundation nf

the future naval alliance, collective imperialism will be guided

by local conditions, and attach no value to unnatural uni-

formity. It will foster naval enterprise upon the lines chosen

by the several nations themselves. For Australia, the scheme

drawn up by the colonial commandants in 1899, or that

recommended by Captain Creswell in 1902, might be made

the basis of an immediate programme.
1

Canada, with her

less important coastline, seems naturally to prefer the as-

sumption of responsibility for Halifax and Esquimault.
2

By

way of more actively encouraging
" the maritime spirit," the

Canadian Government appears to contemplate the further

development of the miniature fleet which protects the fisheries.

Also it is said to contemplate the organization, under its own

control, of a Naval Reserve
;
in which hereafter we may hope

to see storm-beaten fishermen representing the oldest colony

and the newest province the island before the gateway of

the Dominion.

Doubtless many years must elapse before the new

nationalist motive gains a sufficient supremacy, especially in

New Zealand and South Africa, to ensure the willing accept-

ance of naval responsibilities upon the commensurate national

scale. Nevertheless, the independent evolution of British

naval policy seems to be tending, of its own accord, in a

1 See Appendices to Chapter VIII.
2 At the time of going to press it is again reported that this has Ijeen

actually arranged.
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lirection which coincides with the imperial policy here
idvocated. As regards strategical principles, the latest pro-
loonoement issued by the Admiralty ionms to imply a

mciation of "one control," in the sense of centralised

contml ,
in favour of decentralized responsibility and spon-~
co-operation.

"The hostile fleets will be represented next year by
liters (aa a skeleton enemy), which will start on
m unknown places to represent the movements of the

war. The Commanders-in-Chief and other Flag Officer* all over

i world will have to act throughout on their own initiative
; they

11 be responsible for keeping a continuous touch with the

r continuous mutual co-operation; they will concert

Mforehand their plans for mutual support, and the Port

and other stationary officers must instantly comply with the

f the Admirals at sea. In no earn will rv/ervnre* to th* J fwfre%
bt permitti:'Th* Times, Dec. 12, 1904.

Assuming hereafter the political

pvernments, the principle enunciated by the Admiralty
St as applicable to the separate national squadrons of those

jovernmenta, as to the distributed squadrons of a single

federal authority. In short, the question of sea-power, as

affecting imperial consolidation, is no longer naval but purely

political

rther, under conditions of separate national rnnpnnsi

bility there would be a brighter prospect of efficiency and

progress in naval organization. For there would he

room for the influence of national pride and national

tion, such as came into play with conspicuous advantage in

the South African War. The tendency of this influence

might be to produce some differentiation of naval tactic* by
the separate nations, making their combination move adapt-
able to the varying contingencies of war. The special value

of each unit would become known in the course of the annual

combined manoeuvres ; which would be an integral feature of

the naval alliance, and would keep alive the spirit of

emulation making for efficiency. lie

navies would mean a wider and more plentiful distribution of

'9
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shipbuilding yards, docking facilities, ordnance factories, and

the like. Thus the Empire would become hydra-headed, its

vitality or recuperative power no longer depending upon the

immunity of a single
"
heart."

Part of the recent naval reorganization has been the

abolition of the North Atlantic squadron, based on Halifax,

and the substitution of an Atlantic fleet based on Gibraltar.

The ultimate object of the new imperial policy would be the

restoration of this fleet to Halifax, as the principal division

of a Canadian navy. For the present it is significant that

the withdrawal from Halifax has aroused no colonialist

agitation, as it would have done in former times, but has

served rather to renew the nationalist demand for a self-

respecting naval policy.
1

As a practical policy seeking the sanction of the elector-

ate, collective imperialism has decided advantages. It tends

unquestionably to reduce expenditure by remedying gradually
the unjust distribution of imperial naval taxation. On the

other hand, the federalist programme of cash subsidies tends

in the opposite direction
;
because the foremost of the new

nations have made it manifest that they dislike the principle

too thoroughly to tax themselves for its sake in anything
like a fair proportion, if at all. Consequently, perseverance
in the federalist policy involves a continual increase in

the excessive proportion of naval taxation already borne by
the mother country. But the nationalist leaders, in both

Canada and Australia, in putting forward their own schemes

of defence, have stated emphatically that they desire to

relieve the British taxpayer.
2 To take them at their word is

the policy now proposed, by adopting and encouraging what-

1 The Montreal Herald suggest* the natural way for Canada to con-

tribute to imperial defences in the present state of her financial ability

would be for the Government to assume the maintenance of Halifax and

Esquimault. The country, says the Herald, would not grudge the expense,
national pride would be stimulated, and England could depend upon the

positions being kept up to the standard. The journal adds that, while

the reported withdrawal of imperial troops aroused interest, it is worthy
of remark that no criticism was heard nor was any apprehension dia<

played. Renter, Dec. 21, 1904.
* Cf. pp. 153, 169.
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ever programme each country puts forward at moot tuiubl*
to itself.

Against the temptation of lighter burden* as* be

set the inevitable outcry that the new policy encourages

separatist tendencies. To that line of objection there it only
one reply. Granting fully that it does encourage a narrow

Mican sentiment where that exists, after all it does not

make separation inevitable. On the other hand, the federalist

programme does make separation an ultimate probabi

because it antagonizes the owerpowering force of national

sentiment, and in fact is tolerated only in abeyance. Thus
the policy of collective imperialism stands revealed as a

uificent speculation, offered as an alternative to eventual

disruption and national isolation.

B speculative element of course is the open question
Irbether the new nations, having gained autonomy on the

full national scale (signified by independent organization lor

hence), will find their interests served by an alliance with

the mother country. For the ultimate sanction of the pro-

posed alliance, namely, the sense of a common duty in the

administration of the dependencies, may not take root and

grow so rapidly as to keep pace with the eventuation of the

colonial nations. This consideration introduces a further

Ifcaracterifitic feature of the new imperial policy namely, the

full utilization of every agency to counteract the separatist

pndency during the formative and critical period of colonial

nationalism. It may be hoped that the influence of these

feral agencies will suffice to keep uppermost the ideal

of alliance, as the new nations, gradually and successively,

enter upon the era of mature national life.

The selection and employment of suitable agencies will

be determined by reference to colonial nationalism No

agency antagonistic to that sentiment can be employed pro-

fitably, and no agency favoured by it can be discarded wisely.

By virtue of this principle it is incumbent

erialists to take up the question
i a view to devising a system favourable to the objects of

colonial nationalism, without being prejudicial to English

national interests. For there can be no dispute, except by
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those who do not like the truth, as to the question of fact,

namely that the majority in Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand, favour reciprocity with England. The kind of re-

ciprocity so favoured varies according to the stage of national

eventuation at which the particular colony has arrived.

Therefore, since the evolution of colonial nationalism proceeds

along well-established lines, English imperialists safely may
adapt their policy of reciprocity to the form favoured by
Canada and Australia, namely, the recognition of national

interests as the predominant consideration. In practice the

policy would be fulfilled by the negotiation of commercial

treaties as between independent nations, ignoring the obstruct-

ive expectations implied by the terms "colony" and "mother

country." On the principle that the nation is the real

political unit, South Africa would be treated as a whole.

An imperial most-favoured-nation clause might be devised to

lessen the multiplicity of treaties, the main principle being

preference to imperial trade over foreign trade.

At the same time it is not necessary to introduce the

pretence of an equal national status, as the basis of commer-
cial negotiation, in cases where colonialist sentiment is in fact

predominant, and there is no prospect of the colony recogni/-

ing national responsibility in the department of defence.

Then the mother country might reasonably expect a pre-
ference as a "donative out of loyalty," without granting

reciprocal concession
;
the bargain being a deliberate recogni-

tion, for the time being, of free naval defence and the like.

Perhaps this primitive method meets the present circum-

stances of South Africa. There the mother country lately

has made vast sacrifices in order to lay secure foundations

of national potentiality. But the colonial elements of the

future nation hardly have begun to combine as yet ;
and rural

development is still in the pastoral stage, raw material being
the chief exported article, instead of food. Under existing

conditions, colonial preference in the English tariff pre-

supposes colonial agriculture.

But the case for preferential ^
trade is wider and more

permanent than the necessity of setting in motion some

popular principle of consolidation to accompany the develop-
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ment of independence in natinnal drfsnea. For a

alliance earns to be an unworkable conception,
nanced by history, unless the economic interest* of the alto
can be made interdependent upon each other to a

degree than upon those of foreign countries. Under

conditions there is a tendency throughout the Empire for

foreign trade to increase at the expense of imperial trade;

being the natural result of the more rapid commercial pro-

gress which foreign countries have achieved under protection,

as compared with England. If this tendency is permitted to

grow unchecked, the final result must be a

divergence of economic interests, such as will impede
whole-hearted exercise of mutual support when the

rests of a particular partner-State are threatened by the

action of a foreign Power. It may be that it is easy to

; estimate the importance of economic forces in shaping
national destinies. Yet it seems to be true that even

meral alliances have not been maintained successfully

without regard to commercial as well as to defensive or

sentimental connections. Therefore there is all the more

necessity, when the ideal is a permanent alliance with a

sentimental sanction, to minimize the obstructive friction of

economic interests ; by taking permanent measures to direct

the external trade of the allies towards each other, rather

than towards the countries which some day may be inclined

to challenge the national policy of one or other partner-

Me,
>ther instrument of imperial co-operation strongly

favoured by colonial nationalists is the extension and

cheapening of imperial maritime communications. In

matter Canada led the way by the introduction of

postage in 1898, which since has been adopted

ughout the Empire. A further measure would be

the extension of cheap postage to printed matter, especially

newspapers and magazines, which at present do not circulate

freely between the various countries of the Empire.

Canada also is due the chief credit for the inoeptioa aad

completion of the Pacific Cable, which was

traffic in December 1903.
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The history of the Pacific Cable illustrates at once the

importance of the principle which it embodies, and the

difficulties which have to be encountered. It is obvious

that the success of closer union in any form depends largely

upon mutual sympathy between various parts of the Empire ;

and that such sympathy postulates cheap and rapid facilities

for communication, in connection with the press no less than

with commerce and defence. In the past one great obstacle

to mutual understanding has been the poverty of colonial

news in the English newspapers, and vice versd, owing to tin-

prohibitive cost of cabled intelligence. The same difficulty

affects emigration, especially to Australasia; the sense of

severance being more acute when a telegram is prohibitively

expensive, while a letter cannot be answered in less tlnm

three months. Hence came the conception of an imp<
cable system, girdling the Empire, to the realization of which

Sir Sandford Fleming in Canada, and others in England and

Australasia, have devoted untiring energy. The essence of

the imperial system is ownership by partner-States of the

Empire, experience having shown that the monopoly so long
exercised by private enterprise is an insuperable obstruction

to the due extension and cheapening of cable services. After

many years of spasmodic negotiation, an imperial partnership,
for the purpose of constructing and operating a cable from

Vancouver to Australia and New Zealand, was formed on the

following basis (1899). The United Kingdom and Canada

each were to be responsible for five eighteenths of the cost
;

New Zealand, Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria,

for two eighteenths each. It was proposed that the m-w

cable should transmit ordinary messages from Australia to

England at the initial rate of 3s. per word; the existing rate

by the old route being 4s. 1 Od.
;
and from Australia to

Canada at the rate of 2s., the rate being from 9s. to 10s. by
the old route. Deficits, if experienced, were to be made up

by pro rota contributions from the several Governments.

When the project thus had reached a practical stage the

monopolists, represented by the Eastern Extension Company,
took alarm. Their deputation waited upon the British Govern-

ment, to protest against State competition, but met with no
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encouragement Accordingly they turned their

the Australian Governments, and evolved an

of campaign, taking full advantage of the intercolonial

tension which characterized and distracted the

colonies. In former years the

polists had refused to reduce rates except on condition of

special subsidies, thus taking away with one hand what they

gave with the other. But now, faced by the prospect of the

competition which their own action had provoked, they

proposed, without asking for any subsidy, to make a

connection with England, by laying a cable to

Australia with the Cape, and gradually to reduce the tariff

to 2s. 6d. per word, thus undercutting the rate suggested by
the Pacific Cable authorities. One condition, however, of the

proposed reduction was the maintenance of a minimum

average amount of annual traffic; such as palpably would

not be secured if the available business was to be shared by
a competing cable. Therefore acceptance of the offer wae

tantamount, not only to a rejection of the Pacific project

already agreed upon in principle, but to an actual guarantee

of the existing monopoly. Also there were attached other

conditions, designed to give the company a position equal or

superior to that of its government rival in competition for

Mines*
The proposal was admirably calculated to achieve its

object, considering the internecine jealousies of the colonial

Governments. It was accepted readily by Western Australia,

South Australia, and Tasmania (not being parties to the

Pacific project), which were favoured immediately with the

first instalment of the promised reduction. Meantime

created discord in Queensland, New South Wales, and

Victoria.

On the one side there was the argument of "a bird in

he Pacific Cable not having been begun ee yet
On the other side, if a partner-State became officially

rumental in modifying the business situation in view of

which the partnership had been arranged, its action would

constitute a broach of faith with the other partoer-Stesea.

That view was urged upon the wavering Australian Govern-
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mente by the Pacific Cable Board, and by the Canadian

Government. The latter threatened withdrawal, and the

hopes of the monopolists were raised. However, Queensland
and New Zealand remained staunch throughout. But when

Victoria, after some hesitation, likewise turned a deaf ear

to the charmer, New South Wales, in the true spirit of

colonialism, could not resist the temptation to score <>IV

her rival by securing for herself the proffered advantages.
Thus the petty jealousy which seemed to have become a

chronic disease and a paramount motive with the politicians

of the mother colony, intervened once more upon the eve of

federation to thwart the national interests of Australia.

Despite the pending transference of his department to the

Commonwealth, the Postmaster of New South Wales signed
a contract with the Eastern Extension Company by which

the prospects of profitably operating the Pacific Cable were

injured materially. This agreement, together with those of

the other colonies, presently were inherited by the Common-
wealth department, and constitute a difficulty which is not

yet solved.

Under the circumstances it is matter for regret that the

lengthy negotiations which resulted in the Pacific Cable

partnership were not protracted a few years more. For the

attack of the Eastern Extension Company, which was pushed
to success behind the shelter of colonialist jealousies, would

have been repelled abruptly by a federal Government wholly
concerned with the interests of the Commonwealth. As it

is, the experience indicates the importance of achieving the

union of the South African colonies if the principle of

imperial partnership, in the sphere of material interests, is

to be extended with the minimum of friction. Further, it

indicates how formidable are the obstructive powers of those

private interests which the State itself has enriched with

public funds. A cable company always seems to be an

incubus
;
whether as a mendicant begging an increased sub-

sidy, like the West India and Panama Telegraph Company a

few years ago; or as a monopolist abusing the privileges

already granted to it. Therefore the progressive policy seems

to be the expropriation of the cable companies by amicable
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negotiation ; failing which the partner-States can fall back

upon the construction of competing lines, in the operation
of which the monopoly of government hnsinsss, and of the

nd telegraphic systems, would give them an overwhelm-

ing advantage. Unquestionably the business is one which

governments can undertake successfully in the public interest.

After all, it is nothing more than an extension of the

!id telegraph services, which already are oondmoled more

efficiently, and at cheaper rates, by governments than by

private enterprise, comparing the principal countries of the

world The mere construction of the Pacific Cable as a

government enterprise caused the Eastern Extension Company
to lower its rates to a point which still seems to prove re-

munerative, despite its previous declarations that the thing

could not be done commercially. In the light of that

experience there is a strong presumption that the cable

services to India and elsewhere are much dearer than they

need be in order to yield a modest profit Hie astonishing

prosperity of the Eastern Companies indicates that the

public sudsidies granted to them have been unduly liberal

By contrast, a State-owned system would be concerned only

to pay interest, maintenance, and sinking fund, regardless of

lends; and even may be run at a loss in consideration

of such imperial interests as commerce, defence, and social

or journalistic intercourse. Further, the ships of the navy

represent an economy in the State-owned system, being avail-

able for survey and supervision. The Pacific route the

most difficult in the world was thus surveyed. On the

whole, it does not seem extravagant to hope that a complete

State-owned system eventually might afford an imperial

service between all parts of the Empire at rates not greatly

exceeding those now charged for inland telegrams. But a

much more moderate popularization of cable set riots would

make the Empire a living reality to the masses of its people

more than any other agency, excepting preferential trade, to

which it would be a powerful auxiliary.

A more complex question is that of imperial

applied to the steamship lines; which, under the

system, do not appear to find profit in
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rather than foreign trade. For example, the South African

lines have combined to penalize British trade in favour of

American.1

Again, by allying themselves with other mono-

polies, steamship companies have combined to exploit certain

parts of the Empire which, having been prevented either by
natural disabilities or by the artificial restriction known as

free trade from developing native industries, are dependent

upon imports.
8 Such situations tend to become more common

with the further elaboration of commercial organisation ;
and

suggest the remedy of extending, through imperial partner-

ship, to the main lines of the ocean-carrying trade those

principles of ownership or effective control by the States

concerned which long have been applied to railways in

Australasia and elsewhere.

A third agency which it is worth while to develop is

intercourse for education. Before the death of C. J. Rhodes

something had been accomplished in the way of affiliation

between English and colonial Universities, so that students

entering the latter at an earlier age than is customary in

England, might pass into our Universities without the

obstruction of superfluous examinations. But now the

Rhodes scholarships have dwarfed all previous efforts in this

field, and prompt a request for reciprocity. In particular,

the M'Gill University in Montreal affords opportunities for

work in certain scientific departments which are unequalled
in the United Kingdom. Thus there is an opening for a

wealthy Canadian imperialist to furnish a reciprocal endow-

ment, as the corollary of the Rhodes bequest. At the same

time it must be recognized that there is a reverse side to the

Rhodes educational conception. The complaint has been

made that the effect of life at Oxford or Cambridge upon the

colonial undergraduate sometimes has been to foster exotic

manners and social prejudices which put him out of sympathy
with the spontaneous civilization of his own country, to the

detriment of his prospects therein. For that reason it used

to be urged occasionally that the ideal system would be for

the native-born to receive a school education in England,

1 Cf. supra, p. 263.
*
E.g., New South Wales, cf. p. 269.
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to spend in their own Universities those following and
ical yean in which individual character receives iu

definite moulding. Possibly that oonaideratio

to influence the Rhodes trustees in devising
in literal accordance with their instructions, but which
the scholars to Oxford at a later age than rules in

and was contemplated by the founder, after they have already

spent some time in their native Universities or altrm

institutions.

Passing to elementary education, the institution

as
"
Empire Day" is deserving of encouragement. The

idea seems to have originated with the Dominion Educational

Association, which recommended it to the provincial school

authorities in the summer of 1899. The suggestion was
carried out forthwith in Nova Scotia and Ontario, and after-

wards in the other Provinces, the day before the holiday on
the Queen's Birthday being selected for the anniversary.

Upon this day school hours are devoted to the M
study of the

history of Canada in its relation to the British Empire, and

to such other exercises as might tend to increase the interest

of the pupils in the history of their own country and of the

Empire to which they belong." The programme includes

special addresses and ceremonies, the general object being
M
to make Canadian patriotism intelligent, comprehensive, and

strong." Thanks to the energy of enthusiasts, notably Lord

Meath, a similar institution has taken root already in most

parts of the Empire, In the mother country, however,

pire Day seems likely to be deferred until imperial union

is recognized as a national policy.

Again, there is a demand for the control and

of emigration from the British Islands in the

imperial partnership. For a century past imj
in Knjm.l and beyond the seas, have depleted the

/air* policy in this department To the

seems a misfortune that the pick of British

go to the United States, while philanthropic

times dumps upon their shores emigrants wholly

life.

Thus in connection with
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education, and emigration, there are opportunities for foster-

ing the sentiment of alliance through imperial co-operation.

In the meantime it will he necessary to permit the legislative

and executive machinery of the Empire to modify itself in

conformity with the same spirit. Already there is a notice-

able tendency in Canada and Australia to treat as a neglige-

able quantity the constitutional supremacy of the British

parliament over their own. Occasionally exception is taken

to the conventional application of the term "
imperial

"
to the

parliament at Westminster, as being an anachronism. The

nationalist theory is that the parliament of the United

Kingdom ought to be recognized as having a status equal,

not superior to, that of the Dominion and Commonwealth

parliaments; the Crown being a figurehead common to

coequal legislatures, and standing in precisely the same

relation to each, as the symbol of their intimate alliance.

The conception is logical, and ought to be recognized by the

deliberate disuse of the British parliament as an authority

intermediate between the colonial legislature which passes a

(Bill

and the Crown which ratifies it. In this particular,

collective imperialism would reverse the policy of recent

years, which seems to have been to emphasize the constitu-

tional right of the British parliament to reject or amend
colonial legislation, apparently with a view to its ultimate

adaptation as an imperial legislature by means of colonial

representation.
*
I Respecting the executive side of the problem, the

/tentative machinery for effective co-operation in external

/ affairs must be evolved from the principle of alliance rather

y^Jhan from the principle of federation. Accordingly, it is a

question of amplifying the functions of an ambassador rather

than of contracting the functions of a federal authority. To

quote from a former article,
1 which still represents the writer's

opinion,

" a solution seems to be suggested by the existing office of Agent-

General. The political side of the office might be separated from

1 In The Empire Review, August 1902.
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enticed to a

,

the Canadian High Commissioner, in his politic*! capacity, wisiis

a greater influence than a foreign ambassador. Let es

similar high ornnrnfaskmers for the Commonwealth, New
in due course for South Africa. As isfseseiilaliiss of

States, sovereign in all but name, they should take pnniilseos of

^ners. They would be privy councillors, and be stunmooed to

Cabinet meetings dealing with external affair*. Thue they would

be cognisant of imperial policy, which they would commuakels
to their respective Governments, to which alone they are reepoestblf.

The latter, through these high commissioners, would approve, dis-

approve, or otherwise modify imperial policy. It is not likely thai

a policy which one or more partners declined to sanction would be

pressed to extremes. But if a policy endorsed all along by the

Governments of the partner-States led to serious HinVnlties,

Governments would have to justify themselves before their

Parliaments. Thus the ^Tinting Government of each

would find itself the champion of the imperial policy, and would

be impelled by the strongest motives to persuade the nnnstiteeiniis

that its course was the right one. In this way there would be the

greatest likelihood of unanimity. Also the national

be satisfied by the sense of a more direct and effective

would be afforded through proportionate representation in the

imperial Parliament Moreover, the system would be in accord

ance with the modern tendency of British parliamentary tnttfe-

tions towards the silent autocracy of the Cabinet, which is ee

marked in Canada and Australia as here. Most important of all,

the change would require no new institutions and thus would avoid

the appearance of a radical revolution/

A somewhat similar line of development already seem*

to be favoured by a certain group of English imperialists
1

who seek salvation therein from the commercial proposals

which they dislike. But they are mistaken if they think

that any device for
"
taking counsel

"
can serve the purpose

of those proposals. For, whereas preferential trade affccU

the masses of the people in their daily business ell over the

Empire, constitutional reorganisation, however oeceesary, does

not touch the popular imagination It is a supplemeot to

> See letter by Sir Frederick Pollock, on
-
Imperial OifisfMlfii.' i

Tb Tim* of October 17, 1904.
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preferential trade, but no substitute for it. In domestic

affairs of partnership, where a common authority is required

a sufficient temporary expedient would be the creation of a

Board ad hoc, as in the case of the Pacific Cable.

Likewise the Privy Council, as the imperial Court of

Appeal, possibly may be modified with advantage, but never

can exercise any influence upon the popular imagination,

from which it must always be remote. As now constituted,

the Judicial Committee is not felt to be an unmixed blessing

by the limited classes which come into contact with it. Its

weak point is its inevitable lack of familiarity with the

distinctive local circumstances of a world-wide Empire. The

need for reform is emphasized by occurrences such as that

which provoked the Judges of New Zealand to unite in

protesting publicly against the pronouncements of the

supreme imperial tribunal.
1

It is difficult to see in what

direction the functions of the Judicial Committee can be

extended without creating friction out of proportion to the

imperial advantage. But, within the limits of its utility, it

might be improved by the fuller co-operation of colonial

Judges, specially appointed for the purpose. At present the

few colonial Judges who have been made Privy Councillors

find their time too fully occupied at home to make frequent

or prolonged visits to England. But, as long as the sphere
of the Judicial Committee is duly restricted, the appointment
of special colonial Judges would not be open to the objection,

raised in connection with more ambitious schemes, that these

gentlemen, by losing touch with local conditions, would not

enhance the efficiency of the tribunal In any case the

institution is one of quite minor importance in a discussion

of measures designed to impress the popular imagination with

the sense of imperial partnership.
1 See Appendix to this chapter.
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APPENDIX B

Tin PRIVY COUNCIL Aim NEW ZEALAND

The situation that has arisen in oouiiootion with tho criticism of

the New Zealand Appeal Court by the .Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council is unique in the legal history of tho Empire.
The Appeal Court sat this morning and dealt with tho matter, tho

Chief Justice (Sir Robert Stout) and Mr. Justioe Edwards botag
on the bench Sir Robert Stout road tho following state-

ment : . . . "a direct attack has been made upon tho probity of the

Appeal Court of New Zealand Any persons reading their

Lordships' remarks, and being unacquainted with tho judgment of

the Court of Appeal, would assume that this Court had declined

jurisdiction, had denied justice, and had lost its dignity and

independence through dread of the Executive Government Those

imputations are baseless, and I hardly think it is becoming in tbo

at tribunal in the Empire to make such charges against any

Court, unless they are conclusively proved. I have already ei-

plained the attitude of the Appeal Court. . . . Their Locdsfcips

do not attempt ... to meet the arguments used, but indulge ia

language that is happily rare in the judicial judgments
in this colony. ... I feel that these aspersions, under the

stances in which they have been made, are a greater

the Privy Council than on the Appeal Court of New

Unfortunately this is not the only judgment of the Privy Council

that has been pronounced under a misapprehension or an igiMiani
of our local laws. I may briefly refer to three, in which porsonally

I was not in any way concerned. . . . The case of Flimmtr v. TKt

Corporation of Wellington . . . (L. R 9, A. C. 699). . . . JEboIss

T. Millt (L. R, 1898, A. C. 360). . . . TamaJn v. Baktr (L R.

1901, A. C. 561). ... If the decision in that (the last) case wm
given effect to, no land title in this colony would bo safe. Tho

matter is really a serious one. A great imperial judicial tribunal.

sitting in the capital of the Empire, ... is a great and noble ideal ;

but if that tribunal is not acquainted with the laws it is called upon
to interpret or administer it may unconsciously beeosjM a worker of

injustice. And if such should unfortunately happen, then Ik*

imperial spirit, which is the true bond of union aaoBsjst His

Majesty's subjects, must be weakened. At proeont wo in New

Zealand, so far as the Privy Council are oooosrnod, ars in an
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unfortunate position. They have shown that they know not our

statutes, or our conveyancing terms, or our history. What the

remedy may be ... it is not within my province to suggest."

Mr. Justice Williams, in the course of a similar protest, said :

"If the Court had displayed subserviency or want of independence
of the Executive, it would have been loudly condemned by a

unanimous public opinion. No suggestion of the kind has ever been

made here." From the report in The Otago Witness, April 26, 1903.



CHAPTER XIII

IMPERIAL PARTNERSHIP

(I.) Till DlPENDENCn

SUCH then are the principal agencies which a policy of

collective imperialism would adopt in order to

be centrifugal tendencies of immature colonial

But the ultimate object must be kept in Tie

and necessitates gradual measures for bringing the

nations into fuller sympathy with that principle of

dominion which may become the enduring

imperial alliance.

As a beginning of partnership, it seems advisable to

Uroduce representatives of the younger nations into such

; erial services as the Indian Civil Service. Hitherto the

^eulties of distance and expense have deterred would-be

colonial candidates. Now, however, the institution of the

Rhodes scholarships suggests a method which not only would

overcome those difficulties, but would modify the

ooess of education and selection, in a manner

both to the sense of imperial partnership and to the

of a service requiring qualities other than those which

success in the examination room. The system amply would

be to reserve a fixed number of places in the list for Rhodes

scholars from Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South

Africa.

The value in imperial sentiment of the plan

cannot be estimated by reference to the number of

appointments. For beyond the seas the careers of individuals

are watched with wider interest and a keener sense of national

lo than is the case in England. Thus the work of Sir

20
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Percy Girouard in Egypt did more to awaken the sympathetic
interest of French-Canadians in the last Sudan campaign, and

the issues underlying it, than all the achievements of the

Englishmen concerned. Perhaps some day the appoint! i

to India of a French-Canadian viceroy will help to com]
the work so well begun when a French-Canadian rose to be

premier of the Dominion. Meanwhile the careers of Indian

Civilians born in Canada or Australasia would tend to give

their countrymen that lively interest in imperial adminis-

tration which is stimulated by a personal or national

connection.

Another step in the required direction would be a policy

culminating in the assignation of the Pacific Islands to

Australia and New Zealand for administrative purposes. The

preliminary stage would be marked by gradually confining to

Australasians the appointments in the government services of

the islands. Governors and other high officials naturally

would be selected from those who had begun their career

as Rhodes scholars, and had gained their experience in other

dependencies. Thus control would be transferred gradually,

without perceptibly breaking the continuity either of tradition

or of personnel.

Already there is constant friction with the Australasian

Governments over details of administration in the Pacific

Islands
;

and in the case of New Guinea a kind of con-

dominium with the Commonwealth Government has been

established. Further, there is a spasmodic demand for in-

creased naval activity against the encroachments of European
rivals. Taking their cue again from the United States,

Australasians are attracted by the notion of applying a

"Monroe Doctrine" to the South Pacific. At present the

trouble is, from an English point of view, that the application

would be at the risk and expense mainly of the English

taxpayer, who does not call for the tune on his own account.

Hence the eventual transfer of administrative responsibility

to the Australasian Governments not only would enable them

to modify the administration to their own liking, but practic-

ally would impose upon them the necessity of themselves

providing that additional naval strength which would be the
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only effective sanction of the exclusive policy
advocated.

The same principle is applicable to the

Canada and the British West Indies. ^^^ffftllj the latter

are important to Canada, as furnishing a tropical market of

the kind which the United States possess within their own
borders, and also in their newly acquired dependencies,

Strategically, also, the islands are becoming important to

Canada as a base for the protection of her growing

especially in connection with the Panama Canal, so that

again the privilege of administration would enforce the

of responsibility for naval defence.

The economic situation in the West Indies raises a far-

reaching problem of imperial partnership, namely, the whole

question of imperial responsibility ss affecting the commercial

relationship between partner-States of the Empire and their

dependencies. The commercial policy

has followed, in connection with her

imperialism an exploitative imperialism, however much that

ugly feature may have been disguised in England by the

altruistic professions of the conventional imperialist. For

the "
disinterestedness" which the Englishman is

to claim for his imperial policy rests entirely

Cobdenite assumption that free trade is good for all men,

at all times and in all places. Therefore outside Cobdenite

England those professions appear to be insincere; and the

prevailing opinion is that England's imperial commercial

policy is dictated entirely by the interests of the English

people, regardless of its effects upon the dependencies, This

taint of exploitation and of hypocrisy, becoming more pro-

nounced with the continuous and universal decline of the

Cobdenite doctrine, must be removed by a reform of imperial

commercial policy before ever the principle of imperial

dominion can be accepted by the cansoienca of

which have thrown off the yoke of the Cobdenite ere

The extent to which the imperial reputation of

is compromised under the existing regime may be

by the cases of the West Indies and of India.

the report of the Royal Commission, appointed in 1897 to
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investigate the condition of the West Indies, the sugar in-

dustry is indispensable to their prosperity, no other crop

being known which can take the place of the sugar-cane in

certain islands as a source of employment and revenue.1 But

the Commission declared that the success of the industry

depended upon access to a market undisturbed by the incal-

culable factor of bounty-fed competition. Accordingly the

imperial responsibility of England imposed upon her the

obligation of providing that market. So long as bounty-fed
beet sugar was flooding the English market, the West Indies

could not compete ;
not because of price alone, but because

the cane industry had entirely lost its credit in the face of

subsidized competition, and therefore could not raise the

necessary capital for modernizing its equipment and cheapen-

ing production.
2

Being thus expelled from the market of the -

mother country, the West Indies were permitted by Mr.

Chamberlain, in defiance of traditional policy, to negotiate

trade Conventions with the United States, which lately had

imposed countervailing duties upon imported bounty-fed

sugar. Thus our ancient dependencies obtained from a

foreign Power the protection denied them by the suzerain

country. The arrangement was eminently agreeable to the

Americans, as being the natural preliminary to the much-

desired political annexation which would give them undis-

puted control of the Carribean Sea and the projected canal.

Indeed, in 1899, during the above negotiations, the sugges-

tion was mooted in the American press that a shorter cut to

the desired goal would be the exchange of the newly acquired

Philippines for the British West Indies. However, the

Conventions were concluded, and consequently the Americans
"

are undermining the old predominance of British trade. The

idea of annexation is not new to the islanders
;
and it will be

strange indeed if eventually they prove unwilling to transfer

their allegiance to the Power which has shown the more

practical interest in their economic welfare, and will have

forged the link of intimate commercial association.

Meanwhile the Colonial Secretary was endeavouring to

win acceptance in England for the doctrine that the posses-
1
Beport, Part I. *

Ibid., p. 9.
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niuii of dependencies carries the obligation of securing their

economic welfare. He was so far successful that, while the

United States granted a market, England granted poor relief.

namely grants-in-aid to tide over the immediate crisis.

lo negotiations for the abolition of the continental

issued in that marvellous monument of Cobdenite

the Brussels Convention of March 1902. In order to

the bounty system, which rested wholly on freedom of

to the English market, England had only to follow the

example of the United States and impose such

duties as would serve her own purpose in her own
But the Cobdenite sentiment, then pervading both political

parties, could not tolerate the idea of a differential duty even

so pious a purpose as the restoration of M natural
"

price*.

The abstract prejudice price against
"
protection," and the

concrete apprehension of "retaliation" being attempted by
countries which already were obstructing British imports to

tli" utmost degree allowed by self-interest, combined to over-

come not merely national prudence but national self-respect

So the British Government condescended to

independence, and to go cap in hand to the

Governments, begging them as a favour to stop giving

bounties upon the export of sugar. Naturally they

not slow to seize their unexpected opportunity,

already anxious, in their own interest, to terminate the

bounty system, and being alarmed by the talk in England

of imperial preference, they now were enabled by the sub-

missiveness of the British Government to kill two birds with

one stone. For they succeeded in arranging a

whereby they not only extricated their own

from the grip of the sugar bounties, but actually

masters of England's fiscal policy as well, acquiring the right

of dictating to her what duties she shall or shall not impost

upon imported sugar.

Under the Convention England, while not escaping the

unpleasant necessity of penalizing such imported sugar "still

receives bounties, has transferred her right of

whether at any time the occasion for such

arisen to a foreign Commission, of which the
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ment becomes by contract the servile instrument. At the

same time it pledged itself not to give preferential treatment to

sugar grown within the Empire, while the Convention last* M I.
1

This surrender of fiscal independence has proved no less

disastrous to the domestic interests of Little England than to

the potentiality of an imperial fiscal system recognizing the

principle of imperial responsibility. When, in 1904, the

continental beet crop failed in certain countries signatory to

the Convention, and famine prices followed, England found

herself unable to mitigate the situation by temporarily <

celling the prohibition of Russian and Argentine sugar, which

was alleged to be available, but which the Commission had

ordered her to penalize. Thus, apart from the question of

imperial preference, the country has paid dearly for the

attempt of its Government to run with the Cobdenite hare

while hunting with the imperial hounds.

It is a matter of opinion, in which experts differ, whether

the extinction of bounties involves a permanent increase in

the price of sugar in England.
2 Sometimes it is stated that

the continuation of the bounties ultimately would have

destroyed the competition of cane sugar, thus making the

English market entirely dependent upon continental beet

sugar. The danger arising from that situation is indicated

sufficiently by the position in England at the end of 1904.

Yet, given equality of opportunity,
" there seems to be no

doubt that sugar can be produced from cane as cheaply as

from beet." 8 If so, the encouragement of the cane industry

ought to secure not only cheapness but stability, through the

support of the market by an independent source of supply.

Hence the policy of encouraging competition upon that basis

seems to be the interest even of Little England, including the

confectionery trade. For if it is true that this trade cannot

thrive unless it obtains raw material below cost of production,
then it is not worth attempting to preserve in any case.

1 The term was five years.
* "

By far the greater portion of the fall in the price of sugar ... is

not due to the existence of bounties, and would not be lost if they were

abolished." Report, p. 8.

\Tke Wed India and the Empire, by H. de B. Walker, p. 4.
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But if, as seems more reasonable, it it not

precarious a foundation, then iu interesU will be served by

y tending to secure nubility in the pries of raw matvrul

in place of artificial alternations of depressioo and inflation.

Under the circumstances no doubt the Convention, if

really succeeds in extinguishing the bounties, is

ing. But the prohibition of imperial

a serious risk, unless the doctrine of imperial responsibility it

repudiated altogether. For the market of the United

which the West Indies secured by special treaty,

incomparably more valuable to them than the British

owing to the higher prices resulting from the stringent tariff

protection which is maintained in order to foster the beet-

sugar industry of the Sutee and the cane industry of the

new dependencies. The danger is that, as these sources of

supply are developed, the American Government may adopt a

monopoly policy r favour against West Indian sugar.
1

.'by forcing the West Indies to offer a larger price for

the American market, which could be done only by

inating against British manufactures in favour of

In that contingency an awkward situation would arise, if the

pire was unable to offer an equally good alternative market

for West Indian sugar. Accordingly there is a case for the

termination of the Convention at the earliest opportunity.

As it is, the Canadian preferential tariff gives Watt

an sugar an advantage over foreign sugar in Canada;

which, however, is of far less importance than the United

States market, and therefore has not been felt to justify

reciprocal concession. But on the west coast the

preference has enabled Fiji and other British

to overcome the competition of the Sandwich Islands and

r foreign suppliers in meeting the requirement* of UM
Vancouver refineries; and thus has proved a more distinct

imperial advantage than the West Indies have found it

The factor of imperial responsibility dilfcwntbus

question of commercial relations between

the Empire from that of commercial

and the dependencies. Seeing that cane sugar is a

>

Report, p. 9. Walker, **, pp. 4-4.
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industry of so many and diverse British dependencies, there

is a moral obligation upon the partner-States to provide it

with a profitable market
; or, as an alternative, to allow those

dependencies to obtain the same facilities elsewhere, by dis-

criminating against British imports in their own tan t is.

Canada and Australia, having domestic sugar industries to

protect, already are committed to dear sugar. Accordingly

they are in a position to discharge the imperial obligation by
means of differential duties without seriously affecting exist-

ing domestic interests. Were England to maintain a small

duty upon foreign sugar, with free admission of imperial

sugar, the latter, probably being as yet too small a portion of

the whole to throw the duty on to the foreigner, for a time

would have the benefit of an enhanced price. Even so, con-

sidering the internal taxation of sugar in European countries,

it seems reasonable to expect that the British manufacturer

would not be paying more than his competitors for raw

material. And the interests of the household consumer could

be safeguarded by a readjustment of the existing duties on

food. Having thus afforded a market for cane sugar, the

partner-States would be justified in arranging preference
for their own exports in the tariffs of the dependencies, in

accordance with the principle of imperial reciprocity.

It has been urged that the English people have incurred

an exceptional imperial responsibility in the West Indies
;

first having introduced the black population as slaves into

the islands, then having emancipated them, thereby increas-

ing the cost of producing sugar, and finally having allowed

the bounty system, for the sake of a temporary benefit to

England, to deprive them of their chief source of employ-
ment.1 But the special circumstance of the black population
serves merely to emphasize an imperial responsibility which

arises from principles of wider application.

A worse case of exploitative imperialism, disguised by

nothing more substantial than the Cobdenite illusion, is the

repeated manipulation of the Indian tariff in the interests of

English manufacturers, to the detriment alike of Indian

revenue and Indian industry. Up to 1860 nearly all im-

1
Walker, ibid., pp. vii-viii.
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port* into India were made to yield revenue, the date
averaging 10 per cent ad m/orrm. This rale wee redwed
to 7J per cent in 1874, and to 5 per cent in 1876.

r'urtht -i reductiooB aeem to have been carried out

better judgment of the Indian administrator*,
1 aad

pressure in England of certain manufacturer*,

demands happened to coincide with the implicit faith of the

English people in the universal validity of the free-trade

dogma,
11 The application to the Indian Cuftomi tariff of the principts* el

grater freedom of trade might have bean long delayed but for the

accident that the interest* of a great Britiah industry were sffiolsd.

Cotton goods were among the article* on which import duties were

imposed. The English manufacturers complained loudly that the

practical result was to levy a protective duty to their detriment in

favour of cotton manufactures rapidly growing up in India, After

a long and acrimonious discussion, the question at issue, so far at the

iples at stake were concerned, was decided on May SI. 1876, in

a despatch to the Government of India from the Marquis of Salis-

bury, who was then Secretary of State for India. He said that there

was no conflict between the interests of India and of

1 Ix>rd Northbrook . . . reduced the tariff to an all-rooad rale of

6 per cent on imports, and, like others who succeeded him, considered it

necessary in the interests of India to levy the duty on the chief import-
cotton. This raised a protest from England, and Lord Salisbury,

Secretary of State, disapproved of Lord Northbrook
'

policy ;

the exact details of Lord Northbrook's resignation are not known, it tt

generally believed that he gave up office because he believed that IndiaV

welfare had been sacrificed to England
1

! mandate."- 71- 7Ws Nov. !,

1904.
"

I was the Press Commisrioner of India ... in the yean 1077 and

1878, when we first introduced free imports into India on the i

(that was our official word) of the House of

of the vehement opposition of the whole native conunttniiy, and the dis-

trust of the vast inajority of the Civil Serviee. We called

and declared it was for the benefit of the poor Indian

even the Press Commissioner was obliged, for

the other eye when this was alleged for

Commons of July 11, 1877, showed that the

the Government of India to be so benevolent to its

carried by the persistence of the Lancashire

Lethbridge in TV 7ims* Dec. 27, 1904.
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that while the abolition of those duties would give legitimate relit -f

to a great British industry, it was a measure still more necessary in

the interests of India ; that while the duties had the effect of check-

ing the import of British manufactures, they were at the same time

exposing to future injury an Indian industry which it was of the

first importance should rest upon sound foundations, which tin -re

was every reason to believe would rapidly increase, and which ou.^lit

not to be allowed to grow up under influences which experience had

shown must be injurious to its healthy and natural development.
' Whether (he wrote) the question be regarded as it affects the con-

sumer, the producer, or the revenue, I am of opinion that the

interests of India imperatively require 'the timely removal of a tax

which is at once wrong in principle, injurious in its practical effect,

and self-destructive in its operation.' In the following year (July

11, 1877), a resolution was adopted by the House of Commons,
without a division, that 'the duties levied upon cotton manufac-

tures imported into India, being protective in their nature, are

contrary to sound commercial policy, and ought to be repealed with-

out delay so soon as the financial condition of India will permit.'
"

Sir John Strachey, India, pp. 174-5.

Accordingly by the year 1882 all import duties, except
those balanced by Excise, had disappeared, including those

on cotton manufactures which had yielded two-thirds of the

revenue. Thus a fiscal system devised for the small island

which had become, after a prolonged period of stringent

protection, the undisputed workshop of the world,
1 was

imposed upon a continent which, with illimitable natural

resources and a teeming population, scarcely had reached

the beginning of modern industrial development. Substitut-

ing America for India, and steel for cotton, Lord Salisbury's

concern for the nascent Indian industries recalls the prog-

nostications of the earlier free-traders about the industrial

prospects of the United States. To-day, however, it is possible

to compare the results, in the nature and degree of industrial

development, which have followed thirty years of fiscal heresy
in America and of fiscal orthodoxy in India. In the light of

1 " The steady development and sudden expansion of industrial

activity, which rendered England the workshop of the world, occurred

under a highly protective system." Cunningham, The Free Trade Move-

ment, p. 31.
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that contrast the Taunted "liberty" of oar inperkl OOSB.

mercial system appears to be a transparent
fiscal Btrait-waistoout which baa straagied the

development of our continental dependency.
That "

tariff reform
"

in the direction of free imports WM
the policy of English politicians, forced upon India in the

teeth of the men who had the beat opportunities of

Indian interests, seems to be beyond dispute.

is remarkable that when the first step was taken in 1879 of

tting the duties on all grey goods
~

Hinf of yams finer than

it was adopted by Lord Lytton in opposition to the majeni
his council. One of the dissentient members stated thai them wore

i dozen officials in India who did not regard the policyM hartaf

Ibsen taken in the supposed interests of a political party in Ki

the leaders of which deemed it necessary si any cost to

political support of the cotton manufacturers in

Stracheys admit that, making allowance for some exaggetmftfcm of

expression, this statement doubtless contained a good deal of tntta

as to the state of public opinion (Finance* and Pubtic \Vork* e/

India, p. 287). A striking illustration is to be found in pages whete

we should have scarcely looked for it In the latest edition of his

in Polity (1894), we find an Indian official of <\*to*m, the

late Gen. Sir George Chesney, committing himself to the foUowiag

expression of views, which, in substance and in warmth of expres-

sion, recall twelve yean later the angry controversy of the year

preceding 1882: 'One source of revenue, free from the

apparent to every other form of import, is to be found ia

restoration of the cotton duties. The history of this case is stfO so

fresh in recollection that it is not necessary to

the tax has not yet been reimpoeed is doe, not to any
for the people of India, but simply to the supposed ejugoadss of

party government at home. The principle involved, however, goes

far beyond one of pure finance. It opens up the larger quisling

whether the Government of India is to be conducted ia sympathy
with the interests and feelings of the people of the country, or ia

accordance with the small and shifting policy of party oesds ; as to

which it may be said that, unless the stops lately taken art

an injury will be done to the good faith and character of the

Government of India, which may and probably wffl load to 1st*

reaching consequences,
1 "

JWcyutopsKlia Brittmnirm, foi nil. sw

134.
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The year 1894 was not one in which the Indian ollkiul

was likely to reverse his earlier judgment. For in March
of that year the necessities of the Indian revenue forced the

Government to restore the 5 per cent, tariff on imports. But

the same external influences which had imposed the system
of free imports now insisted upon the total exemption of

cotton manufactures from the new tariff, thereby seriously

impairing its productivity. Once more with a Liberal

Government in office, the cant of Cobdenism was revived

in order to reconcile the conscience of the British nation to

a pure measure of exploitative imperialism. It was urged,
as usual, that the interests of the Indian " consumer

"
were

at stake; that, despite the increasing competition of the

Indian mills, the duty on imported cottons would be paid,

not by the Lancashire manufacturer but by his Indian cus-

tomer. But already the fetish was being challenged, and

the charm which had worked effectively in the seventies now
failed to soothe the uneasy feeling aroused by the obvious

subordination of India to Lancashire. Before the year
was out a compromise had been effected. Imported cotton

manufactures were subjected to the tariff, but an equal
Excise duty was imposed upon the products of the Indian

mills, in order that the employment provided by the Indian

market might not be diverted from Lancashire to India.

Shortly afterwards the import and Excise duties on manu-

factured cottons were reduced to 3J per cent.

The argument that revenue Customs duties, if they have

happened to restrict imports by encouraging home manuf; na-

tures, are
"
self-destructive in their operation," is a theoretical

objection which does not deter (e.g.) the Canadian Govern-

ment from working the system of revenue-tariffism with

conspicuous success. The system avoids the occasional hard-

ships of stringent protection. If the yield of the duties falls

off, owing to the competition of the industries
"
incidentally

"

protected, then those industries are developing a taxable

capacity more than sufficient to make up the deficiency.

Further, the progress of those industries itself tends to

increase the yield of revenue from other dutiable imports
not yet subject to effective domestic competition. It is held
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Uberals of the present fiM^^M GoremaMBt that the
I Canadian tariff is not protective in the stringent
affords sufficient "incidental" protection to n^n^^n

le raising necessary revenue in a manner least

to the taxpayer.
1

The writer of the Indian articles in Tfa Times point* oat

how much more suitable to India the system of indirect

taxation is than that of direct taxation, which hat been largely
substituted under English rule. "With ito

line India is singularly deficient in

only seven Indian ports of any consequence, commerce it

so concentrated that the cost of collecting import duties is

minimised.

" The land revenue of India, according to the aeeounU of 1901-3,
was about 18} millions sterling. It cost very nearly four

sterling to collect. The Customs revenue was nearly four

sterling. The collection charges were only 161,190. B<

from the ease and economy of the administration of the

Customs in India there is this great advantage in indirect IsiaHnsj

that supervision is possible, and that the people cannot be

and robbed by their official brethren. ... It is impossible

dealing with millions of direct taxpayers to prevent the

from taking a little more than the tax. It is impossible to

the holders of brief authority, or to curb their

when, as in the case of the income-tax, the element of

and espionage is present, the rein is given to the wont
the Indian nature. Viewed from the ordinary tots of

i would appear to be essentially a continent in whisb mdimt
methods should be encouraged. It is not of course suggested thai

any tax can be substituted for the land tax, but it is

it would be unwise to look to the land for the increase in

which will be necessitated by India's growing requires**

that it would be well to pay greater attention to tU pnesfhftffiss el

the Customs. ... The Indian's ideal is

taxation, where the collection is as far as possible from hfamtf

his home out of sight and out of mind. To the Eagbtlussm,

sees something sacred and bracing in the methods of

this attitude may appear foolish, indeed may seem to ssvov ol Ike
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ostrich ; but there is sentiment even in taxes, and it is wise in India

to defer to the sentiment of the people." 77(6 Time*, Dec. 12,

1904.

The feature of
"
incidental protection

"
hardly seems to

be a serious drawback to the principle of revenue-tariffism as

applicable to India. Indeed it would be difficult to name
another country exhibiting a more striking aggregation of the

special conditions which emphasize the need of protection and

ensure its success. What other country presents so urgent
a case for the diversification of industrial pursuits as the

continent which is threatened with famine upon the slightest

failure of the crops ? If it can be argued that protection lias

achieved its purpose, despite Cobdenite dogma, in the United

States, only because that vast area constitutes
" a free-trade

world in itself," how much more forcibly might the same

argument apply to the continent which, with resources hardly
inferior to those of America, contains one-sixth of the world's

population, including an unequalled supply of the cheapest
and most tractable labour ?

If it be objected that the industrial progress of America,

by reason of racial, physical, and climatic divergencies, has no

lesson for India, then an equally striking contrast may be

drawn from Japan. It cannot be argued that thirty years

ago the natural potentiality of industrial development seemed

greater in Japan than in India. To-day, however, under the

direction of a modern and scientific administration, not only
are all staple requirements manufactured in Japan by modern

processes; but even the old-fashioned local handicrafts and

indigenous arts have been maintained at the highest pitch of

excellence, commanding the liberal patronage of native patriots

and foreign connoisseurs; both substantially augmenting the

earnings of the people, and elevating their standard of civiliza-

tion. In India, on the other hand, Government can show no

results comparable with those which have been attained by
the Japanese statesmen. Its criterion of progress has been

the volume of imports and exports, which may continue to

grow in an undeveloped country while domestic industry is

being confined by free trade to primitive production. In the

light of experience, including that of England herself, foreign
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pears naturally as the sequel and not the pre-

liminary to the development of thai home trade which is H
most profitable of all exchanges. But in India

pioneers never have received from a paternal
the encouragement which is freely accorded

development of home industries has been the

object The Indian market for

"
preserve not of Indian but of

enjoyed an advantage over European competitors, despite
free imports, owing to the financial indebtedness of India to

England. Under this regime it is only within recent years
that the Indian Government, acting under pressure from it*

military advisers, has used its opportunity as the largest

buyer to establish such industries as the manufacture of

saddlery, arms, and ammunition. Meanwhile the vast requirs-
ments in equipment of the Indian railways '"itfBit to pro-
mote foreign trade, providing little of the employment which,

under a different regime, would take a percentage of labourers

off famine relief works. Likewise all the thousand articles

of domestic use, alike in the rajah's palace and in the village

bazaar, are being supplied in an ever-increasing proportion
from the factories of the foreigner who, having probed the

weakness of Eastern human nature under Western rule, has

learnt how superficial glitter may compete successfully with

intrinsic value of inherited manual skill Finally eon-

tact with the West, instead of heralding the zenith of native

art as in Japan, is acknowledged in India to have worked its

dost i action.

Although imperial responsibility is a principle

demands, at any cost, the cessation of the exploitative

yet it may be questioned whether the loosening of the Cob-

denite strait-waistcoat, and the fostering of Indian industries

by the natural nutriment of State aid, including fiscal pro-

tection, would be uniformly unfavourable to English trade

with India. In the first place, the necessity of raising

revenue would make it imperative that the duties should

continue to be light, not suddenly restrictive of

should be raised only gradually, aa the growth of

industry increased the internal taxable capacity of the 1.1 n nsfcy.
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Secondly, the development of Indian manufactures itself would

create a new demand for machinery and equipment, which

would continue for many years and never cease entirely. In

addition the greater dispersion of wealth and luxury, implied

by the growth and diversification of home industries, would

create a market for much that India could not supply from

within. That class of demand the demand for equipment
and for luxuries together with that of surplus requirements,
has served hitherto to maintain, or even to increase, the

volume of English exports to various countries which have

been following a protective policy; and has enabled free-

traders to claim that foreign tariffs have been no lasting

detriment to English trade. Logically, therefore, our free-

traders would not anticipate a serious or permanent injury
to English trade as the consequence of the suggested Indian

protection, against which they are in the habit of raising

altruistic protests. To adopt their familiar line of argument,
cotton might go, but what of that ? Capital and labour are

mobile, and would divert themselves into other channels.

The export of machinery would compensate the falling off in

cotton manufactures.

A protectionist cannot contemplate the contraction of an

established English industry with the apparent equanimity of

the modernized Cobdenite. Yet, since the Lancashire cotton

industry has attained its present inflated proportions only by
the forcible restriction of Indian competition in the Indian

market, it is impossible to contemplate justice to India, the

first instalment of which would be the repeal of the Excise

duty,
1 without contemplating distress in Lancashire. For

although the actual rate of the Customs duty is low, yet it

is sufficient to be protective in its operation, according to its

Lancashire critics, owing to the increasingly keen competition
of the Indian mills. The fact that the latter have succeeded

in attaining so strong a position, despite the artificial dis-

ability imposed upon them by the denial of protection against
their old-established English competitors, indicates that the

manufacture of cotton is an industry which is eminently suit-

1 A resolution requesting the abolition of this duty was passed by
the recent Indian National Congress. The Times, Dec. 29, 1904.
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for India, and would have tttainmi far

this time if the home market hnd been secured to it by
of the recognized fiscal system of the modem world.

it seems probable enough that, were the

repealed, the Indian manufacturers would not

by raising prices, hut would take advantage of the new
to extend tlu-ir production by maintaining the old

which their English competitors could not meet with

themselves paying the Customs duty If the ultimate

would be a serious falling off in English exports of

manufactures, that is the price which the nation would

[pay for having allowed a fallacious economic ideal to

the growth of an exploitative system the absolute

hose disinterested imperial principles which

uially profess. Nevertheless, there is consolation in the

election that England has experienced worse shocks than

reduction of the cotton industry to legitimate proportion*,

without overwhelming disaster. After all, the

sacrifice is nothing compared with the accomplished
of agriculture, which has been regarded in Lancashire itself

as a matter of secondary importance. At wont, the diminu-

tion of cotton manufactures would be a sacrifice of wealth

only ; whereas the sacrifice of agriculture involved the loss

Dt only of wealth but of national welfare, such as can be

Kntributed by no other industry. Further, the cotton in-

dustry seems to be one which, by reason of its

upon a single and foreign source of supply, cannot

to play so large a part in the industrial life of

without aggravating the domestic risks incidental to possible

war.

The Indian Government has not pronounced upon the

subject of tariff reform for India, Its opinion as to

ential trade was invited officially by telegram, in

with the English fiscal question. In it* official reph

ted out that the proposal submitted to it waii

"of^e*
e

uely indefinite and general character, . . . hedged roond

with qualifications and provisions calculated to admit of

almost any limitations." There is nothing surprising in the

conclusion that " we should not be justified in

21
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any new policy of the kind unless assured of benefits greater

and more certain than any which have, BO far, presented

themselves to our mind." It hardly need be said that the

proposals thus criticized were based upon the existing Indian

tariff, and the policy which that tariff represents. Whether

reciprocal preference could be arranged with mutual ad-

vantage upon the basis of an Indian tariff for India, and an

English tariff for England, is an entirely different and nin

hopeful question. By a preferential system of that kind,

England, and the partner-States, might expect to secure tli<>

lion's share of the new Indian trade which would result from

the expansion of Indian manufactures, and thereby ultimately

to obtain ample compensation for the dislocation of existing

commercial connections.

That preference upon such a basis would be popular in

India seems to follow from the opinions of those who

most competent to judge the direction of Indian sentiment.

For example, the writer of the Times articles says :

"
If they (the Indian people) had their way, there would be no

exports and no imports. . . . But if it must be, they would prefer

that their external trade should be entirely with the United Kin^-

dom, and, little as they like British exploitation, they regard ex-

ploitation by other foreigners as unnatural and wasteful. If they

could give an articulate opinion, it would be in favour of the stri

preference for Great Britain, and the most jealous exclusion of

foreign nations. They would be proud to feel that they were n-:d

and useful partners in the British Empire. It would appeal to tlioir

imaginations that mighty political lever in the East. The trade

channel West flows naturally to England, and the Indians would

gladly see the channel restored to the old river bed, and the artificial

cuts to other countries closed or contracted." The Times, Dec. 1 *2,

1904.

Thus there does not seem to be any prospect of opposition

in India to fiscal reform upon the lines indicated. At present

the obvious fact of exploitation enables native agitator

attack that reputation for straightforward dealing which is

one corner-stone of British dominion in India. If it be

objected that orderly government is sufficient compensation to

India for commercial exploitation, the ready reply is forth-
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''.
i : : u . : : .

'

,

'

lidian cash; and, so far from being a philanthropic aarviee.

provides congenial and remunerative employment for a large
number of Englishmen who could not have fond the same

opportunity elsewhere.

Meanwhile the appearance of exploitation in the

in helps to the traditional prejudice of

democracy against Roman imperialism. In the case of the

ted States there was room for the inexperienced self,

confidence of an enterprising and ambitions nation which,

being accustomed to succeed, was attracted by the

of giving the world an object lesson in

ism. It is asserted sometimes that now the Americans are

disappointed with their undertaking; being compelled to

realize that, if imperial subjection is tolerated as being the

preliminary to self-government, the result it not to be

achieved speedily; and that, meanwhile, it is difficult to

prevent the all-powerful commercial interest* from turning

beneficent imperialism into callous exploitation. In she

is affirmed, despite the re-election of President Roosevelt, that

the American democracy would not have embarked upon its

imi>erial career had these things been foreseen. However

that may be, it seems unlikely enough that the

democracies of the British Empire will give their

sanction, by national participation in responsibility, to an

inijHTial dominion which already exists before their eyes, so

long as it is disfigured by an exploitative

For how can those democracies, having
the Cobdenite theory, be persuaded that the system of free

trade is adapted to the enonomic needs of the undeveloped

-m continent? Further, if it in contended that the

ultimate object of British rule in India is to snbstiUiU

the unifying sentiment of a national

immemorial discord of race and creed, bow shall

tmlia, which, know something of nation-making, be per*

suaded that an Indian tariff would not tend to foster Ihe

sense of Indian solidarity?

Accordingly the programme of collective

must include a radical reform of English
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as affecting the dependencies. Against that reform are

arrayed all those commercial and industrial interests which

have become identified with the exploitative system, and now
are seeking security in the open arms of the Liberal party

leaders. At the present time those leaders may be heard

protesting against the charge of indifference to the Empire,
and in the same breath denouncing the policy which effected

the abolition of the sugar bounties. They seem to imagine
that a capitalist coterie forms the entire population of the

West Indian islands, for they ignore the question of negro

employment To them the reputation of English sweetmeats

in the continental restaurants is of greater moment than that

of English imperialism in the opinion of the world. 1 At

most, they are not ashamed to suggest that the situation in

the West Indies might have been met, if at all, by an annual

dole of outdoor relief. Yet even that ignoble proposition

comes with a savour of insincerity from politicians who

declare that their primary business will be ruthless retrench-

ment
Likewise in Lancashire the Liberals are hastening to

commit themselves to the maintenance of the exploitative

system. They who challenged the principle of colonial

autonomy, by raising the cry of "No slavery" against

indentured labour in South Africa, simultaneously are

proclaiming themselves the champions of a more oppressive

infringement of human liberty in a country of which England
is the acknowledged and perpetual trustee. The Lancashire

system, although its operation requires neither chains nor

parchment, none the less effectively deprives the Indian of

1 "It was not those who were for ever mouthing the word Empire,

claiming a special devotion to the Empire ... it was not they who
the l>est friends of the Empire, . . . They came down to the House of

Commons and closured through a Convention to prevent the importation
of artificially cheapened sugar. But the introduction of cheap Bujjar

was denounced by Mr. Chamberlain as the missionary of the Empire, and

the spokesman in particular of the West Indian planter, who was bring

injured in his market here. . . . Why did he not tell them all about it?

Because he would have had to tell how the confectionery trade and oil MM-

trades were being hit at home and abroad. . . ." Sir H. Campbcll-
Banneimaii at Limehouae, Dec. 21, 11)04.
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natural right to fulfil and ameliorate the harsh

of his own existence by himaelf exploiting to the utmost

selfish advantage the market which hit existence alone

creates. The modern masters, like the old. plead that their

system benefits its victims ; but with lest jnetitotion.

whereas the old slavery at any rate afforded a guarantee

against starvation, the new slavery, by restricting industrial

development, tends to aggravate the appalling distress which

is the periodical fate of agricultural India. For the time

being the Liberals exult triumphantly in the support accorded

to them by a phalanx of free-trade interest* threatening
to place imperial policy under a commercial control no less

sordid than that which sometimes is the despair of

patriot*.
1 Yet between them and a revolt of the

conscience, like that which compelled the emancipation of

the negroes, there stands to-day no stronger barrier than the

thin shadow of an economic superstition.

To summarize the foregoing, it appears that tariff reform

is indeed necessary, for the sake not only of Uttle England
hut of the British Empire. It is necessary to the Empire

(1) in order that the completion of colonial autonomy may
be accompanied by a consolidation of material interests to

counteract the centrifugal tendency of nationalist sentiment ;

(2) in order that the ultimate possibility of effecting a

working partnership of independent nations may not be

destroyed by the absolute divergence of

1 " To men of a certain kind, trade and property are far more

than life or honour, of far more consequence than the great UM

and lofty emotions which alone make a nation mighty. They believe,

with a faith almost touching in its utter feebleness, that
* the Angel of

Peace, draped in a garment of untaxed calico,' has given her final SMSsas

to men when she has implored them to devote all their irgin to

producing oleomargarine at a quarter of a cent less a firkin, or to import-

ing woollens for a fraction lew than they can be made at home. Thase

solemn prattlers strive after an ideal in which they shall happily urnu
the imagination of a greengrocer with the heart of a

They are utterly incapable of feeling one thrill of ge

the slightest throb of that pulse which gives to UM world

patriots, warriors, and poets, and which makes a nation other tkaa a

cumberer of the world's surface." Theodore Roosevelt, A\

pp. 11, li.
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(3) in order that the British Empire, as the greatest

agency known to history, may be perpetuated by the con-

scientious support not only of the English democracy, but of

those new nations, infant now, but "giant-limbed," whose

instincts do not promise an easier reconcilement with the

exploitative imperialism of Cobdenite England.



CHAPTER XIV

THE SOUL OP THE EMPIRE

IN every man there is something which matters more than

the rest of him to the world With that part of yon,

Kmly.ii.l Kij.liiu. I have been intimate ever since first you
made it manifest You were the seer through whom the

soul of the Empire found utterance. Ton were the prophet
of imperial truth, the singer who "knew and touched it

in the ends of all the earth." In the ends of the earth

I too knew that truth and touched it, and then I knew

you for a true prophet Therefore in dull, ephemeral prose
I repeat the message, as I heard it, of your immortal

son-

Further, I proclaim you the rightful doyen of imperial

bards ; not, perhaps, by seniority, but because you alone were

comprehensive. For the soul of the Empire is not one, bat

two ; and you alone were the interpreter of both. The one

is the yearning of
" the Four New Nations," their awakening

patriotism, which you expressed for them in
w The Native-

born," before it had found a voice of ite own. When you

spoke, they knew that you had touched the truth, and took

you to their hearts thenceforth. The other son! is onr

nation's faith in its special life-task, which you revealed,
'

primarily for the Americans, in
" The White Man's Burden."

The unbeliever laughs. He remembers only a parody in

Truth or the Bulletin. Any fool can parody a simple gospel,

and make another fool laugh.
I have listened, beyond the seas, to the bards of the

Native-born. Some of them were singing of "The Brave

Bays to be
"

;

l when the Old Country shall have gone to the

~i*. A. H.
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dogs, while the young ones rejoice as giants to run thcii

course :

"And while my lusty land

Felt in her veins the triumphant Bap, and heard

The wonder of the Spring shout in her heart,

Across the waters peering, chin in hand,
A grey old crone mumbled the name that once

Was Britain ! Spent with mighty pasts her soil,

And sodden with a hundred histories :

Her old frame enervated with the pangs
Of bearing progenies of giant men,
Who shackled the careering centuries

To one small island's name ! The end had come.

Upon her fallow fields huddled her brood

Of teeming pigmies, craven beneath their pride;
Too weak to wield the sword their fathers forged,

Too rich to risk the shock of war. Like leaves

In autumn winds, about their uncertain feet

Their shrivelled greatness swept."

That was the fate, descried from beyond the seas, which

seemed to await the England of unchallenged Cobdenism.

There was nothing for it but eventual separation. Our

conventional imperialists are horrified at such "
disloyalty."

But you, and all who have touched the truth, sympathize
with those nationalists beyond the seas when they give

toast of the Native-born :

" We've drunk to the Queen God bless her !

We've drunk to our mothers1 land
;

We've drunk to our English brother,

(But he does not understand);
W.-'vc drunk to the wide creation,

And the Cross swings low for the morn,
Last toast, and of obligation,

A health to the Native-born !

"

We understand. We have heard the message in the

tumult of their cities, and in the silence of their plains and

forests
;
both where men are, and where men are not but

shall be. We respect the patriotism of the younger nations,

and fain would borrow of its kindling fire to revive the

smothered instinct of our own people.
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I recollect jour letter about "
loyalty," Mot in rvply lo

tome querulous Newfoundlander. My imprcouoti i* tUt you
bate the word, and would like to baoiab it from oar imperial

vocabulary If so, I am with you. A sound country baa

uae for the men whoae first affections lit bayou!
bores ; which is the conventional English idea of

**

colonial

loyalty." The future of the new countries lies with the

ve-born, wbose first love, like that of their forefather*, it

the land of their own l.irth What if they
M
learned from

their wistful mothers to call old England Home "
? What if

they are prone to protest their
M
loyalty

"
after the manner

of their fathers ? Their language is traditional as yet, and

patriotism begins to guide their action. True, some there

are who repudiate their own country for the sake of \i\

loyalty to England ;
and for them the patriots have no use.

Such loyalty has no self-respect It looks on applauding,
lo the Old Country does all the chores, and pays all the

bills. It sent no contingents to South Africa, Decani*

hates taking any knocks itself. No, I cannot enthuse over

the abject loyalty of the colonialist, always running down hie

own country (which generally is a good one), and insulting

mine by claiming it instead. Give me rather the plain

parochiali*t, who says from his heart,
" Of no mean city am

I," be it Winnipeg or Walgett, provided be is genuine

enough to defend with his own life, if need be, the country

he condescends to live in.

Of course in the early days the patriotism of the pioneer

generations was loyalty to the Old Country, being their native

land:

44 Listen to me, as when ye heard our

Sing long ago the song of other

Listen to me, and then in choral plher
All your deep voices as ye poll your oars :

Fair these broad meads, these hoary

But we are exiles from our fathers
1

land

From the lone shieling of the misty
Mountains divide us, and the waste of seas-

till the blood is strong, the heart is HigkUsA
And we in dreams behold the Hebrides,
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We ne'er shall tread the fancy-haunted val !>,
Where t'ween the hills creeps the small, clear stream

In arms around the patriarch banner rally,

Nor see the moon on royal tombstones gleam.

When the bold kindred, in the time long-vanish'd,

Conquer'd the soil and fortified the keep,
No seer foretold the children would be banish'd,

That a degenerate Lord might boast his sheep.

Come foreign rage let Discord burst in slaughter!
O then for clansmen true, and stern claymore

The hearts that would have given their blood like water

Beat heavily beyond the Atlantic roar." l

Such was the song which the sons learnt from their

exiled fathers. But now, in Canada, the sons' sons have

passed away, and to the native-born of the third and fourth

generation the sadness of their forefathers is but a re-

miniscence :

"They passed with their old-world legends
Their tales of wrong and dearth

Our fathers held by purchase,
But we by right of birth ;

Our heart's where they rocked our cradle,

Our love where we spent our toil,

And our faith and our hope and our honour

We pledge to our native soil !

"

By catching that native sentiment, which divides the

future from the past, you have made your name a household

word in the Canada of to-day. The " Canadian Boat Song
"

is the exquisite lament of a bygone age, its author forgotten,

its spirit obsolete. The colony of the exiles has become the

nation of their descendants, and very different is the note

struck by the living prophets of the Native-born :

"
Awake, my country, the hour is great with change 1

Under this gloom which yet obscures the land,

From ice-blue strait and stem Laurentian range
To where giant peaks our western bounds command,

1

Authorship uncertain. Date not later than 1829. See The Tvmef,

Literary Supplement, Dec. 23, 1904.
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\
-leep voiM stirs, vibrating in men's ears,
A* if their own hrarts throbbed that thunder forth,

A voice wherein who hearken* wueljr bean
The voice of the desirt of this strong North,-
This North whoee heart of firr

Vet know* not iu de*ire

Clearly, but dmuiu, and murmur* in the dream.
The hoar of dream* is done. Lo, on the hilU the glean I

Awake, my country, the hour of dreamt is done !

Doubt not, nor dread the greatness of thy fate.

Tho' faint souls fear the keen confronting son,
And fain would bid the mom of splendour wait

Tho' dreamers, rapt in starry vision*, cry,
4
Lo, yon thy future, yon thy faith, thy fame !

'

And stretch rain hands to stars, thy fame is nigh,

Hare, in Canadian hearth, and home, and name
This name which vet shall grow
Till all the nations know

Us for a patriot people, heart and hand,
il to our native earth, oar own n>n/Kt Umi j

i

And again :

W Child of nation*, giant-limbed
Who stand'st among the nations

Unheeded, unadorned, unhymned,
With unanointed brow,

How long the ignoble sloth, how loag
The trust in greatness not thine own!

Sorely the lion's brood is strong
To face the world alone!'"

Again our conventional imperialist* shudder at the dis-

ruptive exhortation. Let them read the same writer!

History of Canada, and they will find that this strenuous

Canadian nationalist also is a strenuous advocate of imperial
union

; only, his imperial ideal conflicts with their*.

They say Australia has no nationalist poetry. I am not to

sure. Homely
"
Banjo

"
strikes the note, with gentler touch.

Kiley's Run." 8 Not deliberately anti-British, not "dis-

1 "An Ode for the Canadian Confederacy'; in Pm* by
O.D.Roberts, > -Canada." Heel

A.R
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loyal
"
enough to gratify the Bulletin, itnd therefore the mor<

emphatically Australian and non -colonialist :

"But droughts and losses came apace
To Kiley's Run,

Till ruin stared him in the face ;

H- toiled and toiled while lived the light,

II'- dreamed of overdrafts at night :

At length, because he could not pay,

His bankers took the stock away
From Kiley's Run.

The owner lives in England now
Of Kiley's Run.

He knows a race-horse from a cow :

But that is all he knows of stock :

His chiefest care is how to dock

Expenses, and he sends from town

To cut the shearers' wages down
On Kiley's Run.

There are no neighbours anywhere
Near Kiley's Run.

The hospitable homes are bare,

The gardens gone ; for no pretence
Must hinder cutting down expense :

The homestead that we held so dear

Contains a half-paid overseer

On Kiley's Run.

The name itself is changed of late

Of Kiley's Run.

They call it 'Chandos Park Estate.'

The lonely swagman through the dark

Must hump his swag past Chandos Park.

The name is English, don't you see,

The old name sweeter sounds to me
Of Kiley's Run.

I cannot guess what fate will bring
To Kiley's Run

For chances come and changes ring
I scarcely think 'twill always be

Locked up to suit an absentee
;

And if he lets it out in farms,

ilis tenants soon will carry arms

On Kiley's Run."
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The /to/torn, of ooune, detesU you, the doyen of imperial

prophets. Yet it is from you, and none other. that the
1 mob of BvlUtin rhymateni ti .i, the secret* of

isive craft The other day the /fe/Ma discovered a

jest 2, 2s. was offered for the poem which Kiptmg
might, could, .mil should have written about the war, or an

episode of the war
"

(Russo-Jap war). Apparently the entries

were crowded, but most of the competitors were ruled out

because "clearly, parodies in the sense of caricatures were

exclude.! ally, the lucre was awarded to a bloodthirsty

nonsense-jingle, of \v author wrote,
"

I don't under-

stand it myself, but then I don't understand K. either 1

"
l

The incident illustrates how the rhymsters who serve
" The Australian National Newspaper

"
are your constant

readers. Protest as they may, they do understand the part
of you which matters. Australians after all, they could not

caricature
" The Native-born." Again, on the waling of the

Commonwealth Act, when you made the Old Queen say to

;ig Queen

"Shall I give thee my sleepiest wbdom, or the gift all wfadosi

above t

Ay, we be women together I give thee thy people's lore :
"

thm they knew that you had struck native gold, where they
had scooped the anti-British dirt in vain. Slaves of a task-

master, they vilify the Empire, Yet, see the truants, in

moments of reckless liberty, buzzing like moths round the

flume of
"
Kast and West "

! In short, they find you irre-

sistible. Some of them even might become genuine national

bards, voicing the soul of the Empire as they know it

only their soured patron, who is no Australian, had not tabooed

honest nationalism.

But the native-born poets, at best, know only the one

soul. Before you came there was none to tell the younger
nations about the other soul, which England knows. It is

\vh.> ha\. lifted the veil for them. One evening I saw

it testified in a Canadian club-room. A gruff lumber king.

wise within timber-limits, came in after dinner. We eat

The Butt**, Aug. S&, 1804.
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astonished while he, standing up, thundered the stnry ..f

Kamal's encounter with the colonel's son. How he wished

it had been his own son wished it better than a million

dollars ! He felt it and meant it, every word. All of us

could " hear a breech-bolt snick
" when his right baud dropped

for the under-lever of his Winchester. Some day, thanks to

you partly, the Border-thief may have to reckon with ,1

Canadian. In that day the soul of the Empire shall be <m>.

Not that East shall be West, nor vice versd ; for, despite

Japan, "never the twain shall meet." But I mean that i In-

Native-born shall have recognized the life-work, the common

duty of
" The Five Nations." They will pledge it, as we do,

whenever
"Our faith and our hope and our honour

We pledge to our native soil."

I do not try to argue about the duty, because it is absurd

to argue when there is no way out of it.
" Hae tibi erunt

artes," do it and don't ask questions. If Truth and the

Bulletin are right, then all our history is an accident and a

fraud. To me that is unthinkable.

My pages are concerned with the other soul the embryo
consciousness of the younger nations, which the English
brother " does not understand." His notion of imperial union

has been based upon that helpless "loyalty." He has ac-

quired the habit of supercilious condescension, as though he

owned the whole Empire New Nations and all. His instinct

has been that the mere colonial ought to pay his share, and

be thankful
;
whilst the superior Englishman runs the Empire

on his own lines. The soul of the Empire is a perplexing

mystery to him
; partly because it is only now that even the

elder of the New Nations are bursting the colonial chrysalis ;

partly because, in the Old Country, the simple sense <>f

patriotism has been suppressed beneath delusive cosmopolit-

anism. Yet he might understand if he tried to change

places. Supposing Uncle Sam, in an absent-minded momrnf .

made him a generous offer
; namely, to take over the British

navy, and run it for a nominal cash consideration. Would
the over-taxed English brother jump at it ? No, his dormant

national pride rises in revolt. Then how can he expect the
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New Nations to pay hire for his navy ? He complains that

they do not take their share of the chores. It is his own
i, because he will not have them do it in a self-respecting

manner. For example he trampled energetically upon the

suggestion of national naval squadrons. He looks sslrinos if

they propose to do things in the British fashion. Ho think.

as "disloyalty! No wonder they are discofsfatl
The English brother talks pleasantly of alliance, hot trie* to

enforce his own supremacy. So they are constrained to

imagine that national independence means cutting the painter.

Ungrateful and disloyal colonials, to think that yon should

assert the temper which made England herself !

Yes, surely the Native-born, because they
M come of the

blood," will cut the painter some day, if they cannot other-

wise acquit themselves as nations. Let the English brother

admit that he has been on the wrong tack. Let him realise

that the future is with "the Five Free Nations, who are

peers among their peers," and act accordingly. Else too

union, his fondest dream, is an empty vision.

Some saw the ways parting, and asked,
"
Is there a man ?

"

i t he seer, who touched the truth before, you affirmed the

query (who runs may read),
" Once in our time is there a

man. l Then be it so ! Does not this man belong to your
world of

"
things as they are

"
? He did not always

stand. He offered the Zollverein ;
he called for naval

.ertheless, he is not as those others who belittle

They
"hold the written clue

To all save all unwritten thing*,

And, half a league behind, punae
The accomplished Fact with flouU and fling*'

So now they array themselves in the museum of the

colonial nursery ;
while he,

" a man in a world of men," bves

and learns how nations come. In the stillness of the veldt

lid he too know the soul of the Empire f He has pot away

the Zollverein toy, and opens the door to the imperial

partnership of national manhood. Therefore ho shall ask no

more for naval tribute, but bid the New Nations fsed the

1

Thing* and the Man," by Rudyard Kipling. At* I9O4.
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sea as England fed her. For they shall be neither he\

of wood nor drawers of water. Under alien skies their men,
with ours, shall "drive the road and bridge the ford." "In

the day of Armageddon
"
their ships shall range with ours.

In fulness of time the children shall surpass their

mother, in all save honour. The imperial city shall lose IMT

]>iide of place. In another seagirt isle, by the margin of

the Pacific, where snow-crested mountains sentinel the straits,

sleeps a fair city which the soothsayers named after, yet

before, the Empress-Queen.
" From East to West the circling

word has passed." Another Channel frets beneath an Empire's
commerce. From the landlocked harbour swift ships emerge.

They are the war fleet of the Maple Leaf, heading to the

Southern Cross. For the manoeuvres are at hand, and this

year the Commonwealth directs. Meanwhile Councillors are

gathering by
" the Hall of our Thousand Years

"
reared but

yesterday on the southward brow above the blue. They
have come from Ottawa and Dalgety, from Wellington and

Bloemfontein. There they are assembling, still in the shadow

of the strong North. Their business is
" the Peace among

our Peoples
"

;
and the common matters of the Five Nations,

which order the peace. Awhile they wait, for not yet is

their tale complete; then stand aside, yielding precedence
to the " Wards of the Outer March," to the undaunted

sons of

"giant men
Who shackled the careering centuries

To one small inland's name."

Printed by Mottuox * GIBB LIMITED, Kdinburyk.
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HE EAST AFRICA PROTECTOR \ I I

By SIR CHARLES ELIOT, K.

LA" -MMtMIOMn MM TUB
i-> or 'TtflKkv IM El/Bora* <v

my Svo. With Illustrations and Haft. 15*. net.

whose authorship of the important work on the
now an

open secret, had been.
til his recent resignation, for three and a hall years His Majr
mmissioner for the British East Africa Protectorate. In

ok he gives a very complete account of the country, its history and

peoples, and discus* eat fulness its prospects as a field

ropean colonization. He describes the present system of

on in the Protectorate, and makes a Dumber of mt
for the future. There are chapters oo the

..cry, Missions, a Journey down r
ole forming a comprehensive and valuable account of

he most remarkable !

ic ordinary
possessions of the- ire.

A book of singular interest and of permanent value, which is not
best account that has yet appeared of the Protectorate, but an

problem of the administration of Equatorial Afrfca.'-

"v ;

His style is admirably simple,
and throughout there b a

nour . ieves the book of any snepkioo of
"

LD, 41 A 43 MADDOX STREET. W.
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ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI : HIS LIFE
AND WORKS.
By EDWARD J. DENT,

FELLOW or KINO'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

Royal Svo. With Portrait and numerous examples. 125. 6d. net.

For this biography special researches have been made in the principal
libraries of Europe, and much new material has come to light.

|

When one remembers the extraordinary fecundity displayed by Scarlatti it is

evident that to examine the compositions which are extant requires no ordinary
application and knowledge. The monograph is no mere biography ; Scarl .-.

career is indeed very fully treated, but no less attention is paid to his worl
which a critical account is given, accompanied by copious musical quota;
Mr. Dent deserves hearty thanks for shedding light upon the life and woi i

one so nearly forgotten by the world as Alessandro Scarlatti, "the father of
classical music." 'Musical News.

' We very heartily recommend lovers of music, especially those who care for

old Italian music, to obtain and enjoy this book, which, besides being a valuable
ribution to the history of music, is very delightful reading.' C<n;/ ;

Review.

THE UNVEILING OF LHASA.
By EDMUND CANDLER.

Demy Svo. With Illustrations and Map. 155. net.

Fourth Impression.
' Mr. Candler's account of his experiences in Tibet is as breezy and sugges

as is the excellent sketch which stands on the frontispiece. There is no attempt
at a learned disquisition on the mysteries of Buddhism, no laboured effort to

explain the intricacies of Indian diplomacy, but just a clear and impartial
narrative of the toils and difficulties of the Tibetan Mission. " The Unveiling of

Lhasa ' '

is precisely the kind of book which the ordinary reader wants.
'

The Times.

THE BURDEN OF BABYLONDON
;

or, The Social Incubus, and other Vers de Societc.

By HUGH E. M. STUTFIELD.
Crown Svo. as. 6d.

In this book of verse the author, who is better known as a
traveller and sportsman than as a nimble poet, satirizes in a style

equally genial and pungent the foibles of the * Smart Set
' and

other curious phenomena of modern society.
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THE BURDEN OF THE BALKAN
ill IHKHAM,

torn or * TMSOUOM TUB LAMM or ntm *.'

Dtmy Boo. With lll*strati**t mtd Aty. 14*. rut.

In this story of her sixth visit to the Balkan Peninsula. Wm
:

, after an historical survey of the causes of the prossol
affairs, gives a most interesting account of her work
cnt for the Balkan Committee, and finally deter
id the Albanian, the root of all the Balkan difficulties.* She
ideavours to look at t! the point of view of each
itiona '.m, combining with a keen sense of humour an

jue a discerning eye for all kinds of imposture. The book
s a number of striking illustrations from sketches by the

1 Miss Durham has ihc adventurous traveller's liking for fffc&sf moat. and.
thr whole, her sympathies appear to be with the Christian MoatssMgria* SJM
Mohammedan Albanians : but the book is an armoury of facts lor dw e

all the races against one another.' Atkf***m
1 Miss Durham's pencil made her friends in several parts of UM

aions from her hand add much to the interest of a lively

STUDIES IN
COLONIAL NATIONALISM.

By RICHARD JEBB.

Demy Svo. us. 6d. net.

K ne maices out a most interest

commonly held in this country

ICmpire is obsolete, betiiff

Mr. Jebb believes and in this book he makes out a most interest

ing case for his belief that the view con
of the future development of the British

based on conditions and ideas which have very largr
course of the last six years. He finds that, so for from
the federation dreamed of by official Imperialism, the col

peculiar and diverse way, are tending in the direction of

nationalism. This means the substitution of alliance for

Imperial reciprocity for Imperial free trade, commsfci
for the Xollverein compact. There is much in the book to

ader think, and a good deal to make him uncomfortable.
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FISCAL BALLADS.
By CAPT. HARRY GRAHAM ('CoL. D. STREAMER').

AUTHOR or ' RUTMS KMYMKS KOK Hi- \ i HUMES,' ETC.

Foolscap 8vo. is. net.

This little volume of poetry is a most amusing contribution to tin-

literature of the Fiscal controversy, and may be cordially recom-
mended to Free Trade politicians for electioneering purposes.

FACTS AND IDEAS.
By PHILIP Oll.i

AUTHOR . KR.'

Crown Svo. 35. 6d.

As in the case of the author's previous book, the intention of

these short studies of life, literature, philosophy, religion, history,
and art, is to suggest ideas, subjects for investigation, and the like,

connected with some of the great intellectual problems and achieve-
ments of civilization.

ECONOMIC METHOD AND
ECONOMIC FALLACIES.

By WILLIAM WARRAND CARLILE, M.A.,
AUTHOR OF THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN MONEY,' KTC.

Demy Svo. Cloth, IDS. 6d. net.

1 Mr. Carlile is a hard hitter and an acute think( r. The dominant economi<
doctrines have had no more trenchant assailant for a long time.' The Times.

COMMONSENSE COOKERY.
JBaseo on dfcooern Bnelieb ano Continental principles worfceft out

in Detail.

By COLONEL KENNEY HERBERT.

Large Crown Svo. 75. 6d.
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THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR:
tbc Qutbreafc or txttttUtic* to tbc Battle or HifjjMg.

By T. COWE
With nmmnoui ///ni/raJum, Plant, W Atyf . If*. Mt.

analysis of the events which led to the war it

h we have all understood rather vaguely ta a
evidently taken the gtMtMC car* to

at we have a moat enthralling and
round Port Arthur, enriched with small bat
v have been related by eye-witneesea. Mr Coweo's

havr^'rn'
"

.W -':''" T
"

THE REMINISCENCES OF SIR
HENRY HAWKINS

(JSaron JSrampten .

Edited by RICHARD HARRIS, K.C.,

Avmoe or ' |U.VCTATIO.X or AOVOCACV,' 'Atoo

Two Volants. DfmySvo. With Portraits. 30*. net.

' A delightful budget of miscellaneous reading. The
eading of a very easy and attractive kind . but underlying them to the

.f a strong and genial character, forcing its way to recognition by shear nanl
Jone. They are delightful, not alone by their wealth of anecdote, bat also by
heir unconscious of a strong and yet lovable personality -5f ***

POLITICAL CARICATURES, 1904.

By F. CARRUTHERS GOULD.

Suf*r royal +to. 6*. net.

Also an Edition de Lu.\t of 100 largt'f*f*r (*fu* t mmmknd oml

2 as. net.

One looks twice before he
tares" is only 6s. Where

.;.*xl humour and so
cartoonist, and his is the only
in caricature, '-Dotty MM!
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EDWARD AND PAMELA FITZ-
GERALD.

0omc account ot tbeir Xtves

Compiles trom tbc Xcttcte of Cbose wbo Knew Cbcm.

By GERALD CAMPBELL.

Demy Svo. With numerous Portraits. 123. 6d. net.

' No one interested in the '98 rebellion, in the gay and chivalrous and haples:
Lord Edward, or in eighteenth-century folk and manners, can afford to miss this

delightful volume.' World.

' The frankness of the correspondence of Lord Edward's aunts and
makes Mr. Campbell's volume more entertaining than most novels

JERUSALEM UNDER THE HIGH
PRIESTS.

five lectures on tbe period between Hebemtab ano tbe

(Testament.

By EDWYN BEVAN,
AUTHOR OF ' THB HOUSE OP SELKUCUS.'

Demy Svo. 75. 6d.

' These lectures deserve careful study by everyone interested in the history of

how Hellenism and Judaism first came into contact.' Cambridge Review.

STUDIES IN VIRGIL.

By TERROT REAVELEY GLOVER,
; ow AND CLASSICAL LECTURER or ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,
AUTHOR OF 'LIKE AND LETTERS IN THE FOURTH CENTURY.'

Demy Svo. los. 6d. net.

Mr Glover has achieved a real triumph ; he sends his readers away longing
to take up thei Virgil again.' St. James s Gazette.
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I HE WHITE MAN IN NIGhRI A.

By GEORGE DOUGLAS HA/

my 8*0. With **mtrou llluitration* ami * Mt. io. 6d. Ml.

The author of this graphic account of life in Northern Nigeria was
c some time Private Secretary to Sir Frederick Lugard, the High

issioner, and was thus in a position to learn the truth about
le country and its problems.

author supplies some admirable pictures of the incidents which have lad
. occupation of Northern Nfeeria H. theories are sane and

>me. his descriptions graphic and informing. One woold hae evei
x.paying British subject to read \bem'Atkt*mm
A really fascinating book, which, while stirring and pictureem. vivtd aad

k s full of facts of the rarer aad more valuable son a* o*
riest and most scientific treatise could be. The book is certain to he read km

ranee and Germany. By every law of common-sense it should he reed, wefl

id carefully rea<! pe it may be.'-Ai

SUNSHINE AND SENTIMENT IN

PORTUGAL.
By GILBERT WATSON.

AVTMOB or *TNMU ROU.IMG Smote* >

Dtmy Svo. With numtrous Illustrate*!. 125. 6d. net

Watson has written a book which may be fittingly placed on
shelf between Sterne's Sentimental Journey

" and Robert Louis
"Travels with a Donkey in the ('rvrnncA

"
S.^Hmj*

ENGLAND IN EGYPT.
By VISCOUNT MILNER,

EUventh Edition. With additions s*mm*nn*g tkt count /
ytar 1904. Crown Svo. 6ft.

The great and far-reaching change in England's position in Egypt
effected by the signature of the Anglo- French agreement has rendered

necessary a further addition to Lord Milncr's work, tracing tkt

course of om 1898, when the book was brought up to dale

by a chapter by Sir Clinton Dawkins, to the present time. This

important task has been carried put by Sir Eldoo Gorst, K.C a. lale

Financial Adviser to the Egyptian Government, who describes in a

masterly chapter the recent results of Bi ituOi rule in Egypt and tbt

Jan, and the hopeful possibilities of the future.
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ENGLISH ESTATE FORESTRY.
By A. C. FORBES.

Demy Svo. With Illustrations. 125. 6d. net.

Forestry is a subject the importance of which is by no means

adequately recognised in this country. It is, indeed, seldom that

one finds an owner of woodlands who has a competent knowled
tin- scientific theory and practical possibilities of timber-planting.
Mr. Forbes's book will be found a valuable corrective of the

prevailing happy-go-lucky methods.

1 Mr. Forbes has produced a most excellent work, which should be
shelves of all estate agents and owners of woodland property.' Saturdii ,

'

Perhaps the soundest and most useful book on forestry yet written t>v

I irishman for the ordinary reader.' Estate Magazine.

GHOST STORIES OF AN ANTIQUARY.
By MONTAGUE RHODES JAMES, Litt.D.,

i.o\v AND LATE TUTOR OF KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

Crown 8w. With Illustrations by tlie late James McBryde. 6s.

Second Impression.

' We do not hesitate to say that these are among the best ghost stories we have
ever read ; they rank with that greatest of all ghost stories, Lord Lytton's

" The
Haunted and the Haunters."

'

Guardian.

OUTLINES OF THE SYNOPTIC
RECORD.

By the REV. BERNARD HUGH BOSANQUET,
VICAR UP THAMES DITTOS ;

And R. A. WENHAM.
Croum Svo. 6s.

1 There is at the present moment a place for some such work as this, which, at

once scholarly and popular, reverent, yet pervaded with the modern spirit, will

put young students of theology and the educated laity in possession of the results

of recent "
higher

"
or literary criticism of the Gospels.' Scotsman.
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MY SPORTING HOLIDAYS
N'RY SETON KAKR. C.M.G.. M

Dtmy Svo. With mtmtnmt lUmitrrfmi. us. 6d. rwt.

The book wl. Scolopax s" delifhlf*l gossip, informs the rider's
or taxing his patience grows yearl y rarer Sir Henry Sesosv

Karr's volume is a very pleating specimen of that class, the oiehook of one wfco
has wandered far afield in search of sport, and can write of hkdotof*
egotism or vain repetitionv Hi^ tkrtchr^ of \Vtcrn v^,ct> wr .rr , rmd
pictures, full of insight and good humour.*

Ti.i . hvely volume, which will be read with a great deal of
w

sportsman who can got bold of it. record* the author's adveaiore* to

sport during tbe last two-and-thirty yean ///.i/r//W Sfifth* *U
tin ..

PAGES FROM A COUNTRY DIARY.

By PERCIVAL SOM1

Large Croum Svo. With Photognumn Illtutr*ti*u. 7*. 6d.

It is not often nowadays that a writer on indoor and outdoor hie m tW
country appears with a knowledge so matured and a style so mellow aa that of

U Somera. In fact, we do not believe that there oomld he a book

which would better reflect the attitude of a country gintlssisi towards mm aed
animals and affairs. Hi> inimitable, genial manner is so

is continually delighted, whether he is reading of a local

author basketed some fine trout with tbe help
of a phanu

out \sith a party of dry-fly fishermen.' World.

HOUSE, GARDEN, AND FIELD.
B Collection ot Short Haturc

By L. CM IALL, F.K.S.,

or BIOLOGY iw TMS Unima*mr or
PHYSIOLOGY IK TMS RUVAL

Crow* &. With numtms ll!*str*ti**t. **.

S#9*d Imfrttsu*.

lite the best things of the kind tbat have
became a subject in the schools.' Fi/W.

This admirable little work appear* to be by far tbe best aid to

teaching of nature study that h.i
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NEW FICTION.
Crown Svo. 6s. tack.

THE SEETHING POT.
By GEORGE A. BIRMINGHAM.

A very brilliant and detached study of Ireland of yesterday and to-day.
1

THE RAMBLING RECTOR.
By ELEANOR ALEXANDER,

AUTHOR OF 'LADY Amnft WALK.'

Second Impression.
' In " The Rambling Rector " one finds the same delicate humour, imagination,

and sentiment which distinguished
"
Lady Anne's Walk." '

Manchester Guardian.
1 Miss Alexander has the goodly heritage of an admirable literary style com-

bined with a sympathetic comprehension of the Irish people and a keen sense of

humour.' A thtnaum.

PETER'S PEDIGREE.
By DOROTHEA CONYERS,

AUTHOR OF 'THE Bov, SOME HORSES, AND A GIRL.'

With Illustrations by Nora K. Slielley.

Third Impression.

The story is very clever and amusing, brimful of real Irish fun and humour,
and adorned with illustrations quite up to its own mark.' World.

' This is one of the funniest books we have had the pleasure of reading for a

long time, and is full of genuine humour.' Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic :

SCENES OF JEWISH LIFE.

By Mrs. ALFRED SIDGWICK,
AUTHOR or 'CYNTHIA'S WAV,' THE THOUSAND EUCENIAS, AND OTHER STORIES,'

BERYL STONES/ ETC.

Second Impression.

Mrs. Sidgwick's bright manner of telling her stories, her delicate humour,
and quick realization of the subtle pathos that is threaded through all Jewish life,

appear on every page, and make the book both interesting and enjoyable reading.'
Westminster Gazette.

' A volume from the pen of Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick is always welcome, so alert

is her intelligence, so keen her observation, so crisp and clear-cut her style.

Altogether, this is an extremely vivacious and instructive volume.' Spectator.
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NEW FICTION.-Continucd.

THE CELESTIAL SURGEON.

By F. F. MONTRESOR,
or* Wot * HaeeaV eve

./ Iinfttuio*.

The Celestial Surgeon." Miss llontrseor teat her beet. The
drawing, as is usual with the writer, is excellent . the <

'

eings, neither too good nor too bad for
everyday

< book a*
out of the schoolroom, but their eUarm Witt be gUdu> haven

nmensely clever study of a group of temperaments, iih the
of a capitally constructed plot. 'Si. Jft^tt

! .. '

THE SHADOW ON THE WALL.

By MARY E. COLERIDc.
I MK KIMG WITH Two FAC%. *TMI Tmm* !>*. ere

Sttond Impreuio*.

A new novel from the pen of Miss Coleridge is an event the |iliaam of ba
is mhanced by the comparative rarity of its occurrence. All wfco are able to

emancipate themselves sufficiently from the tyranny of cirouaetaooe caa aarAy
fail to recognise the charm of this delicately

THE REAPER.

By EDITH RICKERT.

simple yet strange story of a mind at once simple and Hissmi
t h i on would seem to have been guided by a delicate m

ct for the central, the captain thought or word or expression.
*-

A novel the scene of which lies beyond the beaten track,

repay you amply for the reading.' Rnrit* of Jrirfcee.

CHECKMATE.
COURTNI

Miss Courtney has written an able novel, and one that wi

he first page to the lasf-SVJMrf Dfy !****.
' The story is very interests, and is told throughout with

-Outlook.
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THE EVOLUTION THEORY.
By DR. AUGUST WEISMANN,

PROFESSOR or ZOOLOGY IN THE UNIVERSITY or FREIBURG.

Translated by J. ARTHUR THOMSON,
REGIES PROFESSOR or NATURAL HISTORY IN THE UNIVERSITY or ABERDEEN,

And MARGARET THOMSON.

Two volumts, Royal Svo. With many Illustrations. 325. net.

The importance of this work is twofold. In the first place, it

sums up the teaching of one of Darwin's greatest successors, who has

been for many years a leader in biological progress. As Professor
Weismann has from time to time during the last quarter of a century
frankly altered some of his positions, this deliberate summing up of

his mature conclusions is very valuable. In the second place, as

the volumes discuss all the chief problems of organic evolution, they
form a trustworthy guide to the whole subject, and may be regarded
as furnishing what is much needed a Text-book of Evolution

Theory. The book takes the form of lectures, which are so

graduated that no one who follows their course can fail to under-
stand the most abstruse chapters. The translation has been revised

by the author.

LECTURES ON DISEASES OF
CHILDREN.

By ROBERT HUTCHISON, M.D. EDIN., F.R.C.P.,
ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN TO THE LONDON HOSPITAL AND TO THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN,

GREAT ORMOND STREET;
AUTHOR or ' FOOD AND THE PRINCIPLES or DIETETICS.'

Croum Svo. 8s. 6d. net.

'

It is difficult to praise this little volume too highly. It deals with one of the

most attractive and satisfactory subjects in medicine, the treatment of child:

diseases ; the style is excellent, and the illustrations, which, with one or two

exceptions, are taken from photographs of the author's cases, are unusually
good.

' Nattire.

' Dr. Hutchison says in his preface that he does not intend to compc:
the many excellent text-books on Children's Diseases, but we feel sure no student

should be without this book, as, unable to spare time for the larger treatises, he
will here learn many things which otherwise practice alone in after-life will teach

.' Guy's Hospital Gazette.
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ASTRONOMICAL DISCOVERY.

By HERBERT HALL TURNER, D.Sc, F.R.&,

SAVILIAN niris>n or ATWMN>M trMrv or Owostv

/tap 8tw. With Di*c**mi. ios. 6d. net.

In these lectures, written for delivery before the University of

tiicago, Professor Turner traces the history of modern Attro-

scovery, first showing by what an immense amount ol

bour and patience most discoveries have been made, and then

riK in tit-tail many of the more important ones. Among his

Uranus, Eros, and Neptune, Bradley*s

ht and the nutation of the earth's axis, the photo-

iphic measurement of the heavens, Schwabc's work oo the ton-

3t pe Chandler's discoveries in connection with the

.titude.

A volume of unusual interest. In its

scoveries is developed in ma
ntmimttr GuttU.

11 IE BECQUEREL RAYS AND THE

PROPERTIES OF RADIUM.

e HON. R. J. STRUTT,
FBUJOW or T.IXITY CouMtm.

Dtmy Svo. With Diagrams. 8ft. 6d. Ml.

The author ^OMBHBI to a rewarkabk dme tbo fac^y cf *** ****
>ns in a simple way. and of expreoiinf the !! I

easil understood. -Nd/easily understood.

1 The book may be : : H
it uv vwm tnmj w WMV^*J

prcbensible and attractive account .

on tbe structure u( matter.'-CArMr R***
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AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE THEORY OF OPTICS.

By ARTHUR SCHUSTER, Ph.D., Sc.D., I.I

PROFESSOR or PHYSICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OP MANCHESTER.

Demy Svo. With numerous Diagrams. 155. net

This volume is intended to serve as an introduction to the study
of the higher branches of the Theory of Light. In the first part of

the book those portions of the subject are treated which are ir

pendent of any particular form of the undulatory theory. The author
has endeavoured, by means of elementary mathematical re i

to give an accurate account of the study of vibrations, and h.-is

special stress on the theory of optical instruments. In the second

part mathematical analysis is more freely used. The study of

luminous vibrations is introduced through the treatment of waves

propagated in elastic media, and only after the student has become
familiar with the older forms of the elastic solid theory are the

equations of the electro-magnetic theory adopted. The ad van i

of these equations, more especially in the treatment of don

refraction, is explained, and the theory of ionic charges is adopted in

the discussion of dispersion and metallic reflexion.

THE ELECTRIC FURNACE.
By HENRI MOISSAN,

PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AT THE SORBONNE; MEMOKE DE L'INSTITUT.

Authorized English Edition.

Translated by A. T. DE MOUILPIED, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
ASSISTANT LECTURER IN THE LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY.

Demy Svo. With numerous Illustrations. IDS. 6d. net.

This work embodies the original French Edition, together with

the new matter incorporated in the German Edition. Moreover,
Professor Moissan has written, specially for this edition, a chapter

dealing with the most recent work. The book, while dealing !

with Professor Moissan's own researches, gives a general survey of

the experimental work accomplished by means of the electric furnace

up to the present time. The bearings of this work on technical pro-

cesses are frequently discussed.
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THE CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF
VITAL PRODUCTS

D THE INTER-R! N ORG
COMPOUN

By PROFESSOR RAPHAEL MELDOLA, P.ltS,
09 TM> CtTV AMI GttILM 09 LONDON TKMftKAl Pi!!!, ?!*.

S*/*r Roytt &w. Jit. net.

The great achievement* of modern Organic CtHnntory in the
domain of the synthesis or artificial production of compounds
are known to be formed as the result of the vital activities of <

and animals have not of late years been systematic*
The object

of the present book, upon which the

engaged for some years, is to set forth a statement as

possible of the
present

state of knowledge in this mm
and important branch of science, The book will consist of two
volumes, of which the first will be ready very shortly. The treat

ment is calculated to make the volume a work of reference which
will l>r found indispensable for teachers, students, and investigator*,
whether in the fields of pure Chemistry, of Chemical Physiology, or
of Chemical Technology.

HUMAN EMBRYOLOGY AND
MORPHOLOGY.

By ARTHUR .1, M.D. Aberd, F.R.CS. Eng.
AXATOMV, LONDON HOMTTAI. MMMKAL

A New Edition. Greatly enlarged. Ibmy 8iv. 12*. 6d. net.

The greater part of the work has been rewritten, many of the old

MS have been replaced, and a large number of new figures

introduced. The alterations have been rendered necessary owing to

the advances which have been made in our knowledge of the early

,es of development of the human embryo, of the

of the ovum and formation of the placenta, and of the

of the heart, lungs and nervous
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THE WALLET SERIES OF HANDBOOKS.
MR. EDWARD ARNOLD has pleasure in announcing the pul>li<

of a series of handbooks, ranging over a wide field, which
intended to be practical guides to beginners in the subjects with
which they deal. The first five volumes, of which descriptions

given below, may be regarded as typical of the scope and treatment of

the whole series, which is published at is. net per volume, pa;
and 2s. net cloth.

ON COLLECTING ENGRAVINGS, POTTERY,
PORCELAIN, GLASS, AND SILVER.

By ROBERT ELWARD.
Really very interesting and constitutes in brief an admirable historical and

artistic sketch. It forms an excellent handbook for the guidance of amat
Scotsman.

DRESS OUTFITS FOR ABROAD.
By ARDERN HOLT.

1 To take more clothes than wanted is almost worse than not to have <

... A perusal of this little volume, which is sensibly written, should enablt

traveller, man or woman, to journey abroad suitably equipped." Sheffield In

dependent.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR THE
INEXPERIENCED.
By HUBERT WALTER.

1 We really are delighted to meet with it ; common-sense, practical knowledge,
and no small share of humour are marked characteristics of the work. . . .

guide to the plain man, who wants to know how to set about getting his li

\\ired and fitted . . . this is the best work we have seen, and we have pleasure
in recommending it as such.' Electrical Review.

HOCKEY AS A GAME FOR WOMEN.
By EDITH THOMPSON.

Thompson's book may be recommended to beginners as the very best

that has yet appeared of its kind. It has the great merit of being quite practical

throughout.
'

Queen.

WATER-COLOUR PAINTING.
By MARY L. BREAKELL ( PENUMBRA

')

s Breakell's work is the product of knowledge and sympathy. She
a thorough acquaintance with her subject, and is always able to illustrate her

teaching by reference to the practice of great masters past and present. The
arrangement of the work is excellent.' Manchester Courier.

LONDON : EDWARD ARNOLD, 41 & 43 MADDOX STREET, W.
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